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ABSTRACT OP THESIS

The aim of the present thesis is to investigate the manner in

which Greeks process the sound, continuum when performing in English.

The scope of this study is restricted to certain comparable (and

problematic) areas of the phonological systems of Modern Greek and

English. Only phenomena involving consonantal sequences are con-

sidered, specifically those relating to the following processes?

- Regressive voice-assimilation of obstruents.

Regressive voice-assimilation of pre-consonantal sibilants.

- Regressive point-assimilation of pre-consonantal nasals.

Progressive voice-assimilation of post-nasal stops.

Identical-consonant cluster simplification.

Pre-obstruent nasal deletion.

Epenthesis.

Environmentally, such phenomena are examined and accounted for

within the domain of the phonological word.

The selected fragment of the Greek phonology is analysed and

described in transformational, generative terms, and, where this

is pertinent, the sets of Redundancy and Phonological rules develr

oped for Greek are compared with their English counterparts. When

the same or similar inputs to rules yield non—identical outputs in

the two systems, the explanation is sought in the, at least par¬

tially, different processes that the relevant data undergo.

The experimental part of the thesis seeks to provide some

independent, empirical support for the conclusions (concerning

primarily transfer and misapplication of Greek rules to English

phonological structures) arrived at on the basis of the compar¬

ison of the phonological processes involved in each language.

[ v ]
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1. Aim

The primary concern of this thesis is to provide a theoretical basis

for comparing some matching areas in the phonological systems of

Greek and English, and, this done, to account for certain pronun¬

ciation errors, observed in the performance of Greek learners of

English, by showing that they can be attributed to the manner in

which native speakers of Greek process the English sound continuum

in terms of rules of the Greek, rather than of the English, pho¬

nology.

This investigation does not pretend to have exhausted the sub¬

ject, nor even does it claim to offer any final answers to the spe¬

cific questions it has dealt with. It can only claim originality in

two respectss first, in contrast to normal practice,Greek pho¬

nology is treated here in generative terms - as expounded, mainly,

in Chomsky & Halle (1968), and in Brown (1969> 1972)5 and second,

the comparison of the two languages involved is also made in terms

of generative processes, which, to this writer's knowledge, has not

been attempted on a comparative basis of this kind so far.

2. Problems

Pronunciation errors made in a foreign language learning set¬

ting can be variously categorized. They may be termed 'Major' (or

•Phonemic', or 'Distinctive') when they refer to a change in the

composition of a segment! ambiguity or even incomprehensibility may

result then, as, for instance, when cap in, "Your cap is here." is

C 2 ]



miskaard or mispronounced wirbh '-voice-1 in the final segment.. Or

they may be classed 'Minor1 (or 'non-Phonemic', or 'non-Distinctive')

when they reflect 'foreignness' of accent rather than any real break

in communication, as, for example, when bomber is mispronounced with

a medial [b].

Whatever the evaluative merits of the terms 'major' and 'minor',

the fact remains that although errors observed may be grouped in the

ways suggested above, one can never hope to categorize in the same

way the people who make such mistakes; all learners, of all foreign

languages make both (and many other) kinds of errors. The language

teacher may feel that priority must be given to the former type of

mistakes, but the language investigator need not be bound by similar

considerations as to the area he chooses to examine. Nevertheless,

some selection of scope of research is necessary.

2.1 The coverage of this thesis has been restricted to a relatively

small number of phonological phenomena that occur intra- and inter-

(3)
morphemically within the domain of the phonological word. ' Specif¬

ically, interest in this partial study lies in investigating how

certain consonants and, mainly, consonantal sequences are processed,

separately in each of the two languages, and, additionally, how a

Greek handles such English segments and segment sequences as are

compared here.

The particular pedagogical problems examined in this thesis

all relate to the tendency of a Greek learner of English to impose

the rules of Greek phonology on the English system. A brief, in¬

formal account of such problems is given below;

(a) Application of the Greek rule that assigns the feature

'voiced' to stops post-nasally (cf. p. 77 ) to English



phonological inputs which satisfy this sequential condition.

That is, a Greek frequently mishears and mispronounces

English words such as "bumper like thiss *[b.£mbe].^^
A serious pedagogical problem is involved here.

(b) Application to the relevant English sequences of the Greek

rule that may delete a nasal segment before a 'voiced stop'

(cf. pp.89-94 )? "the stop segment may have been originally

'voiced', or it may have assumed voicing through applica¬

tion of the previous Greek rule5 for example, both tend and

tent may be erroneously perceived or rendered as *[ted],
as in Ted.

A pronunciation problem arises here also.

(c) Application to English of the Greek rule that assigns the

feature 'voiced' to the archi-segment /s/ before any

voiced consonant| for example, small is generally misheard

or mispronounced as *[zmol] by a Greek.

This case of rule-misapplication constitutes a very serious

(6)
learning and teaching problem. '

As we shall see in greater detail later (chapters 3 and 4)>

all of these problems originate in the fact that English consonantal

sequences are processed by the learner according to the rules of his

mother tongue - Greek.

Another pronunciation difficulty considered in this work arises

from epenthesization of the segment [e] after a consonant at the

end of English words 5 this process also may result in ambiguity, as

when send is, frequently, misperceived or misproduced as *[send®].

Naturally, when all or a number of these Greek rules are mis¬

applied to English structures, the problem becomes more acute. As
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an illustration, consider the various phonetic shapes that an English

word like sink may assume when processed in accordance with the rules

of Greek phonology:

- after application of the 'Progressive voice-
assimilation of post-nasal stops1 rule

and more rarely

- after application of the 'Progressive voice-
assimilation of post-nasal stops' rule, and
after subsequent application of the 'Pre-
obstruent nasal deletion' rule (cf. rule (4),
p. 94,) 9 but before epenthesization of [0]

2.2 There are numerous other phonological areas which, though quite

problematic, are not dealt with in this thesis at all. For instance,

all vowels are excluded from this treatment, and so are certain con¬

sonants (e.g. /8/ and /3/) and the glides (/y/, /w/, /h/) as not

directly related to the subject-matter of this study! stress is ig¬

nored (except that it is marked in phonetic transcriptions, purely

for the reader's convenience) as are all suprasegmental elements.

Finally, 'syllables' are not treated here as underlying elements,
(j)

but rather as the distributional unit of the phonetic realization. '

The language being analysed and described is, for Greek, strict¬

ly Thessalonilcian Greek, in particular the variety of Greek which

the present writer speaks? no onomatopoeic words or foreign loan-
( P)

words are accounted for. ' On the English side, the P.P. variety

(as described in the works of P. Jones) is considered.

(cf. rule (H), p. 77)

after subsequent epenthesization of [0]

*[s-t£g]
*[sai}ge]

(cf. rule (5), p. 96)
after subsequent epenthesization of [B]

*[sig]

*[srkge]



2.3 All of the problems considered on a comparative basis in Part

One of the present thesis have been tested in an experiment which

is described and discussed in detail in Part Two, chapters 5 and 6.

3. Organization

The general organization of this thesis is as followss

Part One is concerned with the phonological description of the

problems under examination. Part Two is devoted to the experiment.

Chapter 1, the Introduction, is a brief, informal sketch of

the nature of the problems considered5 it also states what assump¬

tions have been made and vrhat conventions have been observed in the

course of this investigations finally, it outlines the theoretical

model used for analysis and description.

Chapter 2 presents in some detail the descriptive model as

well as the 'distinctive features' framework utilized in the form¬

ulation of rules and in the explication of certain phonological and

phonetic processes in later chapters.

Chapter 3 deals with the relevance of the Redundancy Rules

to the pedagogical problems examined in this thesis. Only Sequence

(9)
Structure Rulesv/ are considered, the form and function of a set

of Segment Structure Rules being simply demonstrated but otherwise

taken for granted. The important question of 'voicing' in Greek,

related to a number of processes discussed in this work, is also

argued in some detail.

Chapter 4 shows the relevance of Phonological Rules to the

problems under discussion.

In all presentation in Part One (and where relevant in Part Two)s



the general rules which we eventually land up with will be referred

to by name. Other rules which are instances of these general rules

Will be developed during the discussion these will always be re¬

ferred to the maximally general form of the rules.

Chapter 5 analyses in considerable detail both the materials

used in the experiment and the conditions (administrative and phys¬

ical) under which the experiment was conducted.

Chapter 6 is a fairly comprehensive discussion of the statis¬

tical evaluation of the experimental results.

Finally, the Tables in the Appendices to this thesis contain

all the experimental materials in the form in which they were admin¬

istered to the participants, and give a complete picture of the as¬

sessment of the subjects' behaviour in all the phases of the exper¬

iment. The Tables also include statistical information that is use¬

ful for the interpretation of the experimental results.

4. Assumptions - Conventions

4.1 Assumptions

In the course of the investigation into the fragment of Greek

and English phonologies presented here, the following assumptions

have been made s

(a) It is taken for granted that a formal syntactic and semantic

analysis of both languages under examination has preceded this study,

and that information derived from such an analysis forms part of the

specification of all lexical items as well as of the syntactic sur¬

face structure representation.^

(b) It is further assumed that, from a phonological point of view,
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all entries appear in the lexicon with a minimal specification -

typically, in the form of sequences of Archi-segments * although,

in this work, only the segments and segment sequences immediately

under discussion are represented in non-redundant form, the rest of

the segmental environment being given in full phonemic shape.

(c) As conceived in this thesis, the 'phonological word' has

the following properties in Greek^^ - mostly informally expressed

here:

(i) It is immediately dominated by one of the major cate-
(12)

gories?v ' this implies that it normally contains only
one lexical stem - except in cases of compounding,
which are not examined here.

(ii) It defines the phonological domain of stress assignment.

(iii) It controls the phonological domain of the processes ofs
(13)

Regressive voice-assimilation of obsdruents. '

Regressive point-assimilation of pre-consonantal
nasals.

Progressive voice-assimilation of post-nasal stops.

Identical-consonant cluster simplification.
Pre-obstruent nasal deletion.

Epenthesis.

(iv) It includes in its domain all types of enclitics.

(v) It controls affixation.

(vi) It defines the phonological domain of derivational

operations.

4« 2 Conventions

The following conventions have been observed throughout this

study.

4.2.1 General

(a) As mentioned in section 2.2 above, and unless otherwise
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specifically stated, 'Greek1 is to be understood as that

variety of Modern Greek which is spoken in Thessaioniki and
area. Strictly words of Greek origin are considered.

'English', on the other hand, is meant as a shorthand for
IB.P. English' as expounded in D. Jones's works - notably
in his 'English Pronouncing Dictionary'.

(b) Where relevant, examples illustrating the various processes

discussed in this thesis are generally drawn from the mate¬

rials used in the experiment.

(c) Unless otherwise stated, all Greek examples that involve in¬
flexion are given in the active, present tense, first person

singular (in verbs), or in the nominative, singular (in
nouns, pronouns, and adjectives).

(d) Stress is indicated by ' which is placed above the vowel
of the syllable that is accented? only primary stress is

given here and it appears only in phonetic representations.

4.2.2 Notational^~^
(a) In all representations where phonemic or phonetic symbols, arc

used, these are to be understood as informal abbreviatory

devices, each standing for a complex of feature specifica¬

tions! it is important that no theoretical significance
should be attached to such transcriptional conventions.

This statement also holds true for the convenient symbols
V. and C, standing for 'vowel' and 'consonant', respect¬

ively? the convention is extended to cover the symbolization
of archi-segmentss for example, /u/ = [+nasal].

(b) Whenever representations are not given in terms of features,
the symbols used are the most economical typographically^
and, with regard to English, must be given the phonetic value

they have in Jones, 1967a, from which they were derived.

(See also (f) below.) Finer phonetic distinctions, such as

length and aspiration, are not included in such representa-
(17)

tions, not even in inter-language comparisons.v '

(c) (i) An asterisk * indicates;;
- 'ungrammaticalness', when placed before a lexical or

a surface structure representation, e.g. *+/sxn.../
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- 'unacceptability', in R.P-, when placed before a

phonetic representation, e.g. *[bXmb®j, 'bumper'
(Cf. note 4 above).

(ii) Obliques / / enclose any non-phonetic representa¬
tion? ^ that is?
- lexical entries? /eN/, 'in, with'5 /nomos/, 'law'^^
- (syntactic) surface structure representationss
/eE+nomos/, 'legal'

- outputs from R-rules? /en+nomos/, 'legal'
- outputs from P-ruless /enomos/, 'legal'.

(iii) Square brackets [ ] encloses
- outputs from the Phonetic Realization Ruless

[to(m)betro], 'Peter' (art.+ acc.)
- distinctive features? [+stop], [-obstruent], etc.

(iv) Parentheses ( ) round segments in phonetic tran¬
scriptions indicate the optional presence of these

segments? [to(m)betro] stands for either [tombetro]
or [tobetro].

(v) Braces £ ^ enclose, in rules, two or more alterna¬
tives from which only one must be selected?

0 / ++

~ 0 /
[+nasa]

(a)
[+obst]

(*)
of which case (b), in fact, explains the optional del¬
etion of the nasal segment before the stop in (iii)
and (iv) above.

(vi) A single oblique / means 'in the environment of ...'.

(vii) The environment bar — (whether or hot occurring
within square brackets) shows the place occupied by
the part of the rule preceding the arrow > in

the part of the rule that follows it.

(viii) The arrow ———> in rules is an instruction to rewrite

what immediately precedes it as what immediately fol¬
lows it.

(ix) When inside square brackets, the signs + and -

indicate the positive or negative value of the distinc¬

tive feature to which they are assigned. Outside square
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(*)

brackets (and also in surface structure representa¬

tions), one plus-sign, + , symbolizes a morpheme

boundary, and two plus-signs, ++ , symbolize a word

boundary. (Where irrelevant to the discussion, mor¬

pheme boundaries are omitted from surface structure

representations| for instance, no morpheme boundaries

appear between bases and suffixes.)

'alpha-variables' stand for either a + or a - in

the specification of features in a rule.

The distinctive features utilized in this thesis are abbre¬

viated to the first four letters when they occur in rules,

as follows?

vocalic

consonantal

obstruent

peripheral
anterior

[voca
[cons
[obst
[peri
[ ante

stop

nasal

voiced

strident

[stop]
[nasa]
[voic]
[stri]

symbolized ft, stands for the complex of
features -segment

-boundary

The following abbreviations of certain syntactic/semantic
features are occasionally used?

- masculine = m.

- feminine = f.

- neuter = nr

- nominative = nom

® genitive = gen

- noun = n.

- singular = s.

- plural = p.

Finally, in the phonemic or (broad) phonetic transcription
of English examples in this study, the symbols

- accusative = acc

p, b, f, v, t, d,

as well as

), 6, z, k, g, 1, r, m, n, h, w

J, 5 G ? C3C j kj 9 vj

stand for the phonemes they customarily represent in this

language.

In addition, the underlined letter(s) in the following

key-words illustrate the phonemes represented by the symbol

given on the left?

ae, JO, u,
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Consonants

& she

H measure

B char

3 judge
y Z.OU

Similarly, in the

symbol to phoneme

bjphthongs

ea

au

ie

33L
brown

year

Greek examples, the correspondence of
is as followss

(21)

P

b

f

v

t

d

0

6

s

z

k

8

x

Y

1

r

m

n

(irta C vto

cp Cko<;

pdpoc;
TOTE

VTWVCO

•SeTo:;

6uo

aaXoc,

SrjXo c
HO pT]

YHpepoc

Xapd

yovoc;

A.6yo<;

pew

prixepa

vo-&o<;

'again'
'I enter'

'friend'

'weight'
'then'

'I dress'

'uncle'

' two'

'commotion'

1 zeal'

'daughter'

'precipice'

'joy'
' offspring'

'word'

'I flow'

'mother'

'bastard'

l

e

a

o

u

el pa i

prca Cvco
rcaki,

cpwt;

oupa

Vowels

lme

b£no
p£li
fos

ura

'I am'

'I enter'

'again'

'light1
'tail'



5» Outline of the Descriptive Model

We shall attempt to account for the interference sketched on

pp. 3-5 in terms of a generative model as conceived by Chomsky &

Halle (1968), and by Brown (1969> 1972). This model of phonological

description consists essentially of two components % (a) a Lexicon,
(22)

and (b) two sets of rules.

The lexicon contains entries which are composed of Bases and

(23)
Affixes. ' On the basis of their syntactic, semantic, and pho¬

nological minimal possible specification, certain entries are se¬

lected from the lexicon so as to fit correspondingly specified struc¬

tures generated by the syntactic component of the grammars such en¬

tries are inserted into the appropriate labelled bracketing and are

associated with each other in these surface structures. After ap¬

plication of a special set of Readjustment Rules to such structures,

only those boundaries remain in them which enclose entries specific¬

ally marked [+P-rule p] ? all other boundaries are erased. These

partially specified representations are subsequently submitted to

the Redundancy Rules of both the Segment and the Sequence Structure

type (cf. chapters 2 and 3)? when matrices emerge from these rules,

they are fully specified regardless of whether or not they still

contain morpheme boundaries. Those matrices which are not marked

[+P-rule p] in the lexicon are fed directly into the set of Phonetic

Realization Rules (cf. notes 22 and 24 above), while other matrices

marked [+P-rule P] have to pass through the relevant rule(s) in

the set of P-rules (cf. chapter 4) for some change in their feature

composition. If, because of the operation of one or more P-rules

on a matrix, the feature specification of that matrix has to be fur¬

ther completed, the matrix is recycled through all the R-rules be¬

fore being directed to the Phonetic Realization Rules? otherwise,
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the matrix is submitted directly to the Phonetic Realization Rules.

Let us take an example from Greek to illustrate the way in

which the phonological word may be processed at the various stages

we have just summarized. Consider the lexical entries /siN/ and

/nefoThe first of these will have assigned to it the features

+prefix
X ^

+P-rule P

and the second +noun-base
Y

, where [prefix] and

[noun-base] are syntactic features, [ X ] and [ Y ] are com¬

plexes of features necessary for the unique but non-redundant syn¬

tactic, semantic, and phonological characterization of the prefix

/sill/ and of the noun-base /nefo/, respectively, and [+P-rule P]
indicates that the output of this syntactic surface structure will

eventually be submitted to some P-rule P. Now, if the syntactic

component of the grammar generates a surface structure marked

+prefix
| X '
+P-rule P

+ T+noun-base
C I

(where the sign + outside the brackets

indicates the presence of a morpheme boundary, and where [ X ]
and [ Y ] stand for feature complexes as above), it is possible

for the surface structure just given to have inserted in it the lex¬

ical entries /siN/ and /nefo/, each of which satisfies the con¬

ditions required for insertion into this surface structure, which

will then have the form

(a)
noun

prefix
siN

prefix noun-base
nefo

noun-base
noun

The Readjustment Rules will now apply to (a) to erase the brackets

but not the morpheme boundary + since, as we have noted, "one of

the functions of the readjustment rules ... [is] to delete all mor¬

pheme boundaries occurring between items NOT MARKED FOR ENTRY TO

THE PHONOLOGICAL RULES."^26^ and /siN/ is so marked. So the



representation /siE+nefo/, with the morpheme boundary, will pass

through all relevant R-rules where its specification will be com¬

pleted in the normal way and will emerge from these rules as in

(b) below

(b) /sin+nefo/

This output from the R-rules will then serve as input to the P-rules

(specifically, to the 'Identical-consonant cluster simplification'

rule) which will delete the first of the two identical nasals and

also the morpheme boundary, leaving

(c) /sinefo/

Row, the change effected on /sin+nefo/ by the relevant P-rule is

not such that recycling through the E-rules is made necessary^ there

fore, /sinefo/ is fed directly into the Phonetic Realization Rules

which will convert the binary phonological features in (c) into the

multi-valued phonetic features assumed to be represented in (d)

(cf. chapter 2, pp. 27-9)

(a) [ sinefo] , 'cloud'.

The figure on the next page helps to show diagrammatically how

the model we have just sketched works.
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Diagrammatic representation of the present descriptive model

LEXICON

Bases Affixes

SYNTACTIC

SURFACE STRUCTURES

Biook

r ,
J READJUSTMENT rules
I i

REDUNDANCY rules

- Segment Structure
- Sequence Structure

PHONOLOGICAL rules

Matrices to be J Matrices to be
fed directly , recycled through
into the Phonetic i the R-rules
Realization Rules »

!

f

| PHONETIC REALIZATION
i rules

v
Phonetic output
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 1

(1) Except for Warburton (1970), Malikouti (1970), Newton (1972).

(2) The linguistic or extra-linguistic context will normally resolve
the ambiguity.

(3) For an informal definition of the concept of the Greek 'phonol¬
ogical word', see p. 8 of this chapter? also note 11 below.

(4) More precisely, a Greek will tend to pronounce bumper as
*[bAmber]? this point will not be pressed, however, as it is
irrelevant to the present discussion.
Notice at this point that although [mb] is a perfectly pos¬
sible R.P. pronunciation, it is unacceptable in this particular
context, i.e. as the phonetic realization of this item.

(5) For some discussion of archi-segments and the role they play
in phonology, see chapters 2 and 3«

(6) It is of interest to notice that the relevant Greek rule may
apply not only within but also across phonological words, oc¬
casionally even after a pause, as in

Mtctike<;, Pyrinec;, be pac; &cpr)aec; va 'nouxucroupe.

[bfkez yv^kez 6e mas afisez na isixasume]
'You've come in and out and didn't let us rest.'

However, misapplication of this rule across English phonologic¬
al words is not as common as it is within words.

(7) For an interesting treatment of syllables, see Anderson & Jones.

(8) It seems very probable, nevertheless, that if such items were
included in this study, no radically different handling of pro¬
cesses would be called for.

(9) For a detailed discussion of such rules, see chapter 3.

(10) See note 22 below, and diagram on p. 16 ? also chapter 2.

(11) Concerning the Greek phonological word, see Warburton, 1970 b.
For a detailed treatment of the concept 'phonological word' and
other related matters (on the English side), see Chomsky & Halle,
1968s 366-70.

(12) For a definition of 'Major Categories', see Lyons, 1967? 273 f.

(13) As we shall see in chapter 3, this phenomenon is observed strict¬
ly inside the boundaries of the phonological word when obstruent
sequences other than [+stri] are involved? with regard+ cons

* -

_+voicj
to these latter sequences, the 'voicing' operation in question
can be extended to cover across-word cases as well.

See note 6 above? also chapter 3, section 3, and note 14»
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(14) In a more exhaustive analysis, this assumption might have to
he somewhat modified, and the morpheme and prefix boundaries
involved in the respective representations might need to be
separately introduced and handled in the phonology.
For questions pertaining to boundaries, see Chomsky & Halle,
1968s 364-72, and elsewhere. See also note 14 to chapter 3
in this study.

(15) Abbreviatory devices are fully discussed in Chomsky & Halle,
1968 (see their 'Subject Index')5 also, a particularly illumi¬
nating treatment is given to such conventions in Harms, 1968s
57-83.

(16) See Abercrombie, 1964s 16-22.

(17) In this connection, the general remark may be made that aspira¬
tion is practically non-existent in Greek stop segments, and
that length is not distinctive in Greek - though stress and
segmental environment do influence the phonetic realization
of vowels in this language! for example, stressed vowels tend
on the whole to be longer than their unstressed counterparts.

(18) By •non-phonetic representations' we mean those matrices which
have not yet been submitted to the Phonetic Realization Rules.
Occasionally, when phonemic transcription is used, outputs from
the P—rules will look very much like outputs from the set of
the Phonetic Realization Rules. However, the former outputs are
assumed to be represented with phonological, binary features,
whereas the latter are understood as being specified with
phonetic features the values of which range along a scale of
values.

See relevant discussion in chapter 2, 2.1, pp. 27-9»
(19) See Lottos of pa^e •

(20) For a detailed treatment of cases of optional pre-obstruent
nasal deletion, see chapter 4> PP» 89-94«

(21) See note 17 above concerning aspiration in Greek stop segments.

(22) But note that, in fact, (a) a 'Syntactic Surface Structure'
block intervenes between the Lexicon and the Rules (for a some¬
what more detailed discussion of the function of such a 'block',
see chapter 2, pp. 32-3), and (b) there are two more sets of
rules, the Readjustment Rules (whose function is to process the
output from the syntactic component in such a way as to make it
suitable for entry to the rules of the phonological component),
and the Phonetic Realization Rules (which convert binary pho¬
nological features into multi-valued phonetic features).
Readjustment Rules and Phonetic Realization Rules are assumed
but not discussed in this thesis.

(23) Strictly speaking, it is not right to assume that all words
can be shown to be derivable from affixes and bases! uninflected
forms, for instance, are not so derived.
See also chapter 2, p. 30-1.

19) 4ctnd!ly; tvs pud tewie )'v, wlvJeX h "IWM-I enclosed .'n_
0JU1©S, 1 ,e . en/i/y r-eyBresucL as /eNy^ jirwv^csj oir

or Jen+^ojv jetAowics/<oAere 1S o-vt g/css.er/
,'iz) ffi/s Gcvfjc

^ Hi 5, Ss H<yvxjl ly (tv Hjl of fls Ma t-l e if\
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Cf. Chomsky & Halle, 1968s 9 f> and. elsewhere§ also note 22
above.

/nefo/ is not, strictly, a 'pure' bases the final /o/ is
itself an affix, the suffix that marks neuter gender and sin¬
gular number. As this has no bearing on the point being made,
however, no morpheme boundary appears in the lexical represent¬
ation of the item.

See Brown, 1969? 9-10*
See also Chomsky & Halle, 1968: 9-11, and chapter 8, section
6.5. Notice that Chomsky & Halle do not allow Readjustment
Rules to delete boundaries. Nevertheless, as we shall have oc¬
casion to suggest as we proceed, our phonology will be sim¬
pler if we permit Readjustment Rules to erase both brackets
and certain boundaries.



CHAPTER 2

THE 'DISTINCTIVE FEATURE' FRAMEWORK AND THE DESCRIPTIVE MODEL

1. In a generative framework, the grammar of a language oan be

thought of as a device consisting of a lexicon and of a system of

rules which ultimately generate all and only the sentences of that

language and which assign a structural description to each sentence

so generated. In particular, each such grammar (as conceived by

Chomsky in his 'Aspects of the Theory of Syntax', 19^5 ) contains a

central syntactic component and two 'interpretive' components, one

semantic, the other phonological. The syntactic component of the

grammar provides for each sentence that it generates (i.e. that it

accounts for structurally) a 'deep structure' on which the semantic

component operates and to which it gives a 'meaning'? it also pro¬

vides for each such sentence a 'surface structure' which is converted

by the rules of the phonological component into the phonetic shape

of that sentence. All this is done at various levels of differing

degrees of abstraction and complexity.

In this thesis, we shall not be concerned with the relation

holding between the syntactic and the semantic components of gram*

mar. And we shall consider the syntactic component somewhat indi¬

rectly,^^ that is, to the extent to which it is relevant for the

(ultimately) phonetic interpretation of surface structures, the de¬

rivation of which will be assumed to have been previously formally

established.

In brief, we shall be examining here some aspects of the pho¬

nological component of the grammar of Greek which takes as input

[ 20 ]
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a structurally analysed string of morphemes (some lexical, others

grammatical) in their surface structure representation and processes

it through a set of phonological rules in such a way as to provide

as its output the phonetic realization of this string. In doing so,

we shall also have occasion to indicate the other main function of

the phonological component, that is, how it can express valid gener¬

alizations concerning the phonological structure of a language.

1.1 The descriptive model employed in this work was very briefly

outlined in chapter 1. There, mention was also made of the set of

•Distinctive Features' which are used in the specification of the

various types of representation (cf. p.9f*)and also in the formu¬

lation of the rules that take such representations as inputs for

processing.

However, both the model as well as the distinctive feature

framework and the representations (matrices) and rules in which

such features appear deserve more detailed consideration than the

sketchy treatment they received in chapter 1. So this chapter is

given primarily tos (a) a discussion of the distinctive features

proposed for the description of the phonological areas selected

from Greek and English for comparison^ and (b) an analysis of the

various parts of the descriptive model, with particular emphasis
(2)

on the function of the Bedundancy Bules in phonology.v '

2. The Distinctive Features proposed

Let us begin by first presenting the distinctive features se¬

lected for the description of the fragments of Greek and English

phonologies that we shall concern ourselves with in this thesis. As

Greek and English exhibit some similarity of distribution with regard
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to the segments which are involved, in this partial comparative in¬

vestigation, the same set of features may be used to specify (fully)
these segments, as in Tables I and II belowt this would not have been

possible (without seriously complicating the grammar of at least one

of the languages under consideration) in a fuller account of the two

phonologies. Such distinctive features are assumed to be (a) universal,

(b) binary, and (c) acoustically-articulatorily defined.

At this juncture, notice that, in Table I, stops appear in the

form of archi-segments and are left unspecified for the value of the

feature 'voiced'. As will be shown later in this chapter and also in

chapter 3, /f/ and /v/, /s/ and /z/, and /n/ and /m/ also

can be reduced to archi-segments but only in certain environments,

unlike the stop archi-segments which appear in lexical representations

in the form in which they are given in Table I iri all environments.

The Tables appear in the form of matrices, with columns standing

for a segment each and rows representing features which are character¬

ized as 'plus' or 'minus' for a given segment. It should be strongly

emphasized at this point, however, that our concern in this thesis is

not with whole segments but rather with the feature specifications

that are needed to uniquely characterize these segments. It should al¬

so be noted that the relative order of the features in each column is

immaterial, although in the choice and definition of the features them¬

selves some hierarchy must apparently be observed.

Notice that Tables I and II present only one of a number of pos¬

sible categorizations with respect to both (i) the choice of the fea¬

tures, and (ii) the grouping of the segments relative to each other.

In the case of (i) the main criterion in determining how many and

which features are necessary is pertinency of the features to the
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discussion of the processes involved in the subject-matter of this

thesis? in (ii), on the other hand, establishment of the most gen¬

eral 'natural classes' into which segments fall is the over-riding

consideration.

The features employed in these tables have been selected from

and have essentially the same articulatory (and acoustic) correlates

as those set up in Chomsky & Hall®, 1968s 298-329. ^he few deviations

from that framework are briefly explained below.

'vocalic', 'consonantal', 'obstruent', ^nasal', 'voiced', and

'strident' coincide exactly with the Chomsky & Halle description,

'stop' is used here instead of 'continuant', in Chomsky & Halle, but

this is an arbitrary terminological decision not affecting the con¬

tent of the definition in the leasts in the rules of Greek phonology

that will be discussed later, the more familiar term 'stop' appears

more frequently and is for this reason preferred to 'continuant'.

'peripheral' has replaced 'coronal', used by Chomsky & Halle,

in the belief that it immediately suggests one of the two dimensions

that determine point of articulations segments articulated with a

primary stricture at the periphery of the mouth cavity (i.e. the lips

or the velum) are termed [+peripheral]? all other segments are marked

[-peripheral].^
'obstruent' is introduced so that [-obstruent] may characterize

the general class of 'resonants' (i.e. 'nasals' and 'liquids') and,

in combination with 'vocalic', also make the distinction between

'nasals' and 'liquids' within the class of 'resonant' segments.

Chomsky & Halle define the feature 'anterior' in these termss

"Anterior sounds are produced with an obstruction that is located in

front of the palato-alveolar region of the mouth? nonanterior sounds
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are produced without such an obstruction." Their definition of 'an¬

teriority' has been modified here as follows? "Anterior sounds are

produced with an obstruction that is located in front of the palato-

alveolar region of the mouth and, additionally, with the sides of the

tongue not raised from neutral position to form a groove| non-anterior

sounds are produced without such an obstruction and/or with the sides

of the tongue raised so that a groove is_ formed." 'Anteriority', then,

is not determined in this thesis by tongue-tip position alone, but

also by the shape of the sides of the tongue. Thus, the Greek segments

/s, z, r/ with their retracted and 'grooved' articulation are

[-anterior], and in this respect the first two are different from
(5)

the corresponding English segments.w/

A look at the two tables will confirm the point made that no

radical change is initiated by this work either in nomenclature or

in content of the features used (although, in Table I, the oral stop

segments have been reduced from six to three)f the only material de¬

parture from the Chomsky & Halle framework concerns the modification

in the definition of 'anterior'. Otherwise, the features are used in

precisely the same way in which they are employed by Chomsky & Halle

to differentiate major segment-classes ('vocalic', 'consonantal',

'obstruent'), to indicate point ('peripheral', 'anterior') and manner

('stop') of articulation, and so on, and, indirectly, to determine

which segments belong together, that is, which segments can be grouped

in the same 'natural' class or sub-class, the outstanding consider¬

ation in such groupings being that they should enable us to state

distributional restrictions and phonological processes systematic¬

ally and economically.

Some of the features we have just presented have a more restricted

phonological function in one language than in the other. For example,
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•strident' could be dispensed with in Greek if one decided to base

one's phonological classification solely on phonetic criteria? /s/

and /z/ would then be specified +obst
i

^-peri
-ante

and would thus be dis¬

tinguished from every other consonantal segment of Greek. The fea¬

ture 'nasal' also may be considered technically redundant for Greeks

it can always be replaced by the set of features -voca

+cons

-obst

which

are needed in the system anyways 'nasal' is, nevertheless, a conve¬

nient feature for heuristic purposes and a very pertinent one in the

comparisons that are made in this work? it is, therefore, used as a

shorthand standing for the set of features just mentioned.Finally,

though we need a distinctive feature 'voiced' to make the distinction

between Greek /©/ and /6/, and /x/ and /y/ in all positions,

and between /f/ and /v/, and /s/ and /z/ in any pre-vocalic

position, this feature has a much more limited function in Greek than

it has in English^ in the latter language the feature 'voiced' is

used, for example, to keep apart all voiced from all voiceless ob¬

struents in all positions.

This brief discussion tentatively suggests that in a differently

motivated treatment it might prove to be simpler to eliminate the

features 'nasal' and 'strident' from the distinctive feature frame¬

work in so far as the characterization of the particular segments

involved in this investigation is concerneds these two features are

always predictable by the remaining seven features.

2•1 Phonological and Phonetic function of distinctive features

The term 'distinctive feature' is sometimes used indiscriminately

in the literature in both phonetic and phonological contexts. This
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practice often results in ambiguity as to the kind of specification

meant.

To clarify this point, suppose we had a feature [aspirated]

associated with voiceless stops in both English and Greek? we could

then account for the observation concerning the difference in the

degree of intensity of aspiration in voiceless stops in various po¬

sitions in the two languages by assigning to it an integer taken

from a scale of integers, each representing a different degree of

intensity of the feature in question? thus, if four degrees of aspi¬

ration were recognized, 1 showing lowest and 4 highest intensity,

the English words in (a) might receive the following phonetic spec-

(7)
ification with regard to this features

(a) [paen] , 'pan1, where [p] might be [4aspirated]

[naap] , 'nap1, where [p] might be [laspirated].

Similarly, in comparing English and Greek at the phonetic level, we

would probably wish to specify this feature differentially to show

different degree of intensity with which the said feature is realized?

for example,

(b) English [paen] 5 'pan', where [p] might be [4aspirated]
Greek [pano] , 'on' , where [p] might be [2aspirated]♦

Feature specification of this kind is in fact assumed to be present

in the phonetic representation of most segments.

However, unlike phonetic features, whose values are, in princi¬

ple, measurable along a scale of values, phonological features are

used to state that a certain segment in a phonological representa¬

tion has or does not have a particular property? that is to say, in

their phonological function, segments are assigned to, for example,

either the category 'stop' or the category 'non-stop', as in the
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case of the initial segment in /kano/, 'I do, make', and /xano/,
'I lose', respectively. Thus, phonological distinctive features,

which are abstract classificatory devices, can have only binary val¬

ues 5 then membership of phonological segments in such categories as

•voiced', 'stop', etc., is simply indicated with a + or a - 5 for

example, /k/ in /kano/ would be marked [+stop], and /x/ in

/xano/ would be [-stop], [-stop] meaning that /x/ is assigned

to the category 'non-stop'.

To summarize the discussion in this section, we have seen that

•features' have two functions?

(i) a phonetic function, in which they are specified with a par¬

ticular value taken from a scale of values (this value being decided

by context)? in this capacity, features specify the phonetic shape

of an utterance, i.e. how an utterance is supposed to be actually

heard^^ or pronounced? and

(ii) a phonological (categorial) function, in which they are spec¬

ified with one out of two possible values? in this capacity, they

determine partial or full specification of non-phonetic representa¬

tions and also group segments into 'natural classes'.

(9)
In this thesis, for convenience of expositionx ' and except for

purposes of demonstration in this chapter, the representation of ma¬

trices at the phonetic level will not be in terms of phonetic-feature

specifications. Instead, such matrices (enclosed in square brackets)

will be given in the, typographically, most economical notation which

resembles a broad phonemic transcription.
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3» The structure of the Descriptive Model

As was mentioned in chapter 1, p. 13, the model adopted for the

phonological description in this thesis consists of two partss (i) a

Lexicon, and (ii) two sets of rules.in the remaining sections

of this chapter, these two components of our model will be presented

in some detail.

3.1 The lexical entry

The Lexicon is composed of BASES and of AFFIXES. These entries

appear in the lexicon with a maximally non-redundant syntactic, se¬

mantic, and phonological specification, that specification only which,

is necessary for their unique characterization. Such minimally spec¬

ified bases and affixes are referred to here as 'lexical representa¬

tions' (or ^lexical entries') and are separately enclosed within ob¬

liques, / /, as can be seen in the examples below. It is in this form

that specific bases and specific affixes are selected by (and asso¬

ciated with each other within) the syntactic surface structures ac¬

cording to the relevant information contained in these structures.

The representation of such affix-base combinations, with the appro¬

priate boundaries introduced by the syntactic component, is also

given within obliques, / /, but is referred to as 'surface structure

representation' to distinguish it from the corresponding 'lexical

representation' where no associative boundaries appear. This output

from the syntactic surface structures is normally the most abstract

form in which 'phonological words' appear in this thesis.

For example, in Greek, we see both that the same base /Poros/^^,
'source', is capable of attachment to different prefixes (e.g. to

/eF/, 'well', and /eN/, 'in, with') to form words, as shown in (a)

on the next pages and that the same prefix /eF/, 'well', is capable
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of attachment to different bases (e.g. /Poros/, 'source', and /Gimos/,

'disposition') to form words, as shown in (b) below?

Lexical

Representation

(a) /eP/ /Poros/

/eN/ /Poros/

(b) /eP/ /Poros/

/eP/ /Gimos/

Surface Structure

Representation
(Phonolog. words)

/eP+Poros/

/eN+Poros/

/eP+Poros/

/eP+Qimos/

Phonetic

Representation

[efporos]

[emboros]

[efporos]

[efGimos]

Gloss

well-to-do

merchant

well-to-do

gay

As can be seen from the examples (c-d) below, the situation is

not different in English; that is, in English we may have both

(c) /dAs/ /po«z/ /dis+poHz/ [dAspowz] dispose

/AN/ /po«z/ /AN+pohz/ [impoHz] impose

and

(d) /dAs/ /poy.z/

/dAs/ /bAliv/

/dAs+po»z/
/dAs+bAliv/

[dAspouz]

[dAsbAlxv]

dispose

disbelieve

In this way, both the affixes and the bases are specified only

once in the lexicon, a more economical and revealing procedure than

if each affix-base combination was entered in the lexicon as a sep-

(12)
arate word requiring individual specification each time. '

Strictly speaking, it is wrong to assume that all Greek words

can be shown to be derivable from affixes and bases. In fact, only

items that have a 'lexical' meaning (cf. Lyons, 1968s 273), like the

bases in the examples above (i.e. mainly nouns, verbs, adjectives,

but also some adverbs and numerals) may be subject to this 'affix-
^ 1 3 ^

ational' derivation^ items with 'grammatical' meaning, like /ke/, '

'and', /e6o/, 'here', etc., would have to be differently marked in

the lexicon and treated in the grammar. To a large extent, the

situation in English is similar to that just outlined for Greek.
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3.2 The Rules

The second, component of the model used in this investigation

comprises two sets of rules, the Redundancy Rules (R-rules) and the

Phonological Rules (P-rules), each of which performs a different

function in phonology.

3.2.1 Redundancy Rules

The primary function of the R-rules is to complete the spec¬

ification of segments or segment sequences in lexical entries and

to express phonotactic constraints. Indirectly, R-rules also serve

(lc
to provide lexical entries with their most economical representation. "

Following Brown (1969, 1972), we shall allow R-rules to operate

anywhere within the domain of the Greek phonological wrord - that is,

both within and across morpheme boundaries. Bo morpheme boundaries

will appear in the syntactic surface structure representations but

will normally be absent from the formulation of the R-rules.

3.2.1.1 Segment Structure Rules

In section 1 of this chapter we said that a generative grammar

contains a phonological component which is a system of rules whose

function is to map the structurally analysed strings generated by

the syntactic component of the grammar (i.e. surface structures)
^ 1 61

onto their corresponding phonetic representations. ' These sur¬

face structures consist, as we have just seen, of strings of mor¬

phemes each of which contains (in addition to the syntactic and se¬

mantic) all phonological information necessary for the operation of

the rules of phonology, in the manner suggested in chapter 1, pp.13-5*

More specifically, each lexical morpheme (or 'entry') in a

string can be seen as a matrix which consists of the right number
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of columns, one for each of the successive segments of the item in

question, and. of a number of rows, each of which stands for a dis¬

tinctive feature of the language under analysis 5 the point where

these two co-ordinates meet is accordingly marked 'plus* or 'minus',

as explained in section 2.1 above.

For example, assuming the characterization, in terms of features,

of the two vowels to be given in the entry /ena/ , 'one', the con¬

sonantal segment /n/ could receive the following full feature-

specifications

Table III

Features / e n a /
vocalic -

consonantal +

obstruent -

peripheral -

anterior +

stop +

nasal +

voiced +

strident -

This representation for /ena/ would then be so processed by the

rules of Greek phonology as to yield, ultimately, the phonetic

form [ena].

Notice, however, that much of the information contained in the

specification of /n/ in Table III is not necessary to completely

identify this segment and differentiate it from every other segment

of Greek, that is to say, it is not 'significant' or 'distinctive1

information in the technical sense. Such 'redundant' specification
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can "be eliminated, from the lexicon (and also from all surface struc¬

ture representations) in the interests of economy provided that it

can be supplied by rules of general applicability. For example,

given rule (l) below

(l) All non-peripheral nasal segments are predictably non-

vocalic, consonantal, non-obstruent, voiced, non-

strident, stop, and anterior.

we can effect great savings in all entries in the lexicon that

contain a /n/.

Rules such as (l) belong to the Redundancy Rules of the phonol¬

ogical component of the grammar5 they are called Segment Structure

Rules because of their function, which is to fill in predictable

feature values in segments independently of the rest of the segmental

environment in which the segment operated upon by such rules occurs.

Segment Structure Rules are given in the form of 're-write rules',
(is)

as follows?

[ X ] —[ Y ] / ["J"-
where X, Y, and Z represent sets of n number of features

specified for + or - values.

Rule (l) above would normally be expressed like (la) below?

(la)

[-peri]

-voca

+ cons

-obst
+ante
+ stop
+voic
-stri

/ E+nasa

Rules such as (la) show how the feature specification of a

segment (considered in isolation) is completed.



To return to the specification of /ena/ s we have seen that

rule (la) makes it possible for the two features [+nasal] and

[-peripheral] to characterize uniquely the segment /n/ in lexical

entries like /ena/ (and also in their surface structure represen¬

tations). Following this procedure of non-redundantly specifying

lexical items, we can now restate the representation in Table III

as it appears in Table IV, where only the non-redundant feature

values are specified.

Table IV

Features / e n a /
vocalic

consonantal

obstruent

peripheral -

anterior

stop

nasal +

voiced

strident

Notice that by leaving blank all feature values which are pre¬

dictable by general rule, and thus redundant, we conform to the ob-

(19)
vious condition imposed by the principle of simplicity, ' a con¬

dition that states that we can "omit features in all dictionary re¬

presentations, whenever these can be introduced by a rule that is

less costly than the saving it effects.

Notice further that many of the rules of phonology that are used

for filling in blank entries in lexical representations are motiv¬

ated on independent grounds as they are needed in the system of

rules anyway.
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3*2.1.1.1 In the light of the discussion in sections 2.1 and 3.2.1.1,

we can now juxtapose for comparison the matrices that represent the

nasal segment in /ena/ and in [ena], that is, one in the form in

which the entry appears in the lexicon and in which it is fed as in¬

put to the rules of phonology (in particular, to the Redundancy

Rules), the other in the form it might receive after it has been

processed by all relevant phonological and phonetic rules.

Table V

(a) Lexical (b) Phonetic

Features

Representation Representation

/ e n • a / [ e n a ]

vocalic -

consonantal !
1

+

obstruent
■

-

peripheral - -

anterior 3

stop 4

nasal + 4

voiced 4

strident -

A comparison of matrices (a) and (b) in Table V shows clearly

that lexical entries appear typically in the form of matrices par¬

tially (i.e. non-redundantly) specified with binary feature values,

and that their phonetic actualization is represented by matrices

fully specified with features whose value ranges - according to
(22)

feature ' - sometimes between two extremes in opposition (i.e.

'plus' or 'minus') and sometimes along a scale of values showing

degree of intensity the feature in question exhibits.
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This is only one of a number of differences "between phonolog¬

ical and phonetic matrices. Some other distinctions will he made ap¬

parent as we proceed.

3.2.1.2 Segment Structure Rules will not he discussed any further

in this thesis5 rather, the existence of a set of such rules will

be presupposed. It would he helpful, however, to present at this

juncture some of the most general and pertinent ones which will he

assumed in the formulation of the rules in the chapters that follow.

As can he readily seen, even the few rules that will he given pres¬

ently are capable of simplifying considerably the phonological re¬

presentation of the Greek and English segments in Tables I and II.

Here are now, in summary form, some selected Segment Structure

Rules which apply to both Greek and English.

(2)
[+segm]

-voca

+ cons

-nasa
/ E+obst

i.e. all obstruent segments are also non-vocalic, consonantal, and

non-nasal.

(3) ^+voic_ /
_-stri_ / -obst[+segm]

i.e. all non-obstruent segments are also voiced and non-strident.

(4)

[+segm]

-voca

+ cons

-obst
+ante
+stop

/ +nasa

i.e. all nasal segments are also non-vocalic, consonantal, non-

obstruent, anterior, and stop.

(5)
» -

/
-obst
-nasa

-peri
-stop

+voca

+cons
[+segm]

i.e. all segments marked vocalic and consonantal (i.e. the 'liquids')
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are also predictably specified non-obstruent, non-nasal, non-

peripheral, and non-stop.

Notice that the features 'voiced' and 'strident1 need not be

specified in nasals (rule (4)) and in liquids (rule (5))? as nasals

and liquids are predictably non-obstruent, rule (3)becomes appli*

cable and will automatically supply the redundant features f+voic
[-stri

to all such segments.

3.2.2 Sequence Structure Rules

The obvious economy effected in the non-redundant matrix (a)

in Table V above is attributed to simultaneous feature co-occurrence

in the same segment and is explained by rules such as those presented

in the previous section. However, certain feature values can be termed

redundant in certain environments owing to the existence of general

contextual(^4) constraints imposed by the structure of the language.

Such constraints, which also belong to the R-rules, are called

Sequence Structure Rules and are treated in considerable detail in

chapter 3. Only those Sequence Structure Rules are discussed there

which are directly relevant to the subject-matter of this thesis

that is, to certain consonantal sequences. At this stage, we shall

only demonstrate briefly the form and function of such rules.

All Sequence Structure Rules will be given in the form of

're-write rules' as shown below

[ X ] -> [ Z ] / [ Y ]

where each of X, Y, and Z represents a set of n features spec-

cified for + or values.

A rule of this form says characteristically that X is assigned
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the feature specification(s) Z when in the environment (to the

left or to the right ^*^) of Y.

Let us illustrate the function of Sequence Structure Rules

with examples from Greek.

'^he point-of-articulation features of the nasal preceding the

stop in the surface structure representations below

(2.6)
(a) /eN+Pirikos/ -> [embirikos] , 'empirical'

/eN+Tasi/ [endasi] , 'tension'

/eH+Keros/ [eijgeros] , 'timely'

are completely determined (as can be seen from the corresponding

phonetic realizations) by those of the following stop segment by a

rule (the 'Regressive point-assimilation of pre-consonantal nasals'

rule| see p. 73) of the form of (6)

(6)
[+nasa]

a peri

J3 ante_ /
(+cons
p. peri
_p ante

which states that anywhere within the phonological word a nasal is

assigned the features of point of articulation of a following con¬

sonant (here,of a following stop), that is, a nasal must agree with
(on }

a following consonant (stop) in 'peripherality' and 'anteriority'. '

Such predictable phenomena make it desirable to appeal to the

notion of ARCHI-SEGMENTS, which are unspecified for some features

(in certain environments).

To take another examples given the predictability (and thus re¬

dundancy) of the value of the feature 'voiced' in the specification

of the prefix-final segments in the words on the next page (cf. 'Re¬

gressive voice-assimilation of obstruents' in chapter 3), the fea¬

ture 'voiced' can be omitted from the lexical (and also from the
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surface structure) representation of such prefixes, and, consequently,

such entries can he more economically represented in the lexicon in

the form of partially specified archi-segmentss

(b) /eF+Poros/ ■> [efporos] , 'well-to-do'

/efM-yenis/ [evyenis] , 'noble, polite'

(c) /proS+fora/ [prosfora] , 'offer'

/proS+voli/ => [prozvolf] , 'offense, insult'

(d) /eK+0esi/ 5> [ekQesi] , 'display'

/eK+6osi/ 3> [eg6osi] , 'edition'

However, it must be emphasized at this juncture that apart from

certain consonantal archi-segments occurring in certain critical se¬

quences, lexical entries are generally represented at a low level of

abstraction in this thesis in the sense that they resemble a phonemic

transcription rather than an underlying representation. For instance,

no attempt is made to simplify either the lexical or the surface

structure representation of English by proposing /ir/ and /ar/

(as in Chomsky & Halle, 1968) to account for R.P. [is] and [a],

respectively^ rather, [ia] and [a] are regarded here as manifes¬

tations of the phonemes /ia/ and /a/«

The only treatment in both lexical and surface structure repre¬

sentations which may be considered to involve a striking departure

from a phonemic one is the handling of the Greek 'voiced stops'

[b], [d], and [g], which are here conceived as phonetic realizations

of sequences of a nasal archi-segment /if/ (unspecified for all

point-of-articulation features) and one of the stop archi-segments

/p/, /T/, and /k/ (unspecified for the feature 'voiced'). In addition

to this, the archi-segment convention is also adopted (though to a

limited extent) in the case of the segments /f/ and /s/ in prefix-
final position.
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As explained inLchapter 1, pp. 13-5> all "the matrices, which

are partially specified in the lexicon (that is, appear typically

as sequences of archi-segments), pass through this unordered set of

Redundancy Rules of both the Segment and the Sequence Structure type

and are processed there until their feature specification is com¬

pleted. After that, they are chanelled either directly to the Phonetic

Realization Rules, if unmarked in the lexicon for passage through the

P-rules, or to the P-rules, if marked in the lexicon for further pro¬

cessing in the set of P-rules.

Rone of the matrices informally represented in (a-d) above has

to be operated on by any P-rules§ so the route followed by such items

iss from Surface Structures to Redundancy Rules to Phonetic

Realization Rules.

3.3 Phonological Rules

Consider, however, the following examples;

Surface
Structure

Representation

Output from Output from Output from Gloss
R-rules P-rules Phonetic

Real. Rules

/ePM-foros/

(/6iS+sevis/

/eK+kremis/

/eR+moni/

fertile

impious)

pendant

persistence

/ef+foros/ /eforos/ [eforos]

/6is+sevis/ /6isevis/ [6isevxs]

/ek+kremis/ /ekremis/ [ekremxs]

/emt-moni/ /emoni/ [emonx]

The fully specified output from the R-rules /ef+foros/ cannot

be fed directly into the Phonetic Realization Rules - there is

[eforos], but no *[efforos] in Greek, and neither the R-rules nor

the Phonetic Realization Rules are permitted to change the feature

composition of matrices in any way (in the case at hand, to delete

feature complexes, i.e. whole segments)? this is precisely the function
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of the Phonological Rules (P-rules)% in contrast to R-rules, which

simply fill in blank entries with predictable feature values in lex¬

ical and surface-structure representations, P-rules change the fea¬

ture composition of segments and of segment sequences in. those ma¬

trices only which are specifically marked in the lexicon for entry

(29)
into the set of P-rules. So after they leave the R-rules, matrices

such as those just cited, specified in the lexicon for passage through

the P-rules, will have to be submitted to a P-rule (in the case at

hand, to the 1Identical-consonant^simplification' rule; cf. pp. 88)
that will reduce the two identical consonants in the output from the

R-rules to one.

None of the cases examined in this work involves a change caused

by the P-rules such that recycling through the R-rules (where the

feature specification of the segment or segments affected by the

operation of P-rules is completed) becomes necessary; such would be

the case in Greek, for example, in the process of 'Dissimilation1.

For the purposes of this thesis, then, the route followed by items

like those presented on the previous page iss from Surface Structures

to Redundancy Rules to Phonological Rules to Phonetic Reali¬

zation Rules.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 2

The relation between the syntactic and the phonological com¬
ponents of the grammar is, of course, a direct one as, the oper¬
ation of the rules of phonology depends partly on information
provided by the output of the syntactic component, i.e. on the
surface structures with their associated labelled bracketing.

Most of the accounts of Greek phonology (but cf. chapter 1,
note l) have been given in terms of traditional phonemic theory,
which does not provide for Redundancy Rules. Even in the most
recent description of Greek (dialects) in generative terms
(Newton, 1972) no explicit mention of. the importance of R-rules
is made. As we shall have occasion to show Later,*in chapter 3,
this leads to unnecessarily complicating the grammar.

Thus, it would seem natural to place 'Major-Class Features'
higher up in such a hierarchy than, say, the feature 'strident'.
Cf. Stanley, 408.

Newton (1972) recognizes four point-of-articulation features
for the characterization of all "'true consonants' (consonantal,
nonvocalic)", namely 'labial', 'dental', 'palatal', 'velar'.
He admits (p. 10) that "It would be possible to describe the
four points of articulation in terms of combinations of plus
and minus values of two features, according to a common prac¬
tice (i.e. by treating 'dental' and 'palatal' as central versus
peripheral and 'labial' and 'dental' as front versus back)"
and he proceeds to claim that "there seems to be no clear ad¬
vantage in departing from the familiar four-term system in a
description of modern Greek dialects."
Newton does not justify his preference for four instead of for
two point-of-articulation features, but surbly it would be a
'clear advantage' to have two fewer distinctive features in the
phonology, provided that this would not affect the explicitness
and simplicity of descriptive statements in any way.

Now, presumably, one of the reasons why Newton proposes these
four features is that they enable him to account for such sec¬
ondary articulations as 'palatalization' of consonants and
'labialization' and 'velarization' of vowels. But these pro¬
cesses can be handled very neatly in the grammar by making use

Arrived features, which have been proposed by Brown (1969s
12, footnote) and which can be supplied by quite general Sequence
Structure Rules. Thus, 'palatalization' could be explained
through assignment to a consonant of the feature [+front] (which
Newton gives on p. ll) from a following vowel marked with this
particular feature value. Similarly, 'labialization' and also
'velarization' of vowels could be accounted for in terms of a

feature £+peripheral] derived from a preceding consonant. (See
Stockwell, 19665 also Jakobson & Halle, 1962s 486.)

'fhe case of the Greek /r/ is a little peculiars phonetically
it can be regarded as a -ante

_+stop_
1968, 318), but phonologically it behaves like a

segment (cf. Chomsky & Halle,

liquid.-ante

-stop
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As the concern of this thesis is mainly with phonological pro¬
cesses rather than with detailed phonetic realization rules, the
latter representation for Greek /r/ will he favoured throughout.
As regards the phonetic realization of /s, z/, it would be ped-
agogically relevant to note that Greek [s] and English [s], for
example, will differ considerably from each other in the degree
of intensity that the feature 'anterior' will receive. And each
of these segments will be different from English [S] in the same
respect, Greek [s] coming approximately midway between English
[s] and [H]«
This difference in the formation of the segments in question is
quite clearly shown in a number of spectrograms made at the
Phonetics laboratory in Edinburgh. At this point, I must acknowl¬
edge my debt to J.P.B. Allen, who volunteered to act as the 'in¬
formant' for the English section, and to R. Motherwell for seeing
this little, informal 'operation' through its technicalities.

(6) Intuitively, the features 'strident' and 'nasal' seem to be very
important in Greek phonology. For instance, the only possible
consonants word-finally are characterized as either [+nasal] or
[+strident]5 'nasality' also appears to be crucial in account¬
ing for pre-nasalization of voiced stops5 etc.

However, the explanation itself of these and of a number of other
phonological and morpho-phonological phenomena does not neces¬
sitate the recognition of the features 'nasal' and 'strident'
as such. For instance, one way of handling pre-nasalization of
voiced stops would be through use of 'derived features' as in¬
dicated in note 4 above.

In any case, the question of whether or not the resulting gram¬
mar would be simpler (and thus more highly valued) if 'nasal'
and 'strident' were included in the inventory of the features
used for the characterization of Greek segments is a theoretical
one with no direct bearing on the points at issue heres the ori¬
entation of this thesis is not essentially evaluative.

(7) Phonetic specification of this sort has not been nearly adequate¬
ly investigated and is far from being a settled matter. (Cf. note
21 below.)
Notice, incidentally, that such detailed phonetic specification
is also indispensable in the characterization of idiosyncrasies
in the speech of individuals. But this point, being irrelevant
to the present discussion, will not be pursued any further.

(8) The way an utterance is heard (by a phonetician,who normally
knows the structure of the language he is investigating) is not
necessarily identical with the way this utterance is physically
realized. For some discussion on this point, see Chomsky & Halle,
1968s chapter 2, section 2, and chapter 2, note 33, also Jakobson
& Halle, 1962s 488.

(9) See notes 7 and 21 to this chapter! also discussion of the Re¬
adjustment Rules in chapter 1? also 'Rotational Conventions' in
chapter 1, pp. 9-12.

(10) See chapter 1, note 22.
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In fact, the final /os/ in the examples is itself an affix,
the suffix that shows masculine gender and singular number;
so the relevant bases would actually be /Por/ and /9im/,
respectively; but as this is irrelevant to the point being
made here, no boundaries appear between the bases and the
suffixes in the lexical representations.

Concerning the glossing of lexical and other non-phonetic re¬
presentations, see chapter 1, note 19.

Which affixes are associated with which bases is determined by
the specification in the Syntactic Surface Structures.

All 'velar1 consonants are 'automatically' palatalized before
front vowels in Greek.

See Brown, 1969s 9-12.

Cf. Stanley, 435*

Por some differences between phonological and phonetic matrices,
see discussion in this and the next section (pp. 32-36 ),- and
also in chapters 3 and 4? also Chomsky & Halle, 1968s 296, 334?
Stanley, 434-355 Halle, 1969*

For a proposal concerning specification of grammatical mor¬
phemes, see Brown, 1969s 9-12.

Like Segment (and also Sequence) Structure Rules, P-rules are
formally expressed in terms of the 're-write' convention. How¬
ever, this should not lead to misunderstanding as to the dif¬
ferent function R-rules and P-rules perform.

The term is used here in the technical sense in which it is

employed by Chomsky & Halle, 1968s 296, 3345 Stanley, 434-35?
Halle, 1969.

See Halle, 1962s 34^5 also Chomsky & Halle, 1968s 168.

It must be stressed that in the case of integer co-efficients,
both the upper limit, 4s the physical scale and the specific
numerical values provided in the squares in representation (b)
in Table V are used only to illustrate the point being made;
they are not meant to reflect any exact or systematic gradations
in the physical intensity of the features they specify.

See Chomsky & Halle, 1968s I64 f.

Por a detailed discussion, see Chomsky & Halle, 1968; 164 ff;
Stanley, 4OO-4OI5 Halle, 1962.

See Chomsky & Halle, 1968s chapter 4? Halle, 1958s 330;
Stanley, 401*

"The deletion of the environment bar ' ' has been suggested
as a meaningful abbreviation in situations where an 'either
after or before' relationship exists." (Harms, 1968) Thus, the
part that follows the oblique / in the rule we have just given
is an abbreviation of the two environments [ Y ] and [ Y]
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For the postulation of the stop archi-segments /P, T, K/ as
well as for an extensive argumentation of the view adopted in
this thesis regarding Greek 'voiced stops', see ch. 3, pp. 65-75«

Notice, in passing, that the examples in (a) above also demon¬
strate the application of another rule, namely the rule that
governs 'Progressive voice-assimilation of post-nasal stops'.
See chapter 3, pp. 77*

For a detailed argumentation of these positions, see chapter 3,
pp. 65-75 and 48-55s respectively.

However, it must be noted that certain matrices acquire such
marking after they have been processed by the E-rules. Thus,
there is no a_ priori reason why the prefix-final consonant in
/eF/, for instance, should be marked in the lexicon for pas¬
sage through the set of P-ruless it is only after the prefix
/eF/ gets associated with a base like /foros/ that such
marking becomes necessary.

The handling of such cases has not been adequately investigated
in this partial grammar of Greekf therefore, no solution to the
problem is offered in this study.



CHAPTER 3

REDUNDANCY RULES AND THEIR RELEVANCE TO THE PEDAGOGICAL PROBLEMS

1. As has been implicit in the discussion so far, a statement of

the redundancies in the phonology of a language contributes consid-

ably towards simplifying the grammar of that language. So in this

chapter we shall be concerned exclusively with certain Redundancy

Rules of the Sequence Structure type, that is, with the kind of

rules that make structural predictions and state sequential con¬

straints in the phonology of Greek. In particular, we shall con¬

sider the following four processes, all of which are directly con¬

nected with the subject-matter of this investigations

(a) Regressive voice-assimilation of obstruents. (Rule (l))

(b) Regressive voice-assimilation of pre-consonantal sibilants.

(Hula (3))G)
(c) Regressive point-assimilation of pre^consonantal nasals.

(Rule (9))

(d) Progressive voice-assimilation of post-nasal stops.
(Rule (11))

Crucially related to all of these problems is the question of

voicing in Greek phonology. Specifically, related to the processes

(a - b) above is the postulation of the archi-segments /p/ and /s/
especially in prefix- (and morpheme-)final position? and the import¬

ant question of 'voiced stops' in Greek is raised in connection

with the rules in (c - d). The processes that these four rules re¬

flect will, therefore, be discussed in some detail, and a number

of sub-rules will be developed out of these maximally general form¬

ulations to account for specific problems.

[ 47 ]
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This chapter will also attempt to explain briefly why it is

desirable to treat the processes under examination within the set

of the Redundancy rather than of the Phonological Rules.

As we proceed with the discussion of each of these general

processes, we shall also have occasion to show that misapplication

of any of these Greek rules to the English phonological system

causes pronunciation problems to Greek learners of English.

2. Regressive voice-assimilation of obstruents

2.1 The best argument for considering voice-assimilation in ob¬

struent sequences a regressive operation can be derived from in¬

stances of such sequences across morpheme boundaries. If, for ex¬

ample, we postulated the following prefix-final archi-segments, un¬

specified for the value of the feature 'voiced',

we would be able, as we shall show presently, to (i) predict the

voice value of each of these archi-segments in any obstruent envi¬

ronment on their right, and (ii) to do so in the (technically) sim¬

plest way in the set of R-rules.

Let us consider the following examples;

/s/ in /8iS/ , /is/ , /pros/

M in /eP/ , and

/£/ in /eK/ ^

Surface Structure
Representation

Phonetic
Representation

Gloss

(a) /6iS+pistos/^
•/iS+fora/

/proS+voli/

[6ispistos]

[isfora]

[prozvoli]

incredulous

offence

contribution
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/6iS+tixis/ [6istixxs]
/proS+9esi/ [prosGesi]
/iS+6oxi/ [iz6oxx]

/6iS+kolos/ [6xskolos]
/6iS+xeris/ [6isxerxsJ
/proS+yiono/ [prozyiono]

/eF+pa9ia/ [efpaGia]
/eF+foria/ [eforxa] ^4^
/eF+via/ [evia]^
/eF+tixia/ [eftixxa]
/eF+9imos/ [ef9imos]

/eFf6ia9etos/ [ev6ia9etos]

/eFt-sevia/ [efsevia]

/eF+zonos/ [evzonos]

/eF+kolos/ [efkolos]
/eF+xeria/ [efxeria]
/eF+yenis/ [evyenxs]

/eK+pe6evo/ [ekpe6evo]
/eK+fovizo/ [ekfovxzo]
/eK+viazo/ [egviazo]

/eK+telesi/ [ektelesi]
/eK+9esi/ [ekGesiJ
/eK+6osi/ [eg6osi]

(/eK+sio/ [eksxo]

/eK+zema/ [egzemaj

unhappy-

addition

admission

difficult

difficult

I land (a plane 1

sensitiveness

fertility

£ub oea, (inland )

happiness

gay

in good mood

piety

Euzone

easy

ease

noble

I train

I intimidate

I blackmail

execution

display

edition

t / (5)(6)I (,re )movev ' '
violently)

eczema
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✓ (7)(c) /eK+kinisi/ [ekxnisi]v ' departure

(cont d) /eK+xilizma/^^ [ekxxlizma] (liquid) extract

/eK+yimnazo/ [egyimnazo] I train

Observe that there is no way of predicting the value of the

feature 'voiced' in any of the pre-vocalic non-stop base-initial

segments, i.e. in /f/ or /v/, /©/ or /6/, and /x/ or N «

these will have to be specified for this feature in their lexical

representation and once the value of the feature 'voiced' in the

pre-vocalic base-initial consonant is fixed in the lexicon, the value

of the same feature of the prefix-final consonant catenated with it

becomes automatically predictables it agrees with that of the base-

initial consonant. It is reasonable, therefore, and also in accord¬

ance with the phonetic facts of Greek, to propose that the prefix-

final consonant be left unspecified for voice in such lexical entries,

as this specification is always predictable and can thus be supplied

by an E-rule. The direction of this process of contextually deter*-

mined voice-assignment (voice-assimilation) is, then, from right to

left - i.e. regressive - in all of the above cases.

Now, there appears to be no good reason why we could not gener¬

alize the 'regressiveness' of the process demonstrated above to cover

(9}
cases like the following?

[spxti] home [aspxba] shield

[sfera] bullet [osfialyxa] lumbago

[zvxno] I erase [lezvos] Lesbos

[stoma] mouth [astxos] funny

[sSenos] vigour [esGisi] sense

[skala] ladder [askos] flask

[sxara] grate [pasxo] I suffer

[zyur<5s] curly
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(e) [ptino] bird [aptos] tangible

[ft£no](l0) I spit [aftos] this (m., s.)

[f9in6poro] autumn [af9a] ulcer

[v6ela] leech [psev6i] lies (nom., p.)

(f) [ktinos] beast [akti] coast

[xtizo] I buid [axt16a] beam

[xOonios] infernal [ox9i] (river) bank

[y6fnome] I undress [liy6a] grease

We could then give one of the major rules of Greek phonology,

namely the 'Regressive voice-assimilation of obstruents' rule, in

its simplest possible form

(1) [+obst] [a voic] / +obst
a voic

which states that anywhere within the phonological word, an obstruent

must agree in voice state with a following obstruent. This rule ex¬

plains voice agreement in all sequences of obstruents, iL.e. the rule

is, as we have seen, applicable both within and across morphemes

inside the phonological word.

Now, it is true that even if we did not introduce the archi-

segment convention, we would still be able to account for the re¬

gressive nature of this type of assimilations for example, /f/
would change to /v/ before a voiced obstruent, as in

/ef+yenis/ ^ [evyenis] , 'noble' .

But this would prove to be a costly operation, as a P-rule would

be required to effect the change.

On the other hand, the gain from the present treatment is

threefolds first, the 'regressiveness' of the process symbolized

in rule (l) is now explained in a .more natural and better motivated
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ways second, lexical entries are now considerably simplified^ third,

and most important, the process of assimilation is now accounted for

in the set of the B-rules rather than in that of the P-rules - and

P-rules have a cost, in contrast to E-rules which are costless.

2.2 Before we move on to the examination, of the corresponding case

in English, let us consider briefly an argument that has been put

forward against the adoption of the archi-segment convention in

morpheme-final (here, prefix-final) positions.

It has been suggested that although the convention of having

/s/ and /F/ prefix- (and morpheme-)finally will give the desired

results when these prefixes combine with bases that begin with an

obstruent segment (as in the examples on pp. 48^9), there will still

be no way of predicting the value of the feature 'voiced' in the

prefix-final archi-segments when these prefixes combine with bases

with an initial vowel such as /ayo/ , 'I bring', and /ilios/ ,

'sun', respectively. Therefore, it is maintained that derivations

like

(i) /is+fora/ >> [isfora] contribution

/is+6io/,. -r> [iz6io] I creep in

/is+ayo/ ■> [isayo] I import

(ii). /ev+pa8ia/ [efpaGia] sensitiveness

/ev+yenis/ ^ [evyenis] noble

/ev+ilios/ [evilios] sunny

with prefix-final /s/ and /v/, respectively, are better motiv¬

ated than the corresponding derivations with prefix-final archi-

segments /s/ and /F/.

In addition to being rather uneconomical (it takes a P-rule
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to convert /is+6io/ to [iz&io] and /ev+pa0ia/ to [efpaQia]),
this argument seems to ovelook some of the phonetic facts of Greeks

the prefix-final sibilant is always voiceless when such prefixes

combine with bases beginning with a vowel5 and the prefix-final

labial fricative is always voiced when this prefix occurs before

bases with an initial vowel.

In fact, the situation in Greek appears to be as follows!

A. Pre-vocalic inside a_ morpheme s

As has already been noted, the voice feature of the underlined

segments in

/soni/

/zoni/

/foras/

/voras/

[soni]

[zoni]

[foras]

[voras]

(he) saves

belt

you are wearing

North

and in

is not predictable and will thus have to be specified in the lexicon.

B. Pre-voce across morphemes (prefix-finally)s

(a) The voice feature of /s/ in

/iS+ayo/ [isayo] I bring in

/iS+o6os/ [iso6os] entrance

and the like, can be predicted by a rule such as (a) below

(a) [+stri] •> [-voic] / + J/bvoca
[-cons

i.e. a prefix- (and morpheme-)final strident segment is assigned

the feature [-voiced] when followed by any base-initial vowels

there are no *[6izV...] or *[izV...] or *[prozV...] pronun¬

ciations in Greek, where V stands for some base-initial vowel.
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(b) The voice feature of /p/ in

/eP+ilios/ [evilios]

/eF+alotos/ [evalotos] easily captured

sunny

and the like, can be predicted by a rule like (b) below

(b) ^peri^
+ante > [+voic] /
-stop

+voca
+ •

-cons

i.e. a prefix- (and morpheme-)final peripheral anterior non-stop

segment is predictably [+voiced] when followed by any base-initial

vowels there are no *[efV.pronunciations in Greek, where V

represents some base-initial vowel and where [ef] is the phonetic
(12)

realization of the classical Greek prefix eu. '

As will have been noticed, underlying the whole question of

whether to use /s/ or /S/, or /v/ or /F/ prefix-finally in

the lexical representation of the relevant prefixes is the assump¬

tion that R-rules are permitted to function strictly at the mor¬

pheme level and that any processes crossing morphemes must be dealt

(13)with by the P-rules. / The advisability of having such a strong

constraint in generative phonology has been questioned recently by

Brown (1969, 1972) on the grounds that such a restriction causes

loss of significant generalizations and that it renders phonol¬

ogical description unwarrantly complicated.

Let us illustrate briefly the validity of Brown's proposal

with reference to Greek. Consider the phonological words %

(c) /oliNPos/ [olimbos] Olympus

(d) /eN+Poros/ [emboros] merchant

If a rule was allowed to assign the feature [+voiced] to the

/P/ (assumed not to be specified for this feature in the lexicon?
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cf. discussion in sections 4 an<i 5> PP» 65 - 79 below) in

/oliRPos/, i.e. intra-morphemically, but not to the /p/ in the

surface structure /eB+Poros/, i.e. inter-morphemically, then the

same rule would have to be repeated in the set of P-rules to take

care of the process of post-nasal voicing of the stop demonstrated

in (d), a process which is obviously identical with that observed

in (c). But this means that our grammar would not be very highly

valued because we would be (i) missing a valid generalization, and

(ii) ignoring the simplicity criterion*

On the other hand, if we let E-rules operate both inside and

across morphemes within the phonological word, our grammar would

be simpler and more general.

2.3 Voice-agreement in obstruent sequences in English

The rule that governs voicing in obstruent sequences in English

is very general and straightforward3 it states thats

Obstruent segments in sequence within the same syllable in

English must share the same value of the feature 'voiced'3
that is, both obstruents must be either voiced or voiceless.

The following examples will demonstrate the rules

(a) spit gasp

sphere

stop mast

skip ask

(b) ,(i) (ii) (iii)

apse caps cabs

(Ritz) mat s adds

axe packs bags
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(b) apt mapped grabbed

(cont d) lift sniffed lived

act racked ragged

mist missed eased

(c) absent

adhesive

obtain

Observe that in (a - b) above the rule applies regardless of

whether there is (cases (b ii-iii)) or not (cases (a) and (b i))

a morpheme boundary within the relevant phonological words. In

case (c), however, the rule is inapplicable because the obstruents

under consideration here cross the boundaries of the syllable.

Rule (2) expresses formally these facts.

(2) [+obst] > [a voic] /
+obst

1 «

a voic

where both obstruents must fall within the same syllable.

The fact that English has words such as those in (d) below

(d) abdicate

advantage

obvious

where voice agreement in obstruents is observed even across syllabi

boundaries is not predictables both obstruents in the sequences in

question must be originally marked [+voiced] in the lexicon.

Now, it is interesting to notice two things when comparing

the Greek rule (l), the 'Regressive voice-assimilation of obstruent

rule, and the English rule (2), the 'Voice-agreement in obstruents'

rule. First, in the case of rule (l) we have a regressive assimi-
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latory process, the second of two obstruents conditioning the voice

state of the first? whereas in the case of the English rule, items

like those under (b ii-iii) indicate that the process of assimila¬

tion is of the progressive type, the first of two successive ob¬

struents determining the value of the feature 'voiced' in the second.

And second, the Greek rule is permitted to apply to sequences of ob¬

struents anywhere within the domain of the phonological word - that

is to say, it can cross morpheme as well as syllable boundaries?

the English rule, on the other hand, is operative within the same

syllable irrespective of whether this syllable is co-extensive with

one morpheme or extends over two successive morphemes. Notice that

cases like those listed in (d) suggest that the converse of this

statement is not necessarily true.

This difference concerning the domain of application of rule (l)

and that of rule (2) has important pedagogical implications. When a

Greek learner of English is confronted with words like blackboard,

football, and absent, he processes them according to the 'Regressive

voice-assimilation of obstruents' rule, and, quite naturally, pro¬

duces the phonetic forms *[blaegbod], *[fudbol], and *[aepsent],
in all of which the first obstruent is made to agree in voice state

(lb)
with the second.

3. Regressive voice-assimilation of pre-consonantal sibilants

Let us now turn our attention to the case of [+stri][+cons]
sequences in Greek.

Having already argued in section 2.1 above that the archi-

segment /s/ may be left unspecified for voice in prefix-final po¬

sition, we can extend the convention of incompletely specifying

sibilants in the lexicon to cover any intra-phonological-word
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position as the following list of examples indicates.^1
/SPanios/ [spanios] rare

/Sfera/ [sfera] bullet

/Svino/ [zvxno] I erase

/STino/ [stxno] I stand (tr.)

/SGenos/ [sQenos] vigour

/SKala/ [skala] ladder

/Sxara/ [sxara] grate

/Syuros/ [zyuros] curly

/Sminos/ [zminos] squadron

/aSpi6a/ [aspx6a] shield

/leSvos/ [lezvos] Lesbos

/koSmos/ [kcSzmos] world

/aS+Pi/ [aspi] let (him) say

/aS+UPi/1"7) [azhx] let (him) enter

/tiS+Tazi/ [tistazi] (he) promises her

/tuS+NTini/ [tuzdxni] (he) dresses them

/tuS+Eremasan/ [tuskremasan] they hanged them

/tuS+NKremisan/ [tuzgremisan] they tore them down

/tiS+filias/ [tisfilxas] of the friendship

/tiS+varkas/ [tizvarkas] of the boat

/aS+9avun/ [asQavun] let them bury

/aS+6osun/ [az6osun] let them give

/aS+xorevun/ [asxorevun] let them dance

/aS+yemisun/ [azyemxsun] let them fill
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/proS+meno/ [prozmeno] I expect

/tiS+manas/ [tizmanas] mother's

/6iS+noitos/ [6iznoitos] difficult to understand

/tuS+nomus/ [tuznomus] the laws (acc., p.)

/proS+lipsi/ [prozlipsi] hiring

/aS+lene/ [azlene] let them talk

/iS+roi/ [izrox] inflow

/tuS+raftes/ [tuzraftes] the tailors (acc., p.)

These data indicate that the value of the feature 'voiced1 of

strident segments is always conditioned "by the value of the corre¬

sponding feature of the consonant that follows the strident segment

regardless of whether or not the sequence [+stri][+cons] contains

a morpheme boundary5 and in case there is_ a morpheme boundary in¬

side the sequence, it is immaterial whether this boundary occurs be¬

tween a prefix and a base or between some enclitic and a base.

Rule (3) makes this generalization formally..

[+stri] —-—/> [a voic] /
+ cons

a voic

This is a rule of very wide applicability in Greek phonology as it

predicts the voice state of sibilants in any pre-consonantal contexti

Notice the following points in connection with the data in

(a - c) and with rule (3) aboves

(i) The data just presented lend further support to the

regressive nature of the process of 'voice-assimilation

of pre-consonantal sibilants' ,

(ii) Rule (3) can be regarded as an extension of rule (l) as it

accounts for (regressive) voice-assimilation in
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[+stri][+obst] sequences, and, in addition, in

[+stri] + cons

—obst
sequences.

(iii) When the rightmost consonant in the rule is further spec¬

ified [+stri], there will be a /S+s/ or a /S+z/ se¬

quence in the corresponding surface structure ? such se¬

quences will ultimately be simplified through application

of the 'Identical-consonant cluster simplification' rule

(to be given in chapter 4) as is shown in the examples

belows

Output from
Surface

Structures

Output
from
B-rules

Output Output from
from Phonetic Gloss
P-rules Peal, rules

/tuS+serni/ /tus+serni/ /tuserni/ [tuserni] (he) talks
ill of them

/tuS+zalisan/ /tuz+zalisan/ /tuzalisan/ [tuzalisan] they con¬
fused them

With regard to examples like the above, it is interesting to ob¬

serve how phonetic forms can be ambiguous. Thus, [tuzalisan],
for instance, may have a second meaning, 'they confused his (head)'.

In the underlying structure, however, no ambiguity could ever occurs

there, the proclitics in /tuS+zalisan/ and in /tu+zalisan/

(with the second interpretation) would be differently syntactic¬

ally and semantically specified, while in the surface such speci¬

fication can be obscured owing to identical phonetic realization

of the two forms. Notice that conventional orthography would also

leave no room for ambiguity in such cases? a comparison of the

three types of representation will confirm thiss

Orthographical
Bepresentation

rout; £&hicrav

tou caauaav

Surface Structure
Bepresentation

/tuS+zalisan/

/tu+zalisan/

Phonetic
Eepresentation

[tuzalisan]

[tuzalisan]
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Similarly with /tuS+serni/ and /tu+serni/.

At this juncture, it would not he irrelevant to point out

the fact that in all the critical places in the examples

cited in this section conventional spelling systematically

has a ct (sigma) within morphemes, and a s ('final

sigma1) across morphemes, never a £ (zeta); this ob¬

servation may be interpreted as an indication that it is

the voiceless one which is the unmarked member of the op¬

position /*/ vs. /z/.

(iv) For the purposes of this investigation, the most interesting

instance of rule (3) is that which assigns the feature

[+voiced] to a /s/ in the environment to the left of

any voiced consonant, as followss

(4) [+stri] ->[+voic] / +cons

+voic

As we shall see presently, this restricted case of the gen¬

eral 'Regressive voice-assimilation of pre-consonantal

sibilants' rule is of great pedagogical importance, although

theoretically its separate formulation is unmotivated.

3.1 Turning now to English sibilant + consonant sequences, we ob¬

serve that there is no general rule that governs the voice state of

the sibilant in such sequences. Specifically, the situation in English

appears to be as follows;

(a) The sibilant is predictably voiceless8

(i) Inside morphemes before a voiceless consonant 5 for examples

spit aspect gasp

sphere asphalt

stop asterisk mist

aesthetic

skip Eskimo ask
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(ii) Word-initially before a nasal or a liquids for example,

small sleep

snob

(iii) Across morphemes before any consonant when the sibilant
is the last segment of the prefixes dis- and mis- ,

or of the demonstrative this § for example,

dispose

misfortune

mistake

this thesis

misconduct

(b) The sibilant is

misbehave

this voice

misdirect

misguided

voiced s

dismiss

this name

mislead

misread

(i) In the (Greek) suffixes -ism and -asm; for example,

organism

pessimism

orgasm

spasm

(ii) Inside a number of loanwords; for example,

cosmic Israeli

asbestos Ezra

(c) The voice state of the sibilant is unpredictables

For example, along with

(i) nozzle, drizzling, Thursday, business, etc.

where the sibilant is voiced, there are also

(ii) thistle, castle, fasten, listen, artsmen, etc-,

where the sibilant is voiceless - though in the same en¬

vironment on the right as in (i).

The voice state of the sibilant in case (c) does not seem to be

easily (if at all) generalizable. In case (b), such a generalization

could be made; for reasons that will become apparent presently,
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however, it is pedagogically uninteresting to do so. This leaves

examples like those examined under (a). For such items (notably,

for those in (ii) and in the second and third column in (iii)) we

could formulate, tentatively, rule (5)> which, though of obviously

limited applicability, is very useful for explaining certain pronun¬

ciation difficulties the Greek learner has with English A/ + cons

+voic

sequences.

(5) -peri
+ante
4-stri

-> [-voic] / (++) ——— (+)
+ cons

+voic

where two 'pluses' indicate a word boundary and one 'plus' stands

for a morpheme boundary after a_ prefix, and where either ++ or +

must be selected. Rule (5) says that word-initially, or prefix-finally,

a non-peripheral anterior strident segment is voiceless before a

voiced consonant.

It must be noted that this rule is deliberately made over-

specific in.order to account for the pedagogically interesting case

of a sibilant in English, which, unlike a sibilant in Greek, stays

voiceless even before some voiced consonant word-initially and prefix-

finally. In a more general form the rule would be given with just

[+segment] in its rightmost position5 it would then take care of

both voiced and voiceless consonants (as well as of vowels) in the

positions in question.

Now, from a language learning or teaching point of view, the

difference between the Greek rule (4) and the English rule (5) is

of extreme importance1, the enormous amount of mispronunciations ob-

served, both experimentally^ and in the classroom situation, in

this particular environment can be ascribed to transfer of the re¬

levant Greek rule (4)? that the learner has internalized, and to its
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misapplication to the English phonological system. Thus, pupils

will persistently say,^^ for example, *[zmo«k] and *[m£zbiheiv],
and so on. And although [zm] and [zb] are perfectly possible

realizations in other contexts in English, they are non-occurrent

sequences word-initially and across prefix-base combinations. Pre¬

sumably, such errors occur because learners process the relevant

English data in accordance with the Greek, not the English rule 5

that is, they misapply rule (4) to the English surface structure

representation (which cannot be done in English, as the conditions

for entry to the relevant R-rules are different in the two languages)

and naturally derive from it the wrong (Greek-like) phonetic output 5

for examples

Surface Structure

Representation

/smol/

/mis+biheiv/

Processed by
Phonetic
Output

R-rule (4) [zmol]
R-rule (4) [mizbiheiv]

Gloss

small

misbehave

As is shown experimentally.(20) the pedagogical problem involved

in a Greek learner's rendering of English -peri
+ante
+stri

+ cons

+voic
sequences

is more acute when the strident segment occurs prefix-finally than

it is when it occurs word-initially.

To return briefly to words like organism and cosmic s when

the learner is faced with such items, he most probably still applies

to them rule (4), but this no longer results in non-English phonetic

outputs 5 these particular English imputs seem to undergo the same

processing as any Greek [+stri];_+consl sequence in any position
+voic

undergoes.
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4. ^Regressive point-assimilation of pre-consonantal nasals

4«1 As was suggested at the beginning of this chapter, related to

the discussion in this and the next section, (5)j is the question

of Greek 'voiced stops'. It is important, then, that this problem

of Greek phonology be cleared up before we proceed any further.

In 1961 Newton proposed a 'rephonemicization of Modern Greek'

whereby he claimed that the so-called 'voiced stops' in Greek could

be dispensed with in the interests of economy and replaced by se¬

quences of /mp/, /nt/, and /nk/, realized phonetically as [b],

[d], and [g], respectively.

This position was attacked later by Householder (1964) essen¬

tially on the grounds that a treatment like Newton's will consist¬

ently produce [(m)b], [(n)d], and [(i})g] even in cases where ex¬

clusively or primarily [mp] or [b], [nt] or [d], and [13k] or

respectively, are attested. Based chiefly on frequency counts

of the occurrence of variants in his informants' performance, House¬

holder sets up "four classes of words as regards the intervocalic

occurrence of the phones and sequences in question."

1. Words where only [b], [d], [g] occur, e.g.

[bebis], 'baby' (m.); [adfo], 'good-bye'| [strigla],'Shrew'

2. Words where only [mp], [nt], [ijk] occur, e.g.

[tempo], 'tempo'5 [kontes], 'count' (n.)5 [igkoynito],
incognito'

3. Words where there is a tendency to prefer [mb], [nd], [i)g],
but [b], [d], [g] also occurs this is the "normal" use.

(No examples are given for this class.)

4. Words in which [mb], [nd], [jjg] are normal, and [b], [d], [g]
rare or non-occurrent, e.g.

[kambos], 'plain' (n.)$ [patenda], 'patent's; [yoggili],
'bulb(ous root)'.
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He then proceeds to set up "a four-way [phonemic] contrast at all

stop positions s /p/? /W/> /m^/? A3/5 AA /n"t/s /nd,/, /d/|

/k/, /nk/, /ng/, /g/» (p. 24) Householder admits (p. 24) that "the

functional load [of such segments and sequences] is ... low" and that

although "There are probably no minimal pairs ... it is foolish to

pretend that the evidence is not there5" Therefore he regards a so¬

lution such as Newton's "clearly indifensible, unless the rules are

altered." (p. 27)

Setatos (1969? 36-45) holds a similar view to that of House¬

holder's. Setatos remarks that the distribution of voiced stops in

the various positions is uneven, and that the bulk of voiced stops

occurs word-medially (either as [b], [d], [g], or as [mb], [nd], [ijg])
while the rest of the cases are derived from classical Greek nasal +

voiceless stop clusters, e.g. /em-fporos/ —> [e(m)boros]^ ' and

also that voiced stops at the beginning of inherited words have re¬

sulted from nasal + voiceless stop clusters through loss of a clas¬

sical Greek initial vowel and subsequent deletion of the pre-stop
/ O 0 >

nasal, as in [beno] -<([/em+baino/. ' He goes on to argue that this

fairly clear picture has been blurred by the influence on the Modern

Greek KOINE phonological system of s (a) Katharevousa (puristic lan¬

guage), which has .brought in new clusters:; (b) loanwords, which have

introduced new sound distributions 5 (c) Sandhi rules, which,in com¬

bination with the clear tendency of Greek for open syllables, have

caused the evolution of new nasal + voiced stop clusters (subse¬

quently optionally simplified) even initially, for example,

[tin daksi] > [ti ndaksi] > [ti daksi], 'the order/class¬
room' (acc.)| and, finally, (d) change due to rapid pronunciation.

On the basis of data very similar to those presented by Householder,

Setatos gives phonemic status to /b, d, g/ and concludes that
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"The phonemic system of MGK includes the phonemes /p, b, t, d, k, g/,

which form with the nasal phonemes /m, n/ the clusters /mp, mb,

nt, nd, nk, ng/. There is medially a great deal of variation between

voiced stops and the corresponding nasal clusters, which is either

free or put to uses more or less fixed as to their informational load."

4.1.1 Two important observations can be made on Householder's, and

Setatos's treatments %

First, Setatos's corpus includes substandard, dialectal, and

a great number of foreign words:; and Householder's arguments rest

exclusively on loanwords.

Second, Householder (1964? 17) establishes at the very begin¬

ning of his article that he is "talking about phonemicization of

the traditional kind (not about distinctive feature analysis or pho-

nematic-prosodic analysis both of which offer certain advantages

for the solution of these three^^problems) $" And Setatos shares

(25)
this view completely. ' Their point is evidently not that Greek

'voiced stops' cannot be derived from some underlying nasal + £toj)

sequence, but rather that this is not possible or not best done with¬

in the framework of traditional phonemic theory - as Hewton (1961),

Hamp (1962), and others seem to imply.

Householder's and Setatos's arguments, then, do not affect the

validity of the present treatment, which utilizes the archi-segment

convention to account for 'voiced stops' in Greek, as (i) loanwords

are excluded from this thesis, and (ii) the descriptive model employed

is a generative one that makes full and explicit use of distinctive

features.

Before we present and substantiate our own position, however,
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let us see briefly how Newton handles this question in his latest

publication (1972), which, to this writer's knowledge, is the most

recent account of Greek phonology - though chiefly concerned with

dialectal variations.

In his book, Newton comes back to his earlier claim. He says

(p. 12)s "We shall find in the course of our investigation that

some of the consonants v/hich occur in modern dialects can be

accounted for by sypposing them to represent clusters of underlying

segments. Thus [b], [d], and [g] can be shown to derive from /mp/,

/nt/, /nk/«5" Though valid objections could be raised concerning

Newton's symbolization of these "underlying segments" (cf. also

Newton, 1972s 13) even at this preliminary stage, one would prob»

ably accept it as a first approximation to the archi-segment con¬

vention to which he switches - without much discussion - later

on in his work (p. 111).

'^he basic objection even to the latest of Newton's treatments

is that although he succeeds in substantiating most of his claims,

he does so in a rather uneconomical manners he presents most of his

'Morpheme Structure Rules' as if they were P-rules rather than

R-rules. This fact has important theoretical implications, as it

complicates his account unnecessarily. Another, minor, criticism

of his presentation is that his rules are not always unambiguously

formulated (cf. p. 94 concerning the expression of Nasal assimi¬

lation I).

4.2 We shall begin our treatment of the process of 'Regressive

point-assimilation of pre-consonantal nasals' with the following

+• (26)assumption* '
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In lexical entries, each 'voiced stop' is represented by
a sequence of a nasal archi-segment (informally symbolized

/*/)> which is unspecified, at this level, for the point-
of-articulation features, and of a stop archi-segment

(symbolized /p/, /l/, /k/, accordingly), which is unspec¬

ified for the value of the feature 'voiced1.

Thus, [b] is assumed to be derived from lexical /MP/,

[<*] from /NT/, and [g] from /NK/. We shall assume this con-
(27)

vention to hold good anywhere within the phonological word.- '

The motivation behind this assumption is mainly simplicity

and adequacys the grammar of the language (Greek) will be simpler

if its inventory of 'phonemes' can be reduced (without loss) by

three, and if lexical representations are given in a maximally

non-redundant specification^ moreover, as we shall have occasion

to demonstrate presently, the archi-segment convention makes it

possible for very general phonological processes to be accounted

for more explicitly, and also in the set of the R-rules, this in

itself being a simplification of the grammar.

Notice, incidentally, that this treatment reflects directly

the principles of conventional orthography, which, as Chomsky &

Halle remark (1968s 49)j "is a near optimal system for the lexical

representation of English words. The fundamental principle of or¬

thography is that phonetic variation is not indicated where it is

predictable by general rule."^^ Although their comment is specif¬

ic to English phonology, it can be maintained equally well for

Greek.^2^

4.2.1 Let us now turn our attention to the examples from Greek on

the next page s
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Surface Structure
Representation

(a) /aRPeli/

/aNTi/

/aNKonas/

(b) /siR+Pa0ia/

/siR+Tomos/

/siR+Kinisi/

(30) Phonetic
Representation

[ambeli] (
[andi]

[aggonas]

[simbaGia]

[sfndomos]

[siggxnisi]

Gloss

vineyard

instead

elbow

liking

brief

emotion

On the basis of the data just presented, and ignoring for the

time being what happens to the stop segment in the phonetic repre¬

sentation of each of these sequences, we can make the following very

general observation concerning the realization of any /r/ in a

(32)/n/f+stop] sequence in Greek phonology; in the unrestricted

phonological-word environment, the values of the point-of-articula-

tion features of a nasal are conditioned by the feature values of

a following stop with which the nasal forms a sequence % that is,

N is realized ass [m] before a labial, [n] before a dental,

and [rj] before a velar stop segment. Rule (6) below explains this

assimilatory processs

(6)
[+nasa] ->

aperi
P ante /

+stop
a peri
jP ante

i.e. a nasal must agree with a following stop in 'peripherality1

and 'anteriority'.

Rule (6), an instance of the general 'Regressive point-assimi¬

lation of pre-consonantal nasals' rule, is obviously a collapsing

of three similar (regressive) assimilatory rules. It permits us to

simplify the lexical representation of all nasal segments in the

environment to the left of a segment specified [+stop]3^^
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4«2.2 As the reader will no doubt have noticed, obstruents in Greek,

whether marked [+stop] or [-stop], behave phonologically in strik¬

ingly similar ways. The following examples provide one more illus¬

tration of this facts

Surface Structure

Representation
Phonetic

Representation
Gloss

(a) /aHfivolia/ [amfivolfa] (^) doubt

/aNvonas/ r * "i (34)[_amvonasJN pulpit

/aHQos/ [anQos] flower

/iN6alma/ [in6alma] ideal (n.)

Cb) /tiN+filise/ [timfilise] (-^) (he) kissed her

/tiST+varka/ [ t imvarka] ) the boat (acc., s.)

/tiN+Gia/ [tinGia] the aunt (acc.)

/tiN+6iran/ [tin6iran] they beat her (past)

/toN+sosan/ [tonsosan] they saved him

/toN+zosan/ [tonzosan] they surrounded him

/tiN+xara/ [tiijxara] the joy (acc.)

/tiN+yata/ [tirjyata] the cat (acc.)

Here, as in the case of pre-stop nasals, the point-of-articu-

lation features of a nasal anywhere within the phonological word

are conditioned by those of the following non-stop obstruent segment.

This fact is stated formally by rule (7).

(7)
[+nasa] ->

a peri
J3 ante /

_-stop
^aperi
_P ante

i.e. a nasal must agree with a following non-stop (obstruent) con¬

sonant in 'peripherality1 and 'anteriority'.
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4«2.3 Finally, consider the following examples:

Surface Structure

Representation

/siN+moria/

/eN+nomos/

/siN+loyi/

/siN+riza/

Output from
R-rules

/sim+moria/

/en+nomos/

/sil+loyi/

/sir+riza/

Phonetic
Representation

Gloss,

[simoria] gang

[enofflos] 1awful

[siloyi] collection

[siriza] by the root

The assimilatory process demonstrated by items like those just

listed is formally captured by a rule of the form of (8)

(8)
[+nasa]

a peri

J3 ante /
+ cons

-obst
a peri
P ante

which states that a nasal receives its peint-of-articulation fea¬

tures from a following nasal or liquid.

The only exception to rule (8) is the case of /mn/ sequences

within morphemes, as, for example, in

/mnimi/ [mnimi] 'memory' , and

/limni/ [limni] 'lake' .

However, it must be noted that the point-of-articulation features

are always predictable in a nasal + nasal sequence which is not

interrupted by the presence of a morpheme boundarys the first nasal

is [+peri], the second is [-peri], and both are (redundantly)

[+ante], thuss +nasa

+peri
+ante

+nasa

-peri
+ante

Now, as can be readily seen, rules (6-8) are instances of

the same rule (9)> a rule of very general applicability in Greek

phonology.
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(9)
[+nasa]

a peri
P ante /

+cons
i

a peri
p ante_

Rule (9) states that anywhere within the phonological word, a nasal

must agree with any following consonant in 'peripherality1 and in

'anteriority'.

Note that R-rule (8) will account for /sim+moria/ and /en+nomos/,

but not, directly^ for /sil+loyi/ and /sir+riza/? rather, it will
generate /sin+loyi/ and /sin+riza/. There seem to be two ways of

handling this problem. First, we can re-cast rule (8) in the form of

R-rule (10)

(10)
+ cons

-obst

a voca

--—p peri
y ante

/

a voca

+ cons

-obst

P peri
y ante

which states that a non-obstruent consonant agrees with a following

non-obstruent consonant in point of articulation and also in vocalic-

ness - i.e. assimilation of the first to the second segment in the

sequence is complete. Now, considering that in Greek the only pos¬

sible non-obstruent consonant prefix-finally is additionally spec¬

ified [-vocalic], i.e. that it can only be a nasal segment (as in

the case at hand), and also remembering that [+nasal] is used in

this thesis as a shorthand in place of the complex -voca

+cons

-obst

(cf.p. 27)

we can allow rule (8) in the specific form in which it is given above.

Alternatively, we can accept rule (8), but relax the strict 'identity

condition' imposed by Chomsky & Halle^ ' on consonantal sequences to

be simplified? this would make it possible for a nasal to be deleted

before a liquid. In other words, the reduction of /siN+loyi/ or even of

/sin+loyi/ to /siloyi/ would be a permissible operation in this view.

For reasons of overall generality, the former solution to the

problem is adopted in this study.
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4,.2.4 Before we move on to consider the corresponding English case,

let us argue "briefly the postulation of the archi-segment /n/ in

all positions in lexical items except pre-vocalically inside mor-

(37)
phemes.v '

(a) Pre-vocalically within a_ morpheme %

The paint-of-articulation features (in particular, the value

of the feature 'peripheral') cannot be predicted in such

nasals and has to be specified in the lexicons for example,

/mina/ [mina] month (acc.)

/nina/ [nina] Nina

/nima/ [nirna] thread (n.)

(b) Pre-vocalicall.y across morphemes (prefix-finally) s

The value of the feature 'peripheral', which is at issue

here, is_ predictable - always [-peri] - in words like

/siN+olo/ [sxnolo] total

/eW+orkos/ [enorkos] juror

by a rule such as the one immediately below

[+nasa] > [-peri] / ———- +
+voca

-cons

which says that a prefix- (and morpheme-)final nasal is as¬

signed the feature [-peripheral] when followed by any base-

initial vowels there are no *[simV...] or *[emV...]
pronunciations in Greek, where V stands for some base-

initial vowel.
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4*3 Point-assimilation in nasals in English

Consider now the following examples from English;

(a) /pnNpes/

/aeNfiheli/

/pjoNtaf/

/ ae N0 em/

/dnKki/

[pjompes]

[ aemfabela]

[pontaf]

[ se n9 em]

[dmjki]

pompous

amphiboly

pontiff

anthem

donkey

(*>) /iN+pnsabl/

/ell+fesis/

/iN+tend/

/iN+9ro«n/

/iH+kem/

impossible

emphasis

intend

enthrone

income

[impnsebl]

[emfesis]

[intend]

[in9ro«n]

[agkem]

Clearly, rule (7) that we gave for Greek applies to English

as well without any modifications here also the point-of-articu-

lation features of a nasal in sequence with a non-stop obstruent

are determined by those of the latter segment. As for rule (6)

this is also applicable to English on the condition that the

[+nasa] +obst
+ stop

sequence occurs within a morpheme, as in examples

under (a) above, or that the nasal segment in sequence with an oral

stop is_ the final segment of a_ prefix, as in the examples in (b).

This restriction concerning the domain of application of rule (6)
(39)

becomes necessary because of the existence of words like

[klaimd], 'climbed', and [haeijd], 'hanged', in which the point-of-

articulation features of the nasal before the past tense suffix real¬

ized as [d] do not agree with the corresponding features of this

following [d],
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A comparison of the manner in which nasal + obstruent se¬

quences are processed in Greek and English reveals some asymmetry.

Thus, for example, there are a few (rare or idiosyncratic) alter¬

native realizations of [+nasa] +peri
+ stop

sequences, as in [amp«t]

or [anpwt], 'input', and [knjgkod] or [kcrjkod], 'concord'. Never¬

theless, this asymmetry does not really constitute a pedagogical

problems whether the learners hear or say [anpttt], for instance,

instead of [ampat] does not impede comprehension.

5. Progressive voice-assimilation of post-nasal stops

In section 4*2, p. 69, we began discussion of the process of

'Regressive point-assimilation of pre-consonantal nasals' with the

assumption that "in the lexicon in Greek, each 'voiced stop' is re¬

presented by a sequence of a nasal archi-segment unspecified for

the point-of-articulation features and a stop archi-segment unspec¬

ified for the feature 'voiced'". This assumption was subsequently

shown to hold anywhere within the phonological word.

The postulation of underlying nasal + stop sequences of archi-

segments that represent realizations of 'voiced stops' in the sur¬

face is even more pertinent to the discussion of the process of

'Progressive voice-assimilation of post-nasal stops' examined in

this section.

Let us consider the following itemss

(a) /NPeno/ [beno] I enter

/iJTino/ [d-ano] I dress (tr.)

/NKremos/ [gremos] precipice



(fc)

;c)

/aJJPeli/

/aNTi/

/axfKonas/

/s iN+Pa9ia/

/siN+Tomos/

/siR+Kinisi/
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[ambeli](40)
[andx]

[aijgonas]

[simba9ia]

[sfndomos]

[sirjginisi]

vineyard

instead

elbow

liking

brief

emotion

On the basis of the data just presented, two important obser¬

vations can be mades

(i) Regardless of the position of the sequence [+nasa][+stop]

within the phonological word, the value of the feature

■voiced1 of the stop is determined by the value of the re¬

spective feature of the preceding nasal - always [+voiced]5

that is to say, the direction of the process is from left

to right.

(ii) Word-initially, nasality is obligatorily subsequently

dropped in the phonetic realization of lexical [+nasa] [+-stop]

sequences. This deletion operation is discussed in chapter 4l

as we shall see there, the nasal in cases like those under

(b - c) is also optionally deleted.

The facts in (a - c) are formally expressed by rule (ll), the

rule that governs 'Progressive voice-assimilation of post-nasal stops'.

(11)
+obst

_+stop
> *

[-voic]

which states that in the unrestricted phonological-word environment,

any oral stop following a nasal segment is assigned the (redundant)

feature [+voiced], i.e. is predictably voiced.

Thus, rule (ll) permits the simplification of all lexical
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representations that contain a segment marked +obst
+stop

post-

nasally such segments are always voiced § in all other contexts,

they are voiceless.

Notice, in passing, that this treatment is in accord with the

orthographical conventions of Greeki there is no way of represent¬

ing voiced stops in Greek other than = [h], vr = [&]» an<i

in (or xi) = [g] •

5.1 Let us now look at the following English wordss

(a) /aeNpee/ [sempee] ampere

/teNt/ [tent] tent

/seHke/ [ aerjke] anchor

(b) /iN+pjosebl/ [impjosebl] impossible

/iN+tend/ [intend] intend

/iN+kem/ [agkem] income

As becomes clear from the examination of these examples, there

is no conditioning of the value of the feature 'voiced' in a stop

segment by that of the respective feature of the nasal preceding

the stop in a sequence which is confined to one morpheme or extends

over two successive morphemes within the phonological word. This

suggests that at no point in the process of derivation of words con¬

taining a [+nasa][+stop] sequence is there an English rule that

assigns the feature [+voiced] to the stop by force of the presence

of this feature value in the nasal segment before the stop.

Prom a pedagogical point of view, this is a very significant

difference between the phonological systems of Greek and English,

a difference which must be responsible for a great number of
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pronunciation errors that Greeks make in the course of their learn¬

ing English.

Presumably, error in this area results from the automatic trans¬

fer of the pupil's intuitive knowledge of the Greek 'Progressive

voice-assimilation of post-nasal stops' rule to the English system

and from erroneous application of this rule to the relevant English

inputs. In other words, when confronted with the sequence underlying

mp in simple, for instance, the Greek learner most probably iden¬

tifies it with the corresponding underlying sequence in a Greek lex¬

ical item, enters it in 'his English lexicon' as /UP/, and from

that point on he submits it to the appropriate Greek rule, rule (ll),

which he would have applied in his own language, thus ending up with

[mb] and [sambel] . And he does this consistently with all

voiceless stops preceded by a nasal in the foreign language. At

this juncture, it is of interest to note that the problem appears

to be more acute when the sequence in question occurs within rather

than across morphemes.(^4)
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 3

This is really an extension of the 'Regressive voice-assimi¬
lation of obstruents' process.

Note that the archi-segment /k/ is separately postulated
(along with the other two stop archi-segments /p/ and /T/)
for all positions on independent grounds.
See also discussion in sections 4 and 5 of this chapter.

In fact, in all the surface structure representations below
where there is a base-initial oral stop, this stop should ap¬
pear in archi-segment form, /P, T, K/, unspecified for voice
state. (Cf. sections 4, and 5 °f this chapter.) However, for
uniformity of representation and for the reader's convenience,
these segments are given, at this, stage, in full phonemic
shape.

For a discussion concerning the reduction of two identically
or similarly specified segments (here, of two labials) to one,
see 'Identical-consonant cluster simplification' in chapter 4*

An infrequent word. Hereafter, such items will be enclosed in
parentheses ( ).

Note that if CV sequences were also included in the scope
of this study, a P-rule would be required that would convert,
ultimately, the prefix /eK/ to [eks], before a base-initial
vowel, as in the examples belows

/eX+orizo/ [eksorizo] I banish

/eK+erevno/ [ekserevno] I explore

See note 4 above.

Unlike /x+k/ sequences, which are obligatorily reduced to
phonetic [kj, /K+x/ and /X+y/ sequences are not subject
to this simplification operation.

A sibilant archi-segment /s/ will be postulated later (see
section 2.2, pp. 52-55? below) for all intra-phonological-word
environments except pre-vocalically.

Notice the systematic free variation between the underlined
clusters in ffQinos] and [ftinos], and in [xQes] and
[xtes], expecially word-initially. However, this phenomenon
cannot be generalized to cover all words beginning with or con¬
taining a sequence [f9] or [x9]. In fact, the examples given
in (e) have been so chosen as to exclude the possibility of
free variation in the relevant sequences. In any case, it would
be immaterial to the discussion of the process under examination
here whether sequences such as those just cited varied freely
or nots the process of the 'Regressive voice-assimilation of
obstruents would not be affected anyway.
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See Chomsky & Halle, 1968s their 'Subject Index' unders
'Evaluation Procedure', Lexical Redundancy', '(Plausible)
Rules of Phonology'.

Prom this presentation it becomes clear that rules (a) and (b)
we have just given are special morpho-tactic R-rules applying
to specific morphological classes of prefixes, rather than
phonotactic R-rules without exception (see note 14 below). Thus,
for example, the lexical entry-prefix /iS/ could have, among
many others, the morphological feature [+class A], and rule (a)
would be similarly specified in its leftmost part so as to ap¬
ply only to prefixes that satisfy this entry condition. In the
same way, prefix /eP/ would be marked, say, [+class B] and
so would be the leftmost part of rule (b). Then rule (a) would,
in fact, says

"Class A prefixes, /5iS/, /iS/, and /pros/, are realized
with [-voiced] assigned to theh" final segment before vowels 5
before consonants, this prefix-final /s/ is assigned the
voice feature of the following consonant." (Cf. rule (3)5
P. 59.)

Similarly, rule (b) would states
"Class B prefix /eP/ is realized with [+voiced] assigned
to its final segment before vowels § before consonants, this
prefix-final /p/ is assigned the voice feature of the fol¬
lowing consonant." (Cf. rule (l), p. 51»)

Thus, the phenomena would still be dealt with by R-rules that
fill in feature values. Admittedly such rules are of very re¬
stricted application, but this limitation would also be true
of the P-rules that would be required to change /s/ to [z]
and /v/ to [f], as in (i-ii), p. 52s the respective P-rules
would need exactly the same amount of morphological-class
information about their inputs as the proposed R-rules5 in
addition, the P-rules would be more costly than the R-rules
in that the former are feature-changing, not feature-filling-in
operations as are the letters of the two solutions, the cheaper
one is favoured here.

The chief exponents of this dogma are Chomsky & Halle, 19685
also Stanley.

Cases like [toferez mazfsu^ , 'you brought it with you', xvhere
the sequence [+stri]_+cons crosses the phonological-word

+voic

boundaries, may be interpreted as an indication that it might
be possible, indeed desirable, to extend the domain of appli¬
cation of certain R-rules so that they may be permitted to op¬
erate in inter-word contexts also. Thus, it seems likely that
we need to recognize the following types of E-rules - given
below in a decreasing order of generalitys

(a) Phonotactic rules without exception

Domain of applications (possibly) the tone group.

R-rule (3), p« 59) the 'Regressive voice-assimilation
of pre-consonantal sibilants' rule, would belong to
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it

this category of R-rules and would he allowed to as¬
sign the feature [+voiced] to the initially unspec¬
ified (for this feature) sibilant in the first word
in [toferez mazisu].

(b) Word-structure rules
Domain of applications the phonological word.
R-rule (l), p. 51, the 'Regressive voice-assimilation
of obstruents' rule, is an example of this type of
R-rules.

(c) Morpheme-structure rules
Domain of applications the morpheme.
A rule (applicable to both English and Greek) stating
that "If a morpheme begins with a sequence of two con¬
sonants, the third segment in the sequence is vocalic.
(See Halle, 1958s 331, Rule 2) would be an example of
this kind of R-rules.
Rone of the (Greek) R-rules discussed in this work is
exclusively a Morpheme-structure rule.

(d) Syllable-structure rules
Domain of applications the syllable.
Such is the English rule (2), given on p. 56•

The point should be stressed, in this connection, that although
it is possible for all four types of R-rules to deal with the
same phonological phenomena a£_ such, the rules are differenti¬
ated from each other on the basis of the restrictions concerning
ing the domain of their application.
However, as the question of distinguishing between various kinds
of R-rules lies outside the scope of the present study, and as
it has not been properly investigated, we shall not press the
point beyond the tentative suggestions just made.

See relevant discussion in chapter 4? note 8, pp. 101-102.

For more, pertinent, examples, see section 2.1 (a) above.

For the postulation of sequences of nasal and stop archi-segmentf
to account for the phonetic realizations [b], [d], and [g],
see discussion in sections 4 and 5 below.

See discussion on the perception (pp. 164-69) and the produc¬
tion (186-89) of English underlying [-peri""1"

t+ante
[+stri_,

Also Tables 6 and 13, pp. 262 and 282, respectively.

+cons] sequences:
_+voicj

The manner in which the pupil 'decodes' a stretch of speech
that he heara. in class can only be conjectured to be analogous
to how he processes the relevant data when he speaks. But see
chapter 4, note 8, pp. 101-102.

See note 18 above.
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[striijgla] is not only a possible but also a very common
pronunciation.

Setatos regards the distinction between /m/ and /n/ as
neutralized before labials.

Other processes thai do not concern us here are also involved
in such derivations.

The other two 'dreams' in Householder's article relate to the

important questions of palatalization and of affrication, neither
of which is dealt with here.

personal communication.

See Chomsky & Halle, 1968s chapter 9*

As a matter of fact, this convention can be maintained even
across words.

Chomsky & Halle go on to say (p. 221 and elsewhere) that if
forms are entered in the lexicon in the manner suggested by
conventional orthography, the required output will eventually
be generated by the rules of phonology.

The present treatment of voiced stops in Greek is only one of
numerous cases that demonstrate the relationship between the
orthographic and the phonological systems of representation.
See, for instance, section 3 above, and also note 41 "to this
chapter.

The reader is reminded that none of the inflected forms in
this column is, strictly, a lexical or surface structure re¬
presentation? all such items include a morpheme boundary be¬
fore the relevant suffixes^ these boundaries are not indicated
in the representations as irrelevant to the discussion.
See also note 11 to chapter 2.

Actually, all the items in this column should have the nasal
segment enclosed in parentheses, e.g. [a(m)beli], to show
its optional realization.

See 'Iiotational Conventions' in chapter 1? also discussion of
the 'Pre-obstruent nasal deletion' process in chapter 4.

Word-initial cases like /jJPeno/ >[beno], 'I enter',
will be dealt with in section 5 of the present chapter, and
also in chapter 4*

But see discussion on the specification of [+nasa][+nasa]
sequences in section 4*2.3, p. 72 below.

In fact, the nasal in such words is labiodental, specified
[-distributed] in contrast to the bilabial nasal which is
marked [+distributed]. (See Chomsky & Halle, 1968s 312-14)?
thus, for example, [amfivolxa] should actually read
[ aajfivolia].
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Cf. notes 3'1 and 34 above.

Chomsky 4, Halle, '1966c 420 "It is crucial that the same fea¬
ture or set of features" be operated upon in the process of
assimilation.

Cf. discussion on pp. 52-55*

But notice the existence of some odd exceptions like clumsy,
James, Thames, etc.

Cf. note 14 to this chapter.

Cf. note 31 above.

The historical explanation for this phenomenon is that as
there were no voiced stops in Classical Greek, there was no
provision for their representation in orthography.

For a somewhat more detailed discussion of this processing
of English data by a Greek learner, see chapter 4» note 8,
pp. 101-102.

Notice the consistent correspondence between orthographical
and phonological (and, in this case, phonetic) representation
concerning the specification of the stop segment in this list
of examples from English.

See Tables 12 (pp. 278-79) and 14 (pp« 284-85), and Table 10
(items 21-32^ pp. 273-74)> respectively.



C H A P T E R __4

PHONOLOGICAL RULES MP THEIR RELEVANCE TO THE PEDAGOGICAL PROBLEMS

1. Introduction

Chapter 3 was given to a detailed discussion of certain

Redundancy Rules which are pertinent to the subject-matter of this

thesis. It was also indicated there how the grammar of Greek can

gain in simplicity and generality by permitting some of the pro¬

cesses of phonology to be accounted for in the set of the Redun¬

dancy rather than of the Phonological rules of the language.

In this investigation, it has been assumed that any operation

involving filling-in of incompletely specified lexical matrices

with predictable feature values is included in the R-rules of a

language - that is, in so far as it takes place within the bound¬

aries of the phonological word.

However, not all phonological processes involve a simple

•feature completion1 operation like those we have been discussing

so far. Very frequently, the feature composition of segments with¬

in (and across) phonological words has to be changed. Such changes

may be attributed tog

(a) addition of new features or, ultimately, of whole segments

(as in 1 epenthesis')5

(b) deletion of certain features or even of whole segments

(as in 'cluster simplification')5 or

(c) permutation of features or of feature complexes (as in

'metathesis').

[ 85 ]
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As has already been stated in chapter 2, p.. 42 , the function

of P-rules is precisely thiss to change feature values, and to add,

delete, or permute features in the process of generating a word,

phrase, or sentence.

Notice, incidentally, that phonological processes of the kind

just discussed provide one more piece of evidence with regard to

the claim (cf. p. 37 ) that phonological and phonetic matrices may,

but need not, be identical.

In this chapter, we shall be concerned with two (related) pro¬

cesses and with the formulation of the rules that account for thems

(i) 'Identical-consonant cluster simplification', and (ii) 'Pre-

obstruent nasal deletion'. We shall also examine one aspect of the

process of 'Epenthesis' and give the (phonetic) rule that explains

this particular aspect. As was done in the case of the R-rules in

the previous chapter, the English counterparts of the Greek pro¬

cesses under examination here will be briefly considered. Finally,

we shall show how certain pedagogical problems can be related to

differences between the phonological systems of the two languages

involved in this study.

Identical-consonant cluster simplification

When two consonantal segments identically or very similarly

specified in the lexicon are found in sequence within the phonolog¬

ical word in Greek, they are obligatorily reduced to one. This sim¬

plification process is particularly interesting (and relevant to

this work) when the two consonants occur between a prefix and some

base, as in the examples on the next page.
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Output from
Surface

Structures

Output from
R-rules

Output from
P-rules

Output from
Phonetic
Real. Rules

Gloss

/eF+foros/ /ef+foros/ /eforos/ [eforos] fertile

/eK+kenosi/ /ek+kenosi/ /ekenosi/ [ekenosi] evacuation

(/6iS+sevis/ /6is+sevis/ /6isevis/ [6isevis] impious )

/sill+loyi/ /sil+loyi/ /siloyi/ [siloyi] collection

/siN+riza/ /sir+riza/ /siriza/ [siriza] by the root

/el+mesos/ /em+mesos/ /emesos/ [emesos] indirect

/siH+nefo/ /sin+nefo/ /sinefo/ [sinefo] cloud

Regarding the materials just presented, the following points

may be noteds

First, not all consonantal segments occur in 'twin' form in such

sequences (extending over prefix-base combinations) as are examined

heres only prefix-final /f/, /k/, /S/s and /N/ in association

with some similarly specified base-initial consonant are possible;

and it is an easily verifiable fact of Greek that prefix-/si5T/-finally
the combinatorial possibilities with base-initial consonants are

greater than they are in the case of any other prefix-final segment

in the same environment.^"^

Second, complete identity in the lexicon of the segments in question

is not a necessary condition (cf. Chomsky & Halle, 1968s 428)s iden¬

tical specification may be observed after the application of the re-

(2)
levant R-rulesx and is certainly a prerequisite for entry into

this P-rule5 this is especially obvious in the last four entries.

However, this fact does not impede application of the 'Identical-

consonant cluster simplification' rule.

Finally, the process of reduction exemplified in the items above

is obligatory.
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Rule (l), the 'Identical-consonant cluster simplification' rule,

expresses these facts formally.

(1) + cons

X -> P /
+ cons

X

where X is some feature complex defining, in part, the feature

composition of a consonantal segment.

Rule (1), which is a collapsing of a number of similar rules,

deletes the first of two identically specified consonants in sequence

anywhere inside the phonological word5 in this respect, rule (l) is

a more general formalization than is required by the data presented,

llotice that the rule also deletes any morpheme boundaries that may

cross such sequences.

The following question, relating to the formulation of rule (l),

could be raiseds "Why should the first and not the second of two

identical consonants in sequence be deleted?" The answer to this

question is given by the examples on the previous page, especially

the last four words? the fact that the second of the consonantal

segments that form the sequence is always phonetically realized sug-

(3)
gests that it must be the first segment which is deletable. '

2.1 The 'Identical-consonant cluster simplification' rule that we

have just given for Greek is of very wide applicability not only in

that language but also in English, as the following examples show. (4)

/jop+pezit/
/ef+fend/

/ek+knst/

/es+sent/

/ir+relivant/

/im+morel/

[npezit]
[afend]

[akast]

[asent]

[irelivant]

[imcral]

opposite

offend

accost

assent

irrelevant

immoral
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As will have been noticed, the items on the previous page have

undergone some kind of "assimilation of the [prefix] final consonant
(5)

under certain conditions"; so the representations in the leftmost

column cannot be considered lexical. As in the corresponding case in

Greek, nevertheless, this has no bearing whatsoever on the applica¬

bility of rule (l) that simplifies the matrices in the non-phonetic

representations above. Notice once again that these 'intermediate1,

non-phonetic representations (which are, in fact, outputs from the

R-rules) are in accord with orthographical demands. Observe, finally,

that rule (l), in the general form in which we have formulated it

here, accounts for a great variety of sequences, some of which are

potential in Greek but actually occurrent in English.

No language learning problem is involved in the phonological

area just examined. This is presumably so because the learner pro¬

cesses the relevant surface structure matrices in identical ways

in Greek and in English; that is, he applies at this point the gen¬

eral 'Identical-consonant cluster simplification' rule irrespective

of whether the input is (originally) the Greek word /eN+mesos/ or

the English word /iN+merel/.

3• Pre-.obstruent nasal deletion

Before we begin discussion of the conditions under which the

process of 'Pre-obstruent nasal deletion' may take place, let us

establish that it would not be unjustifiable to regard this opera¬

tion as an instance of the general 'Identical-consonant cluster

simplification' process that was considered in the previous section.

For the purposes of this thesis, however, separate examination of

the environments in which nasality may be dropped before certain

consonants in Greek is warranted in view of the serious pedagogical

implications such a process can have.
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Let us now look again at some of the data we gave on pp. 76—7s

presented here in a slightly modified form.

(a) /KPpno/ [beno]

/NTino/ [dino]

/NKremos/ [gremos]

(t) /aNPeli/ [a(m)beli]

/aNTi/ [a(n)d£J

/aHKonas/ [a(^)gonas]

(c) /siN+P(a9ia/ [si(m)ba9ia]

/siU+Tomos/ [si(n)domos]

/siN+Krino/ [si(ij)grxno]

(d) /toN+Papu/ [to(m)bapu]

/tiH+Taksi/ [ti(n)daksi]

/toN+Kero/ [to(rj) gero]

the grandfather (acc.)

the classroom (acc.)

the weather (acc.)

In the phonetic representation of the items in (h - d) above,

the parentheses indicate optional realization of the nasal elements

they enclose. The relevant examples demonstrate in effect an in¬

stance of the phenomenon of free variation in which lexical

[+nasa] +obst

_+stop
sequences either occurring morpheme-medially or

crossing morpheme boundaries within the phonological word can be

phonetically actualized with or without the nasal segment.

On the other hand, in (a) above we observe that whenever the

nasal archi-segment occurs word-initially before a stop, it is

obligatorily deleted.

Rule (2), a first approximation to the general 'Pre-obstruent

nasal deletion1 rule, explains these phonological processes formally.
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(2) f 0 / ++
[+nasa] --—■*>

■t /
> ■+obst]

+stop]

where ^ means "applies optionally".

Rule (2) receives the following interpretations word-initially,

the nasal segment preceding a stop is obligatorily deleted^ in all

other positions, i.e. morpheme-medially and across morpheaies, the

deletion of the nasal segment in this segmental environment is op¬

tional.

Notice that P-rule (2) that we have just given follows appli¬

cation of the R-rules that govern the processes of 'Regressive point-

assimilation of pre-consonantal nasals' and 'Progressive voice-

assimilation of post-nasal stops', presented in chapter 3« Notice

also that rule (2), the 'Pre-stop nasal deletion' rule, makes use

of the assumption that underlying each voiced stop is a sequence

of a nasal archi-segment and a stop archi-segment (each unspecified

for some feature value(s)) where the nasal archi-segment is various¬

ly phonetically realizable in accordance with the point-of-articu-

lation features of the following stop in a manner explained by

R-rule (9)5 p. 73.

3.1 As we know, there is no rule in English phonology that deletes,

optionally or obligatorily, a pre-obstruent-stop nasal segment any¬

where within the domain of the phonological word. This constitutes

another difference between the two phonological systems under exam¬

ination in this thesis. Moreover, in view of the fact that nasal

deletion in the environment specified in the previous section is

(7)
shown empirically to be the normal way of rendering in the sur¬

face lexical [+nasa] +obst

+stop
sequences in Greek, a pronunciation
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problem on the part of the Greek learner of English can be antici¬

pated in such cases. Indeed, an important language learning and

teaching problem is_ involved in this phonological areas when a

pupil is faced with an English lexical entry containing the sequence

[+nasa] tobst^
+ stop

he processes it according to the Greek P-rule (2)

after he has submitted it to R-rules (9) and (ll), pp. 73 and 77 -

thus ending up with the wrong phonetic realization. For example,

the non-English phonetic forms below are yielded because of transfer

and misapplication of Greek rules to the English systems

Lexical form

/igzampl/

/igzampl/

Processed by

R-rules (9) and (ll)
pp. 73, 77

R-rules (9) and (ll)
PP. 73, 77
P-rule (2), p. 91

Phonetic form Gloss

[igzambl]

[igzabl]

example

example

As stated in chapter 3, this pronunciation problem is more

sequences within ratheracute when it relates to [+nasa]

than across morphemes.

-t-obst
+stop

Rote that the Greek pupil's behaviour in processing such se¬

quences in English is as systematic and consistent as it is when

he processes the 'same' sequences in Greeks that is to say, he pro¬

cesses the English input in accordance with those of the Greek

rules that he would have applied in that language under similar

entry conditions| for instance, if, in Greek, he applies the

'Pre -stop nasal deletion' rule, he does so in the foreign lan¬

guage as well, thus producing *[igzabl] instead of the correct

[igzampl].
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3.2 Let us next turn our attention to the examples we cited on p. 71

presented in a slightly modified form in this sections

Surface Structure

Representation
Phonetic

Representation
Gloss

(a) /aNfivolia/ [amfivolia] doubt

/aNvonas/ [amvonas] pulpit

CD O w [an0os] flower

/iR6alma/ [in6alma] ideal (n.)

(b) /tiR+filise/ [ti(m)fflise] (he) kissed her

/tiN+varka/ [ti(m) varka] the boat (acc.)

/tiN+0ia/ [ti(n)0ia] the aunt (acc.)

/tiN+6iran/ [ti(n)6iran] they beat her (past)

/toN+sosan/ [to(n)sosan] they saved him

/toN+zosan/ [to(n)zosan] they surrounded him

/tiN+xara/ [ti(g)xara] the joy (acc.)

/tiJJ+yata/ [ti(rj)yata] the cat (acc.)

Prom the examination of these examples we observe that deletion

of the nasal element before any non-stop obstruent is possible at

morpheme boundaries (as in list (b)), but not permissible anywhere

else (cases like those under (a)) within the phonological word.

Notice that as there are no [+nasa] +obst

-stop
sequences beginning a

morpheme in Greek, the deletion transformation obligatorily ap¬

plying to [+nasa] +obst sequences is inoperative (or vacuous) in
_+stop

the case of sequences of the former type.

Rule (3), another instance of the general 'Pre-obstruent nasal

deletion' rule, summarizes these facts formally on the next page.
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(3)
[+nasa] > ^ Pi —

+obst

-stop

i.e. across morphemes, the nasal segment preceding a non-stop

obstruent is optionally deleted. By implication, this rule also

states that in all other positions in the same segmental environ¬

ment, the nasal is_ obligatorily realized.

Now, English phonology lacks a rule that parallels the func¬

tion of rule (4)<> However, this asymmetry does not affect pupil

performance in English.

We can now present formally P-rule (4)? "the general 'Pre-

obstruent nasal deletion' rule, of which rules (2) and (3) are spe¬

cific instancess

(4) r 0 / ++ ——- *J (a)
[+nasa] >«. > [+obst]

* f / 1 ■* ("&)

Rule (4) states that a word-initial nasal is obligatorily deleted

when followed by an obstruent segment (case (a) of the rule)5 in

all other positions in the same segmental environment, the nasal

may, but need not, be deleted (case (b) of the rule).

4. Epenthesis

Epenthesization of segments in certain specifiable environments

within the phonological word is a very common and highly productive

process in Greek phonology. It is in fact an additioning transform¬

ation whereby feature complexes defining whole segments, are affixed

to morphemes thus changing the phonological, syntactic, and, quite

frequently, semantic structure of the relevant lexic cl 1 entry.

The phenomenon of epenthesis is systematically observed in
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word production, and then;

(a) one lexical entry may be added to: for example, from the

base /esx-/ we get [esxos], 'shame', in the normal wayj

we also get, through addition of the segment /r/, [esxros],

'obscene'.

(b) two lexical items may be combined: for example, addition

of /of between the bases /pe&-/ and /pol-/ results in

[pe6opoli], 'children's town/camp'.

However, as this 'functional' type of epenthesis does not fall

inside the scope of the present investigation, we shall not be fur¬

ther concerned with it.

It is another, 'non-functional' form of epenthesis which is of

interest in this work, the kind that relates to the addition, word-

finally, of the segment [9], which is linguistically insignificant

in Greek though, as we shall see presently, it is distinctive in

English.

The phenomenon itself is neither frequently nor systematically

observable in the normal speech of Greeks and is, therefore,

far from being typical of Greek phonology. It becomes pertinent only

when performance of Greek learners in English in the position just

mentioned is considered. More specifically, when the final segment

of an English word is consonantal, the Greek pupil tends to add the

neutral, non-tense vowel [a] after this consonant5 and according

to whether the word-final consonant is voiced or voiceless, this

epenthetic [s] is phonetically realized either as fully voiced or

as whispered, respectively, as is indicated in the examples on the

next page.
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(a) [0] whispered (h) [0] fully voiced

[sncb0] snob[hjvmp3] bump

[sent0] cent [send0] send

[siijk0] sink [s^gg0] sing

[snif9] sniff [slfv0] sleeve

[ten90] tenth

This tendency of a Greek to epenthesize [®] after a word-

final consonant in English can he explained if we consider (inform¬

ally) the syllable structure in the two languages. In English, the

great majority of words end in a syllable of the 'closed' type,

i.e. with one or more consonants syllable-finally. On the other

hand, 'open' syllables, i.e. syllables ending in a vowel, are typi¬

cal of the Greek phonological structure. So, when a Greek is

confronted with an English word ending in one or more consonants,

he is inclined to transfer and apply the wrong generalization to

this word5 and he can only impose the salient condition of 'open'

syllables in the phonological system of his mother tongue on the

foreign language by epenthesizing a vowel segment (with a non-

distinctive value in Greek) at the end of the English word. In

other words, when performing in English, the Greek learner puts to

operation a very low-level phonetic rule, rule (5)> which he does

not normally apply when he speaks in Greek. For all practical pur¬

poses, rule (5) is limited to word-final obstruents, as is shown

below?

(5) 0 -> ■
a

a voic / +obst
( 1

a voic
++

(12)i.e. word-finally, the 'neutral', non-tense vowel [e] * is

added after an obstruent segment with which [e] must agree as to

voice state.
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It must be noted that epenthesization of this sort is more

frequent when the (English) word-final consonantal segment is fur¬

ther specified [+stop] than when it receives any other specification.

How, the pedagogical implications of this phonetic process arise

from the fact that although this (non-phonological) kind of epen¬

thesization is non-distinctive in Greek, it can be functional when

applied to English words, and may cause serious problems of ambi¬

guity frequently resulting in a. break in communication. This becomes

an especially sharp pronunciation problem when epenthesization of

[0] is combined with the processes of 'Regressive point-assimilation

of pre-consonantal nasals' and 'Progressive voice-assimilation of

post-nasal stops' with or without subsequent 'Pre-obstruent nasal

deletion'. As an example, let us take the lexical entry /siHk/,

'sink', and consider the various phonetic forms it can assume when

processed so that it may comply with the demands of the Greek pho¬

nological system.

/saNk/ is realized as after application of

i. [sagk8] Phonetic rule (5;) ('Epenthesis')
ii. [sagg8] R-rules (9, 11) ('Regressive point-

assimilation of pre-consonantal nasals'

and 'Progressive voice-assimilation

of post-nasal stops')

iii. [sag8] P-rule (4) ('Pre-obstruent nasal
deletion')

However, even more important than the pronunciation problems

that may arise from rule misapplication as explained above is

the fact that the syntactic specification of a great number of

English words will be systematically altered (in the surface) when

rule (5) above is applied to them, This is so because of the
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important linguistic function [e] may perform word-finally in

English, especially after a consonant5 in this position, [e] may

act as s

(i) a comparative marker when added to adjectives or to adverbs,

as when

[bag], 'big1, becomes [bags], 'bigger', or

[fast], 'fast', becomes [fast9], 'faster'5 and

(ii) an agentive marker when added to nouns or to verbs, as when

[kip] , 'keep', becomes [kip9] , 'keeper', or

[lid] , 'lead', becomes [lid9] , 'leader', or

[beak], 'bake', becomes [beak9], 'baker'.

The multiple ambiguity that can result from this sort of rule

misapplication is not always easy to resolve - sometimes even

despite the existence of contextual clues.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 4

At the present juncture, it would not be irrelevant to consider
the case of the interesting, though pedagogically not problem-
atic, items below, all of which contain the sequence
/siR/-final + base-initial sibilant.

Surface Structure

Representation
Phonetic

Representation
Gloss

(i) /siR+sitio/ [sisxtio] mess

/siR+somos/ [sisomos] in unison

/siR+sorevo/ [sisorevo] I amas s

(ii) /siR+spirono/ [sispirono] I wound/gather round

/siR+sfirjgo/ [sisfiggo] I tighten

/siR+stelo/ [sistelo] I contract

/siR+skevazo/ [siskevazo] I pack

/siN+sxetizo/ [sisxetxzo] I compare

In all the examples above, the application of the 'Pre-obstruent

nasal deletion" P-rule (p. 94) is clearly well-motivated. What

is not so clear is whether this P-rule operates on some inter¬

mediate matrices v/ith /n+s/ sequences arrived at through ap¬

plication of R-rule (9) (p« 73)> or with /s+s/ sequences, that
presuppose complete assimilation of the nasal, which can be ac¬

counted for only by a P-rule.

Two solutions to the problem suggest themselves?

(a) We may allow the appropriate case of R-rule (9), the
•Regressive point-assimilation of pre-consonantal nasals'

rule, to effect the assimilation of the point-of-articulation
features of the prefix-final nasal to those of a following base-
initial obstruent, and thus to have

/siR+sitio/ /sin+sitio/ , etc.
and then to submit the output from R-rule (9) /sin+sitio/ to
a special instance of the 'Pre-obstruent (here, pre-sibilant)
nasal deletion' P-rule (4)5 P« 94? which will delete the nasal
obligatorily

[+nasa] •> / / »-[+stri]
thus yielding

Surface Structure Output from Output from
Representation R-rules P-rules

/siR+sitio/ /sin+sitio/ /sis itio/
and similarly with the examples above.
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(b) Alternatively,
sibilant nasal

such surface structure
of R-rule (9), in which

we might permit the obligatory 'Pre-
deletion' P-rule to apply directly to
matrices, i.e. without the intervention
case we would have

Surface Structure Output from
Representation P-rules

/siN+sitio/ /sisitio/
and the like.

Of the two solutions, the former seems more plausible and general
as we will have to have R-rule (9) in the phonology anyway - for
example, to take care of cases like

Surface Structure
Representation

Phonetic

Representation
Gloss

/eN+fialono/ [emfialono] I bottle

/eN+va6on/ [emvabon] area (geom.)

/eN+9imio/ [enOimio] souvenir

/eN+6iksi/ [en6iksi] indication

/eN+simo/ [ensimo] stamp

/eN+zimo/ [enzimo] yeast

/eN+xorios/ [erjxorios] local

/eN+yarnos/ [eijyamos] married

where the nasal segment of the prefix /eH"/ assimilates to a
following hase-initial non-stop obstruent consonant (whether
strident or not) - though the nasal is not deletable in this
case.

A third possibility is that recorded in note 3 below whereby the
nasal is-assimilated completely to the following sibilant -

presumably by force of a P-rule - and the sequence /s+s/ so
obtained is then submitted to the 'Identical-consonant cluster
simplification' P-rule (l), p. 88. Notice, however, that, in
addition to the reasoning just outlined regarding preference of
procedure (a) to procedure (b) above, this solution is costly
as it involves a P-rule, one that describes a feature-changing,
not a feature-filling-in operation.

The handling of prefix-final /n/ + base-initial sibilant
sequences seems to be a morpho-tactic idiosyncrasy of the lan¬
guage. As this phonological area does not present any diffi¬
culty to Greeks learning English, we shall confine ourselves
to just posing the theoretical problem and proposing the above
tentative treatment.

See chapter 2, note 29, p. 4-6.

See Chomsky & Halle, 1968s 148, 222.

According to another interpretation of the process of consonant-
cluster simplification, the first consonant is assimilated com¬
pletely to the second and then one of the now two identical
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consonants is lost. (Warburton, 19705 Newton, 1972) Whichever
interpretation is preferred, it has no bearing on the simpli¬
fication process under consideration.

For a detailed argumentation of the case for English, see
Chomsky & Halle, 1968s 46-8, 148-49, 221-22, and elsewhere.

See Chomsky & Halle, 1968s 222.

Cf. note 5 above.

In Spring, 1970, a preliminary experiment was conducted in
Thessaloniki by the present writer- The thirty participants
were all Third Year students of the Department of English and
were all Thessalonikians. The object of this experiment was
to find how Greeks processed items with Greek [+nasa]_+obst

+ stop
and [+stri] +cons sequences in them. The experiment was di-

_+voic
vided in twoparts? first the students were given sheets with
extracts (from Kazandzakis's "Alexis Zorbas", and Palamas's
"0 Tafos", 'The Grave') containing the critical sequences5
they were asked to read them out in a 'natural' ways second,
the students were asked a number of questions in Greek the
answers to which (also in Greek) all contained the sequences
in question. In both phases of the experiment their perform¬
ance was recorded. The results showed that (a) all students
voiced the stop after the nasal, and (b) all students voiced
the sibilant before a voiced consonants the results also indi¬
cated that the overwhelming majority of students consistently
dropped the nasal before the stop (they had previously voiced).
No statistical evaluation of these experimental results appear
in this thesis.

At various places in this thesis it has been suggested (in a
rather vague manner that interference of the pupils' mother
tongue in learning the foreign language is caused by transfer
and misapplication of Greek rules to the English phonological
system. However, it has not been explicitly stated just at
what point the basic error occurs. The postulated process is,
in fact, as follows?

First, the Greek learner processes the correct English input
(i.e. the actual speech signal) by applying rules of Greek
perceptions next, he stores the incorrect form he has so pro¬
duced in his own lexicon of 'English', a lexicon that follows
the Greek patternss finally, in production, he applies Greek
phonological (and phonetic) rules to this incorrectly decoded
and stored 'lexical form'. So once he has made an error in

perception, he is committed to subsequent error in production,
as he has got the wi'ong 'lexical' entry to operate on. To take
the example in the texts

On HEARING the English word [igzampl], the Greek learner
decodes it as *[s:gza(m)bl] and enters it in his lexicon
as */igzaNPl/, i.e. in accordance with the Greek pattern.
When PRODUCING the word, he operates not on the correct
English input /igzampl/, but on the item he has erro-
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neously stored in his lexicon, i.e. on */igza!3Pl/s it is
to this form that he applies the Greek R-rules (9) and (ll),
which yield */igzamhl/, and, optionally and subsequently,
the Greek P-rule (2) that produces */agzabl/, ultimately
*[igzabl].

See Newton, 1972s 116.

See also chapter 5s note 11, p. 128.

See Setatos, 1969»

With regard to the phonetic specification of [©], the reader
is referred to Chomsky & Halle, 1968s 59s note I5 85, note 345
and 245s note 7«

See also note 8 above.

Note that, as the following examples show, the semantic spec¬
ification of a great number of items may also be affected
owing to such epenthesization§ thus,

[lit] , 'lit', becomes [lit®] , 'litter/litre'
[mit] , 'meet/meat', becomes [mft®] , 'metre'
[sfd] , 'seed', becomes [sfd©], 'cedar'

and so on.



PART TWO

EXPERIMENTAL



CHAPTER 5

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

1. Aim

The general aim of this experiment is to find out how Greek learners

hear and vocally produce consonantal segments and segment sequences

intra- and inter-morphemically within the phonological word.

This operation was undertaken to provide support for some of

the claims postulated in the theoretical part of the present thesis.

One important point should he emphatically made heres 'support*

should by no means be taken to imply 'proof'5 no amount of statis¬

tical information can prove or disprove a theory5 such information

can, nevertheless, be useful as an indication of the validity of

the predictions made within some theoretical framework.

The hypothesis underlying the whole experiment is that!

Greek learners of English make more, and more persistent, errors

when

(a) either the input to a relatively high-level rule or the

rule itself or both occur in one of the languages being

compared but not in the other, and

(b) low-level rules determining the phonetic realization of

utterances differ in the two languages.

This hypothesis, which concerns all six sections of the experi¬

ment, has the following corollaries

(i) If one or more rules of the set of rules that characterize

the possible segments or segment sequences occur in English
but not in Greek, or not in the same environment in Greek, Greek learn¬
ers may fail to observe such rules when performing in English, this
failure being demonstrable experimentally.

[ 104 ]
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(ii) If a phonological sequence, common to both languages, serves

as the input to a rule which is in some respects different
in Greek from its English counterpart, Greek learners of English may

he expected, frequently to transfer and misapply the Greek rule to
the English phonological system, this transfer and erroneous appli¬
cation of rules being reflected experimentally in the amount of error

observed in the learners' performance.

Note that with regard to (i-ii) above the converse statement

can also be made? in cases of complete input- and rule-identity,

these learners may be expected to transfer correctly application of

a Greek rule or set of rules to the English phonological system.

This statement too should be subject to experimental validation.

The extent to which the results obtained 'justify' the assump¬

tions made in Part One is discussed in chapter 6.

2. The Subjects

The participants in the experiment were First and Second Year

students at the Department of English, The University of Thessaloniki?

they had received a minimum of four and a maximum of seven years of

instruction in English prior to their entering the university, with

an average of four fifty-minute periods per week. It follows that

not being naive in English, they made fewer mistakes than they would

have made had they been complete beginners, as ideally the case should

have been? this is a point that ought to be constantly borne in mind

in the evaluation of the experimental results in chapter 6,

It was only owing to technical difficulties that subjects of

this particular level of achievement were selected; it would have

been practically impossible to conduct the experiment under reason¬

ably controlled conditions with any other population? practical
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gathering them together for the administration of each of the six

sections of the test would have been insurmountable. As far as the

present subjects are concerned, however, recruitment was not a se¬

rious problem as they were fairly easily accessible.

While the subjects were by no means naive, their linguistic

sophistication should not be exaggerated. They were deliberately

chosen from among the poorest students in the Department of English

in the belief that they still made mistakes typical of a Greek

learner of English. To be measured, error has to occurs an experi¬

ment with subjects better trained in English would not have 'proved'

anything in this case.

Selection of the population was made as followss all students

belonging to the lower four (out of six) groups in the First Year,

and all students belonging to the lower five (out of eight) groups

in the Second Year were given a questionnaire to complete. This

questionnaire included questions relating to (a) the students' own

immediate environment (origin, place of living and education of

their parents and, where applicable, of their brothers and sisters),

(b) the educational and cultural background of the students (birth¬

place, place where they received their schooling, proficiency in

the mother tongue), and (c) the students' previous training in

English and any other foreign language (where and for how long they

had been taught the language, which books they had used, name of the

- invariably privately run - 'institute' they had attended). Finally,

the students were asked whether or not they would be willing to help

by taking part in an experiment I was conducting. To their queries

as to the nature of the experiment, general, vague, and for the most
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part misleading answers were intentionally given? this was consid¬

ered necessary so that the purposes of the experiment could he dis¬

guised later.

Two hundred and twenty-eight students in all filled and handed

in their questionnaires - this part of the operation was also vol¬

untary. Of these, sixty-five students were selected on the basis of

two main criterias (i) knowledge of English, and (ii) whether or

not they had been residents of Thessaloniki and area for the best

part of their lives. Criterion (ii) was, in fact, of vital import¬

ance as the phonological description in the theoretical part of

this thesis is based on the speech of the writer, who is a Thessa-

lonikian by birth? so if such observations as were made in Part One

could be substantiated by other speakers of the same speech com¬

munity, this would lend greater validity to the descriptive state¬

ments made than would otherwise have been possible.

In an effort to secure maximal subject suitability, the next

step taken before the final selection was to consult those of my

colleagues in the Department who taught these particular students

and had formed some idea of their actual language behaviour in class.

This led to the final selection of thirty-six students, twenty-three

from the First and thirteen from the Second Year. Of these, all

thirteen Second Year students and seventeen First Year students ap¬

peared in all the phases of the experiment. Accordingly, only these

thirty subjects' performance was considered in the evaluation of

the results in chapter 6.
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3. Experimental conditions

Originally, the auditory perception part of the experiment was

planned to be conducted collectively for all the subjects in the

thirty-six-booth language laboratory of ".Anatolia College", a Greek-

American high-school in Thessaloniki. Owing to financial and other

technical difficulties, however, this idea had to be abandoned and

the next best solution had to be chosens the experiment was still

collectively administered at the Polytechnic School language labor¬

atory? at the time, this was just being installed? there were enough

students' desks to accommodate all the subjects, but with no part¬

itions yet installed there were no actual booths? no individual re¬

corders, earphones, etc. were in operation yet. So transmission of
(2)

the stereo-tapedv ' material was done through a Hi-Pi, Stereo, AKAI

recorder, amplifiers and two loudspeakers. And although that was not

a really sound-proof room, various devices (e.g. curtains on the

windows) were used to minimise external interference. Also the time

of the experiment was so chosen as to guarantee minimal noise in and

near the premises.

All these measures produced very satisfactory results? subjects'

aural perception was not hindered by any external noise? they could

all hear the material transmitted very distinctly.

The vocal production part of the experiment was planned to be

- and was - individually delivered. Ideally, each subject should be

interviewed in a regular recording studio, or, short of this, in an

adequately insulated room. Por lack of both these alternatives, how¬

ever, a relatively quiet room in the Department had to be used. (See

also section 4*2 below) In spite of the unfavourable effects that

it may have had, this solution - imposed though it was on the
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experimenter - had. one beneficial effects its 'informality1 con¬

tributed to a more natural performance on the part of these subjects

who would most probably have been 1machine-awed' in a studio.

All the recordings were done on the Departmental Hi-Fi, Stereo

tape recorder, the Grundig TK 46 model, at a speed of 9*5 cm/sec.
Two multi-directional microphones were used, one for the subject,

the other for the experimenter| so all recordings were stereo ones.

4. .Administration of the experiment

Part I and Part II of the experiment dealt with subject aural

perception. Of these, Part I was administered on December 2nd, 1971,

and both Sections of Part II followed on December 7th. Part III

(Sections I, II, and III), which was concerned with subject vocal

production, started on the 8th of December and was finished exactly

one week later.

Throughout the conduct of the experiment special attention was

given to the psychological factor of putting the subjects at their

ease as far as was possible. In addition to measures 'locally' taken

in the various Sections, points such as the following were gener¬

ally observeds

- informality at first meeting when the general procedure was

outlined to the subjects

- congenial, informal tone at all meetings and subsequent inter¬
views

- personal interest in their studies

- 'small talk' about the weather, etc. - particularly in the
case of Part III

- offer of refreshments or of a cigarette.
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4*1 Parts I and II

At all times the experimenter was controlling transmission.

Each time the subjects had to turn to a new page the tape was,

naturally, stopped for a few seconds. They had been told that they

could use any kind of writing device - pens, ball-point pens,

felt pens, pencils. All subjects worked at the same pace and their

performance per answer-sheet page was timed as indicated below.

4«1«1 Part I (instructions page plus eight-page answer-sheet).

Dates Dec. 2nd, 1971*

Started at 10§45> finished at 12s42. (instructionss 10s45 - 10§55)

The subjects heard the instructions (in Greek) on tape along

with the examples5 at the same time they were asked to read them

from the front page attached to their answer-sheet. When all

questions had been asked and answered, they were instructed to turn

to page one of their answer-sheet.

There was a sixteen-rninute break at this points the subjects

were offered refreshments and sandwiches, they had a smokes then

the room was aired, after which they resumed their work.

started at finished at

page 1

page 2

page 3

page 4

10§55

11 §06

11§19

11 § 32

ii§05

11 §18

11 § 31

ll§44

page 5

page 6

page 7

12 §00 12 § 11

12 §21

12 §34

12 §42

12 § 11

12; 22

page 8 (a half 12§35
page)
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4.1.2 Part II

(a) Section I (instructions page plus five-page answer-sheet).

Dates Dec. 7th, 1971

Started at 12s30, finished at 13s38. (instructions; 12s30 - 12s36)

The subjects heardthe instructions on tape along with the ex¬

amples; at the same time they were asked to read them from the front

(3)
page attached to their answer-sheet. ' When all questions had been

asked and answered, they were instructed to turn to page one of

their answer-sheet.

started at finished at

page 1 12 s 36 12 3 47

page 2 12 s 47 I2s59

page 3 12 '.59 13*10

There was a five-minute break at this point.

page 4 13s15 13s26
page 5 13 s26 13s38

At this point there was a ten-minute break for refreshments .

after which the subjects proceeded to

(b) Section II (instructions page plus one-page answer-sheet).

Dates Dec. 7th, 1971.

Started at 13s50, finished at 14sl4> (instructionss 13s50 ~ 14s00)

The subjects heard the instructions on tape along with the

examples; at the same time they were asked to read them from the

front page attached to their answer-sheet.^^ When all questions

had been asked and answered, they were instructed to turn to their

answer-sheet.

started at finished at

page 1 14s00 14*14
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4.2 Part III

Owing to the difference in aim (vocal production) and construc¬

tion, the three Sections of Part III of the experiment were admin¬

istered differently from the first two Parts. Each subject fixed

his/her own time and day for the interview and stayed with the ex¬

perimenter for a maximum of ninety minutes. A relatively quiet room

was chosen in the Department of English for this operation and al¬

though traffic noise could occasionally creep in, this was never a

distracting factor on the subjects' performance as all they heard

this time was a Greek word or sentence (which could not possibly be

misunderstood) which they had to render in English.^^ The lack of

a regular sound-proof recording studio, however, did have some effect

on the quality of the tapes so produced. This in its turn made judge¬

ment of subjects 1 vocal production a little more difficult than it

would otherwise have been, Nevertheless, this problem was quite

satisfactorily met by giving the three Judges more 'training*.

(See section 6.2 below.)

Each subject did all three Sections of this Part in their numer¬

ical order. The subject began each section by listening to the pre¬

recorded instructions and at the same time reading them from a spe¬

cially prepared sheet which was given to him/her. As in all Sections

of all Parts, the instructions included two examples done for the

subject (on both tape and paper) and also six 'training examples'

they themselves had to do before actually attempting the experiment¬

al material.

After questions, if any, had been asked and answered, the sub¬

ject was presented with the material in each Section as followss

the experimenter said first the number of each item and then the
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Greek word (for Section I) or sentence (in Section II) was read by

him, after which the subject gave the English equivalent of the Greek

item. All of this was recorded. Naturally, all items were consist¬

ently presented in the same order - their numerical one.

Following is an indication of what interval times were observeds

Number + 1 sec. + time for Greek word/sentence + whatever time
(5)the subject needed for thinking^ ' + subject rendering in English

+ 4-5 sees 5 then the next number followed.

Subjects who had never before made recordings of their own

voice appeared to be a little nervous at the beginning, To give

them some of the self-confidence they lacked, the experimenter

played back to each of them the recording of the first twenty items.

This was an additional measure in the effort to put the subjects at

their ease - and it worked very satisfactorily? subjects became

less stiff and their voices ceased being hesitant and 'creaky' there¬

after? this effect was audible as well as visible.

In cases of memory failure, the experimenter helped the sub¬

ject to remember the English version of a Greek word/sentence -

mainly by providing the word/sentence in its written form. When a

rendering was not heard clearly enough to be unambiguously rated

(7
by the judges, the subject was asked to repeat 'faster' or 'louder'.

The time taken by each subject to complete performance in the

three Sections of Part III could not possibly be standardized under

these circumstances. However, it never dropped under seventy minutes
(81

and never exceeded ninety minutes, ' depending on such factors as

subject memory capacity, ease and speed of articulation, and a num¬

ber of various interruptions and repetitions.
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5« Description of the experimental materials

(9)
As stated earlier, the chief object of this experiment was

to find out whether and to what extent predictions made on the basis

of the phonological analysis drawn in Part One of this thesis re¬

ceived any empirical justification under reasonably controlled ex¬

perimental conditions. Put more simply, the aim was to find out ho?/

Greeks learning English hear and vocally produce English consonantal

segments and segment sequences, the latter occurring both within

and across morphemes - always inside the phonological word.

The experiment was focused in particular on certain pedagogic-

ally interesting instances of transfer and (mis)application, by the

Greek learner, of a number of Greek rules to the English phonologic¬

al system. Specifically, the following phonological (and, in 4 below,

phonetic) phenomena were put to tests

(1) Appication of the Greek rule governing 'Progressive voice-

assimilation of post-nasal stops' to English words. This fit-rule

assigns the feature 'voiced' to English items with the result

that Greek learners frequently misperceive and mispronounce

Y/ords like bumper as * [b4mba].
Cf. discussion in chapter 3, pp. 76-9*

(2) Application of the Greek 'Pre-stop nasal deletion' P-rule

that causes nasality to be dropped before voiced (oral) stops.

Here, Greeks are inclined to misperceive and mispronounce

English words like tend (or tent § see previous rule) as [ted].
Cf. discussion in chapter 4., PP» 89-94*

(3) Application to English of the Greek 'Regressive voice-assim¬

ilation of pre-consonantal sibilants' R-rule, by force of which

the feature 'voiced' is assigned to the archi-segment /s/^"^
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before voiced consonants. In this case, the Greek learner

generally misperceives or mispronounces English words like

small as *[jEmol].
Cf. discussion in chapter 3, pp. 57-64.

(4) Application to the English system of the Greek phonetic rule^^
of 'Epenthesis' which adds a [®] after a word-final stop. For

example, Greeks often hear or say *[send9] instead of the

correct [send], 'send'.

Cf. discussion in chapter 4» PP« 94-8.

Finally, and rather marginally, application of a rule of the

following form is tested

[+obst] > [-voic] / — ++

which, in fact, states that word-finally the feature 'voiced1 is

neutralized in true consonants.

5.1 Before beginning to examine the actual organization of the ma¬

terials in the experiment, a number of points should be stated clearly.

(a) In Part I the items were pronounced by Prof. I.E. Jago,

Director of the British Council, and head of the Department of

English, The University of Thessaloniki. Prof. Jago is a native

speaker of English with an P.P. accent.

(b) In both Sections of Part II the items were pronounced by the

experimenter, a native speaker of Thessalonikian Greek, in a fully

randomized order. Every effort was made to vary only the critical

sequence and keep the rest of the environment not only constant but

also as 'English' as possible. This took a lot of rehearsing to

accomplish.

(c) In all Parts and Sections all items and all repetitions of
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items were presented in a fully randomized order.

(d) With very few exceptions, which do not affect the validity

of the results in any way, each item was presented to the subjects

four times.

(e) Whenever the same instructions applied, items demonstrating

different phenomena and operations were placed in the same Section.

This was considered a necessary measure in further disguising from

the subjects the object of what was being tested in each Section.

(f) To ensure complete comprehension of what the problem was

each time, instructions were phrased in Greek.

With these points in mind, the organization of the experimental

material can now be considered per Part and per Section.

5.2 Part I

This Part has three different functions 3

(a) It examines cases of complete matching in the phonological

systems of Greek and English in the sense that the two seg¬

ments considered in each case occur in both languages and in the same

positions^ with the partial exception of /s, z, r/ (cf. chapter 2,

note 5> PP« 43-4), these segments (placed in words which are pro¬

vided in minimal-pair form but are randomized in the actual experi¬

ment) receive identical feature specification in the lexicon ex¬

cept for one feature value which is different each time5 i.e. the

critical segment may have, for example, the feature [+voiced] in
one of the members of the pair and the feature [-voiced] in its

'partner' member, as in vine vs. fine § or the value of the fea¬

ture 'peripheral1 may be contrasted, as in mine vs. nine 1 etc.
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This Section of Part I is meant to function as control for as¬

sessing deviations from it in either direction.

Such items in the test ares 1-28, and, taking /h/ to cor¬

respond to Greek /x/, and /w/ to /y/j 29-32, and 53-64, inclusive.

(Cf. Appendix A, Part I, 'Student Training Sheet', pp. 201-202)

(b) It examines cases lying outside the matching area of the two

phonological systems in that, although the consonantal seg¬

ments tested are identically specified in Greek and English (except

for /s, Zj r/), they are considered in environments possible in

English but impossible in Greek. In such cases, a significant op¬

position word-finally in English is considered neutralized in Greek,

as explained by the last rule given in section 5> P» 115 above; for

example, cap vs. cab.

Such items in the test ares 65-102. (Cf. Appendix A, pp. 201-2.)

(c) It examines cases y/hich again lie outside the matching area

of the two systems in that, vyhile both the critical segments

involved in each pair occur in English phonology and are contrasted

as to the specification of one feature, only the segment in the first

member of the pair exists in Greek, for example, the initial segments

in sake and shake are contrasted only in the value of the fea¬

ture 'anterior' in English, /s/ being specified [+anterior], and

/H/ being marked [-anterior], all their other features being identi-
(13)

cal and identically specified. ' The 'special' case of oppositions

in affricates is also (peripherally) included here but interest in

them is rather academic, as affricates are not treated in Part One

of this thesis; for example, cats vs. catch.

Such items in the test are 3 33-52 and 103-129, inclusive.

(Cf. Appendix A, pp. 201-202)
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5.3 Part II

5. 3»1 Section I

The aim of this Section was to test both intra- and inter-

morphemically how

(a) nasal + stop , and

(b) sibilant + voiced consonant

sequences are heard by Greek learners of English.

There were some double and a number of triple items in that

part of this Section which dealt with sequences like (a) above. In

the double items the first member, involving a nasal + voiced stop

sequence, was pronounced in the normal way, while the second member

was pronounced without the nasal 5 as has been stated, the rest of

the environment was kept constant each time. For example, ambassador

was pronounced?

(i) [ aembaesede] and (ii) [aebaesede].
The nasal was deliberately dropped to form a basis for testing the

extent of transference of application of the 'Pre-stop nasal deletion'

P-rule (cf. p. 91) into English.

Triple items had a nasal + voiceless stojs English sequence in

the first, member? in the second member, however, the Greek rule that

governs 'Progressive voice-assimilation of post-nasal stops' (cf. p.77)

was assumed to operate, so the rendering included a nasal+ voiced stop

sequence, but was otherwise 'good' English; in the third member the

results of subsequently dropping nasality (cf. p. 91 ) were tested.

For example, empirical was pronounced?

(i) [emparikel] (ii) [embarikel] (iii) [ebarikel] .

In cases like (b) above a different point was tested? whether and

to what extent the Greek rule that assings [+voiced] to an underlying

sibilant before a voiced consonant is transferred and applied to
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English words containing the sequence sibilant + voiced consonant. For

example, disgrace was pronounced;

(i) [disgreis] \li) [dizgreis] .

5.3.2 Section II

Although extremely important from a pedagogical point of view,

this Section is of relatively secondary significance if considered in

the framework of the restricted aims of this thesis. Its overt object¬

ives are (a) to support the assumption that (because of the Greek tend¬

ency for 'open' syllables) Greek learners are inclined to epenthesize

a [e] after a nasal+ stop sequence word-finally by applying the phonetic

rule (4) on p. 96 above 5 thus, for example, bump was pronounced;

(i) [bAmp] (ii) [bAmp0]

and (b) to provide some explanation for the ambiguity resulting from

transfer and application of rule (4) just mentioned to the end of

English words. (Cf. discussion on pp. 94-8 ) To test application of this

rule, bump, for example, was used to demonstrate a threefold contrasts

(i) [b/mp] (ii) [bAmp0] (iii) [bXmbe].

Indirectly, however, and somewhat redundantly, this Section was

meant to further support conclusions of the sort expected in the re¬

spective part of Section I through such oppositions ass

(i) [bAmp] (ii) [bAmp0] (iii) [bArnb0] .

Incidentally, it should be noted that problems like that in bomb

and bomber, and, perhaps to a lesser degree, in sing and singer are of

a different order, owing to the influence of orthography exerted on the

subjects. (Cf. chapter 6, note 13, pp. 195-98) This influence of orthog¬

raphy on both auditory perception and vocal production, raises another

point, which need not, nevertheless, be pursued here, viz. that ideally

the subjects should not be familiar with the spelling of the foreign

language whose phonology is tested against that of their mother tongue.
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5.4 Part III

Part III, the vocal production part of this experiment, con¬

sists of three Sections. Sections I and II are concerned with ex¬

actly the same points as those tested in Part II, Sections I and II,

i.e. the voicing of a voiceless stop immediately following a nasal,

and the voicing of a sibilant immediately preceding a voiced con¬

sonant. jn section I this is done through words either provided

in minimal-pair form but randomized in the experiment (e.g. tent

vs. tend) or unrelated to other words (e.g. smoke)% whereas in

Section II the same phenomena are observed across morphemes in

sentences (e.g. He came in^person. or This^voice sounds familiar.),
Section III deals additionally - and perhaps a little redundantly -

only with sibilant + voiced consonant sequences across morphemes

in sentences (e.g. This desk is mine.)| this is disguised as an

1insert-the-right-demonstrative' exercise.

6* Judging subject performance

6.1 In Parts I and II the subjects' performance was judged object¬

ively in the sense that responses could be rated (by the present

writer) either 'right' or 'wrong'.

More specifically, in both Sectionsof Part II the subjects

were asked to indicate whether they considered each item they heard

absolutely English or whether they thought it had some foreign traces

in it, marking it accordingly on specially prepared answer-sheets.

(See sample page of answer-sheet in Appendix A, p. 223)

In Part I the procedure for rating was essentially the same,

only this time the subjects heard an English word which was in effect

one of the members of a 'minimal pair' and they had to associate this
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- the one they regarded as the correct rendering of the English word

they had just heard. The other Greek word on their answer-sheet trans

lated the unheard member of the minimal pair 5 at another point in

this test the subjects did in fact hear this second member of the

pair and were naturally presented with the same Greek translations in

the same order. To make this clears the students heard, for example,

[pen], 'pen', and on their answer-sheet they could see the transla¬

tions new a and Mn£v . ('pen' and 'Ben' being the relevant minimal

pair) and they had to indicate their response by encircling nevva

the translation for 'pen'5 then, at some other point in the same test

they heard [ben], 'Ben', and on their answer-sheet they could see

again the words new a and Mn£v , only this time the correct respons

would be to encircle Mnfv . (See Appendix A, pp. 203 — 16) The choice

on the subjects' part was, then, always a matter of "either ... or".

The amount of subjectivity involved in this kind of decision¬

making could not be and was not taken into account in assessing sub¬

ject performances the scorer went only by responses as marked in

each individual's answer-sheet.

6.2 In Part III, the subjects' vocal production could only be

rated subjectively. Each of the three judges on the panel heard on

tape and assessed (on specially prepared Judges' Eating Sheets. See

Appendix A, pp.234 ff.) each subject's performance, item after item,

Section after Section. Judgement was absolute in the sense that re¬

sponses were rated either 'Acceptable' or'Unacceptable'5 if degrees

of acceptability had been considered, they would have had to be rig¬

orously established beforehand, a practical impossibility in the

circumstances.
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Several measures were taken, however, in an effort to reduce

judgement subjectivity thus increasing judgement reliability's

(a) Three judges, instead of one, were used.

(b) All three judges were given simultaneously a fairly long

'training session' with the experimenter on materials care¬

fully selected from among those recorded by the subjects. Two tapes

were used in this sessions (i) an ear-training tape; here the

judges were just exposed to student vocal production of varying de¬

grees of correctness randomized on tape^ and (ii) a rating-practice

tapes here the judges heard a second set of performances and were

requested to rate them on an 'acceptable' - 'unacceptable' basis.

Both tapes were frequently stopped, whenever one or more of the

judges wanted to ask the experimenter a question or to discuss the

impression an item made on them. It was after considerable agree¬

ment among the judges had been reached that they started actually

rating regular responses on the tapes.

(c) E'ach of the judges worked separately so that one judge's

opinion was not allowed to influence another's thus con¬

taminating assessment.

6.3 The particular procedure of eliciting subject responses adopted

here was arrived at after careful examination of the alternatives

in testing that this writer is familiar with. Technical consider¬

ations also influenced this decision - e.g. the fact that, al¬

though selected from among the poorest students in the Department,

the subjects were not naive in English.

6.3.1 Aural Perception

(a) The popular 'Same' - 'Different' technique was considered

but discarded because it would most probably prove nothing.
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Discrimination between (but not necessarily identification of) two

minimally different forms would be too easy a task even in the case

of entirely naive subjects, this excessive ease making the reliabili¬

ty of the procedure questionable. What intensifies this, argument is

the fact that only phonological, net finer phonetic distinctions

(like aspiration and length), were under examination here. In con¬

structing the materials, the guiding question was always, "Can the

subjects identify a sound even and especially in the absence of its

contrasting counterpart?"

(b) Identification can be effected either (i) by introducing

orthography of the English word, or (ii) by introducing

meaning. (The temptation of having students identify by using visual

aids, attractive though it was, had unfortunately to be resisted

chiefly for financial and administrative reasons.) The disadvantages

of (i) are obvious? English spelling would inevitably interfere with

auditory impression coming from the tapes. (Cf. chapter 6, note 13,

pp. 195-98 ) Biased by orthography, the subjects would THINK they

heard a certain sounds at the very least, this would confuse the

subjects thus invalidating the results of the experiment. In (ii),

on the other hand, the interfering factor, i.e. orthography, is ab¬

sent. And teaching meaning to subjects such as these was no problem?

it generallymeant refreshing their memory.

6.3«2 Vocal Production

In addition to the alternative solutions mentioned in the pre¬

vious section, the following were also examined.

(a) Mimicry. Its main disadvantage is that it lacks spontaneity

as well as any form of 'originality'. The subject just re¬

peats, or tries to repeat, what he hears the model voice say. But
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what was being tested here was not the subject's ability to repro¬

duce a model word that he heard5 it was rather his ability to pro¬

duce the word or sentence unaided. Thus, if adopted, this technique

would have defeated the purpose of the experiment.

A further shortcoming of this procedure is that it is always

accompanied by learning during the experiment. The amount of this

learning is not easy to determine and in any case contaminates the

results.

(8) Visual Aids. Evoking vocal production from the subjects

by the use of visual aids would probably present fewer ad¬

ministrative difficulties in this case than in the case of aural

perception (cf. previous page)5 but the essential objection to the

technique, viz. the cost involved, would still remain.

It should be noted in passing, however, that this procedure

in testing is related to and an improvement over the 'translation'

methods they both introduce meaning into the experiment. Of the two,

the more economical had to be selected.

(c) Passage. Getting the students to read from a specially pre¬

pared passage incorporates, perpetuates, and intensifies all

the disadvantages of the contaminating influence of orthography that

were listed earlier (cf. previous page5 also chapter 6, note 13,

pp. . 195-98). Accordingly, it was also discarded as a testing techniquec

(d) Ideally, the only alternative would be to record subject pro¬

duction without trying to elicit the desired responses. But

then the subjects (i) should be unaware of the fact that their per¬

formance is being recorded, (ii) (and this follows from condition (i))

should have no idea of what the test is really all about, and (iii)

might never produce what one expects them to produce.
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It can be argued that if they knew precisely what was expected

from them and if they were placed in the right situations, the sub¬

jects would sooner or later emit the response the experimenter is

after. However, the experience gained from the preliminary experi¬

ment conducted by this writer in Thessaloniki in spring, 1970 contrar-

dicts this5 various factors can and do influence the subjects' per¬

formances excessive carefulness, self-consciousness, hesitation in

production, all tend to render invalid the results of observation

and judgement, especially when phonological phenomena across mor¬

phemes are being considered.

7. Subcategorization of materials - Appendices

7.1 Subcategorization of materials

For reasons stated in section 5»l«ej P» 116 of this chapter,

whenever the same instruction applied, items meant to demonstrate

quite distinct phonological phenomena were lumped together into one

Section or Part in the actual administration of the test. For the

statistical evaluation of the obtained results, however, this prac¬

tical but crude grouping of the materials would be meaningless. For

this latter purpose each Section of each Part of the experiment had

to be broken down into sub-tests on the basis of the different func¬

tion each item in each such sub-test performed - according to the

original design arrived at partly through the conclusions of the the¬

oretical analysis in Part One of this thesis and partly through the

writer's teaching experience. To take an examples all items contain¬

ing a nasal + stop sequence within morphemes were placed in one

sub-test, while those containing the same sequence but across mor¬

phemes were grouped separately:, in this way a meaningful comparison

of the subjects' performance in the two sub-tests could be made.
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However, both theory and. experience demanded that finer sub-classi¬

fications of the materials be made? for example, items containing

nasal + stop sequences had to be further subdivided into items with

nasal + voiced stop sequences and those having nasal+ voiceless stop

sequences,as the relationship of subject performance in these two

cases is of some theoretical interest 5 and so on.

Once the various crude and finer categories had been set up,

the behaviour of the subjects in each one of them had to be assessed

and properly recorded. This was done in two ways per test or sub-tests

first, total scores for thirty subjects were entered against the re¬

levant items, i.e. there were as many rows with the respective scores

as items in a testf and second, the score each subject got in the

totality of the items in a test or sub-test was also recorded, i.e.

all listings of the latter type had thirty rows, one for each sub¬

ject, with the columns giving the score of each subject in a par¬

ticular sub-test.

One point must be stated clearlys in all cases it was ERRORS,

not correct responses, that were counted. This was an arbitrary de¬

cision of convenience as, in the greater number of the items, fewer

errors were expected to be (and were) made than correct responses

to be given^ the decision, however, does not in the least affect

the validity of the statistical analysis made or the conclusions

reached.

7.2 Appendices

All the materials used in the experiment as well as the Tables

with the relevant scores (and means) have been arranged in two

Appendices.
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7.2.1 Appendix A (pp. 200-250) contains per Part and Sections

(a) Parts I and II - Aural Perception (pp. 201-226)

(i) Student Training Sheets.
(ii) Master/Subject Instructions Shoots.
(iii) Master Sheets with all the materials as administered,

(iv) Subject Answer-Sheets.

(b) Part III - Vocal Production (pp. 227-250)

(i) Student Training Sheets (except for Section III).
(ii) Master/Subject Instructions Sheets.
(iii) Master Sheets with all the materials that were recorded

in the form they appeared in the test.

(iv) Judge's Instructions Sheet (valid for all three Sections).
(v) Judge's Rating Sheets, which contain the correct responses

expected of the subjects.

Additionally for Section III of this Part there are also

'Auxiliary Answer-Sheets' to help the students to silently
fill in the existing blank and subsequently read out the com¬

pleted sentence. These are essentially the same as the Judge's

Rating Sheets, only the gaps in the sentences are left blank

and there are naturally no concatenation marks and no blank

lines for rating in the Students' Auxiliary Answer-Sheets.

Appendix A does not include any scores.

7.2.2 Appendix B (pp. 251-286) contains fourteen (14) double

Tables with data relating to the various sub-tests in the finer sub-

classification of problems and materials, as follows?

(a) The first of each pair of tables (e.g. Table l) presents in

rows the items in the sub-test in question as explained in
(15}section 7»1 above5 it also givestotal and mean scores

per type of sub-test. Symbols standing for the various sub¬

tests are briefly glossed.

The second table in each pair (e.g. Table la) presents in

thirty rows each subject's scores as explained in section

7.1 above.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 5

It is important to remember the empirical fact that in cases
of similarity one is led to expect identity and vice versa.

Ideally, all the items in the 'Aural Perception' part of the
experiment (i.e. Parts I and II) should have been synthesized
so that a number of factors that might give away the correct re¬

sponse e.g. 'personal voice-quality', some unavoidable emphasis
on critical points in the articulation of items, etc.) could be
controlled and eliminated. However, owing to the excessive amount
of the experimental materials, this was considered too ambitious
a scheme to indulge in, so the mere thought of it had to be re¬
sisted.

See OAHriES ('Instructions') in Appendix A, e.g. pp. 203-204.

Prior to starting the experiment, all subjects were given spe¬
cially prepared 'Student Training Sheets' which contained all
the materials per Part and per Section (there was no such 'Sheet
for Section III, Part III). These sheets contained (for Parts
I and II) all the English words and their Greek translations,
and (for Part III) all the Greek words/sentences and their Eng¬
lish translations. See 'Student Training Sheets' in Appendix A.

Almost invariably under 1 sec.

For economy of tape^ the Greek word/sentence was later erased and
interval times were considerably shortened in 2/3 of the tapes
made. These tapes were then reproduced in this 'economy' form.

This was for disguising the real aims of the experiment.

This does not include the two five-minute breaks between Sections.

See section 1 above5 also chapter 1, pp. 2-5»

See chapter 4* note 8, pp. 101-102.

This is a 'latent', very low-level phonetic rule in the sense
that although it reflects an intuitive generalization concerning
'openness' of syllables (cf. chapter 4? P° 9^ ), it is not ob¬
served in the speech of most Greeksf the only evidence of appli¬
cation of such a rule is to be found in foreign imitations and
certain very careful and emphatic articulations - mainly in
the speech of radio and TV newscasters. For instance, the com¬
mentary in Greek on the rescue of the 'Apollo 16' space capsule
was irritatingly full of epenthesizations of this sort.

The rule, however, was included here to satisfy inter-language
comparative needs as it clearly becomes operative in the case
of Greeks performing in English.

A rule of this form would be vacuous in the phonology of that
version of Greek which is examined in this thesis as there are

no word-final consonantal segments other than [n] and [s]. Never¬
theless, it is very helpful for comparative purposes.
Cf. chapter 6, pp. 142, 144-45*
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If, following Chomsky & Halle (1968), we require that the same
set of features he used for the specification of "both vowels
and consonants, the segments in question will contrast addition¬
ally in the value of the feature 'high'. But this does not af¬
fect the point heing made here in any way.

But see relevant discussion in chapter 3, PP» 65 ff., and 76-95
also chapter 4s note 8, pp. 101-102.

The computation of mean scores in the Tables in Appendix B as
well as all computations involved in the discussion of the sta¬
tistical tests in chapter 6 were done by the present writer on
a DIEHL DELTBONIC machine in the Department of Psychology, The
University of Thessaloniki. I would like to take this opportu¬
nity to record my thanks to Prof. L. Housiadas, Head of that
Department, for kindly extending this facility to me.



CHAPTER 6

EVALUATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1. Introduction

In this chapter we shall try to evaluate statistically the re¬

sults of the experiment in order to establish how far, if at all,

predictions that can be made on the basis of the linguistic ana¬

lysis and description in Part One of this thesis are supported by

experimental evidence.

The pronunciation problems of a Greek that relate to the per¬

ception of single consonantal segments in English words (Part I of

the experiment) will be considered separately from those pertaining

to the perception and the production of English words involving

sequences of consonantal segments (Parts II and III, respectively).

In all the comparisons that follow, two levels of significance

of the statistical findings have been selected? the result of a

statistic is considered

(a) significant9 if it equals or exceeds the value required,
for that statistic, for significance at or beyond the 5$
level.

(b) highly significant, if it equals or exceeds the value re¬

quired, for that statistic, for significance at or beyond
the 1% level.

[ 130 ]
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2. Part I - Perception of single consonants
—^ ^,,1, .. Mg— i WW——ir- «■*———I ym >*■ WN

The general aim in Part I of the experiment is to find out

whether the subjects' perception of single consonantal segments

varies with the familiarity of the segments in question and/or with

the position of such segments in English words.

To establish this, the statistical test of the Analysis of

Variance has been applied to the relevant data. In cases where this

test has yielded statistically significant results, the observed dif¬

ference between the means in two sets of scores is compared with

the mean difference required for significance at the two levels

chosen (5$ = significant, 1% = highly significant) to determine the

degree of significance of the observed mean difference in the vari¬

ous paired categories. This procedure makes computation of the cor¬

responding t_. s unnecessary s the results become obvious from mere

inspection of the tables.

All the relevant data for the Analysis of Variance and for the

significance of the observed difference between mean scores are

given in tabulated form to make reading easier. In the case of the

latter statistical test, the headings in the tables are given the

following interpretations

d = the difference between the two means being compared each
time.

= the standard error of the mean difference under consider¬
ed

ation; this is computed on the formula

v/here EV^ and EV^ are the error variances in categories
1 and 2, respectively, and and If stand for the number
of observations in categories 1 and 2, respectively, ifow,
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since in all comparisons made, EV, = EV„ = MS (« Mean12 error x
Square for error in the relevant analysis of variance) and

•>

Ik = Nn = N in each case, the formula for the se-5- is1 d d

simplified as follows?

/ 2MS
_ _ / errorBSh" V s

As the N may differ from comparison to comparison, it is

given beneath each table, along with the value of that mean

difference which is required for significance at the % and

the 1j level. The procedure for computing each of these

values is given in detail only in 2.1, p«135f» thereafter,
just the two critical values appear below each table.

In the comparisons made in this section, the following abbrev¬

iations have been observed throughout? those of the segments being

tested which occur in both Greek and English in the same position

in the word are labelled "Same" (S)s segments occurring in both

languages word-initially and word-medially, but only in English word-

finally are grouped under the cover term "Location" (L) (this term

is used only in the two-way Analysis of Variance in section 2.3

below where it is pertinent)§ and segments which exist in English,

but are non-occurrent in Greek are named "Different" (d). Finally,

the three positions in which the segments under examination are con-

( l)
sidered are? word-Initial (i), word-Medial (m), and word-Final (F).

2.1 Comparisons within the category "Same"

(l) Situation

Comparing thirty subjects' perception of single consonantal

segments common to both Greek and English, in word-initial,

word-medial, and word-final position.
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Data

Table (i) Errors made in the items tested

Item SI SM SP

Do. Errors Errors Errors

1. Ben 64 wrap it 27 ass 31

2. deem 38 rabbit 37 lass 20

3. goat 30 ladder 25 mass 19

4« fine 7 echo 7 cane 55

5- vine 56 ego 15 Shane 57

6. rain 6 safer 5 can 35

7. mine 48 saver 26 thin 25

8. sake 8 jam it 55 kin 36

9» sigh 24 Asa 15 sin 32

Totals 281 212 310

MMDS <7.3? 7,07 10,33

where s

S = "Same" segment, i.e. common to both Greek and English

SI = Same segment, word-initially
SM = Same segment, word-medially
SF = Same segment, word-finally

A priori expectations

(i) Subjects are expected to differ significantly in their per¬

ception of single consonantal segments according to segment

position in the English words tested.

(ii) feuj&t errors in the perception of such segments are expected

to occur tit- u)ov~dl <x H u i v~0'/yi/wi , This

is so because word-medially the segments being tested appear
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in inter-vocalic position and this environment makes it

easier for the subjects to decide which segment is being

articulated each time.

(4) Null hypothesis

(i) There are no real differences in the subjects' perception

of single consonantal segments which are caused by differ¬

ent segment position in the English words tested.

(ii) There is no difference in the amount of difficulty in per¬

ceiving "Same" segments in each of the three positions

tested.

(5) Appropriate statistical tests

(i) Two-way Analysis of Variance.

(ii) Test of significance of mean differences.

(6) Discussion of the Analysis of Variance

Classifications 30 Rows (individuals) x 3 Columns (initial.
Medial, and Pinal Position).

Cf. Table la, p. 253.

Table (ii). Analysis of Variance for judgement of aural perception
of single consonantal segments by 30 Individuals
for 3 Positions

Source of Variation df. s
Sum of

Squares
Mean

P
Squares

Probab¬

ility

Between Positions 2 I68.96 84.48 20.11 P <^.01
Between Individuals 29 529.79

Error (interaction Pxl) 58 243.71 4.20

Total 89 942.46

In view of this highly significant value of P^ (cf. Table A,
pp, 287-89) we must reject the null hypothesis and conclude that
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there are non-chance differences in aural perception which are

caused by the different position of the segments in the items

tested.

Discussion of the significance of mean differences

The existence of real differences among the three sets of scores

(shown hy the Analysis of Variance above) says nothing about

how many and which pairs of scores cause these differences. To

find out whether and to what extent the difference between the

means of any two sets of scores is significant, we normally ap¬

ply the t-test to the relevant mean scores in pairs. However,

it is not necessary to compute the t_ separately for every mean

difference obtained in these tests § it is sufficient to compare

the observed mean difference with that required for significance

at the % level and at the 1% level. With df.s = 58 in all the

comparisons made in Part I, the critical values of t_ are, very

nearly,

t = 2.000 , and t = 2.660 (Cf. Table B, p. 290)
• U j • u 1.

it follows that the required mean difference for significance

at the 5% level is (2.000 x .529 =) 1.058 j and

at the 1% level is (2.660 x .529 = ) 1.407

Hence, any observed mean difference equal to or greater than

I.O58 is significant at or beyond the 5$ level, accordingly?

and any observed mean difference equal to or greater than I.407

is significant at or beyond the 1% level, accordingly.

How, as t = —- , and, in the Table below
seT

529 (where H = number of observations in each
set = 30)5
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As can be seen from Table (iii) below, where I = 30, and the

Means are as in Table (i), p. 133,

Table (iii)
Mean differences se Significant

M e a n s <D d at % beyond V/o

(1) SI = 9-37 (1) - (2) = 2.30 •529 —— yes

(2) Sm = 7-07 (3) - (2) = 3.26 •529 Yes

(3) SP = 10.33 (3) - (1) - .96 •529 Wo

two of the three observed mean differences are greater than 1.407?

these are significant beyond the 1% level. Therefore, we reject

the null hypothesis of no true differences, and conclude that

"Same" segments are easiest to perceive word-medially.

8) Conclusion

In the light of the preceding discussion we may conclude that

the a_ priori expectation is confirmed statistically, i.e. that

there are real differences in the subjects' perception of single

consonantal segaents caused by the segment position in the

English words tested, and that subjects find it easiest to

perceive such segments word-medially.

2 Comparisons within the category "Different"

.) Situation

Comparing thirty subjects' perception of single consonantal

segments occurring in English but not in Greek, in three po¬

sitions? word-initially, word-medially, and word-finally.
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Data

Table (i). Errors made in the items tested

Item DI DM DP

No. Errors Errors Errors

1. wait 1 a hair 0 ash 26

2. shake 36 aware 10 mash 36

3. shame 33 ashes 44. beige 31

4. shy 39 lashes 45- catch 18

5- wane 13 Asia 86 cadge 47

6. wait 10 away 59 age 37

7. wail 11 all wed 62 edge 29

8. char 63 a wing 50 badge 43

Totals 206 356 267

MEMS 6. 87 / /. $7 8,90

where s

D = "Different" segment, i.e. occurring in English but
not in Greek

DI = Different segment, word-initially
DM = Different segment, word-medially
DP = Different segment, word-finally

A priori expectations

(i) Subjects are expected to differ significantly in their per-*

ception of single consonantal segments according to segment

position in the English words tested.

(ii) fewest errors in the perception of such segments are expected

to occur m cJ o \rd — -wi e.chcc£ evvvi r o vtwi & . This

is so because when the segments being tested occur in inter-
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vocalic position (i.e. word-medially), this environment makes

it easier for the subjects to decide which segment is being

articulated each time.

Null hypothesis

(i) There are no real differences in the subjects' perception

of single consonantal segments which are caused by differ¬

ent segment position in the English words tested.

(ii) There is no difference in the difficulty with which sub¬

jects perceive "Different" segments in each of the three

positions.

Appropriate statistical tests

(i) Two-way Analysis of Variance.

(ii) Test of the significance of mean differences.

Discussion of the Analysis of Variance

Classifications 30 Rows (individuals) x 3 Columns (initial,
Medial, and Pinal Position).

Cf. Table 2a, p. 255•

Table (ii). Analysis of Variance for judgement of aural per¬
ception of single consonantal segments by 30
Individuals for 3 Positions

Source of Variation
Sum of

Squares
Mean

Squares
Probab¬

ility

Between Positions 2 379-36 189.68 34.42 P<01

Between Individuals 29 1,110.32

Error (interaction Pxl) 58 319.31 5.51

Total 89 1,808.99

In view of the obtained highly significant value of Fp (cf. Table
pp. 287-89) we must reject the null hypothesis and condlude that
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there are non-chance differences in aural perception which are

caused "by the different position of the segments in the items

tested.

Discussion of the significance of mean differences

Table (iii).
_____

M e a n s Mean differences

(30
sed Significant

beyond if

(1) DI = 6.87 (2) - (1) = f.OO . 61 Yes

(2) DM = 1 1.87 (2) - (3) = 2,77 .61 Yes

(3) DF = 8.9 0 (3) - (1) - 2.C3 .61 Yes

where; - the Means are those in Table (i), p. 137 1 and

- N = 30, the number of observations in each category.

Required d for significance at 5/» s 2.000 x .61 = 1.22

Required d for significance at 1f s 2.660 x .61 = 1.62

Inspection of Table (iii) above shows that the three observed

mean differences are greater than 1.62s they are all significant

beyond the if level. Therefore, we reject the null hypothesis
$5 for hhlL <3,@i ? ""Z hype
Ai/ appears that the subjects find it significantly more dif¬
ficult to perceive "Different" segments word-medially than either

word-finally or word-initially, and significantly more difficult

to perceive such segments word-finally than word-initially.

Conclusion

In the light of the findings in (6) and (7) above it seems

reasonable to conclude that the a_ priori expectations receive

partial statistical support, i.e. that expectation is confirmed

which predicts real differences in the subjects' perception of

single consonantal segments caused by segment position in the

words tested? the other prediction made in (3) above, that most
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errors will occur word-finally and fewest word-medially, is not

confirmed. In fact, as can be readily seen from the mean scores

in Table (i), p. 137? this a priori expectation is contradicted

in two out of three cases; word-medially a greater amount of

error is observed than either word-finally or word-initially

despite the linguistic fact that inter-vocalic position of the

consonantal segments examined word-medially should make the per¬

ception of such segments easier than in word-initial or word-

final position where the vocalic environment appears on one side

of the consonant tested each time. Notice, however, the follow¬

ing points; first, although single consonantal segments (which

occur in English but not in Greek) are tested in all three po¬

sitions, the actual segments tested differ from position to po¬

sitions word-initially these segments are [w, B, B], word-

medially they are [h, w, B, B] , and word-finally we have
M (2)[B, B, B, J]]. This discrepancyv ' may be partly responsible for

the apparent contradiction noted above. Second, although such

sounds receive a lot of classroom drilling because of their un-

familiarity to Greeks, this drilling is practically always li¬

mited to monosyllabic words, which precludes segments in word-

medial position; it is, therefore, plausible to suppose that

the unexpectedly high mean in the DM set can be partly attrib¬

uted to inadequate practice that these subjects had in the per¬

ception of the English sounds [h, w, B, B] word-medially. Third,

owing to the requirement that an equal number of items should

appear in each of the three categories in (2) above (for the

purposes of the Analysis of Variance), the eight ?/ords in each

set were randomly selected from a larger number of items; it is

possible, then, that another random selection might yield
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different item-scores, and thus the relevant means and other

numerical values in Table (iii) above might be different.

In view of the reservations just expressed, which suggest

that these experimental results may not be replicated on re¬

peating the experiment (with the same items or with different

items containing these particular segments), it seems intuitively

risky to reject the linguistic prediction that most errors will

occur word-finally and fewest word-mediallys further experiment¬

ation will be necessary before any definite conclusion can be

reached.

2.3 Comparisons across the categories "Same" - "Location" - "Different"

(1) Situation

Comparing thirty subjects' perception of three types of phonemic
conditions always word-finallys

- Segments common to both Greek and English word-finally (SF)
- Segments occurring in both languages but never word-finally
in Greek (LP)

- Segments not occurring in Greek at all (DP)

(2) Data

Table (i). Errors made in the items tested
Item SP LF DP
Do. Errors Errors Errors

1. ass 31 cab 35 ash 26

2. lass 20 save 41 lash 25

3. mass 19 leave 27 mash 3$

1 * cane 55 sheathe 26 beige 31

5. Shane 57 7>ay.s 37 cadge 47

6. can
_ 35 . _

appear 44 _ age 37

7. thin 25 shame 45 edge 29

8. sin 36
. ..sing .

66 batch
. 27

9. kin 32 aids 44 badge 43

Totals 310 365 301

MEADS 1 0,33 12.17 10.03

where SP, LP, DP are as defined in (l) above.
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A priori expectations

(i) Subjects are expected to differ in their perception of

single consonantal segments according to segment position

in the English words tested.

(ii) Most errors are expected in the perception of segments

which are common to both Greek and English but which do

not occur word-finally in Greek (LP position) and fewest

errors in the perception of segments occurring word-finally

in both languages (SP position).

At first sight, the latter expectation may appear to contra¬

dict, in part, those expressed in 2.1 and 2.2 above (pp. 133,,

and 137j respectively) where more errors were expected with un¬

familiar segment positions. However, certain linguistic consider¬

ations justify the present predictions first, word-finally the

•voiced' vs. 'voiceless' opposition in Greek obstruents is

lost (i.e. neutralized)5 this implies that the final segment

in the English words cab_, save, sheathe, and bays_ may be heard

as the voiceless [p], [f], [9], and [s], respectively§ and

second, word-finally in Greek the only possible nasal segment

is [n]5 this suggests that the opposition 'peripheral' versus

'non-peripheral' nasal becomes non-functional in this position

in Greek, which in turn means that the final segment in the

English words shame and sing may not be distinguished from [n].

Hull hypothesis

(i) There are no real differences in the subjects' perception

of single consonantal segments which are caused by the un-

familiarity of such segments in word-final position.
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(ii) Subjects do not find it more difficult to perceive unfamil¬

iar segments in one category than in another.

Appropriate statistical tests

(i) Two-way Analysis of Variance.

(ii) Test of the significance of mean differences.

Discussion of the Analysis of Variance

Classifications 30 Rows (individuals) x 3 Columns (Conditions
SF, LF, DF).

Cf. Table 3a, p. 257•

Table (ii). Analysis of Variance for judgement of aural per¬
ception of single consonantal segments by 30
Individuals for 3 Conditions

Source of Variation
Sum of

df. s „

Squares
Mean

^
Squares

Probab¬

ility

Between Conditions 2 80.02 40.01 7.22 p<:oi

Between Individuals 29 802.49

Error (interaction Cxi) 58 321.31 5-54

Total 89 1,203.82

In view of this highly significant value of F^ (cf. Table A,
PP» 287-89) we must reject the null hypothesis and conclude

that unfamiliarity of segments and/or of their position in the

items tested causes real differences in the perception of these

subjects.

Discussion of the significance of mean differences

Table (iii).

Means
Mean differences

(SQ S6d
Significant

at 5% beyond 1%

(1) SF = 10.33 (2) - (1) - I.S+ .608 Yes

(2) LF = ] 2.1 7 (2) - (3) - 2.14 .608 Yes

(3) DF = iO,03 (1) - (3) - .50 .608 Wo
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In Table (iii)s - The Means are those in Table (i), p. 141| and.
- N = 30, the number of observations in each
category.

Required d for significance at 5$ s 2.000 x .608 = 1.216
Required d for significance at 1% % 2.660 x .608 = 1.617

From inspection of Table (iii) above we may conclude that the

perception of segments common to both Greek and English but im¬

possible at the end of Greek words (LF) is significantly more

difficult than the perception of segments which are either per¬

missible word-finally in both languages or non-occurrent in Greek

at all. On the other hand, we see that the mean difference between

the sets SF and DF could have occurred by chance (much) mere often

than five times in a hundred? therefore, we retain, at the 5$

level, the null hypothesis and conclude that the observed differ¬

ence may be attributed to chance alone.

(8) Conclusion

On the basis of the preceding discussion we may conclude

that the a_ priori expectations are largely confirmed by statist¬

ical evidence, i.e. there are non-chance differences in the sub¬

jects' perception of single consonantal segments at the end of

English words, and, for reasons explained in (3), p« 142 , sub¬

jects find it more difficult to perceive segments common to both

languages but non-occurrent in Greek word-finally than to per¬

ceive segments that either are common to Greek and English word-

finally or do not occur in Greek at all. However, one prediction

made in (3) above is not supported by the statistical findings2

it does not appear to be more difficult for subjects to perceive

segments totally unfamiliar to them than it is to perceive seg¬

ments which are common to both languages in word-final position.

This apparent contradiction can be explained if we consider two
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factors? the nature of the segments examined in the DP category,

and also the subjects' previous knowledge of English. The part¬

icular unfamiliar segments tested are [8, 8, Jj, 8]; from the

point of view of the difficulty they present in their perception,

these segments happen to rank high among the segments which occur

in English but not in Greek § consequently, they receive constant

practice in the classroom. And as the subjects in this experiment

were by no means naive in English, it is reasonable to accept

that in the course of their learning the foreign language their

attention will have been drawn repeatedly to the pronunciation

problem the sounds in question involve. In other words, the un¬

expectedly low mean score in the DP set may be regarded as the

effect of practices a considerably higher mean may reasonably

be expected in this category with absolute beginners in English.

Regarding this particular prediction, then, it would not seem to

be safe to arrive at any final conclusion before further exper¬

imental evidence becomes available.

2•4 Comparisons across the categories "Same" - "Different", and

"Initial" - "•Medial" - "Final"

(1) Situation

Comparing thirty subjects' aural perception of single consonant¬

al segments in two phonemic dimensions (i.e. "Same" = segments

common to both languages versus "Different" = segments not oc¬

curring in Greek) and in three positions (i.e. word-Initial,

word-Medial, and word-Final).

(2) Data

See next page.



Table(i).Errorsobservedinthefollolowingitemstested Item

SI

SM

SF

DI

DM

DF

No.

Errors

Errors

Errors

Errors

Errors

Errors

1.

Ben

64

wrapit

27

ass

31

wait

1

ahair

0

ash

26

2.

deem

38

rabbit

37

lass

20

shake

36

aware

10

mash

36

3.

goat

30

ladder

25

cane

55

shame

33

ashes

44

beige

31

4.

fine

7

echo

7

Shane

57

shy

39

lashes

45

catch

18

5.

vine

56

ego

15

can

35

wane

13

Asia

86

cadge

47

6.

rain

6

saver

26

thin

25

wait

10

away

59

age

37

7.

mine

43

jamit

55

kin

36

wail

11

allwed62

edge29

8.

1 •*|sigh

24

Asa

15

sin

32

char

63

awing

50

badge

43

Totals

273

207

291

206

356

267

MEANS

9:10

6t9o

9/70

6.21

11.81

8,90

where:
SI="Same"segments,word-initiallyDI="Different"segments,word-initially SM="Same"segments,word-mediallyDM="Different"segments,word-medially SF="Same"segments,word-finallyDF="Different"segments,word-finally
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A priori expectations

(i) Subjects are expected to differ in their perception of

single English consonantal segments according to their

familiarity with the segments and/or to the position in

English words in which these segments are tested.

(ii) Subjects are expected to make most errors in the percep¬

tion of unfamiliar segments in unfamiliar positions, and

fewest errors in the perception of familiar segments in

familiar positions.

Null hypothesis

(i) Unfamiliarity with the segments tested and/or with their

position in English words does not affect significantly

the subjects' perception of such segments.

(ii) Subjects do not find it significantly more difficult to

perceive unfamiliar segments in unfamiliar positions in

English words than to perceive familiar segments in famil¬

iar positions in such words.

Appropriate statistical tests

(i) Three-way Analysis of Variance.

(ii) Test of the significance of mean differences.

Discussion of the Analysis of Variance

Classifications 30 Rows (individuals) x 2 Blocks ("Same" -

"Different") x 3 Columns (word-Initial, word-

Medial, and word-Final Position).

Cf. Table 4a» P* 259«
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Table (ii). Analysis of Variance for judgement of aural perce¬
ption of single consonantal segments by 30 Individ¬
uals for 2 phonemic dimensions and 3 positions

Source of Variation df. s
Sum of

Squares
Mean

Squares
F

Probab¬

ility

Between Segments 1 I8.69 18.69 3.90 P>.05
Between Positions 2 74-01 37.01 .17 P)>.05

Between Individuals 29 1,458.44 50.29

Interaction S x P 2 435.74 217.87 45.48 p <Joi
Interaction S x I 29 205.98 7.10

Interaction P x I 58 261.33 4.51

Interaction S x P x I 58 277.59 4.79

Total 179 2,731.78

From Table (ii) above and Table A, pp. 287-89, we see that?

(a) the obtained value of F^ is smaller than that required for
significance at the 5% level (4«00). Therefore, we may retain, at

this level, the null hypothesis and accept that, regardless of seg¬

ment position, the familiarity or unfamiliarity of the English seg¬

ments tested does not seem to influence the subjects' perception

of such segments in any significant way. However, for the practical

purposes of this investigation and considering the linguistically

based prediction, i"t i* -not Without interest that Fg just fails
to be siQ-Yiiticant at ~tke . OS te-ve-L (required

(b) the obtained value of F? is very much smaller than that
required for significance at the % level (19.OO). Therefore, we

may accept, at this level, the null hypothesis of no real differ¬

ences and conclude that, regardless of whether the segments tested

are familiar (i.e. common to both languages) or not, the position
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of these segments has no effect on the perception of the subjects.

The reason why the Fp obtained in this test
fails to be significant can be seen in the table of totals (Fig. l)

and in the graphs of trends (Figs. 2 and 3) below.

Fig. 1. Category and Total scores by segment position and
phonemic distinction

Segments Initial Medial Final Total

"Same" 273 207 291 771

"Different" 20 6 356 267 829

Total 479 563 558 1,600

Fig. 2. Graph of trends by Position total scores (I, M, F)

I M F

460
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Fig. 3. Graph of trends by segment position and phonemic dis¬
tinction (31, SM, SF$ DI, DM, DF^ and I, M, F )

_ SI + DI __ SM + DM __ SF + DF
where I = —- , M = — — , and F = ——-

2 2 2

As we have seen (pp. 134-36 , and 138-41 5 respectively) the

position of the segments tested causes significant differences

in the subjects' perception when the influence of segment posi¬

tion is considered separately within each of the categories

"Same" and "Different". However, the trends in the correspond¬

ing positions in these two categories are not identical, as

Fig. 3 above shows - in fact, they follow opposite directions

when examined in the pairs? SI - DI, Sffi - DM, SF - DF| this

is especially apparent in the sets SM and DM, i.e. in the case

of segments belonging to the categories "Same" and "Different"

and occurring word-medially. So when total scores are considered

(i.e. when "Same" scores and "Different" scores are taken togeth¬

er) for each position, the previously observed significant dif¬

ferences tend to balance each other out, especially in the case
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of the categories M and F, and M and F as shown in Figs.

2 and 3, thus yielding the obtained small value

for Fp.

For reasons explained on pp. 139-41 > "the number (and nature)

of the segments considered for the purposes of the present ana¬

lysis does not exhaust the whole inventory of the segments actu¬

ally tested in the experiment but is in effect a random selection

from it. It is, therefore, possible that these results may not

be replicated on repeating the experiment or if another random

selection of items were to be made.

(c) the obtained value of F exceeds by far that required
O.T

for significance at the level (4.98). Therefore, we may reject

at this level, the null hypothesis of no real differences and con

elude that the subjects' perception of single consonantal seg¬

ments was significantly affected by familiarity or unfamiliarity

of segments and by the position of such segments in the English

items tested.

Discussion of the significance of mean differences

(a) y/ithin "Same"

Table (a).

M e a n s
Mean differences

(d) sed
Significant
, beyond Ijoat >«><r

(1) SI = 10 (1) - (2) = 2 2J0 .565 Yes

(2) SM = 6.2 0 (3) - (2) = 2 80 .565 Yes

(3) SF = 9.7o (3) - (1) = 6(9 .565 Ho
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In Table (a)s - the Means are those in Table (i), p. 146? and
- IT = 30, the number of observations in each
category.

Required d for significance at 5$ s 2.000 x .565 = 1.130

Required d for significance at 1% s 2.660 x .565 = 1.503

_ , . dujc £
Inspection of Table (.a) above shows that^the three observed
mean differences are greater than 1.503s these are s 1 "fi-
cant beyond the 1% level. Therefore, we reject the null hypoth¬

esis and conclude that subjects find it significantly more dif¬

ficult to perceive "Same" segments word-finally

initially or word-medially.

(b) Within "Different"

Table (b)

M e a n s
Mean differences

(20 sed
Significant
beyond 1%

(1) DI = 6.S7 (2) - (1) = S\ 00 .565 Yes

(2) DM = il. 27 (2) - (3) = 2^1 .565 Yes

(3) DF = s.qo (3) - (1) = 2,01 .565 Yes

wheres - the Means are those in Table (i), p. 1465 and
- IT = 30, the number of observations in each category.

Required d for significance at 5I 3 2.000 x .565 = 1.130

Required d for significance at 1% s 2.660 x .565 = 1.503

Inspection of Table (b) above shows that the three observed

mean differences are greater than l-503s they are all signifi¬

cant beyond the lf„ level. Therefore, we reject the null hypoth¬

esis and conclude that subjects find it significantly more dif¬

ficult to perceive "Different" segments word-medially than either

word-finally or word-initially, and significantly more difficult

to perceive such segment word-finally than word-initially.
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(o) AeroBa "Same"total - "Different",.^

No, further statistical testing is necessary when considering

I + M + F totals in the categories "Same" and "Different".

The mean difference of the categories in question just fails

to be significant even at the .05 level. This can be seen

from the top line in the Analysis of Variance on p. 148 (where

F = 3.90s and t = JF = 1.975).
(d) Across Initialtotal - Medialtotal - FinaltotaI

Table (d).

M e a n s
Mean differences

(3) SecT
Significant
at %

(1) 1 = 7.98 (2) - (1) = 1.40 2.695 No

(2) M = 9.38 (2) - (3) = .08 2.695 No

(3) F = 9.30 (3) - (1) = 1.32 2.695 No

where! - 1, jfff,7.98, M= 9-38, P. 5^-9.30
(Cf. Fig. 1, p. 149)

N = 60, the number of observations in each category
(30 x 2)

Required d for significance at % 2 2.000 x 2.695 = 5.39

Required d for significance at \% s 2.660 x 2.695 = 7.17

From inspection of Table (d) above we see that, when considering

"Same" and "Different" totals in I, M, and F positions, there

does not appear to be any significant difference in the perception

of items belonging to these three categories. This is so because

as scores for medial positions follow opposite directions, there

cannot be any overall significant trend. (Cf. Fig. 3, p. 150)
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(e) Across SI - DI, SM - DM, SP - DP

Table (e ).

M e a n s
Mean differences

(5) se_
d

Significant
at 5I beyond 1%

(1)

(2)

SI =

DI =

9.10

6.87
(1) - (2) = 2.23 .565 Yes

(3)

(4)

SM =

DM =

6.90

11.87
(4) - (3) = 4-97 .565 Yes

(5)

(6)

SF =

DP =

9.70

8.90
(5) - (6) = .80 .565 Ro

where s •• the Means are those in Table (i), p. I46? and

N = 30, the number of observations in each category.

Required d for significance at % 1 2.000 x .565 = 1.130

Required d for significance at 1% : 2.660 x .565 = 1»503

Prom inspection of Table (e) above we see that two of the three

observed mean differences are greater than 1.503s these are

significant beyond the 1I level. It appears that word-initially

"Same" segment are significantly harder to perceive than "Differ¬

ent" segments, but that in word-medial position the subjects

find "Different" segments significantly more difficult to per¬

ceive than "Same" segments. For segments in word-final position,

there is no significant difference.

Conclusion

In the light of the preceding discussion we may conclude

that the a priori expectations are confirmed by statistical

evidence; there are non-chance differences in the subjects'
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perception of single consonantal segments within English words,

and, with certain exceptions, which may be rather 'idiosyncratic'

to this experiment as explained earlier, subjects are shown to

find it most difficult to perceive unfamiliar segments in un¬

familiar positions and least difficult to perceive familiar seg¬

ments in familiar positions.
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3. Parts II and III s Perception and Prcdaction of consonantal

sequences

The object of this section is to evaluate statistically the re¬

sults in Parts II and III of the experiment. Specifically, the aim

in the discussion that follows is to establish whether and to what

degree there is communality of subject behaviour in the following

phonological problems all of which involve sequences of consonantal

segments s

(a) When a voiceless stop in an English [+nasal] + stop;
-voiced

se¬

quence is aurally perceived or vocally produced as voiced?
for example, when *[$ndo«nim] is mistaken for the correct

[&nto«nim].
se-(b) When a voiceless stop in an English [+nasal][+stop

[-voiced_
quence is heard or spoken as voiced and when, additionally,
the nasal segment is deleted before the stop? for example,
when *[ aedounim] is mistaken for the correct [ aento«nim].

(c) When the nasal segment preceding a voiced stop in an English

[+nasal] + stop
+voiced

sequence is deleted? for example, when

*[aebaesede] is mistaken for the correct [ aembae sede].

(d) When a voiceless sibilant preceding a voiced consonant in

an English [+anterior [+consonantal] sequence is heard or
+strident [+voiced
-voiced

pronounced as voiced? for example, when *[zmol] is mistaken
for the correct [smol].

(3)
Where feasible, all of these problems / are considered sepa¬

rately within Perception (Part II) and within Production (Part III)?

and each of them is considered inside as well as across morphemes.

In all of the above four instances principled predictions (i.e. pre¬

dictions based on the linguistic analysis in Part One of this thesis)

can be, and are, made.
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However, in a number of other cases, no such predictions are

possible, a fact which is stated where relevant. This is, for ex¬

ample, the case when examining

(e) judgement reliability in Part III.

(f) the possible influence of conventional orthography on subject

performancei for example, whether and how far the spelling
-"-n bomb, sing, etc., misleads the learner.

(g) the degree of relationship of subject performance in the
totality of the linguistic problems tested in Perception

(Part II) and those tested in Production (Part III).

(h) the potential tendency of subjects to correspond in their
behaviour in the various types of problems examined; that is,
whether subjects who make a certain amount of error in one

problem tend to make a comparable amount of error in another

problem; for example, when mistaking *[ aendounim] for the
correct [aentounim], on the one hand, and *[bAmp9] for
the correct [bXmp], on the other.

To find whether two sets of scores (i.e. two separate perform¬

ances on two different types of tests) correspond with each other,

the relevant data are correlated. The PRARSON formula below (for es¬

tablishing 'product moment correlation co-efficients') is used in all

correlations s

r = —2 — .— (Formula I)

s/(2'x2)(s >y2)
where $

r = the correlation co-efficient desired,

x, y = the two sets of scores being correlated, and

S' = the corrected sum of

The significance of the r_ so obtained is then compared with the

r.s required for significance at the levels chosens in all the cor¬

relations that follow (where the df.s = N - 2 = 30 -2 = 28) the r_
- required for significance at the .05 level is .361 , and
- required for significance at the .01 level is .463
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To find whether the subjects find one test (i.e. one phonolog¬

ical problem) significantly more difficult than another, the mean

scores that the two tests received are examined; the t-test for sig¬

nificance of the difference between means is applied to determine

whether or not the observed difference in two means could have oc¬

curred by chance alone. The following formula for small samples is

used

t = — — (Formula II)

_i_)
Na + Nb - 2 Ma Nb

wherei

a, b = the two mean scores being compared
E' = the corrected sum of

Ha, Nb = the number of observations in tests a_ and b, resp.
Na+Hb — 2 = degrees of freedom.

3.1 Comparisons within Perception (Part II, Sections I-Il)

3.1.1 Situation

Comparing thirty subjects' aural perception of underlying

English [+nasal] +obstruent
+ stop

sequences after such sequences

have been processed by one or both of the following Greek rules?

(i) 'Progressive voice-assimilation of post-nasal stops'
(Cf. p. 77)

(ii) 'Pre-stop nasal deletion' (Cf. p. 91)

(l) Types of problems considered

a. Mistaking *[ a3ndo«n%m] for the proper pronunciation [$nto«nirn] <

One Greek rule operates assigning [+voiced] to the stop
following the nasal segment. (Cf. p. 76-8)

b. Mistaking *[ aedo«nim] for the proper pronunciation [eento«nim].
Two Greek rules operate, one assigning [+voiced] to the
stop following the nasal, the other deleting the nasal

segment. (Cf. pp. 76-78, 89—91s respectively)
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£. Mistaking *[ aebaesede] for the proper pronunciation
[ aembae sede].

One Greek rule operates deleting the nasal before the

voiced stop. (Cf. p. 91)

Data

The relevant data appear in Appendix B, Tables 5-5as PP* 260-61.

A priori expectations
I—"■>« am*

^

(i) The more closely related the segment sequences being tested

or the rules that operate on these sequences, the greater

the degree of correspondence of subject performance in

them. Thus, subjects are expected to agree most in their

perception of items like *[ aendounim] and *[aedo«nim]

(as these are derived from identical underlying sequences

and one of the rules that process them is common to both),

and least in their perception of items like *[aedounim]
and *[ aebaesede] (since these are derived from non-

identical sequences although, again, they share one of

the rules they undergo).

(ii) The greater the number of Greek rules to which a sequence

is submitted, the less difficult this sequence to perceive.

Thus, *[aedo«nim], which is two rules away from the proper

English pronunciation, is more distorted and consequently

more easily detected as incorrect than either *[aendo«nAm]
or *[ aebaesede] each of which has been submitted to one

Greek rule.

lull hypothesis

(i) There is no non-chance correspondence in the subjects' per¬

ception of the consonantal sequences under examination.
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(ii) There is no real difference "between the mean scores in each

of the three categories.

Appropriate statistical tests

(i) Correlation of individual subject scores on each of the

problems tested.

(ii) Test of significance of the difference between means (t-test)

Discussion of the Correlation

By applying the Pearson formula (ij cf. p. 157) to the data

presented in Appendix B (Table 5a, p. 26l) we get the following

table of correlation co-efficientss

(5)
Table (i). Correlation co-efficients between the categories

JL s 5. > £ j 2.

a b T

a_ - • 731 •435 .859

b - i£5 4 .829

c_ .813

T -

Prom the correlation co-efficients presented in tabulated

form in Table (i) above it appears thats

(i) the value of the obtained r ^ far exceeds that required
for significance at the .01 level (.463). Therefore, we re¬

ject, at this level, the null hypothesis of no non-chance

agreement, and conclude that there is a clear tendency for

those subjects who misjudge ■*[ asndotmim] as correct also

to misjudge *[aedo«n4m] as correct.
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(ii) the value of r is smaller than that required for signif-
3.C

icance at the .01 level (.463) but greater than that neces¬

sary for significance at the j^OJ^ level (.361). We may, then,

reject the null hypothesis at the •-2L level and conclude that

in more than 95$ (in fact, in more than 98$) of the cases

those subjects who misjudge *[aendo«nim] as correct appear

also to misjudge *[aebaeseda] as correct.

(iii) the value of r.^ is smaller that that necessary for sig¬
nificance at the .05 level (.361). We may reasonably retain

the null hypothesis and conclude that the subjects do not

appear to perceive words like *[sedot-inim] and *[aebaesede]

in significantly equivalent ways, This may be so because al¬

though the underlying sequences may be similar (though not

identical), the segmental environment in which these se¬

quences occur differs in each category (cf. '^able 5s P« 260 )j

and also, and perhaps more importantly, because items like

*[aedOHnim] have been submitted to two Greek rules whereas

words like *[aebaes0de] have been processed only by one

Greek rule. (Cf. (l) above)

(iv) the values of the three part - whole correlation co-efficients

raT ' rbT 5 rcT ^ar excee(^ that which is required for sig¬
nificance at the .01 level (.463). This would normally be

taken as an indication that the inclusion of each one of

these subtests (i.e. a_, b, and c) in the battery along

with the other two subtests is justified.However, as

part - whole correlations are almost invariably expected to

be (highly) significant, interest in them is only academic.

Hence, such correlations will not be discussed hereafter —

although the relevant co-efficients will be given in the tables.
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Discussion of the significance of mean differences (t-test)

Application of the t-test of significance of the differences

between the relevant means in Table (ii) below will show whether

the subjects find items in one subtest significantly more dif¬

ficult to perceive than items in another test.

Table (ii)« Error-types by mean scores for 30 subjects in
the perception of consonantal sequences

Error-type
No. of
errors

No. of
items

No. of

subjects
MEAN

c_ 557 8 30 18.57 1,341

a 534 8 30 17.80 719

b 302 8 30 10.07 756

2
where £'x is the corrected sum of sqares of x scores

(i.e. x represents a_, or b, or cj

By substituting the appropriate numerical values in the form¬

ula (II) for t_ we get

+ - 17.80 - 1Q.07 = 7.73 = c
at~

)(7!9 , 756 T-— - 1-304 ^
V 30+ 30 - 2 A 30 30;

(7)
By computing the values of t , v ' and t in the samecb ca

way we arrive at the Table belows

Table (iii)

Value of t_ df. s Probability

^ab 5.928 58 P .01

t =
cb 5.463 58 P .01

t =
ca

• 499 58 P >.05
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From Table (iii) above and Table B, p. 290 , we see thats

(i) with df.s = 5"8, the obtained values of t^ and t ^ lie
far beyond that required for significance at the .01 level

(2.660). Therefore, we reject, at this level, the null

hypothesis of no true differences in the relevant means,

and conclude that the higher means in the categories a_

and £ indicate that subjects make significantly more er¬

rors in the perception of English consonantal sequences

which have been processed by one Greek rule (as in cate¬

gories a_ and c_) than they make when perceiving such se¬

quences processed by two Greek rules (as in category b).

(ii) with df.s = SS, the obtained value of t is much smallerC3/

than that necessary for significance at the .0$ level

(2.000). Therefore, we retain the null hypothesis and con¬

clude that there is no non-chance difference in the amount

of error the subjects make in their perception of items

belonging to the categories a_ and c_ s such a difference

could have occurred by chance alone more than five times

(in fact, far more than ten times) in a hundred. This sug¬

gests that so long as the underlying English [+nasal][+stop"'

sequences have been processed by one Greek rule, it is im¬

material to the subjects' aural perception whether the rel¬

evant rule is the same or not. (Cf. (l) above.)

(8) Conclusion

In the light of the preceding discussion, we may conclude

that both the a_ priori expectations are confirmed^ (i) closely rel¬

ated sequences processed by one Greek rule are more similarly per¬

ceived than when either the sequences involved or the number of

rules that process them differs; ahd (ii) sequences operated upon
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by one Greek rule are more difficult for the subjects to judge

as incorrect than are sequences that have undergone two Greek

rules (i.e. a greater amount of distortion).

3.1.2 Situation

Comparing thirty subjects' aural perception of underlying

English +anterior
+strident
-voiced

+consonantal
+voiced

sequences within and across

morphemes after such sequences have been processed by the Greek

'degressive voice-assimilation of pre-consonantal sibilants'

rule. (Cf. p. 59)
/ ON

(1) Types of problems considered

a. Word-initially

Mistaking *[zmol] for the proper pronunciation [smol].
One Greek rule operates that assigns [+voiced] to the
sibilant before a nasal, a liquid, or a (voiced) glide.

(Cf. p. 61)

b_« Across morphemes (between prefix and base)

Mistaking *[dizgreis] for the proper pronunciation [dasgreas].
One Gpeek rule operated that assigns [+voiced] to the prefix-
final sibilant before any morpheme with an initial voiced

consonant.

c. Across morphemes (between this and a noun or noun-modifier)

Mistaking *[6izdrarjk] for the proper pronunciation [6asdrai}k].
One Greek rule operates that assigns [+voiced] to the
sibilant in /6as/ before any noun or noun-modifier that
has an initial voiced consonant or glide.

(2) Data

The relevant data appear in Appendix B, Tables 6-6a, pp. 262-63.
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O) A priori expectations

(i) As the segment sequences involved in each sub-test are es¬

sentially of the same type and as they are all processed by

the same general rule, individual subjects may be expected

to aurally perceive words like *[zmol], *[dizgreis], and

*[6izdri^k] in corresponding ways.

(ii) There is no principled expectation as to which category

should receive a greater amount of error.

(4.) Null hypothesis

(i) There is no non-chance agreement in the subjects' perception

of the consonantal sequences under consideration.

(ii) There is no real difference between the mean scores in each

of the three sub-tests.

(5) Appropriate statistical tests

(i) Correlation of individual subject scores on each of the

problems tested.

(ii) Test of the significance of mean differences (tj-test)

(6) Discussion of the Correlations

By applying the Pearson formula (i) to the data presented

in Appendix B, Table 6a, we get the following Table of correl¬

ation co-efficientss

Table (i). Correlation co-efficients obtaining between the
c, and Tcategories a,

a, A 2. T

a_ .382 .518 •595

b .894 .961

_c - •949

T -
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In Table (i), the categories a_, b, and c_ indicate error-types

as defined in (l) above? and T is the total & + _b + _c.

From inspection of the correlation co-efficients presented

in tabulated form in Table (i) above^

it appears thats

(i) the value of r ^ is greater than that necessary for sig¬
nificance at the .05 level (.361). Therefore, we may reject,

at this level, the null hypothesis of no non-chance agreement in

subject perception and conclude that there is a tendency for sub¬

jects who misjudge *[zmol] as correct also to misjudge

*[d4zgreAs] as correct.

(ii) the value of r exceeds by far that required for sig-3.C

nificance at the .01 level (.463). Therefore, it seems rea¬

sonable to reject, at this level, the null hypothesis of no true

agreement and to conclude that there is a clear tendency for

those subjects who misjudge *[zmol] as correct also to mis¬

judge *[&izdr4ijk] as correct.

(iii) the value of r^c is very much greater than that required
for significance at the .01 level (.463). Therefore, we

reject, at this level, the null hypothesis of no real agreement

and conclude that there appears to be an obvious tendency for

those subjects who misjudge *[dizgreis] as correct also to

misjudge *[6izdr4qk] as correct.

Discussion of_the significance of mean differences (t-test)

Application of the t-test of significance of the differences

between the relevant means in Table -(ii) below will show whether

the subjects find items in one sub-test significantly more dif¬

ficult to perceive than items in another sub-test.
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Table (ii). Error-types by mean scores for 30 subjects in
the perception of consonantal sequences

Error-type
No. of
errors

No, of
items

No. of

subjects
MEAN

2

b 389
*

4 30 12.97 211

c_ 356 4 30 11.87 231

a. 83 4 30 2.77 125

_ 2
where £ 'x is the corrected sum of squares of x scores

(i.e. x represents ji, or b, or c).

By substituting the appropriate numerical values in the

formula (II) for t_ we gets

t 11.87-2.77 2,10 ,14.197
°a

J(23UU25.)(J_+ ) 4V ^30+30- 2 M 30 30 '
(9)

By computing the values of an(l in same

way we arrive at the table belows

Table (iii).

Value of t_ df. s Probability

^ba 16.372 58 P .01

t =
ca

14.197 58 P ^ .01

t, =
be 1.538 58 p > .05

From Table (iii) above and Table B, p. 290, we see thats

(i) the obtained value of t lies well beyond that requiredOct

for significance at the .01 level (2.660). Therefore, we

reject, at this level, the null hypothesis of no non-chance dif¬

ference in means, and conclude that subjects find it significant¬

ly more difficult to perceive sibilant + voiced consonant

sequences when these sequences contain a morpheme boundary. In

other words, the higher mean score in c_ can be attributed to

* For the purposes of the t-test, only the first four items in
column b , p. 262, are considered.
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the presence of a morpheme boundary within the sequences exam¬

ined in this category.

(ii) as can be readily seen from the Table of t_ values just

given, a parallel observation can be made concerning items

in the categories b_ and a . t is Q&So highly sig¬

nificant s which means that the null hypothesis may

be rejected and the conclusion reached that the higher mean score

in the Id set can be attributed to the presence of a morpheme

boundary within the sequences sibilant + voiced consonant under

consideration.

(iii) with df.s = , the obtained value of t,. is smallerv ' be

than that required for significance at the .0$ level (2.000).

Therefore, we retain the null hypothesis, at this level, and con¬

clude that subjects do not find items in b_ significantly more

difficult to perceive than items in category _c s the observed

difference could have occurred by chance alone more often than

five times (actually, more often than ten times) in a hundred.

This suggests that so long as the sequences in question contain

a morpheme boundary, it is immaterial whether this boundary oc¬

curs after one of the prefixes mis- or dis- and before a

base, or between the demonstrative this and a base.

The following points should be noteds

First, the relevant (Greek) 'voicing' rule seems to apply

more consistently to words like /disgreis/ and /6-tsdriijk/, and

less to words like /smol/. This is reflected in the scores a-

gainst each item in each of the three groupings? it is also ap¬

parent from inspection of the three group means.

Second, in across-morpheme cases, the bonds holding between
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prefix + "base (as in /disgreis/) seem to be slightly stronger

than those between this + noun (as in /6%sdrii)k/). This again

is seen from the relevant scores and means. This 'loosening' of

association in /6isdrirjk/ as against /disgreis/ may be due to the

different amount of stress that the two forms receive - there

is a stronger stress on /6is/ than there is on /dis/.

'^hird, inside morphemes, words with an underlying /si/ or /sw/

sequence contribute little towards a high mean score in category

a_ - i.e. they are easily detected as incorrect.

Fourth, the categories a_ and c_ contain only four items

each, which may be too small a number on which to base any valid

judgement § further experimentation is probably desirable.

(8) Conclusion

On the basis of the preceding discussion we may conclude that

(i) there is a higher degree of correspondence in the perception

of two sibilant + voiced consonant sequences both of which extend

over morphemes than when one of them contains a morpheme bound¬

ary while the other occurs intra-morphemicallys and

(ii) sibilant + voiced consonant sequences crossing morpheme

boundaries are more significantly difficult for the subjects to

perceive correctly than when these sequences occur inside a

morpheme - in particular, morpheme-initially.

3.1.3 Situation

Comparing thirty subjects' aural perception of underlying English

sequences as+anterior
+strident
-voiced

+consonantal
+voiced

[+nasal][+stop] and

well as their perception of items with an epenthesised [s]
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word-finally after a consonant, after these underlying structures

have been processed by the relevant Greek rules. (Cf. pp. 77,

91, 59, and 96, respectively.)

Types of problems considered

a. Mistaking *[aendounim] for the proper pronunciation

[$ ntoanim].
One Greek rule operates that assigns [+voiced] to the

stop following a nasal.

b_. Mistaking *[a6do«nim] for the proper pronunciation
[cBntottnim].

Two Greek rules operate, one that assigns [+voiced] to
the stop following the underlying nasal, and another that
deletes the nasal segment.

g. Mistaking *[aebsesede] for the proper pronunciation

[ ae mb se s ed e] .
One Greek rule operates that deletes the nasal before

the (voiced) stop.

d. Mistaking *[zmol] for the proper pronunciation [smol].
One Greek rule operates that assigns [+voiced] to the
sibilant that precedes a voiced consonant.

e_. Mistaking *[b/mp0] for the proper pronunciation [b/mp].
One phonetic Greek rule operates that adds [0] word-
finally after a consonant.

Data

The relevant data appear in Appendix B, Tables 7-7a, pp. 264-66.

A priori expectations

(i) The more closely related the consonantal sequences being

tested or the rules that operate on such sequences or both,

the greater the degree of correspondence of subject perform¬

ance in them. Thuss
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*[ aendoanim], *[aedo«nam], and •*[ aebaesede] all involve

an underlying nasal + stop sequence and are all processed

by identical or related Greek rules, so subjects are ex¬

pected to perceive words with such mispronounced sequences

in equivalent ways.

*[®do«nim] and *[aebaeseda] involve an underlying nasal+

+ stop sequence and a nasal-deletion Greek rule5 *[zmol]

has an underlying /s/ + voiced consonant sequence and is

processed by a Greek rule that 'voices' this /s/. As both

the underlying sequences and the Greek rules that process

them are different in the two instances, subjects are not

expected to aurally perceive words with such mispronounced

sequences in corresponding ways.

*[ aendoHnim] , *[ aedownim] , and *[ ae bae seda] , on the one

hand, and *[bAmp0], on the other, both involve an under¬

lying nasal + stop sequence, but the sequence in

*[bAmp®] is processed by a rule ('Epenthesis') to which

the former sequences are not submitted. Go subjects are not

expected to behave aurally in corresponding ways in the

two cases.

in *[zm6l] and *[bAmp0] both the relevant underlying se¬

quences and the Greek rules that they undergo are differ¬

ent 5 so equivalence in subject behaviour in the two pro¬

nunciation problems is not expected.

) The items in sub-test b (e.g. *[sendo«nim]) have been pro¬

cessed by two Greek rules unlike items in the other sub¬

tests which have been submitted to one Greek rule. Subjects

are,.therefore, expected to detect mispronunciations in
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sub-test b, more easily (and thus to make fewer mistakes)
than in any of the remaining four categories. With regard

to the sub-tests a_, c_v d_, and e_, there is no principled

prediction as to which one of them should receive a greater

amount of error.

(4) Null hypothesis

(i) There is no non-chance agreement in the subjects' percep¬

tion of the sequences under examination.

(ii) There is no real difference between the mean scores in each

of the five sub-tests.

(5) Appropriate statistical tests

(i) Correlation of individual subject scores on each of the

problems tested.

(ii) '-^est of the significance of mean differences (t-test).

(6) Discussion of the Correlations

By applying the Pearson formula (i) to the data presented

in Appendix B, Table 7a, we get the gollowing table of correl¬

ation co-efficients 1

Table (i). Correlation co-efficients obtaining between the
categories a_ , b_ , c_ , d , e_, and T

a, b_ 0 d e_ T

a_ • 770 .609 . 400 .416 . 856

b - .450 .203 .422 •549

c_ - .062 -.031 .385

d - 2,357 .419

e_ - .433

T -
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In Table (i), the categories a_, b, £, d_s and e_ indicate

error-types as defined in (l) above, and T_ is the total

a + jb •+ c + d + e_ .

from inspection of the correlation co-efficients in Table (i)

above/it appears that:

(i) the value of r ^ is far greater than that required for
significance at the .01 level (.463). Therefore, we reject,

at this level, the null hypothesis of no non-chance agreement in

the subjects' perception of the sequences in question, and con¬

clude that there is an obvious tendency for those subjects who

misjudge items like *[aendoanim] as correct also to misjudge

items like *[aedo«nim] as correct.

(ii) the value of r&c is greater than that necessary for sig¬
nificance at the .01 level (.463)* Therefore, we may reject,

at this level, the null hypothesis of no true agreement, and con¬

clude that there is a clear tendency for those subjects who mis¬

judge items like *[aendoanim] as correct also to misjudge items

like *[ aeb aesede] as correct.

(iii) the value of r^c is greater than that necessary for sig¬
nificance at the .0^ level (.361) (in fact, this value just

fails to be significant at the .01 levels required r = .463).

Therefore, we may reject, at the .0$ level, the null hypothesis,

and conclude that there is some tendency for subject mishearings

in the sub-tests b_ and <c to go together; that is, that there

is a tendency for subjects who misjudge items like *[sedo«nim]
as correct also to misjudge items like *[aebaesede] as correct.

(iv) the value of r&^ is greater than that required for sig¬
nificance at the .05 level (.361). Therefore, we may reject,
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at this level, the null hypothesis of no real agreement, and

conclude that there is a (small) tendency for those subjects who

misjudge items like *[aendo«nim] as correct also to misjudge

items like *[zmol] as correct. This small tendency may be ac¬

cidental or it may be attributed, in part, to the fact that al¬

though the underlying sequences involved in the two cases are

different, the Greek rules that process them have some similar¬

ity 5 they are both 'voicing' rules of some sorts in *[cendo«nim]

the underlying /t/ was voiced because of the preceding nasal,

and in *[zmol] the underlying /s/ v/as voiced because of the

presence of the immediately follov/ing voiced consonant.

(v) the value of r exceeds that necessary for significance90

at the .05 level (.361). Therefore, we may reject, at this

level, the null hypothesis, and conclude that there appears to be

some small tendency for subjects who misjudge words like

*[ asndownim] as correct also to misjudge words like *[bAmp0]
as correct. Again, the observed small amount of correspondence

in the subjects' perception may be coincidental or it may be

partly attributed to the fact that both *[sendo»nim] and *[bAmp0]
involve an underlying nasal + voiceless stop sequence, though the

relevant sequences are not processed by the same Greek rule in

the two cases.

(vi) the value of r^^ is much smaller than that required for
significance at the .03 level («36l). Therefore, we retain

the null hypothesis and conclude that there seems to be no sig¬

nificant correspondence in the aural perception of words like

*[^do«nim] and of words like -*[zmol]s the observed agreement

in the subjects' perception of such sequences could have occurred

by chance alone more often than five times in a hundred. Presum-
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ably, this is so because both the underlying sequences in the

two sub-tests and the relevant rules are different. Notice that

words like *[aedo«nim] have already undergone two Greek rules.

(vii) the value of r^e is greater than that required for sig¬
nificance at the level (.361). Therefore, we reject,

at this level, the null hypothesis and conclude that there is

some tendency for subjects who misjudge *[a3doHnim] as correct

also to misjudge items like *[bAmpe] as correct. As in case (v)

above, this may be accidental or due to the fact that in both in¬

stances there is an underlying nasal + voiceless stop sequence.

(viii) the values of r , and r are far smaller than that re-v ' cd ce

quired for significance at the .05 level (.36'l)i the co¬

efficients obtained are hardly significantly different from zero.

Therefore, we retain the null hypothesis and conclude that there

is no correspondence at all between the subjects' perception of

words like *[aebsesade] and of words like either *[zmol or

*[bAmps]. Notice that the negative co-efficient rce = -.031 is
too near zero to be of any significance.

(ix) the value of r^g lies below that required for signific¬
ance at the .Op level (.361). '1'herefore, it seems to be

reasonable to retain the null hypothesis, at this level, and con¬

clude that there is not a tendency for subjects who misjudge words

like *[zmol] as correct also to misjudge words like *[bAmp8]
as corrects the observed relationship of subject performance

could have occurred slightly more often than five times in a hun¬

dred by chance. The little tendency of the subjects' scores to go

together in these two sub-tests must be accidental as there is no

similarity in either the underlying sequences or the rules that

process these sequences.
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Discussion of the significance of mean differences (t-test)

Application of the t_-test of significance of the differ¬

ences between the relevant means in Table (ii) below will show

whether the subjects find items in one sub-test significantly

more difficult to perceive than items in another sub-test.

Table (ii). Error-types by mean scores for 30 subjects in

Error-type
Ho. of
errors

Ho. of
items

Ho. of

subjects
MEAH 3L'*2

d 792
*

8 30 26.40 761

c_ 557 8 * 30 18.57 1,341

e_ 547 8 * 30 18.23 751

a_ 534
*

8 30 17.80 719

b 302 8 * 30 10.07 756

2
where £ 'x is the corrected sum of squares of x scores

(i.e. x represents a_, or Id, or £, or d, or e)

By substituting the appropriate numerical values in the

formula for t we get s

17.80 - 10.07
'ab

V(7I? + 756)(-L_ + _A_)V 30+ 30—2 M 30 30;

7.73
1.30 5.946

By computing the values of t_ for the remaining pairs of

means in the same way we arrive at the table belows

Table (iii).
Value of t

t , =
ab 5.946
t =
ca

• 499

< =
da 6.575
t =
ea

.331

*cb = 5-463

tdb = 12.334

teb = 6.187

*dc = 5.026

^ce = .319

'de = 6.180

df. s

58

58
58

58
58

58
58
58

58

58

Probability

P <.01
P > .05
P <.01
P .05

p <" .01

p < .01
P <'.01
P <.01
p ;> .05

p < .01

* For the purposes of the t-test, Table 7i, P» 264a, is valid.
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From Table (iii) above and Table B, p. 290, we see that;

(i) the values of t_ for the significance of the differences be¬

tween the means in the category b_ and in each of the re¬

maining four categories are significant well beyond the .01 level.

Therefore, we reject the null hypothesis of no non-chance differ¬

ences between the relevant means, and conclude that items in the cat¬

egory b. (such as **[sedounim]) are easier to perceive than items in

any of the categories a_, _c, d, e_ (such as *[aendoanim] , *[aebaesede] ,

*[zmol], *[bAmpsJ, resp.). That is, items that have been submitted to

two Greek rules are more distorted and thus easily recognizable as in¬

correct than items which have been processed by only one Greek rule.

(ii) the obtained values of t_ show that the mean differences, in

pairs, between category d and each of a, c_, and e_ are sig¬

nificant well beyond the .01 level. Therefore, the null hypothesis

is rejected and the alternative hypothesis accepted that subjects

find it more difficult to perceive items in category <i (such as

*[d4zgre%s]) than items in any of the other three categories (such

as *[ se ndoanim] , *[ aebae sede] , or *[bAmpa], respectively). This is

an empirical fact for which there is no principled explanation.

(iii) the obtained values of t_ show that the mean differences, in

pairs, between the categories a, c_, and e_ are not signific¬

ant even at the .05 level. Therefore, we retain the null hypothesis

and conclude that the observed differences in the categories in ques¬

tion do not indicate that items in any one of them are more difficult

to perceive than items in any other of these categories; such mean

differences could have occurred by chance alone more frequently than

five times in a hundred.

At this juncture, it should be noted that these conclusions

can be reached by mere inspection of Table (ii) on the previous page.
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(8) Conclusion

Prom the preceding discussion it may he concluded thats

(i) the closer the relationship between the consonantal sequences

that are tested or between the rules that operate on such se¬

quences, the greater the degree of correspondence of subject be¬

haviour in them5 and

(ii) those of the items tested which depart from the normal

English pronunciation by two Greek rules are less frequently

mistaken for English than items in which proper English pronun¬

ciation is violated by the operation on them of one Greek rule.

3.1«4 Situation

Comparing thirty subjects' aural perception of English items

containing consonantal sequences processed by Greek rules with

that of items that contain consonantal sequences not so pro¬

cessed.

All types of consonantal sequences examined in this thesis are

included in this comparison.

(l) Types of problems considered

a. Mistaking correctly pronounced English words for Greek? for

example, English [eentounam] regarded as mispronounced.

None of the words in this group has been submitted to

any Greek rules.

h. Mistaking incorrectly pronounced words for English? for ex¬

ample, *[eendoanim], *[zmol], etc. misjudged as proper

English pronunciations.

All of the items in this category have undergone some pho¬
nological processing by one or more Greek rules.
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Data

The relevant data appear in Appendix B, Tables 8-8a, pp. 267-69.

A priori expectations

(i) There is no principled prediction as to the degree of equiv¬

alence that subjects exhibit in the perception of items in

the two categories above.

(ii) A greater amount of error may be expected in the perception

of words processed by Greek rules than in the perception of

words not so processed.

Null hypothesis

(i) There is no non-chance agreement in the subjects' percep¬

tion of the two categories of items under examination.

(ii) There is no real difference between the means of the two

sub-tests.

Appropriate statistical tests

(i) Correlation of individual subject scores on each of the

(sets of) problems tested.

(ii) Test of the significance of mean differences (t_-test).

Discussion of the Correlation

By applying the Pearson formula (i) to the data presented

in Appendix B, Table 8a, we get the following correlation co¬

efficients r = .650
Q. D

which, with df.s = 28, far exceeds the value of r required for

significance at the .01 level (.463). Therefore, we reject, at

this level, the null hypothesis or no real agreement, and conclude

that there appears to be a very clear tendency for those subjects
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who misjudge correctly pronounced English words (like [ ae nto«nim] )

for Greek also to misjudge incorrectly pronounced words (such as

*[ a3ndo«n-em] ) for English.

Discussion of the significance of the mean difference (t-test)

Mere inspection of the raw scores below shows that items in

category b receive far more errors than items in category a.

Error-types by mean scores for 30 subjects in the
perception of consonantal sequences

Error-type
Wo. of
errors

Wo. of Wo. of
items subjects

MEAW V*2
b 3,607 53(12)* 30 120.23 18,513
CL 1,462 53U2) 30 48.73 11,534

_ 2
where £.'x is the corrected sum of squares of x scores

(i.e. x represents a and b).

Indeed, by substituting the appropriate numerical values in

the formula (il) for t_ we gets

t = 120.23 -48.73 = 71.50 = , ? ,
ba

./(18.5I3 + 11^34)(_L_+ Ja-) 5'891V v 30 + 30 — 2 M 30 30'

Prom Table B, p. 290, we see that, with df.s = 58, this value

of t_ is significant well beyond the .01 level (2.660). Therefore,

we reject the null hypothesis of no non-chance difference, and con¬

clude that processing of English items by Greek rules makes such

items harder to perceive than when no Greek rules are involved.

In fact, the very large difference in the Means makes the t-test

almost superfluous.

Conclusion

In the light of the preceding discussion we may conclude that

(i) there appears to be a close relationship between the ways in
which subjects perceive English words processed according to the
rules of English grammar and 'English' words processed by the rules
of the Greek phonological system? and (ii) the subjects' perception
of English items rendered according to Greek rules is significantly
more difficult than the perception of such items when the latter

have not been passed through any rules of Greek phonology.

* See note on p. 268.
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3.2 Comparisons within Production (Part III, Sections I - III)

Situation

Comparing thr three Judges' assessment of the thirty subjects'

performance in the vocal production of underlying [+nasal][+stop]
and +anterior

i <

+strident
-voiced

+consonantal
+voiced

English sequences, within and

across morphemes.

(1) Data

The relevant data appear in Appendix B, Tables pp. 272-77.

(2) A priori expectations

Owing to the fact that the three judges were given a long prac¬

tice session in judging samples of the subjects' vocal perform¬

ance before actually marking responses, these judges are expected

to have assessed subject vocal production in equivalent ways.

(3) Null hypothesis

There is no non-chance agreement in these judges' assessment of

the subjects' vocal production of the English underlying con¬

sonantal sequences in the words or sentences tested.

(4) Appropriate statistical test

Correlation of the three judges' assessment of the subjects'

vocal performance in the totality of the problems tested, sepa¬

rately in each of the three Sections of Part III of the experiment.

(5) Discussion of the Correlations

By applying the Pearson formula (I) to the data presented in

Appendix B, Tables 9a-11a, we get the following three tables,

one for each of the three Sections under examinations
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A B C T

A .969 .982 .991

B •979 .990

C • 995

T -

wheres

A = Judge A's assessment of 30 subjects' performance on
the totality of the phonological problems examined
in Section I.

B = Judge B's assessment of 30 subjects' performance on
the totality of the phonological problems examined in
Section I.

C = Judge C's assessment of 30 subjects' performance on
the totality of the phonological problems examined
in Section I.

T = the grand total of the three judges' assessments.

A B C T

A - .922 .942 • 978

B .924 • 972

C .978

where A, B, C are as for Table (a) above for the phonologic¬
al problem (/s/[+voiced consonant] sequences) examined
in Section II, and T stands for the three jusdges'
pooled assessment in Section II.

Table (c) Inter-Judge correlation in Part III, Section III

A B C T

A .855 .891 •954

B - .893 •959
C .964

-
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In Table (c), A, B, C are as for Table (a) above for the
phonological problem (/s/[+voiced consonant]
sequences) examined in Section III, and T
stands for the three Judges' pooled assessment
in Section III.

By merely inspecting the co-efficients Just presented in

the three tables we readily see that, with df.s = 28, the ob¬

tained values of r exceed by far that required for signifi¬

cance at the .01 level (.463). Therefore, we reject the null

hypothesis of no non-chance agreement in the assessment of these

subjects' vocal performance in English, and conclude that the

observed (near perfect) correspondence of Judgement of the sub¬

jects' vocal behaviour in each of the three Sections considered

cannot be coincidental but must be the effect of practice.

(6) Conclusion

On the basis of the preceding discussion we may conclude

that the three Judges assessed the subjects' vocal production

of the sequences tested within and across morphemes in highly

corresponding ways - which established Judgement reliability.

3.3 Comparisons across Aural Perception and Vocal Production

3.3.1 Situation

Comparing thirty subjects' aural perception and vocal pro¬

duction of English underlying [+nasal][+stop] sequences.

Items presenting orthographical complications (e.g. words

(l3)
lixe bomb, sing, etc.) are excluded from the comparison.

(l) Types of problems considered

Sl' From aural perceptions mishearing incorrectly pronounced

words containing a nasal + stop sequence as English.
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For example, mistaking *[aendounim] for the proper English

pronunciation.

vocal productions mispronouncing English words which

have an underlying nasal + stop sequence.

For example, saying *[bAmbe] instead of the correct [bAmpe]

Data

The relevant data appear in Appendix B, Tables 12~12a, pp. 278-80

A priori expectations

There is no principled prediction as to either

(i) whether there should be any significant correspondence of

subject behaviour in the perception and the production of

the sequences in questions or

(ii) whether the perception of the sequences being tested should

prove easier or more difficult than the production of these

sequences.

Null hypothesis

(i) There is no non-chance correspondence in the subjects'

perception and production of underlying English nasal + stop

sequences.

(ii) There is no real difference in the difficulty with which

the subjects perceive and produce nasal + stop underlying

English sequences.

Appropriate statistical tests

(i) Correlation of individual total scores in perception (Part I
and in production (Part III, Section I).

(ii) Test of the significance of the difference between the relr

evant total means in perception and production (t-test).
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Discussion of the Correlation

By applying the Pearson formula (i) to the data presented in

Appendix B, Table 12a, we get the following correlation co-efficients

r , = *327 , which, with df.s = 28, is smaller than the value of r_
ct P ^ """

required for significance at the .05 level (.361). Therefore, we re¬

ject, at this level, the null hypothesis, and conclude that subjects

do not appear to perform in equivalent ways when aurally perceiving

and vocally producing English words that contain an underlying nasal-f

+stop sequences the observed correspondence could have occurred by

chance (slighly) more frequently than five times in a hundred.

Discussion of the significance of the mean difference (t-test)

Mere inspection of the raw scores in the Table below shows that

subjects make more errors in the perception than they were judged to

make in the production of the sequences in the items tested.

Error-types by mean scores for 30 subjects in the perception
and the production of consonantal sequences

Error-type
No. of
errors

No. of
items

No. of

subjects T°! °f MEANJudges

a_ 5,832* 31Ui) 30 64.8O 57,471

b 2,724 31** 30 3 30.27 49,277

c 2where <a'x is the corrected sum of squares of x scores

(i.e. x represents a_ and also b).

Indeed, by substituting the appropriate numerical values in

the formula (II) for t_ we gets

*4^- 30.27 J^>3 3t lo8
i (57,471 + 49,277w 1 , 1, li*11
« 30 + 30 — 2 n 30 30

* The actual number of errors is 1,944* This figure has been multi¬
plied by 3 to make perception scores comparable in scale to pro¬
duction scores, which represent the pooled assessment of 3 judges.
(Cf. pp. 278-80)

*•* To equalize the number of opportunities for error in Perception
and in Production, item No. 31 in test b_, Production (scores 0),
was eliminated.
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In fact, the very large difference "between the Means in a

and b. almost obviates the need for a formal statistical test.

The conclusion must be that, given the criteria of success and

failure employed in this investigation, the perception of the se¬

quences under examination is more difficult than the production

of these sequences.

Conclusion

In the light of the preceding discussion it may be concluded that

(i) there does not appear to be a tendency for subject rnisper-

ceptions and misproductions of underlying English nasal +

stop sequences to go together? and

(ii) subjects find it more difficult to perceive incorrect render¬

ings of underlying English nasal + stop sequences than to

produce such sequences correctly - given the present

criteria of judgement.

.2 Situation

Comparing thirty subjects' aural perception and vocal production

of underlying +anterior
+strident
-voiced

+consonantal
+voiced

sequences.

Types of problems considered

a. From aural perceptions word-initially, subjects mistake

items like *[zmol] for the proper English pronunciation

[smol]. (Fart II)

—* From vocal productions word-initially, subjects pronounce

English items like [smol] incorrectly as *[zmol]. (Part

III, Section I)

c. From aural perceptions across morphemes, subjects mistake

items like *[di-zgreis] for the proper English pronunciation

[disgreis]. (Part II)
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From vocal production; across morphemes, subjects pronounce

English words like [6isb4e] incorrectly as *[6izbie].
(Part III, Section II)

e_ Prom vocal production; across morphemes, subjects pronounce

English words like [6islaend] incorrectly as *[6izlaend].
(Part III, Section III)

Data

The relevant data appear in Appendix B, Tables 13-13a, pp. 281-83.

A priori expectations

There is no principled prediction as to either

(i) whether there should be any significant correspondence of

subject behaviour in the aural perception and the vocal

production of underlying English sibilant + voiced consonant

sequences in identical or in similar environments! or

(ii) whether the perception or the production of sibilant +

voiced consonant sequences in identical or in similar en¬

vironments should prove easier or more difficult.

Hull hypothesis

(i) There is no non-chance correspondence in the subjects'

perception and production of underlying English sibilant +

voiced consonant sequences.

(ii) There is no real difference in the difficulty with which

the subjects perceive and produce underlying English

sibilant + voiced consonant sequences.

Appropriate statistical tests

(i) Correlation of individual scores in perception and in

production.

(ii) Test of the significance of mean differences (t_~test).
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Discussion of the Correlations

By applying the Pearson formula (i) to the relevant pairs of

sets of scores presented in Appendix B, Table 13a, we get the fol¬

lowing correlation co-efficientss

rab " rCd " ii§5
where a_, b_, Cj d, and e_ are as defined in (l) above.

Prom the co-efficients just presented it appears that, with

df.s = 28, they all lie below the value of r_ that is necessary

for significance at the .08 level (.361). Therefore, we retain, at

this level, the null hypothesis, and conclude that subjects do not

seem to perform in equivalent ways where the aural perception and

the vocal production of sibilant + voiced consonant sequences is

concerned - regardless of whether such sequences occur within one

morpheme or extend over two successive morphemes.

Discussion of the significance_of_mean_differences

Prom inspection of the relevant pairs of means in Table (i) it
becomes clear that there are no significant differences in the per¬

ception and the production of sibilant*voiced consonant sequences

(separately considered morpheme initially and across morphemes).

Table (i). Error-types by means for 30 subjects in the per¬
ception and the production of consonantal sequences

Error-type
No. of
errors

No. of
items

No. of

subjects
No. of

Judges
MEAN I'*2

a_ 249* 4 30 2.77 1,128
b 208* 4* 30 3 2.31 3,632

£ 2,781* 10* 30 30.90 1,382

e_ 2,742 10 30 3 30.47 9,815
d 2,585 10* 30 3 28.72 11,026

* The actual number of errors in tests a_ and c_ are 83 and 927s
respectively. These have been multiplied by 3 to equalize the
number of opportunities for error in Perception and in Production
(tests b, d, and e) for the purposes of the t-test. The number
of items in a and b_, and in c_, d, and e_ have also been
equalized for the same reason.

See notes (*) and (**) on p. 28la.
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Indeed, by substituting the appropriate numerical values in

the formula (II) for t_ we get the following Table (ii).

V-alue of t df.s Probability

58 P > .05

ha" 58 P^> .05

t - .120
ce

58 .05

^d" --s2- 58 P> »05

From Table (ii) above and Table B, p. 290, we see that

the values of the t_ for the significance of the differences

between the means in the categories a_, b_, £, d, and e_, as

paired in Table (ii), are not significant even at the .05 level.

Therefore, we retain the null hypothesis, and conclude that the

observed differences in the paired means does not indicate that ■

given the present criteria of judgement — the perception of

sibilant + voiced consonant sequences is more difficult than

their production, irrespective of whether such sequences are con¬

sidered morpheme-initially or across morphemes.

Conclusion

On the basis of the preceding discussion, we may conclude that

(i) there seems to be no tendency for subject misperceptions

and misproductions of underlying English sibilant + voicod

consonant sequences (occurring within or across morphemes)

to follow parallel ways 5 and

(ii) subjects appear to find it about equally difficult (or easy)

to perceive erroneous renderings of underlying English

sibilant + voiced consonant sequences as to produce such

sequences correctly.
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Overall comparison across Aural Perception (Part II, Section I)

and Vocal Production (Part III, Section I).

Situation

Comparing thirty subjects' performance in the aural perception

and the vocal production of underlying English [+nasal][+stop]

and -fanterior
+strident
-voiced

+consonantal
+voiced

sequences.

Items causing complications because of the influence of conven¬

tional orthography (for example, bomb, sing) or because of

epenthesization of [9] word-finally (for example, *[bAmp9])
(15)

are excluded from this comparison. '

Types of problems considered

5.' from aural perceptions mishearing as English incorrectly

pronounced words containing either a nasal + stop or a

sibilant + voiced consonant sequence

For example, mistaking *[aendoHnim] and *[zmol] for the

proper English pronunciations [sentOHnim] and [smol].

ll" from vocal productions mispronouncing English words with

an underlying nasal + stop or sibilant + voiced consonant

sequence.

For example, saying *[bAmbe] and *[zmol] instead of the

correct English pronunciations [bAmpe] and [smol].

Data

The relevant data appear in Appendix B, Tables 14-14a, pp.284-86.

A^griori expectations
There is no principled prediction as to either

(i) whether there should be any significant correspondence
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of subject behaviour in the aural perception and vocal pro=

duction of the sequences under examination^ or

(ii) whether the perception of the sequences being tested

should be easier or more difficult than the production of

these sequences.

Null hypothesis

(i) There is no non-chance correspondence in the subjects' per¬

ception and production of the totality of the sequences

being examined.

(ii) There is no real difference in the difficulty with which

subjects perceive and produce underlying English nasal+

stop and sibilant + voiced consonant sequences taken to¬

gether.

Appropriate statistical tests

(i) Correlation of individual scores (in the totality of the

problems) in perception and in production.

(ii) Test of the significance of the difference between the rel¬

evant total means in perception and production (t_-test).

Discussion of the Correlation

By applying the Pearson formula (i) to the data presented

in Appendix B, Table 14a, we get the following correlation co¬

efficients r , = .231
ab

which, with df.s = 28, is smaller than the value of r needed

for significance at the ._0j level (.361). Therefore, we retain,

at this level, the null hypothesis and conclude that subjects do

not appear to perform in equivalent ways when aurally perceiving

or vocally producing English words which contain an underlying
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nasal + stop or sibilant + voiced consonant sequences the ob¬

tained relationship could have occurred by chance alone consider¬

ably more frequently than five times in a hundred.

Discussion of the significance of the mean difference (t_-test)

Inspection of Table (i) shows that, with the present criteria

of judgement, subjects make more errors in the perception than in

the production of items containing the sequences being examined.

Table (i)» Error-types by means for 30 subjects in the per-
ception and the production of consonantal sequences

■o 4. No. ofError-type** errors

No. of
items

No. of

subjects
No. of

Judges
MEAN ^'x2u x

a 8,502* 43 30 94*47 129,955

b 3,722 43 ** 30 3 41.36 100,420
__ 2

where Z*x is the corrected sum of squares of x scores

(i.e. x represents a_ and b).

Indeed, by substituting the appropriate numerical values in

the formula (II) for t_ we get; t_ = 3.256 . In fact, the very

large difference between the means in a_ and b almost obviates

the need for a formal test of significance. The conclusion must be

that, with the criteria for success and failure employed in this in¬

vestigation, the aural perception of the totality of consonantal

sequences tested in this experiment is more difficult than the

vocal production of the same sequences.

Conclusion

In the light of the preceding discussion we may conclude that, given
the present criteria of judgement,

(i) subjects do not appear to perceive and produce the totality of
the consonantal sequences tested in parallel ways? and

(ii) subjects are shown to find it more difficult to perceive incor¬

rect renderings of English items with an underlying nasal+stop
and sibilant*voiced consonant sequence (taken together) than
to produce such sequences correctly.

* See note (*) on p. 279*
** See note (**) on p. 279*
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 6

In addition to the Analysis of Variance and the test of the sig¬
nificance of the differences between means, the x^ test was
also applied on one occasion to determine whether and to what
extent unfamiliarity with the meaning of the English words tested
could have 'contaminated' the results in Part I of the experi¬
ment i that is, to see whether errors in the perception of single
consonantal segments are more frequent when such segments occur
in unfamiliar than in familiar English words.

In the list below, each of the (unfamiliar) items is followed
by its corresponding score, i.e. by the number of errors made
by all thirty subjects in the auditory perception of that item.
Parenthesized on the right is the number each item has in the
'Student Training Sheet1, Part I, Appendix A, p . 217«

Items whose meaning
was unfamiliar to

the subjects

Number
of

errors

No. in Student

Training
Sheet

1. deem 38 (6)
2. lane 1 (21)
3. lasses 12 (41)
4» wane 13 (53)
5- wail 11 (57)
6. mop 8 (69)
7. sheath 3 (85)
8. sheathe 26 (86)
9. sheer 20 (96)
10. cam 64 (101)
11. cads 38 (119)
12. cadge 47 (120)

Total

Table of Observed

281

and Expected frequencies of error

Items

Errors Familiar Unfamiliar Total

Observed 2,820 281 3,101

Expected 2,813 288 3,101

By substituting the appropriate numerical values in the formula
for the x^ on the next page (where E = sum of all .....5
fo = observed frequency of error-occurrence5 and fe = expected
frequency of error-occurrence) we get
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= .0174 + .1701 =

which, with df.s = 1, is not significant at the .05 level. There¬
fore, we go on considering the 12 unfamiliar items above along
with the rest of the items in Part I. Such a difference of fre¬
quency of error occurrence could be attributed to chance alone
in more than five cases in a hundred.

Notice that there is a technical difficulty in testing the same
segments in each of the three positions:? for instance, it is im¬
possible to test the perception of [^] or of [rj] word-initially
in English as there are no English words beginning with either
[»] or [g].
In Vocal Production (Part III), nasal + stop sequences cannot be
examined inter-sectionally as they are tested only in Section I
and thus have no equivalent in Sections II and III to be compared
to? they are, nevertheless, compared with their counterparts in
Aural Perception (Part II).

Given in Ingram (1972), mimeographed.

hereafter, values of r_ (and also of t_ ) which are not signif¬
icant at or beyond the .05 level are underlined with an inter¬
rupted line, like thiss

See McNemar, p. 164.

Notice that once the significance of the difference between
a - "E has been established, that between c - b is predictable
from mere inspection of the three neans.

The rules referred to below are really instances of the same gen¬
eral Greek rule that assigns the feature [+voiced] to a sibilan+.
segment before any voiced consonant anywhere within the phonol¬
ogical word. Cf. pp. 59°

See note 7 above. A parallel observation can be made concerning
the value of t, .

ba

It must be noted that the presence of a nasal segment before the
word-final (stop) consonant is not a necessary condition for the
operation of the phonetic rule of [®]-epenthesization. Thus,
/kip/, 'keep', with no underlying nasal before the /p/, would
also be subject to epenthesization of this kind? the resulting
phonetic form would be [kip®]. Cf. chapter 4s note 14, p. 102.

In error-type e_ (epenthesis) there are really 8 items, but
[send8] receives 8 instead of 4 repetitions, [saqg8] receives 7,
and [siijge] receives 5° There are 8 extra repetitions, the equiv¬
alent of two extra items.

See note 11 above. In the case of error-type b_ the actual num¬
ber of items is 55 "to which 2 extra items are added owing to the
8 extra repetitions. In the case of error-type a_ (words not pro¬
cessed by any Greek rules) there are in fact 52 items, but sender
is repeated 8 instead of 4 times, which makes up for the extra
53rd item in this set.
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The reason why this should he so in both perception (cases A - C)
and production (case D) is shown below through comparison of the
observed and the expected frequencies of error in the items tested
in the various (specified) sub-tests of the experiment.
In the lists that follows each item is accompanied by its cor¬
responding scorej i.e. by the number of errors made by all thirty
subjects in the aural perception or vocal production, accordingly,
of that item.

2
In the formula for the x used below

(fo - fe)
fe

2 = sum of all ....
fo = observed frequency of error- occurrence
fe = expected frequency of erroj ■ occurrence.

(3.1.l)> pp« 158- 60 | also Tables 5 and 75 PP« 260, 264-65.
Items containing no (b) Items likely to contain

orthographical orthographical
complications complications

I t e m s Errors Items Errors

1. [aendo«nim] 64 1 . [ S*l}g] 77

2. [embarikel] 74 2. [sirjge] 96
3. [eijglatik] 21

173
4. [erjgo«miem] 54

5. [agzambl] 41

6. [|jAmb] 86

7. [IjAmbe] 90

8. [tendetiv] 104

Total 534

Table A.
Items

Errors 'Ion-orthographic' 'Orthographic 1 Total

Observed 534 173 707

Expected 566 141 707

2
32

141
1.81 + 7.26 = 9.07

2With df.s = 1, the obtained value of x is significant
beyond the .01 level, which indicates that an extra variable
(that of orthography) is operating; so items such as those
in (b) above may reasonably be excluded from the comparisons.
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B. In aural perception

Cf. (3.1.1), pp. I58-6O 5 also Tables 5 and 7j PP« 260, 264-65.
. (a) Items containing no (b) Items likely to contain

orthographical
complications

orthographical
complications

Items Errors Items Errors

1. [abdoenim] 18 1. [sag] 52

2. [ebarikel] 59 2. [sage] 7 6

3. [eglitik] 13 Total 128
4. [egoumiem] 21

5. [igzabl] 29

6. [IjAb] 47

7. [JjAbe] 62

8. [tedetiv] 53

Total 302

Table B.
Items

Errors 'Non-orthographic' 'Orthographic' Total

Observed 302 128 430

Expected 344 86 430

2 2
= r+ = 5*13 + 20-50 = 63344 86 ~~

2With df.s = 1, the obtained value of x is significant
far beyond the .01 level. Therefore, we reject the null
hypothesis of no real difference between the observed and
the expected frequencies of error-occurrence, and conclude
that the significantly higher frequency of error in items
like those in (b) above (with 'orthographic' complications)
can be attributed to the influence exerted by conventional
orthography on aural perception. It is reasonable, then, to
exclude such items from comparisons because of the extra
variable (of orthography) operating.
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C. In aural perception

Cf. (3.I.4), pp. I78-8O5 also Table 8, pp. 267-68.

(a) Items containing no
orthographical
complications

(b) Items likely to contain
orthographical
complications

LI ems Errors Items Errors

1. antonym 17 1. sing 35

2. empirical 13 2. singer 36

3. enclitic 18
Total 71

4. encomium 15

5. example 24

6. jump 16

7. jumper 6

8. tentative 12

Total 121

(Such items were correctly pronounced but misheard as Greek
by the subjects.)

Table C.

Items

Errors 'Non-orthographic' 'Orthographic' Total

Deserved 121 71 192

Expected 154 38 192

x2 = E ~(f° ~ fe^ ■ = ■ 33- + ——= 7.07 + 28.66 = 39.73
fe 154 36

2
With df.s = 1, the obtained value of x is significant far t>e-
the .01 level. Therefore, we reject the null hypothesis of
no real difference between the observed and the expected fre¬
quencies of error-occurrence, and conclude that errors oc¬
cur significantly more frequently in set (b) above (i.e. with
words containing 'orthographic' complications) because of
the operation of the extra variable of orthography.
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D. In vocal production

(The three Judges' pooled assessment is considered.)
Cf. (3.3.1), pp. I83-865 also Tables 9 and 12, pp. 270-1, 278-9«

(a) Items containing no
orthographical
complications

(b) Items likely to contain
orthographical
complications

I_t ems Errors I_ terns Errors

1. symbol 11 1. bomber 354

2. emblem 37 2. thumb 334

3. endanger 32 3. thumbs 354

4. laundry 56 4. comb 331

5. bends 274 5- comber 346
6» tend 317 6. banging 360

7. tender 28 7. bang- 360

8. send 309 8. things 360

9. sender 65 9. sing 358
10. engagement 13 10. singer 360

11. angry 23
Total 3,517

Total 1,165

Table Ik_
Item s

Errors 'Non- orthographic' 1 Orthographic 1 Total

Observed 1,165 3,517 4,682

Expected 2,452 2,230 4,682

(fo - fe)
fe

1,287'
2,452

,287'_L
2,230

675.88 + 742.7 6 = 1,418.64,

With df.s = 1, this value of x lies far beyond that re¬
quired for significance at the .01 level. Therefore, we re¬
ject the null hypothesis of no non-chance difference between
the observed and the expected frequencies of error occurrence
in the two categories of items, and conclude that the extra
variable of orthography is operating on items such as those
under (b) above. Consequently, such items are excluded from
the comparison.
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The 2,724 errors observed in the production of nasal + stop
sequences reflect the pooled assessment of the 3 Judges. The
items testoed are in fact 32 (cf. Table 12,pp^ 278-9), which mul¬
tiplied by the number of Judges gives the statistically rel¬
evant 'number of items1

It must be noted that the 'pattern' described in this section
does not change even when such items are included in the com-
parison? that is, the new values ares

r , = .272ab —--

which is still not significant at the .05 level, and

*ab =^
which, with df.s = 221, is still significant far beyond the
.01 level (3.373).
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PART

STUDENT TRAINING SHEET

1. pen n£v va 35- same 16 LOC,

2. Ben Mndv (6vopa) 36. shame vx porrrj
3- wrap it xuXi^to 37- sigh dvctaxevoty po<;
4« rabbit HOU V £ A. I, 38. shy vxponaAoc;
5- team opa6a 39- asses yai'&oup la
6. deem •JeupS 40. ashes crxaxteQ

7. latter beuxepoQ 41. lasses none AAe<;

8. ladder avtaAa 42. lashes paaxCy ta
9- coat aauHau1 43. ass yai'boup 1

10. goat MaioiMa 44. ash axaxTR

11. echo 7lX<5 45. lass noneAAa

12. ego £yu) 46. lash paax Cy 10
13. fine copaTa 47. mass p<x£a
14. vine nArjpa 48. mash noupe<;

15. safer dacpaAdaxepot; 49- Asa "A£a (8vopa)
16. saver amxrjpcn; 50. Asia '

Aa Ca

17- seal acppay C6a 51. bays oppo 1,

18. zeal 6hAo<; 52. beige pnil,
19. lacy bavxeAuxoq 53. wane Ai,yoaxeua)
20. lazy xepneAr)<; 54. rain Ppoxn
21. lane bpopan L 55. wait ne p 1 peva)

22. rain PPOXU 56. rate avaAoy Ca
23. allows in ix pens t. 57. wail Jpfjvoc;, -&pr)vC3
24. arouse ^eapKcavco 58. rail a l 6r|poxpox ia
25. mine 6lko pou 59. away pavtp l a

26. nine dvvea 60. array napaxaCu
27. jam it aupn teaxo 61, all wed 0A01, navxpepevoi

ro 03 • Janet T£avex 62. all red OAOl KOHHLVOL

29. hate piato 63. a wing pCa rtxepuya

30. wait ire p 1 pe vto 64. a ring eva 6axxuAC6i
31. a hair pia xpCxa 65. cap xpay idcma
32. a?/are e vppe poc; 66. cab xaE, C

33. sake Xapp 67. lap aynaA1 a

34. shake xpepw 68. lab dpyaaxrjp to
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69. mop £eavtov baxrjp 1 O • kin ouyyeveT p

70. mob 6XXoq 108. king Paoi, A Lap

71. safe hoyaXr\Q 109. Tsar Taapop

72. save a<5£co 110. char arxavOpaHuivco

73. life 111. bits vcoppax ia

74- live ^covxavop 112. bitch ohu Xa

75. leaf cpuXX» 113. its SbHO xou

76. leave dcprjvw 114. itch cpayoupa

77. not 5ev 115. cats yaxep

78. nod veuw 116. catch dprta^o)
79- wrote ey pacj^cc 117. heights ucpiy

80. road Spopop 118. hides h pu P £ l
81. seat ■&ear| 119. cads naA.idv'Qpcjno t

82. seed anopop 120. cadge £na lxw

83. teeth 5ovx 1, a 121. Eitz PCZQ (^evo6oxs
84. teethe Pya£u Sovxba 122. rids &.no.XXaaae t

85. sheath •&4w'n 123. aids PorjOe 1 ep

•voCO sheathe Orinaprnvco 124. age in Ca

87. back n Caco 125. Ed's xou "Evx

88. bag a&kha 126. edge anpri

89. lock uke l Sap t, a 127. batch cpoupv bd

90. log KOUTOOUpO 128. badge appa

91. buck SoAAap l 0 129. aitch (h) 'AyykbHO ypdpp

92. bug nopy l op

93. appeal H0L vu EHH\r\OT}

94. appear epcpav b£opa 1

95. she'11 auxrj $d ...

96. sheer anoAux op

97. came ripOa
98. cane prcaax ou v 1,

99. shame vt ponrj
100. Shane Espy (enwvupo)
101. cam Sovx l ypava^bou
102. can novae ppovtoux1
103. thin Aenx op

104. thing npaypa

105. sin apapx Ca
106. sing t pay ou 565
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(PAET i) MEP02 I (instructions)

OAHriES

'0 Hu9evaq oui; exEL xupa pnpocrxd xou eva "cpuAAo unavxrjaecov "
nou elvai api9pqpevo and xo 1 eax; to ^16 . Ee Aiyo 9'u.HOuaexe
516 'AyyAineq Ae^eiq. Tdao oi 'AyyAinet; Ae^eiq 600 hclC q
'EAAqvinq xouq pexdcppaaq 9a npenei xajpa vd oac, eivai yvojaxeq
av peAexqaaxe xiq 01binet; aeAibeq nou oat; ebcacra. 'H ibia qpoovTy
■9a npocpepei oAeq xt'i; Ae£,ei<;, MIA §0PA MONO xrjv ndOe Ae£,q
yi'auxo -9a npenei vd eiaxe npooenxiMOi. Sxrjv na9e Ae£q nou
9'aHouxe avxiaxoixe^ H1 dno evaq api9po<; oxo "cpuAAo anavxrj-
oeuv". Ae£,ia ano xov nade upi9po unapxouv bud Ae^eiq q
cppdaeit; 'EAAqvineq. Mia povo an'uuxeq tCq buo Ae£,ei<; q cppd-
aeic; dnoxeAei xqv 'EAAqvinq pexdcppacrq xrjq 'AyyAinqt; Ae£qq nou
9a exeT£ anouaei. 'Eaeiq 9a npenei vd pa£,exe ae huhAo xqv
'EAAqvinq Ae£,q q cppdoq nou pexacppdt,ei xqv ' AyyAinrj Ae£q nou
9'dnouxe. Mexa and nd9e 'AyyAinq Ae£q, 9a peaoAapei dpnexdq
Xpovoq yid vd npoAapexe vd aqpeicoaexe xqv andvxqaq oat;.

Atvoxe piav
^ andvxqorj yia o^A e q Tic, Ae^ei <; 9[aHOu-

aexe eaxu hi av bev eiaxe anoAuxa pePaioi yta xqv op9oxqxa

npoae^xe xcopa xd dnoAouda napabeiypaxa ;

1. [sip] ^pop^o^ nAoio (3M)
'H Ae£q nou anouaaxe aqpaivei npoPaxo* exai pdAape xov

huhAo yupco and xqv Ae£q 'npopaxo'.

2. [bed] QtpepdxiJ) cxoi'xqpa (3")
'H Ae£q nou dnouaaxe aqpuivei Hpepax 1 * exai pdAape xov

huhAo yupu and xqv Ae£q 'npepdxi'.

Eqpe lojgq % "Av aAAa^exe yvwpq nai 9eAqaexe vd biaypd^exe
piav dndvxqoq yid vd bdaexe aAAqv, ndvxe xo
t < t- -V

wq eE,qq s

npepax1

AhoAou9ouv 6 anopq napabeiypaxa yid e^danqaq aw;. Auxq
xq qjopd 9d npene i eaeiq vd aqpeidaexe xov huhAo yupw and
xqv 'EAAqvinq Ae£q q cppdaq nou d'anouaexe. 'Acpou aqpeidaexe
xq pexaqppaaq nou vopi^exe oxi elvcu ocoaxq, 9d dnouaexe nai
xrjv op9q anavxijoq yia vd xq auynpivexe pe xq binq cat; nou
laojQ 9a xPeLaoi:£E V(^ T11 biop9daexe pe xov xpono nou e^qyq-
aape.
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IIapa5e Cypaxa s

3. [kAm] £ A.a paax CX«
'

0p-9rj drcSup taq s £ Aa (2»)

4. [gAn] OTTAb paax Cxa 'OpSq drtoxp 1 ar| s onAo (2")

5. [sit] •&£aq naxae
'

Op-&rj dnonp iar\% •&EOT1 (2»)

6. [sit] •9£aq aevxov1
'

0p-9rj dnoxpt,aq s ■&£an (2")

7- [pee] 4euyap 1 dpxouha ' Opbrj drtOHp iaq % Ceuyap1 (2")

8. [bee] Ceuyap1 apnouha
'

Op'Sq dnSxp1aq s dpxouha (2")
5c3 ml uaxepa 6£ -&a aaq btvexai q acoaxq idnavxqaq.

'Av 6ev npoAdpexe va aqpe imaexe q va 61 op-&<jaexe piav &Tidvxqaq,
n*jv xo GHecpxECTxe xaboAou y t, ax C auxo pTiopei va aaq ^nqpeacrei,
tal va kccvexe mi dAAa AaOq oxrj auvexeLoi.

-ffl FYPIEETE AKOMH EEAIAA. 0cc aaq nS £yw txoxe va xo xdvexe.

iaxaAapaivexe d h p i B Z c xC np£rte i va kcivexe; "Av OeAexe
a pajxrjaEXE xinoxe, pmxqaxe xo xu)pa.

upiaxe xwpa axrj aeAtha 1 naC ex;o i paaxsix e v ' dpx Caoupe. "ExoipoiJ

(NB. Actually, this is a picture of what the Master Sheet looked

like. The transcription of examples enclosed in square brackets

(e.g. [kXm]) as well as the correct response (e.g. 'OpOfj dnoxptaqs

£Aa ) were on the Master Sheet and heard on tape hut, naturally,

did NOT appear on the students' Instruction Sheets5 neither did

the indications in parentheses which showed the interval of time

between the end of one item (along with the correct response ac¬

companying it) and the beginning of the next one.)
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PART I

MASTER SHEET

1. a ring 36. kin 71. lazy 106. latter

2. shame 37. wane 72. beige 107. wrap it

3. Ed's 38. ashes 73. rain 108. sheer

4. bag 39- hate 74. Ed's 109. ego

5- array 40. shame 75. road 110. itch

6. leave 41- she 111 76. age 111. nod

7. teeth 42. jam it 77. latter 112. a ring

8. shy 43. vine 78. lash 113. deem

9- bays 44. lasses 79. ashes 114,. kin

10. Asia 45. safer 80. cap 115. array

n. pen 46. live (adj. ) 81. "badge 116. lashes

12. deem 47. fine 82. rail 117. sigh

13. vine 48. mop 83. a wing 118. bug

14. lane 49. mine 84. mash 119. mob

15. aids 50. wrap it 85. cane 120. same

16. appeal 51. sheathe 86. lashes 121. pen

17. mob 52. arouse 87. wrot e 122. badge
18. bug 53. catch 88. lacy 123. shy

19. leaf 54,. lap 89. aware 124. rids

20. Asa 55. sheathe 90. wait 125. ladder

21. thin 56. safe 91. safe 126. deem

22. a wing 57. aware 92. she'11 127. seal

23. Asa 58. wail 93. all wed 128. seat

24- rain 59. Shane 94- ladder 129. cadge

25- cab 60. aware 95. not 130. team

26. thing 61. sigh 96. pen 131. wait

27. appeal 62. wane 97. Janet 132. lash

28. all red 63. goat 98. beige 133. rate

29. buck 64. team 99. lab 134. a hair

30. kin 65. sing 100. mash 135. cats

31. array 66. mass 101 lacy 136. back

32. ash 67. fine 102. deem 137. sheer

33. Shane 68. char 103. all wed 138. bits

34- a ring 69. arouse 104. same 139- catch

35. echo 70. Shane 105. teeth 140. Janet
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141. Ben 179. goat 217. rate 255. bays

142. Asa 180. appear 218. all wed 256. came

143. king 181. rain 219. allows 257. rabbit

144. batch 182. seal 220. latter 258. asses

145- mash 183. life 221. rabbit 259. lashes

14.6. Ben 184. jam it 222. wait 260. arouse

147. Asia I85. cab 223. hides 261. hides

148. a ring 186. ego 224. cab 262. shake

149- ask 187. ashes 225. buck 263. lab

150. shame 188. all red 226. sheathe 264. Tsar

151. hate I89. leave 227. char 265. bitch

152. all red 190. cats 228. teeth 266. zeal

153. buck 191. shake 229. edge 267. cats

154. Asia 192. not 230. bits 268. wait

155. lazy- 193. life 231. teethe 269. allows

156. batch 194. lasses 232. sake 270. sing

157. zeal 195. sake 233. lacy 271. lap

158. ashes 196. a wing 234- Janet 272. log

159- lazy- 197. goat 235. safer 273. lass

160. Tsar 198. teethe 236. rain 274. echo

161. safer 199. can 237- catch 275. came

162. shake 200. sheer 238. she '11 27 6. life

163. teethe 201. a hair 239. Eitz 277- lacy

164- cane 202. lash 240. cads 278. teeth

165. pen 203. bays 24I. beige 279. shame

166. wait 204. wail 242. fine- 280. live (adj.)
167. mine 205. shy 243. allows 281. Ed's

168. saver 206. sheathe 244. hate 282. lass

169. shame 207. thing 245. mine 283. wrote

170. nine 208. latter 246. lane 284. Ben

171. away 209. safe 247. fine 285. saver

172. h 210. wait 248. wail 286. sigh

173. bitch 211. cadge 249. Ed's 287. sing

174. rate 212. king 250. can 288. a wing

175- ladder 213. 1 as he s 251. heights 289. char

176. cab 214. mass 252. sing 290. shame

177. bits 215. seed 253. log 291. its

178. live (adj.) 216. mob 254. aids 292. sin
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293• coat

294. lock

295* aids

296. ass

297• Tsar

298. away

299* h

300. nod

301. log

302. mass

303* echo

304* Shane

305• mine

306. hides

307. ash

308. asses

309. ego

310. allows

311. wait

312. ass

313* badge

314. shy

315. thin

316. a hair

317* vine

318. rail

319* seat.

320. h

321. cane

322. cadge

323. hag

324. age

325. coat

326. lock

327. rain

328. a hair

329* asses

330. Ben

331. lock

332. array

333* cam

334. goat

335. lap

336. cads

337* away

338. leaf

339* ass

340. sheath

341* edge

34?• seed

343* Asa

344• kin

345* thing

346. mop

347• wrote

348. Ritz

349* all wed

350. thin

351* jam it

352. hitch

353. saver

354- mop

355. sheath

356. wrote

357* teethe

358. wrap it

359* nine

360. log

361. heights

362. Tsar

363. age

364. save

365* cam

366. cane

367• leave

368. coat

3 69• char

370. ego

371. itch

372. seal

373• appear

374« ash

375* king

376. hack

377• seat

378. hadge

379* can

380. away

381. wail

382. mass

383» shake

384. hug

385- team

386. lazy

387. lass

388. lane

389* sin

390* lash

391* echo

392. its

393^ zeal

394* appear

395. thin

396* sake

397. all red

398. cap

399 • wa.ne

400. h

401. heige

402. Ritz

403. its

404. cap

405• huck

406. ca.m

407v hag

408. ladder

409» sake

410.- shame

411. lasses

412. its

413« rain

414» saver

415* rain

416. hatch

417• mop

418. wrap it

419* Asia

420. cads

421. save

422. not

423. seed

424. life

425« lasses

426. jam it

427. rail

428. lane

429* sheer

430. aware

431. Eitz

432. lock

433. same

434- hag

435• zeal

436. hate

437• sin

438. rids

439» wait

440« live (adj.)
441• came

442. sin

443. nine

444• same
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445- appear 483. rain

446. leave 484. came

447. "bits 485. rail

448. heights 486. lab

449- sheath 487. shame

450. wane 488. vine

451. asses 489. ash

452. mash 490. sigh

453. lab 491. seed

454- save 492. arouse

455- appeal 493. can

456. nad 494. hides

457. bug 495- cads

458. nine 496. safe

459- bays 497. sheath

460. save 498. seal

461. Janet 499. edge

462. mob 500. lass

463. cap 501. thing

464. road 502. rids

465. cadge 503. age

466. rate 504. heights

467. team 505. bitch

468. lap 506. seat

469. itch 507. king

470. nod 508. road

471. cam 509. back

472. aids 510. edge

473. cats 511. she'11

474. not 512. safer

475. batch 513. rabbit

476. rabbit 514. rids

477. coat 515. itch

478. leaf 516. road

479. appeal

480. leaf

481. catch

482. back
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MEPOZ -I ONOkA:
(PART il) NAME :

$YAAO AIlANTHEEQN

(Answer Sheet)

1 » £va
SaxxuXiSi

pi a
nxepuya

34. £va
baxxuXibe

piTa
nxepuya

2. vxponq t 6 t OQ 35. NXW
" ' Eyw"

3. x ou "Evx ccHpr) 36. auyyveTi; pace Xedq
4. aanna n (aw 37. Xcyoaxeuw Pp°XN

5. napaxa£,q panp1 a 38. axaxxec; yal'&oup 1 a

6. oapqvto cpuXXo 39. piaw nep 1 pevio

7. 5ovxca Pycx<;u) bovxea 40. vxponrj e&eoc;

8. vxponaXoq avaaxevaypoc; 41 . auxq ■&a. .. anoXuxcx;

9. oppoi pne£ 42. aupniTeaxo TCavex

10. 'Aata "A4a(ovopa) 43* xXqpa uipa~a
11 . newa Mnev(ovopa) 44* vtoneXXeq paax ey la

12. -&ecopto opdba 45. aatpaXeaxepoq acoxqpaq

13. nXqpa copa~a 46. 4covxavo<; 4 coq

14. &popavu PpoXN 47 • xXqpa wpaT a
15. poq-&eee<; T|ALHta 48. oxXcx; ^eouov eaxqp1

16. uavii) evtHXqaq epcpav iT^opai 49. Siko pou e vv ea

17. |£okov eaxqp 1 50. TUXI^TO HOuveXXt

18. Hopyioq 5oXXap l 0 51 • $qHapa)vu> Oqxq

19. acprjvco qjuXXo 52. ^eaqvtcovco enixpenec

20. *AaCa "A4a(ovopa) 53. apnaCw yuxeq

21 . Xenxoq npaypa 54* aynaXxa e pyacxqp e 0

22. £va
SaxxuXe6 L

piTa
nxepuya

55 • ^"nnapcovu) •&qnq

23. ' Acua "ACa(ovopa) 56. dacpaXq<; au>4co

24. &popaHi, ppoxR 57* evqpepoc; pea xpexa

25. TaE.iT xpay taana 58. £pqvoo ai&qpoxpoxcd
26. Xenxoq

27. vtavw enxXqaq

npaypa

eptpav tT^c-|j.cx 1.

59« Eeqv
( encovupo)

vxponq

28. 0X0e
HOHHIVO i,

0X0 1

navxpepevo l
60. evqpepoq pea xpexa

29. Hopyeoq SoXXap 1 -0 61 . vxponaXoc; dvaaxevaypoq
30. auyyeveec; |3aat Xiac, 62. Xcyoaxeueo ppoXq

31 . napaxa^r) panpia 63. HaxaLHa aaHwetH t

32. axaxxq ya16oup u 64. -Sewpto opdba

33. Eeqv(ovopa) vxponq 65. xpayou5u dpapx iTa
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66. pa£a noupec;

67. HA.f)pa wpafa
68. dnav-SpaHcovu) Tadpoc;
69. £ear)Hcovoo enlt penel

70. S£T)V
(endvupo)

VTpon-q

71 • Te|an£A.ric; &avT£A.ioto<;

72. oppoL pne4

73• AiyoaTeuu Ppoxd
74* TOU "EVT anpq

75. eypu^a bpopoc;

76.h(to ypappa) t|A.lh (ex
77. beunepoc; onaXa

78. paaTiyio noneAAa

79'. otccxtec; yea boup l a
80. ra^i Tpay idcma
81 . arjpa cpoupv La

82. -Oprivw a l br) poT pox l a

83. Sva
8axTuA.C6t

pt a
nTEpuya

84. pa£a noupec;

85» riP'&a pnaanouv t

86. HoneA-A.Ec; pccaT ty La

87. eypa^a bpopoc;
88. TepneA/qc; bavT e Autoc;

89. evqpepoc; pod Tp Lxa

90. nepLpevu dvaAoy La

91 • dacpaA/qc; ad£u)
92. auTrj -&d. . . dnoA.uTO<;
93« &A.ol 0X0 l

hohhlvot navTpepevoL

94» beunepoc; cmdA.a

95« bev veuw

96, nevva Mnev(ovopa)
97« oupniTeaTO TCdveT
98. oppoL pne£

99« dynaAid epyaoTripLO
00. pa£a noupec;

01 . TepneAric; SavTEAuTOc;

102. -&ewpw opaba

103 - oAol 8A.0 l
kokklvol navnpepevo l

104. *6loc; vTponrj
105* bovTLa Pyd^u) bovTLa

106. 6euTepoQ anaAa

107. TUAL^^O houveAAl

108. auT-q -&d... dnoAunoc;

109. riX" "'Eyd"
110. 6 l HO TOU cpayoupa

111. bev veuco

112. Sva pta
baxTuACbL nnepuya

113. Setopu bpaba

114« auyyeveZc, pacrL Xl dc,
115. napaTa^ri panpid
116. HoneA_A.ee; paaT Cy La

117. vTponaAoc; avaoTevaypoc;

118. HOpy l oc; boAAap l 0

119. OXAOQ £,eaHOV LOTrjp ^

120. ibioc, vt ponrj
121. nevva Mnev(ovopa)
122. arjpa cpoupv la

123. VTponaAoc; dvaoTevaypoQ

124. anaXXaaoei RITZ

(£evoboxero)

125. beUTEpOQ anaXa

126. Seupco opaba

127. acppaytba CrjAoc;
128. $eaq anopoc;

129. enaLTw dpnaCw
130. -&eiopc5 dpaba
131. nepipevw dvaAoy Ca
1 32. paaT CyL 0 noneAAa

133* nepLpevw avaAoy La

134. evrjpepoc; pLa tpLx<r
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1 35. ctpnaCw Yat£<;

136. aaHHcx txloo)

1 37• uutrj ■&£... anoAutoc;

138. HOjj.jj.atoa oku Aa

1 39. &pnai;w snaLtcu

140. oupnoeato T4<£vst
1 41 • rtevva Mtxev (ovopu)
142. 'Acua "A4cx(ovopa)
1 43. auYyev£~(; (3aoL A l uc,

144. 04 pa cpoup v l a

145" p<xi,a noup£<;
146. nevva Mnev(ovopa)
147. 'AoCa, "A4ot(ovopa)
148. £va

baxtuAub 1
po a
nt £ pu>Y cl

1 49. ataxtr] Yaoboupi

150. Seriv
(enwvupo)

Vt pOtxt)

151« plow TCE P LpSVO)

152. oAol 6A0 l
HOMHlVOL TXaVtpSpEVOL

155. HO pY l OC, boAAap 10

154* 'Aooa "ACot(ovopa)
155* tepnexrjq bavtEAortoc;

156. ofjpa cpoupv la

157. acppaY^8oc Cil^oc;

158. ataxtEc; Yalboupla
1 59. T£|in£/Vr}<; bavtsAorcoc;

160. anav^paHLJveo Taapoc;

161. aacpaAsatEpoc; awfqpac;

162. x<*p4 tpepw

163. bovtoa py^clu bovt l

164. 4p-Sa pnuateuv1

165. TIEVVa Mtcev (ovopa)
166. piow TX£ p L p£V0)

167. bono pou £ v veu

168. aocpaAsatE poc, aortrjpac;
169. t'booc; V T pO TXT)

170. bono pou £ V V £ a

I 71 • Tiapata£,T) panp l a

172. (to YP«PP«) TjAtHia

173* Hoppatxa anuAa

174. TX£p L p£vco avaAoY Ca
175" b£Ut£po<; cmaAa

176. tal-L tpaY taona

177* Hoppatxa emu Aa

178. 4wvtavo<; 4 u)4

179« nata Cna OUHHUH L

180. HOVU £HHA.T|OTj Epcpav t4opax

181. bpOpUH L (3pox4
182. acppaYtfra 444O<;
1 8 3 • 4wvtavoc; 4 0)4

184. OUpTXLEOtO T4av£t

185. ta4( t pay 1aaHa

186. Tjx^ "'EYW"

187- oia.X'tZQ Yul boup l a

188. 8AOL oAol
hohhlvol 7XaVt p£ p£ V 0 L

189. acp4VO) cpuAAo

190. Yate; TxaA.L av-&po)7xo 1

191• X«P4 tpspo)

192. bsv veuo)

193* 4wvtav6^ 4 0)4

1 94» HOTXEAAEC; pact ly La

195. X«P4 tpspo)

196. £va poa
baxtuAtb l TXt £ pu Y CC

197» HataiHa OaHHUHL

198. bovtxa PY<^4w bovt xa

199* HOVOEppOHOUt l bovt 1

Ypava4 l ou

200. aut4 -&a. .. anoAutoc;
201 . e v4p£ P0<; poa tpoxa

202. paatlyxo hotxe AAa

203. oppot pTis4

204. ■&p4vw 0l64 pot poxia



205. vxponaAoc; dvaaxevaypoc; 242. vtAripa wpaia

206. &T)HUpU)VU) •&r)KT) 243. 4ear)Hwvw inixpenei
207. Aenxoc, npccypu 244. piow rcepi pevw

208, 6euxepo<; ancxAa 245. &ik6 pou dvv ea

209* ctacpaA-nj; aw£w 246. bpopdva ppoXR
210. nepipevw dvaAoy ta 247. nAripa wpata
211. enaixw naA l dv-Bpwno i. 248. -Sprivw ai6ripoxpoxi.d
212. cruyyeveic; paai Atac; 249. xou "fivx OCHpT]

215. noneAAec; paax iy ta 250. vtovaeppovtoux 1, 5ovx 1

214. pa£a iioupec; ypava4iou

215. -Sear} Gnopoc; 251 . u CJJTJ npupe1
216. oxAo<; ^eauov xaxrjp 1 252. xpayoubw dpapx Ca
217. rtepipevw dvaAoy Ca 253. nAetSapia Houxaoupo

218. 0A01 0A01 254. Pori-&ete(; riAiHia
HOKHIVOL navxpepevo1

219. £ear)Hwvw ercixpene1 255. 8ppoi pne4
220. SeuxepoQ auaAa 256. rjp-&a pnaaxouv1

221 . xuAi^xo HouveAA1 257t xuAt^xo HouveAAi,

222. pi aw nepi pevw 258. axaxtec y a 'C 60 up l a

225, u^r] Kpu(3e 1 259. KoneAAet; paax Cyia
224. xaiC xpayidana 260. £eor)hwvw enixpene t

225. HopytoQ &oAAap10 261. Hpupe L

226. ■9r]Hapwvw ■& rivet] 262. x«PR xpepw

227. anav-SpaHcovto Tadpoe; 263. dyvtaAi,d epyaaxrjpi 0
228. 8ovxia pycc^w &ovx ta 264. dnav&pavtwvw Tadpoc;
229. tot *Evx aHpr) 265. noppdx1 a cmuAa

230. noppaxia anu Aa 266. (SypayCba 4RAO<;

231. 8ovx1 a Pya£w 6ovx la 267. dpnd^w ydxec;
232. xapri xpepw 268. piaw nep1pevw

233. xepneA-qc; 6avxeAwxoc; 269. 4ear]Hwvw inix pene1

234. oupnieaxo T£avex 270. xpayou&w dpapx Ca
235. aacpaAeaxepot; auxripac, 271• aynaA t a epyaoxrjp 10

236. Aiyoaxeuw ppoxil 272. KAei&apia Houxaoupo

237. aprta^w yaxec; 273. paax Cy to HoneAAa

238. aux^ -9a. . . anoAuxoc; 274. rixw "'Eyw"
239. dnaAAaaae1 RITZ 275. Rp-&a pnaaxouv1

(£evoSoxet0)
240. ydxee; TtaAi,dv9pwTtot 276. ^wvxavoc L,ur\

241• oppo1 pneC 277. xepneAr|<; 6avx eAwxog
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278. 6ovTia Pya£w 6ovxia

279. 2er|v vxportrj
(^TIUVUpo)

280. CwvxavoQ

281 . xou "Evx &HpT|
282. paaxCyLO hokeAAa

283. &ypac|;a 5popoc;

284. Ti^vva Mrc£v (6vopa)
285. hayaXeciepoc, awxr)pa<;

286. vTponrtXoc ccvaaxs vaypoc;

287. xpayoubw apapx ta

288. £va pia
6axxu\f61 tcxe puya

289. &nav-&paHcov(jJ TaapOQ

290. 'l 5 l o<; vx ponrj
291. bIHO TOU <payoupa

292. xpayou&cS apapx Ca
293. naxatna aaKKCCH L

294. nAEL&apLa uouxaoupo

295. Porj'&eiet; ■pA-infa
296. aiayjir] ya I* 6oup 1

297. &nav8paK(5voj TaapoQ

298. nap<Sxa£r| paup La

299. h(xo ypappa) •pALKLa

300. b£v veuu)

301. hAsl5apl a Houxaoupo

302. p<5£a noupEc;

303. T|XW '"Eyw"

304. Efriv vx portrj
(srovvupo)

305. 5lho pou £ vv£a

306. u4r) HpU (3 £ L

307. axax^r) yal*8oup L

308. oxayjTZc, yaV&oup La

309. T)XW
" 'Eyw"

310. £ECTTixwvu) £ TX L x p E TIE L

311. ne p t psvco avaAoyl a

312. axaxtri ya"Soup l
313. afipa qpoupv lcc

314. vxportaAoc; dvaaxE vaypo<;

315. Xenxoc, rtpdypa

316. ^vrjpEpot; pLa xpCxa
317. vtArjpa (ipata
318. Oprivw GL6r|poxpoxta

319. ■Sear) GTl6pOQ

320. h (xo ypappa^ALxCa
321 . 7)p-&a prcaoxouv l

322. apna^co kna lxco

323. aaHua n lgcj

324. Por|-&e L£<; •pALH La

325. naxaCna aannanl

326. hAe l&ap la Houxaoupo

327. SpopaKL pp°Xri
328. £vrjpepo<; pLa xpfxa
329. axaxtec yal'Soup La

330. rtfvva Mrc£v(6vopa)
331« hAe l &ap l a Mouxaoupo

332. napaxaE,r| paxp l a

333. HOVGEpPo- &6vx l
houx l ypava£l ou

334* HaxoLKa oolhh&k l

335. ^yvtaALa £ pyaaxrjp l 0
336. £naLx£5 naALav-SpcoTto l

337* napaxa^ri panp l a

338. icpfjva) cpu AAo

339. Gxaxxri yaV&oup l

340. •SriHapwva) ■&f)hr|

341 • T°u "Evx &Kpri
342. -&eot1 anopoc;

343. 'AaCa "A£a(8vopa)
344* auyyEVELc; pac l A l a<;

345* AETtxot; rtpaypa

346. oxAo^ ^eghov LCTXTlp L

347. gypa<pa 6popoQ

348. AnaAAaaoEL RITZ

(^Evoboxeto)
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349. oAol 0A0 1 385« &£Copco op.aba
hohhivoi 7T(XVXpE|XSVO 0

350. Aetix6<; 7i p aY p.ot 386. xeptxeAtiq bavxsAouxoc;

351 • cju |17I 0 £ox o T^avsx 387« puxaxiYoo H07X£AAa

352. Hoppax i a avtuAa 388. 6pO|i.UHt PpoXR

353* otacpaAsaxEpoc; awx-qpag 389. xpcxYOubw apapx 0 a

354. oxAo^ ^sanov oaxrjpo 390. piuctx 0 Y 0 o nonsAAa

355* •EHiKocpuvoo 391 . rix^
11 'EYW"

356. Eypa^a bpopoi; 392. bono xou cpaYoupa

357. bovxoa pYa^u bovxoa 393* acppaY^bw CfjAo*;
358. xuAo^xo houveAAl 394« navou &HKkr\ar] spcpav 0£opao

359* bono ptou evvecx 395* Asnxoc; ttpaypta

360. vcAEobapia HOUXOOUpO 396. X"PT1 X pEpCO

361. ut^H KpUP £0 397. 0A00 bAo 0

362. cc7iav-&paHO)voj TaapoQ
hokhivot navxpspiEvo l

363. l\^co ypa|j.(j.a) t|Aoh 0 a 398. xa£t xpaYoaana

364. aocpukrjQ 399* Alyooxeuw ppoxn

365. hovaeppohout 1, bovx 0

Ypava^t ou
400. ii (xo YP^P-P-a) rjAovua

366. r)p#a p.7xaaxouv 0 401. opp.00 p7t££

367. acprjvw qjuAAo 402. aTiuAAaoaEi, RITZ

368. naxcuKa aaHKaH0
(£EVO6OX£~O

369. aTiav^pavtwvu Taapoc; 403. bono xou q>ayoupa

370. rix"
" 'EYW" 404. xa^L xpaYoaavta

371• &IHO TOU cpaY°upc 405. HOpY 0OQ boAAap 00

372. acppaYtSa AOQ 406. HOVOEppOHOUXL bovx o

373 • Havu £KHAr)ari spicpav o£op.uo YpavaCo ou

374« otaxTr\ You boup 0 407. oaHHa 710 CTOJ

375* OUYYEVELQ Paao Aoa<; 408. bEuxspoc; avtaAa

376. CTCCHHO. n if 010 409. xapTI xpspto

377- «ean CTTIOpOc; 410. EETIV
(£7TCJVU|J.o)

VXpOTXtf
378. arjp.a A

cpoupu La

379* HOVCTSppOHOUT0 bovx 1

Ypuva£1ou
411. hotieAAeq pa ax 0y 0 a

380. Ttupaxa^ panp 0 a 412. 6 0HO XOU cpaYOup a

381 . ^p^vou a 1, 6r) poxpox 0 a 413. Alyooxeuoj PpoXR

382. p.u£a noupst; 414. aacpaAEaxs po<; atoxrjpac;
383. x^PT] xpspxo 415. bpopani ppoxR

384. HOpY 0 OQ boAAapo0 416. af)pia (poupv oa
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417 - oxAoc, £eaxov Loxripi, 454. aacpaAfjc; du^u
418. xuAi^xo houve AAu 455. xdvu exxArjari epcpav i^opai

419. 'koCa "A^a(ovopa) 456. 6ev veuu

420. yaxec; naAiaV'&punoi 457. xopy 1 oc, SoAAap10

421. aacpaAric; au£u 458. 61x0 pou evvea

422. 5ev veuu 459* cSppoi pne£

425. Oecrn anopoc; 460. dacpaAfjc; au£u

424. ^uvxavoc; £un 461 . auprueaxo T£avex

425. moneue; paax iy la 462. oxXOQ CeoHov laxrjp 1

426. aupnieaxo T£dvex 463. xa£i xpay taaxa

427. £pr|vu at bripoxpoxta 464. eypacpa bpopoc;

428. 6 pO (j.cch l ppoxtl 465. enaixu naAidv-&puno 1

429* auxrj •&(!... dnoAuxoc; 466. nepipevu avaAoy ta
430. evfjpepoc; ptd xpLxa 467. -&eupu opa&a

431. dnaAAaaaet RITZ

( £e voboxe 10)
468. dyxaAid epyaoxrjpi, 0

432. xAei&apia xouxooupo 469. olxo xou cpayoupa

433* t & t oq vxpont] 470. &ev veuu

434. aaxxa

435. vcppayiSa

n lau

tr\Xoc,

471* xavaeppoxoux1 8ovx i

ypava41ou

436. pi.au nepi pevu 472. Pop^eieQ rjAixiTa
437. xpayou&u apa px Ca 473. ydxec nuAidv-Spunoi
438. dnaAAaaae1 RITZ

(£evo&oxet0)
474. &ev veuu

439. piau tie pi pevu 475. afipa cpoupv ta

440. £uvxavoc; £uti 476. xuli^xo xowveAAi

441 , rip'&ot pnuaxouvi 477. xaxaifxa aaxxax1

442. xpayou&u dpapx fa 478. acp'qvu cpu AAo

443. 5 ixo pou e vvea 479. xdvu exx/Vnari epcpav C^opat,
444- ^61 oq vxponfj 480. atpi^vu cpuAAo
445* xavu exxAr|ar| epcpav i^opaL 481. enaixu apna£u
446. dcprjvu cpuA\o 482. aaxxa n Cau

447. xoppdxta axu Aa 483. Aiyoaxeuu Ppoxn
448. U^T) xpupe 1 484. rjp-9a pnaaxouv1

449* Ifrixapuvu ■&f]xr| 485 ♦ ^pr]vu at bripoxpoxia

450. Aiyoaxeuu pp°XR 486. ayxaAia epyaax'np 10

451. axuxtec;

452. pa£a

453. dyxaAia

yaV5oupia

noupec;

epyaaxrjpi 0

487. Zer^v
(enuvupo)

488. xA.fipa

vxponf)

upai a
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489. oxaxtr) yui 5oupi

490. vxponaAot; avaoxevayp6(;
491 • $eor| unopoc;

492. ^ear)hwvcj Imxpenei
493« hovaeppokoux 1 Sovxl ypavaZpou

494. uij/r] npupe1

495* etxutxw naAa dv-Spcono t
496. aacpaAr)<; 0(jt,u)

497. OriHapdjvcj Qr\wr\

498. acppayt&a l,t\Xoq
499. tou 'Evx anpri

500. peaxCyto noneXXa

501. XenxoQ npaypa

502. unaXXaoaet RITZ(^svoboxe~o)
503. porj-^etec; TjA-lhta

504. u4"h npupsi,

505. noppaxia oku A.a

506. $£ar| onopo <;

507. auyyeveEc Paoi Auac;

508. eypat^ct 5popo<;

509. oahwa tteoco

510. xou "Evx anpri

511. auxrj -&a. . . anoA.uxoc

512. aocpaA.eoxepo<; oooxrjpac;
513. xuXi^xo houveMl

514. unaXXaaae i RITZ(£,evoboxe~o)
515. 6iko xou (payoupa

516. eypa^a. bpopoQ
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PART U- SECTIONS I & II

STUDENT TRAINING SHEET

1. antonym Ae^p |_ie dvx e-
Dexp evvoia

26. misrepresent 6 eaoi pecpu)

2. "bomb Pop.pa 27. send oxeAvw

3» bomber Po(j.pap6 LOT E HO 28. sender arcooxoAeac

4. bump xtunpjia 29* sing xpayoubto

5• bumper rtpocpuAanxppac 30. singer x payoub Eaxpc

6. cent
1

6oAAapEou 31. sink Pu-9 e co)

T» centre uevxpo 32. sinker 7XOU PUDE^EE

8. ambassador Ttpeapeuxpc 33» sleep HO e p.oup.a e

9. dislike 6e pt'dpeaei, 34» small P-LHpOC

10. dismember SiapeACCcj 35• snob £e vop.avpc

11. disgrace vxpo7XE<x£co 36. Miss Brown Aec Mnpaouv

12. distinguish ^exwpi^co 37• sue e vayco

13. embroidery me vxpp.a 38. swell npp^opia l

14. enclitic £YhAlx ehoq 39. tend xe e va)

15 • encomium eyHaipiio 40. tender xpucpepoc

16. empirical epne e p lhqc 41. tent dvx EOHT)VO

17. entrance e 10060c 42. tentative 6oHbp,aox lh<3c

18. example napabe Eypa 43. this drink auxo xo noxo

19. ingressive e iaepxop.evoc 44- this valley auxp 4 HOLAaba

20. jump np6pp.a 45• this wall auxo; 0 xoIx°C

21. jumper p.nAou£a 46. this year tpexoc

22. misbehave auprtep E (pepopa L

aaxppot
47• understand naxaAapaE vcu

23» misdirect hccxeuDuvoj AotDoc 48. undress ^evxuvco / -opia

24« misguided napanAavppevoc

25. misname ovopidCcj AdDoc
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(PART III - MEPOS JJ- - TMHiviA I (instructions)
-SECTION I)

OAHriEE

*0 HW'&evcu; ouc, exe i xwpa pinpoaxd xou eva "qiuAAo anavxrjaewv"
nou elvat dpi9pir]pievo and to 1 £w<; to 348. Ee Aiyo 9a (xhouoets
348 Ae^eii;. 'H idta qjwviq 9a npocpepei oAei; xiq Ae^eic;. Mepinec;
an'auTEi; xiq Aei^eii; 9'dviouoTouv otioji; anpipwc; 9' dvtouyovxav av
tCq npocpepe evaq "AyyAoc,* a'auirj xr\ nepinxwar| ecretc; -9a npenei
vd of)pe iwaexe evav huhAo yupw and to ypapipia E nou unapxsi &e-
^ta ano n.a9e api9pio % exoi (|) . (To ypdpipia E aripiaivei "ENGLISH").
O'aHouaxouv opax; nai Ae^eic, nou 9d exouv narto iov "^eviho" rixo
pieaa Touq' oxav anouaexe pita xexoia Ae£,r|, 9a npenei va pdAexe
evav kuhAo yupw ano xo ypdpipia F nou undpxei 6e£,ia and xov
vtd9e api9ptd axo tpuAAo xwv dnavxtqaewv s exai (IT) . (To ypdpipia
F arjpiaivei "FOREIGN"). Tiqv x.a9e Ae£t] 9d xrju dnouaexe MONO MIA
<&OPA, yi'auxo 9a npenei va eiaxe npoaenxtKoC. Mexa and xd9e
Ae£r] nou 9'aHouxe 9a pieooAapei dpvtexo<; xpdvoi; Yi-d va npo-
AaPaivexe va aiqpie iwvexe xrjv dnavxpon oa;.

Awaxe pudv anavxijavi yid 5 A e c, xCc, Ae£,eic, eax
6ev eioxe anoAuxa oiyoupoi yia tt]v op9oxr)xa xt\q .

w ki'av

npoae^xe xwpa xa aHoAou9a napa&e lypiaxa j

1. [wot] '0p9rj anoKptaris (jO F (2")
*H Aeii,r| nod anouaaxE 6ev eixe naveva Loviho axoixeio M-daa

xriQ' exoi, paAapie xov huhAo yupw and xo ypdpipLa E .

2. [y«el] 0p9ri andnpiaT]; E (J\J (^")
Extq Ae^t) nou dnouaaxe & npwxoc; RX0^ npoq>ep9r]He pie £eviho

xpono* exai pdAapie xov huhAo yupw and xo ypapipm F .

Sri pie i war) ; "Av aAAd^exe yvwpnq uat 9eArjoexe vd diaypaijjene
piidv dnavxriar) yia vd uwaexe piidv aAAiqv, udvxe
xo w<; e^.rjc; s

'AhoAou9ouv 6 duo pit] napade Cy piax a yiu e^doHTiari aaq, Auxiq
xi] cpopa 9a npenei eaelt; vd avipeiwoexe xiqv anavxriar] nou
9ewpetxe awaxiq pa^ovxat; xov hukAo dvaAoya yupw dno xo E q
yupw dno xo p . 'Aipou appie iwoexe %ov huhAo ei'xe yupw and xo
E eixe yupw and xo F, 9a dnouoexe xr\ awaxiq dnavxriar] yia vd
xr\ auynpivexe pie xr\ biKr\ oa; nou lawt; XPE Lccaxet vd xiq 5iop-
9waexe pie xov xpono nou e^riynocipe.
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Ilcxpa&e CYuccxa

3« [peipor] E P 'Op-&p dnoHpLcrps
BuAte tov huhAo yupu and to F. (2")

4. [pits] P ' 0p-&.| anoHpi,OT|j
BuAte xov huhAo yupco ano to E. (2")

5. [meeri] E P 'Op-&p UTiOKpiapj
BuAte tov huhAo yupco airo to E. (2")

6. [meri] E P 'Op-&p ocnoHptaps
BuAte tov mukAo yupco and to p. (2")

7. [peins] E P 'op-9p anonptap s
BuAte tov huhAo yupco and to F. (2")

8. [penz] E p 'Op-&p arcoHpLap ;
BcxAte tov huhAo yupco ano to E. (2")

Atto bco hi, uoTspa be -&d aac, 6ivetgu p acoaTp drtdvTpap.

"Av &ev npoAapETE vd oppie l coo e t e fj vd 5lop-StoasTE pudv dndvTpap,
ppv TO OHECpTEOTE KCC&dAoU yiUTl KUTO pTTOpst VU OO.Q Enppsdaei
naC vd ndvETE hl dAAa Ad-&p oTrj auveye ia.

MH TYPIEETE AKOi.lH 2EAIAA. 0a aac, ttco eyco ttote vd to hovete.

KaTaAapalvete a h p 1 p S 1; tC npsrcEL vd xdvETEj "Av -SeAete
vd pCJTpaETE Tl'rtOTE, pCOT pOT £ TO TGjpU.

TuptoTE Tupa OTp aeAtba 1 hl ho l paoTE lte v'dpxtcoupe. "ETOipoij

(UB. Actually, this is a picture of what the Master Sheet looked
like. The transcription of examples enclosed in square brackets

(e.g. [meri]) as well as the correct response (e.g. 'Op^p arcoHpLaps

BoAte tov huhAo yupco and to F) were on the Master Sheet and heard
on tape hut did POT appear on the Students' Instructions Sheets;

neither did the indications in parentheses which showed the interval

of time between the end. of one item (along with the correot response

accompanying it) and the beginning of the next one.) ' 1
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PART II - SECTION I

MASTER SHnET

1. [zwel] 39. [entrans] 77* [swel]
2. [8is vS li] 40. [saga] 78. [distaggwiS]
3. [6is y*e] 41. [eggl^tik] 79« [misreprizent]
4» [ aendoanim] 42. [zwel] 80. [znnb]
5* [tdnd] 43. [5iz wdl] 8l. [ae ntoanim]
6. [znob] 44. [ se ndoanim] 82. [Knips]
7- [sirjk] 45. [Adastse nd] 83. [ebirikal]
8. [misdirekt] 46. [zlfp] 84. [igresiv]
9- [dizlaik] 47« [Kb] 85. [entrans]
10. [Adres] 48. [igzambl] 86. [mizbraan]
li. [igzambl] 49. [& doanim] 87. [ebirikal]
12. [8iS V33 li] 50. [misbiheiv] 88. [mizbiheiv]
13. [6is draijk] 51. [eggoamiam] 89. [egklatik]
14- [sage] 52. [6is vaeli] 90. [siijga]
15. [mizneim] 53. [tend] 91. [dizmemba]
16. [tent] 54. [zwel] 92. [egglatik]
17. [ sag] 55- [empirikal] 93. Lmizgaidid]
18. [igzabl] 56. [saga] 94. [zlip]
19. [mizdirekt] 57. [sxyu] 95« [dismemba]
20. [ ae b aesada] 58. [S^g] 96. [siga]
21. [ted] 59. [embirikal] 97* [misbraan]
22. [ssyu] 60. [sn»b] 98. [tenda]
23. [eijkdamiam] 61. [smol] 99» [6iz dragk]
24. [ebarikal] 62. [tddativ] 100. [misneim]
25. [entrans] 63. [imbroidari] 101. [ibroidari]
26. [distagwi^] 64. [endrans] 102. [mizreprizent]
27. [ & doanim] 65. [dizmemba] 103. [dizgreis]
28. [e goamiam] 66. [endrans] IO4. [8iz wdl]
29. [Andastse nd] 67. [aembad sad a] IO5. [6is drirjk]
30. [distagwiB] 68. [swel] 106. [mizbiheiv]
31. [D-Aba] 69. [zmol] 107. [tentatfv]
32. [sag]- 70. [Si^g] 108. [6is y*a]
33. [ se bae sada] 71. [ted] 109. [tentativ]
34. [snub] 72. [Kmb] 110. [Kmba]
35. [ se ntoanim] 73. [6is wdl] 111. [tedativ]
36. [misdirekt] 74. [entrans] 112. [Andres]
37. [disti^gwi^] 75. [slip] 113. [8iz yaa]
38. [ebirikal] 76. [ ae doanim] 114. [6iz drirjk]



115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125
126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153.
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tent] 154. [embarikal] 193. [sage]
IjAmb] 155. [sag] 194. [egglatik]
dismemba] 156. [Andres] 195. [igzabl]
tendativ] 157. [64s wol] 196. [sag]
mizbraan] 158. [1Kb] 197. [eggbamiam]
iggresiv] 159. [teda] 198. [mizbraan]
mizbiheiv] 160. [smol] 199. [mizneim]
endrans] 161. [dizlaik] 200. [misbiheiv]
bis dragk] 162. [ 3lba] 201. [misreprizent]
D/ba] 163. [ s*qg] 202. [misgaidid]
tendativ] 164. [84 s yaa] 203. [endrans]
snnb] 165. [misgaidid] 2O4. [sagk]
Siljs] 166. [misneim] 205. [mizneim]
empirikal] 167. [Andastse nd] 206. [igzampl]
Sir}] 168. [ JjAmba] 207. [misbiheiv]
&ndoanim] 169. [tent] 208. [slip]
imbroidari] 170. [disgreis] 209. [zmbl]
eglatik] 171. [sarjga] 210. [bjCmb]
tedativ] 172. [igzambl] 211. [igzambl]
b'Ab] 173. [igresiv] 212. [biz V® li]
misbiheiv] 174. [ae mbab sad a] 213. [sigk]
ibroidari] 175. [dismemba] 214. [distagwiH]
igzampl] 176. [mizbraan] 215. [zmol]
disgreis] 177- [^Amp] 216. [dizlaik]
egkoami am] 178. [disgreis] 217. [tenda]
misgaidid] 179. [tendativ] 218. [biz dragk]
eglatik] 180. [Kmpa] 219. [teda]
smol] 181. [ae bee sada] 220. [dizmemba]
emparikal] 182. [slip] 221. [embarikal]
Adast^nd] 183. [sagk] 222. [sit}]
embarikal] 184. [erjklatik] 223. [ ae mb ee s ad a]
swel] I85. [misbraan] 224. [tbnd]
distaggwaB] 186. [teda] 225. [mizgaidid]
misbraan] 187. [mizdirekt] 226. [igresiv]
zlfp] 188. [3Ab] 227. [sig]
mizreprizent] 189. [bis yaa] 228. [dislaik]
dizmemba] 190. [emparikal] 229. [disgreis]
bis wol] 191. [misreprizent] 230. [ted]
Adastge nd] 192. [biz yaa] 231. [syu]



232

233

234

235

236

237

238

239

24P

241

242

243

244

245

246

247

248
249

250

251

252

253

254

255

256

257

258
259
260

261

262

263

264

265
266

267

268

269
270
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eggoHmiem] 271. [misbraan] 310. [erjglitik]
siijka] 272. [smol] 311. [igzabl]
tentativ] 273- [distagwi^] 312. [syu]
Adres] 274- [IKmp] 313. [2lip]
biz yia] 275- [6iz yia] 314. [mizgaidid]
misdirekt] 276. [tedativ] 315. [dislaik]
erjgd«mi am] 277- [iggresiv] 316. [6iz wol]
Andast send] 278. [tenda] 317. [dizgreis]
as bae sad a] 279- [Andastaend] 318. [saga]
siijka] 280. [misdirekt] 319. [erjglitik]
ego«miam] 281. [Andres] 320. [mizreprizent]
sirjg] 282. [ ae ntoanim] 321. [Adres]
slip] 283. [sn»b] 322. [zmol]
zwdl] 284. [misneim] 323. [3-amba]
egdamiam] 285. [mizgaidid] 324. [Andres]
zn£b] 286. [mizbiheiv] 325. [imbroidari]
tdntativ] 287. [syu] 326. [erjglatik]
iijgresiv] 288. [eglitik] 327. [tent]
JjAmb] 289. [ ae b ae s ad a] 328. [eyko&miam]
ae ndoanim] 290. [ibroidari] 329. [mizdirekt]
znjob] 291. [3Amp] 330. [6iz wol]
distiggwiS] 292. [igzampl] 331. [8iz vae li]
igzabl] 293. [dislaik] 332. [dizgreis]
ambroideri] 294- [mizneim] 333. [Adast s6 nd]
misneim] 295. [igzambl] 334. [swel]
6is wol] 296. [ D-wnba] 335. [teda]
ibroidari] 297. [ted] 336. [Andres]
sigka] 298. [ 3Amp a] 337. [biz vse li]
6iz vee li] 299. [ siqga] 338. [dismembe]
ae dounim] 300. [e^glatik] 339- [IjAba]
3Amp a] 301. [ ae ntounim] 340. [syu]
8iz drigk] 302. [mizdirekt] 341. [tend]
sxyu] 303. [misgaidid] 342. [sin]
tendativ] 304. [6is vae li] 343. [s%ka]
tenda] 305. [irjgresiv] 344. [igresiv]
sirja] 306. dizgreis] 345- [sirjga]
egoumiam] 307. [misreprizent] 346. [6iz drank]
dizlaik] 308. [3aqp] 347. [dislaik]
sxyu] 309. [mizreprizent] 348. [eijkoumi am]
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0N0MA

NAME
C6YAA0 AFT AMTHP.EQN

(Answer Sheet)

F 27 i

F 28.

F 29.

F 30.

F 31.

F 32.

F
!

33.

F ! 34.

F 35-

F 1 36.

F 37.

F 38.

F 39.

F 40.

F 41.

F 42.

F 43.

F 44.

F 45.

F 46.

F 47.

F 48.

F 49.

F 50.

F
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(PART II - MEPOS II - TMHMA II (instructions)
SECTION II)

OAHriEZ

'
0 na9eva<; aa<; exe 1 tdpa pnpoaxd xou eva "cpuAAo dnavxi^aeiov "

rtou eivai upi9prip£vo and to 1 gw<; to 92. 2e Aiyo da dnouaexe
92 Ae£,ei<;. 'H i'&ia cpiovr) 9a npocpepei o\sq xlc, Ae£ei<;. Mepinec;
an'aute; xi<; Ae^eic; 9'uhouoxouv onooc; ccHpipwc; 9'aHOuyovxav av
xic npdfepe eva<; "AyfAoi;* a'avxr\ xf]v nep Cnx coat] iaeZc, da npenei
vd or)pe icoaexe evav huhAo yupoo and to ypdppa E nou dnapxei
6et,id and nd9e api9po ; exai (e) . (To ypdppu E anpaivei
"ENGLISH"). O'dnouaxouv opwc; nat Ae^eic; nou 9d exouv uanoiov
"£evind" rixo peaa xou<;* oxav anouaexe pia xexoia AeE.r), 9d
npenei vd pdAexe evav hukAo yupu dno to ypdppa F nou
tinapxeL 6e4 id dno xov naOe api9po axo tpuAAo xcov anavxi^aewv s
exai (Ey . (To ypappa F aripaivet "FOREIGN"). T^v Ka9e Ae£r]
9a xf\v dnouaexe MONO MIA $OPA yi'auxo 9a npenei vd eiaxe
npoaenx iho i. Mexa and nd9e AeE,r) nou 9'dnouxe 9a peaoAaPei
apnenoQ xP°vo^ y-d vd npoAapaivexe vd aripe idvexe xr\v andvxr]-
arj oa;.

Aooaxe pidv anavxr\csr\ yid o A e c, xdt; Ae£ei<; eaxoo ni'av
5ev etaxe anoAuxa aiyoupoi yea xdv op9dxnxa xtk.

Ilpoae^xe xcopa xd aKdAou9a nc.po.5e lypaxa ;

1. [lent] 'Opd-n dndnpLaris (E) F (2")
'H Ae^r) nou dnouaaxe 5ev elxe naveva ^evtno axotxeto

peaa xri<;* exai paAape xov huhAo yupu dno xd ypdppa E

2. [lent9] ,0p9'n dnonpiarj: E (iP) (2")
To xcAoq xrjq. Ae£r]<; nou dnouaaxe npoq>ep9t]He pe £,£viho

xpono* exai puAape xov huhAo yupw and xd ypdppa F .

ZriM-E tuari : "av dAAd^exe yvdpr) kul 9eAi^aexe vd diaypdi^exe
pidv dndvxr)ot} yid vd odaexe pidv aAAr|v, ndvxe
xo dx; e£,rja, s

'AhoAou9ouv 6 dndpr] napabeiypaxa yid e^danr|arj au;. Auxi]
xt] cpopd 9d npenei eaeT^ vd appe icoaexe xi]v dndvxriar] nou
9eoopeixe acoaxr) pd^ovxac; xov huhAo dvaAoyu yupoo and xd E
f] yupu dno xd F . 'Acpou aripeiwaexe xov huhAo eixe yupco
dno xd E eixe yupoo and xd F, 9a dnouaexe xr\ oa>axr\ dnavxr}ot]
yia vd xr\ auyupivexe pe xr\ binr\ aac; nou I'aioc; xPei-aaTe^
vd xr\ 6iop9(daexe pe xov xpono nou e E,-nyr]aape.
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Ilapa&e lypaTa

3. [bend] E F Opdrj anoHpcaqs
BuAte tov huhAo yupoo ano xo E , (2")

4. [monirj] E F ' Op-frq anoup 1 or) 5
BaAre -tov huhAo yupw ano to E . (2")

5« [lvniijk] E F ' Opdp unoHpiar);
BaAre tov kuhAo yupw and to F . (2")

6. [lsemp] E F 'Op-&q dnoHpiar):
BuAte tov hukAo yupw and to E . (2")

7• [kd«m] E F ' 0p-9q dndup tor) s
B<£Ate tov hukAo yupoj and to E . (2")

8. [leemb] E F 'OpOrj dnoHptaris
Bc'Ate tov huhAo yupw and to F .

'And 6w ut uaTEpa be 3d act; Several 7) ouott) anaviqaq ,

(2")

"Av Sev npoAa(3ET£ vd cripe iwaeTE q vd 6cop-&cjaET£ piav dndvTr)-
ar) ppv to oke cpT e ot £ na-&dAou y luti auTo pTcopei vd aac, enq-

peaaei hgll vd hc'vete hi aAAa Aadt] aif\ auvsxeia.

MH TYPIZETE AKOMH EEAIAA . 0a octc rtto eyw tote vd to mixvete.

KaraAapaivets a h p 1 p aj q tl irpertei vd navETEj "Av -&eAet£
vd pU)TT)OET £ Tl'nOTE, ptJTrjoTE TO TtJpa.

J / /

TuptoTE Twpa ott) osAiSu 1 hi ETOipaaTEiTE v'dpxiooupe. "ETOipoij

(NB. Actually, this is a picture of what the Master Sheet looked
like. The transcription of examples enclosed in square brackets

(e.g. [bend]) as well as the correct response (e.g. '0p3i^ dnonptap:
BaAre tov huhAo yupco dno to E ) were on the Master Sheet a.nd heard
on tape but did NOT appear on the Students' Instructions Sheets

neither did the indications in parentheses which showed the interval

of time between the end of one item (along with the correct response

accompanying it) and the beginning of the next one.)
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FART III - SECTION I

STUDENT TRAINING SHEET

1. simple arcXoc; 32. thump ypoDid
2. symbol aup0oA.o 33« tent avx Canrivo

3. jump nrjbripa 34* tend xe Cvco

4- thumb avx Cxe l Polq 35• bank T parcela

5- amplify £v lcrxuto 36. bang dnoxopoc; xpoxoc;

6. emblem ^ (up A.r| pa 37« bumper npocpu A.axxrjpa<;
7. pumps avx Auec; 38. bomber popPapb loxlho
8. thumbs &vxCxe LP£P 39* tenter hAcuctlo yia anAxvpa

9. entomology £vxopoA.oy Ca pouxmv

10. endanger Pa£,to cje 40. tender xpucpepot;
xCv&uvo 41. banking xpane£ lx lhec, Ipyaaiec;

li. cent exaxoaxo 42* banging xAuivovxae; pe xpoxo

5oA\apC ou 43. slave anA-dpof;
12. send axe A.vw 44. sleep unvo<;

13. sentry cppoupoc; 45. sleeve pav LH1

14- laundry pouxa yta 46. small pixpoc;
nA.ua i po 47. smell pupwbid

15. tents avx CoH-qva. 48. smoke xanvoc;

16. bends ax pocpet; 49* snob t,e vopavriP

17. blanket Hou0epxa 50. snore poxaA. C
18. engagement appapuvuc; 51. snow x10 v 1.

19- sink 52. swell nprj^opa 1

20. sing x payoubw 53. sweep axoun C

21. bankrupt XpetoKonT}- 54. swine youpouv1

pe voq 55« sue £ vaym

22. angry Dupcope voc; 56. suit xoaxoupt

23. (he) thinks vopi'Ce i,

••*3-<\j things npapaxa

25. comb XX e va

26. jumper pnA.ou£a

27- comber ^avxixrj prix«vh

(Aavapa)

28. centre xevxpo

29. sender anooxoAeai;

30. sinker nou PuRC^et,
31. singer x payoub iaxr|<;



(PART III -
SECTION I)

MEPOS TPITO - TMHMA IIPQTO

OAHTIEE

(Instructions)

Ee Atyo d'aHOuaexe 224 'EAAqv iheq Ae^elc; q cppaaetc;. Kade
Ae£q rj cppaaq da KHOuaiei MIA MONO §OPA y-'auxo da npene i vd
elaxe npoaenx iko l . 'h nddE Ae£q q cppdaq pexacppa^exai, povo-
Aehx ua ax''ayyatha oxlq eibiHec; aeAfoec; nou aac, eboiaa* av
x i q peAexqaaxe da npenei, va pnopeixe va neixe ox''ayyAlh(X
auxo nou avtouxe axa 'EAAqvina x ^ P ^ ^ v d h o p n i -
a t, e x £ . 'Apeawc; poAic; anouoexe pid 'EAAqvinq Ae£q q
cppaaq neaxe xqv avxtaxoi-xq 'Ayy^-1'11! XTK pexacppaaq.

Aojoxe pidv andvxnaq yid oAec x ic Ae£eic q aoaasic, nou
r. > > 7 1 (? Tr 4-T "f ' 1 I ' f . _ > ,, 1 " 7 7
d avtouosxs eoxo) hi av bev eLoxe anoAuxa pepaioi, yia xqv
opdoxqxa xrp;.

IIpoaE^xE xwpa xa anoAouda napabeiypaxa s

1. (Aapna) 'Opdq pexdcppaaq % LAMP

2. (4uAau'Opdq p'exdcppaaq s IMPRISON

'AnoAoudouv 6 anopq napabeCypaxa yea e^danqarj aac,. Auxq
xrj cpopa da npensL eaeZc, vd neixe xq pexdcppaaq. Mexa dno
needs 'EAAqv ivtq Ae£q q cppdaq nou da dvtouxe da peaoAa(3et
apnexoc; xpdvoc; Y^d vd npoAaPaivexs vd Aexe xqv 'AYYAinq
xq<; pexacppaaq. Exrj auvcxei-cc, nat povo ytd xa enopeva 6
nupabeCypaxa, da aac; buvexai entaqc; vtaC i) acoaxq 'AYYAuvq
pexdcppaaq.

3. ©upcopevoc; (STUDENT RESPONSE)
'

Opdq pexdg>paaq s ANGRY

4. ndpxa (STUDENT RESPONSE)
'

Opdq pexacppaaq : DOOR

5. ExeAvco (STUDENT RESPONSE)
'

Opdrj pexdcppaaq s SEND

6. Texpabio (STUDENT RESPONSE)
'

Opdq pexdcppaaq § NOTEBOOK

7. Toupouvi (STUDENT RESPONSE)
'

Opdq pexdcppaaq s SWINE

3to©co (STUDENT RESPONSE)
'

Opdq pexdcppaaq s AUNT

'Ano bto hi uaxepa be da aac; bivexat q 'AYY^ttN pexdcppaaq.

KaxuAaPu t vexe d h p i gut; xi' npenei vd huvexej "Av
deAexe va pcoxqosxE x tnoxE, pcoxqaxe xo xcopa.

Eiaxe exo i poi xdpa v ' apxlaoupe

(iJB. All ei/=cht examples were done orally. The Students' Instructions
sheets were left blank in the respective spaces. The Greek word and

the correct response were heard from tape.)
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PART III - SECTION I

MASTER SHEET

1. xpucpepoc; 56. OHOuni'Cw
2. appaPcovac; 37« dnAoc;
3. nrj5r]pa 58. Rupcopevoc;

4. rtpapaxa 39« ^avTiuri prixavrj (Aavapa)
5. Ypo-&ia 40. ^evopavpc;
6. Rupwpe vot; 41 . £v LGXUO)

7. aupPoAo 42. Houpepxa
8. popPapSIOTIMO 43. xpane£a
9. PuR C £to 44* noupepxa
10. MOOTOU p L 45* &vxCxe 1 P£P

11. Xxeva 46 . &VX CGHT)V 0

12. RupwpevoQ 47* ^vayw
13. nanvoc; 48. ^avx ikt) prix^vfi (Aavctpa)
14- rtou pu&Ctei 49« £viaxuw
15. dvx XCec, 50. xL°vL

1 6. auppoAo 51 . crupPoAo

17. euaxooTO SoAAapCou 52. npocpuAaHxrjpac;
18. avx Cxe1 pel 53* dvxCaHTjva
19. XpecjHonripe VOQ 54« pouxa yia nAuatpo
20. x payou6£3 55* nanvoq

21 . TtAaiabo yict anAcopa pouxwv 56. dvx Cxe Lpat;

22. £ vayco 57* Pd£cu ae KLV6UVO

23. poxaAt^co 58. GKOunC^co

•C\1 £ v ICTXUCO 59« anoGxo^a;

25. &ppaPa>vat; 60. npaypaxa

26. oxeXvu 61 . npocpuAaux'npat;

27- pox<x\C4w 62. pouxct yia nAuoipo

28. avx Canriva 63. dvxACet;

29- pupco6 ia 64. XPewKon-ppevo;

30. unvo; 65. HouPepxa

31 • pn\ou£a 66. youpouvt,

32. pinpoc; 67. TiAaxGLO y La anAwpa poux^v

33. Pu-9 L £fc) 68. p&4oj ae vav&uvo

34. XpewKonripe vop 69. pupw5t,a

35- axoox oAeat; 70. £vigxuw
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71. cppoupoi; 109. avxixei-pac;

72. pnAoubot 110. pu pub la
75 ♦ ocvtA.L£<; 111. poppapbioxiKO
74» inaiooto boAAapiou 112. npdypaxa
75. dvxix£LPe<i 113. pdbu 0£ Hivouvo

76. nlvxpo 114. x payoubw
77* nptn^opat 115. xeivu

78. youpouvL 116. rtpfibopu i,

79. xpayoub laxrjc; 117. 4 poupoc;
80. anoiopoQ npoxoc, 118. vop1 be l
a1 . dvx loh,|vo 119. xpayoub lctxt')<;
82. LX£ L p£<; 1 20. appapwvac;
83. tiou pu-&C4ei 121. dnoxopoc, vtpoxoc;

84. avi CaHr|va 122. axIXvu

85- anXoc; 123. m.A.e l vovxac; pi npoxo

36. oxpocp£<; 124. ypo-Sia
8 7* evayco 125. x panob lh£c; ipyaoleq
88. npoqjuXaH-rnpac; 126. anounCbu
89. poxa.a.L4w 127- UTXVOQ

90. anXapo<; . 12o. anoxopot; npoxot;

91 . x payoub icrx-pc; 129. Ivayoa
92. dvxXtet; 130. ouXapoi;
93. nXataio ytd artAxopa poux^v 131. ixpotpuXaHxripai;
94« OHOunC^w 132. EvxopoXoy lu

95* ypoQia 133. X1°v L

96. eppXripa 134. X^evc-

97* pouxct yia nAuaipo 1 55 « pe-d L bw
98. Tipbripa 136. cppoupo^

99« pxvtpoc; 137. poppapbiaxlho
100. youpouvi, 138. HOOXOUpL

1 01 . dvx lxe L 139. xpucp£po<;

102. Houpepxa 140. xpayoubw

103. ccnoaxoXeuc; 141. vopt be i.

104. axpocp£<; 142. TcXaLato y id driXupa pouxwv

1 05 • xe Cvoj 143. pouxa y la nXuoipo
1 06. pu pcob 1 a 144- appcxPuvup

107* avxia.-tpvo 145* HEvxpo

108. bovopavrjc; 1 46. pav l !i l
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1 47. e|i(3A.r|pa 186.
148. xpucpep6<; 187.
149. evxopoAoy la 188.
1 50. cupP 0A.0 1 89•
151. xPe(jJHC)7XTlPE V°P 190.
152. ^avxiHT) prixavri (Aavapa) 191.
153- 9uptopevo<; 192.
154. Hooxoupi 193.

155. xpane£itixe^ Ipyaaie^ 194«
1 56. anXoc, 1 95 •

157. eppAripa 196.
158. xiiva. 197.

159. Gxpocpet; 198.
160. ^evopavpt; 199«
161. xe 1 voo 200.

162. xpayou&to 201.

163. oxpocpep 202.

164» xpane£ lx lmeq ipyaotec, 203.
165. unvot; 204.

166. ep.pXr|pa 205.

167. nAeCvovxac; pe npoxo 206.
168. xpayou6 Loxrjc; 207-

169. pnAou^a 208.

178. hAeivovtcic, pe npoxo 209.

171• vopC£e1 210.

1 72 . nrj&ripa 211.

173. 9upwpevoQ 212.

174. E,avxt.Kii pnxavl1 (iGvapa) 213.
175. Pav *-H1 214.
176. cppoupoc, 215.
177. npfi^opai, 216.
178. Enaxooxo SoAAapCou 217*
179. petv Chi 218.
1 80. npctypaxa 219*
1 81 . xpucpepop 220.
182. anXoq , 221 .

183. XPeajHOnrIM-£V°P 222.
184. x%e\>a 223.
185. vopC£e1 224.

GnAapot;

dnoxopop Hpoxoc;

youpouv1

£e vopavrjt;

pinpoc;

axeXvw

ghAapex;

Pai;to oe hCv&uvo

xpane^ ix ike; £pyaatec,
evxopoAoy Ca

pnAou^a
£vx opoAoy Ca
dvx Cght]va

MEVXpO

nprj^opa t,

poxaA C 4 to

pav Chi
anoox oAeac,

X l 6v L

unvcx;

nanvoQ

X l ov i,

xpane^a

ypo-9 La

poppapbiGx 1, ho

OtVX l OHT| v o

HEVXpO

x pane Cot

HOOXOUpt

nanvop

hXe ivovxai; pe npoxo

x e C vu

avx Cxe L PaP

nou pu9C£et
ccnoox oAeac;

enaxooxo 6oAAapCou
x pane £a

nrj&r] pa
oxe Avto
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PART III - ALL SECTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE JUDGES

The Production part of this experiment consists of three sec¬

tions. In Section I the students are given a number of spoken Greek

words and are asked to give a fluent translation of each in English.

In Section II the students hear a number of Greek sentences and are

asked again to record a fluent translation of each in English. The

students have previously been trained in the translation of these

items through special training sheets containing the material to be

tested? so they should be familiar with it at the time of testing.
In both sections what is being tested is student vocal production

of (a) [+nasal][+stop], and (b) _/s/[+voiced consonant] English se¬

quences! these sequences are examined both within words and across

y>rords. Section III is a further attempt to test student production

of /a/[+voiced consonant] English sequences! this time the material
is disguised as a. grammatical exercises cued by the parenthesized

words and also by the singularity or plurality of the relevant noun

in each sentence, the student is asked to give a fluent rendering
of each sentence after having silently decided on this, these, those.

What you, as judges, are requested to do is to decide whether the
'sibilant' terminating these 'demonstratives' is differentiated or

pronounced identically in this environment.

You have been given a scoring sheet with the translations ex¬

pected of the students. On this sheet the relevant sequences have

been concatenated for your convenience, like this; "this^boy". Now,
you are to please listen carefully to student renderings separately

per item, per section. Please pay close attention to the relevant

(marked) sequence which is being tested each time. Ignore all other

aspects of the pronunciation of the item you hear - such as pronun¬

ciation of other consonants and vowels, speed, and prosodic features.

You would probably prefer to locate on your sheet the problematic

area of each item before you listen to its production on tape so

you may concentrate on this area only.

It is essential that idiosyncratic features be taken into ac¬

count in rating. For example, if a student consistently partially

'devoices' a regular /z/ in his speech, he cannot be expected to
make the mistake of fully 'voicing' the /s/ before a voiced consonant*
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if the z_ in razor sounds like something between a [s] and a [z],
then the s in this razor (which is hypothesised as erroneously

voiced before a voiced consonant) will probably also sound like

something between a [s] and a [z].
Please rate student performance of the critical sequences as

either 'acceptable' (if it is perfect or near perfect English) or

'unacceptable' (if it has Greek traces in it). It is important that
ALL ITEMS BE RATED and that each item be rated after ODE SINGLE

hearing. The items are, of course, numbered identically on both the

tape and your scoring sheet. If you regard the sequence in question

as 'Acceptable', write an A in the space provided at the right of

the relevant item. Otherwise, write a U in this space. If you find

that a student has produced a word/sentence which is completely dif¬
ferent from that predicted in your own sheet, do not write anything
in the blank.

You will now hear three sets of examples (one for each section
of Part III) which are meant to help you to establish standards for

rating differences. Each set is divided into (i) items the critical

part of which is pronounced 'acceptably1, and (ii) items which con¬

tain an 'unacceptable' sound sequence. As the 'answer' appears after

each student response, you do not have to do anything but listen at
this stage.

Finally, after you have listened to these examples, you will
hear some practice student-renderings which are to be rated on the

special 'Practice Rating-Sheet' provided. Listen to each item and

then rate it as explained. When you have finished rating the prac¬

tice tape, we shall compare your ratings to see whether and how they

differ from one another.

If there are any questions, please ask them - now or as you

work with the practice tape.
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STUDENT1S NAME sJTOGE^SJATING_SHEET
JUDGE'S NAMEs

TTT _ SECTION.—I

1. teller —

2. engagement
3. juigP —

4. things
5. thump —-v

V*»

6. angry .—

7. symbol —

8. bomber
___

9. sinky
^

10. suit
—

11. comb
__

12. an^ry _

13. smoke
__

14. sinker
„

15. pumps

16. symbol

17. cent

18. thumbs

19. bankrupt

20. sing

21. tenter

22. sue
V)

23. snore

24. amplify
25. engagement
26. send.

27. snore

28. tents

29. smell

30. sleep

31. jumper

32. small

33. sink

34. bankrupt

35. sender

36. sweep

37. simple
38. anpry __—

39. comber „

40. snob ■ __—

41. amplify

42. blanket

43. bank

44. blanket

45. thumbs _—

46. tent
___

47 • sue
__

48. comber
_—

49. amplify

50. snow
__

51. symbol
_

52. bumper

53. tents __

54. laundry _

55. smoke
_

56. thumb
_

57. endanger _

58. sweep

99. sender

60. things
61. bumper

62. laundry
63. pumps
64. bankrupt

65. blanket

66. swine

67. tender
68. endanger
69. smell

70. amplify
71. sentry

72. jumper

7 3, pumps
74. cent

___

75„ thumbs —

76. centre

77. swell

78. swine
__

1

79. singer _

80. ban£ „

81. "tenj
82. th-uxobs

_

83. sinker
_

84. tents

85. simple .

86. bends

87. sue

88. bumper

89. spore
90. sjave
91. singer
92. pumps
93. tenter

94. sweep

95. thump
96. emblem

97. laundry

98. junp
99. small

100. swine

101. thumb

102. blanket

103. sender

104. bends

105. tend.

106. smell

107. tent

108. spob
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109. thumb

HO. smell

Hi. bomber

2-12. thii^s
213. endanger

2-24. 3ing
215• tend

216. swell

227. sentry

218, (he)' thinks
15• singer

120. engagement

121. bang

122. send

223. banging-
124. thump

1^5. banking
226. sweep

127. sj-eep
128. bang
229. sue

vy

130, slave

231. bumper
132. ®otcnology

133. snow
Vw

134. comb,
_

135. sink
va

23b. sentry

137. bomber

238. suit
V/

133. tender

240. sinp-
242. (he) thinks _

i i

2-42 . tentor
V-. __

143 » laundry

144. engagement
243. centre

V/

2-46# sleeve

——— 247. emblemvW

—— 248. tender
149. entomology

—150. symbol
2-51 • bankrupt
152. comber

——— 153. angry
•—— 154. suit

153» banking

156. simple
———— 257. emblem
—— 158. comb
—159. bencj.s

—. 160. s2iobw

— 2^1. tend
162. sing

— I63. bendsVwA ^

164. bankinp

265. sleep

— 166. emblem
— 167. bailing
— 168. singer
— 169. jumper
— 170. banking

171. (he) thinks
1-72. jump
273. angry

174. comber
vy

175. sleeve

276. sentry

177. swell

178. cent
v ,

179. sleeve
w

loO. things
V_> . _ . .

28l, -c ender
w

182, simple
l<->3. bankrupt

loZ,., combo
185. (ho) thinks

— 186, slave
—__ I87. bang
—188, swine
——189. snob
—_ 190. small

291. send

192. slave

—>—«. 193. endanger
194. banking

—135 • entomology
. 196. jumper

——— 197. entomology
—^ 298. tents
——199. centre
—200. swell
——. 201. snore

202. sleeve

203. sender

20k. snow

205. sleep
206. smoke

207. snow

^ 208. bank
„ 209. thump
„ 210. bomber<->

213. tent
w

21'-. centre
V/

213. bank

214, suit

215 « smoke
\—'

216. banging

217. tend

218. thumb

219. sinker

220. sender

221. cent

222. bank
V _

223. jumpO
224. send
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PART III - SECTION II

STUDENT TRAINING SHEET

1. Iloao <4>i"iA.6q elvai autoq 6 xoix°A*
i

- How high is this wall?

2. S'dpecrei, auxp p prcupaj
- Do you like this "beer?

3. Zei axri cpxwxeia.

- He lives in poverty.

4' Ta pwpa hoipouvxcu as npeppaxdnt,a .

- Babies sleep in cots.

5* BaAe auxo xo pd£o ndvco oxo xpane£,u
- Put this vase on the table.'

6. Auxp p cpcovrj pou cpcuvexai yvwaxr).

- This voice sounds familiar.

7. Bptcwexai oe uivbuvo.
- He is in danger.

8. THpDe auxonpooamox;,

- He came in person.

9. BaAxo ndvw-ndvco.
- Put it on top.'

10. Auxp p yp elvai tco\u eutpopt).

- This land is very fertile.

11. Auxo xo DpavCo eivai 6lh6 pou,

- This desk is mine.

12. Tov yvwpiCeic; auxov xov dvDpcono .

- Do'you know this man?

13. To £epco auxo T*ayopi.
- I know this boy.

14. As p'dpeaei, auxp p pouaunp.

- I don't like this music.

15. Aoapou auxo xo Hixpivo poAupi.
- Give me this yellow pencil.'
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16. "Avoids ctuTrj xfjv duAonopTa.
Open this gate J

17» SHOTW'OriHe atrj paxD •

He was killed in battle.

18. Zel pe bveoeiQ.
He lives in comfort.

19. Nop.C£u) n&Q Qci t'&yopdaoj auto to pa&l otptuvo.
I think I'll buy this radio.

20. Aev Tuoxeuouv oto 0e6.

They don't believe in God.

21. "Avoids auxp xrjv nopra.

Open this door!

22. E'apeaei auxoc; o nr\noc,5
- Do you like this garden?

23. ITAr|pdi-9r}He ere xPUCT(*cpL.

He was paid in gold.

24. Tpv exei-Q btapdoei auxrj Tpv dvacpopa*
Have you read this report?

25. Autoq o veapot; elvaL tioAu ££unvo<;.
This young man is very clever,

26. "Akou auxo to OopuPo,

Listen to this noise!

27. Eivou xPE^PEvop.

He is in debt.

28. T6 £epw cc6t6 to 8vo|ia.
I know this name.

29. Mevouv a'dvT CoHriva.
They live in tents.

30. Aev xrj £epto autrj tpv xupia,
I don't know this lady.

31. 'EAaxe hno 6c5, napaxaAu.
Come this way, please!

32. BaAxo ai Ppaaxo vep6.
Put it in boiling water!
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(PART III - MEPOE 1PITO - TMHMA AEYTEPO (instructions)
SECTION II)

OAHriEE

Ee XCyo 9'dnouoexe 128 'EXXpv lk£q npoxdoeie, arto pid (popd
xpv ma9e npoxaap yc'auxo -9a npenei, vd eloxe npoaenx iho c. *H
hu9e npoxuap adc, exe t bo9ei pexacppaapevr) ax''AYYA.LHa ere
ei6lhe<; aeXCbec,• av xlq pEXexpauxe, 9a pnopeaexE xpv 7tpo-
xaor) nou 9'anoucrexe oxa 'EAApvind va xpv pexa<ppdaexe naif
vd xpv neixe ax^AYY^md v d Hopnidce-
xe p vd axapaxpaexe ytd va OHeepxeTxe.

Acooxe ptd YPRYQPP pexdcppaap y id oAec; xiTt; npoxdaeic, nou
9a (Xhouoexe eoxw hi dv bev elaxe dnoAuxa pepulol ytd xpv
6p9oxpxa xp<;.

IIpoaE^xe xwpa x'aHoXou9a nupabe Cypctxa %

1. "Exw 4paei, c'auxo xo anixi.

'0p9p pexdcppaap % I've lived in this house.

2. Ta £epei,<; ekeIva x'dYdpcaj
'0p9p pexa9paap ; Do you know those hoys?

'AhoAou9ouv 6 anopp napabe Cypaxa yid e£daHpap aat;. Auxp
xti qpopa 9a npenec eaeiQ vd helxe xp acoaxp pexacppuap. Mexa
and nd9e 'EAApvcnp npoxaor) 9a peaoAapei dphexoc; xpovo^ Yi-d
vd npoXdpEXE vd neixe xpv 'AYY^ttp tRC pexaqjpaap. Exp auve-
Xetcc , nat povo yia xd dnopeva 6 napabe Cypaxa, 9a ode, btve-
xai encapc; naC t) acoaxrj 'AYY^mU pexdeppaap.

3. E'dpeasi auxo xd ouhhani? (STUDENT RESPONSE)
*0p9p pexa9paap s Do you like this cost?

4. ndoo anCxi. (STUDENT RESPONSE)
'

0p9rj pexdippaap ; I'm going home.

5. Tov g£poo. (STUDENT RESPONSE)'
'

0p9p pexdcppaap s I know him.

6. BaXxo ndvw axo xpane^i. (STUDENT RESPONSE)
'

0p9p pexdcppaap s Put it on the table.

7. ' AhoXou9e tax£ pe, napanaXcj. (STUDENT RESPONSE)
'0p9rj pExdcppaar) s Follow rae, please.

8. Tout; dpeoouv x'dvxCanpva. (STUDENT RESPONSE)
'

0p9p pexdcppaap i They like tents.

'And bZ hi uaxepa be 9d oac, btvexai i) AYY^I-Hr) pexdcppaap.
KaxaXapaCvexe d h p i P co q xi npenei, vd ndvexei "Av

9eXexe vd pevxpaexe xinoxe, puxpaxe xo xdpa .

Elaxe exotpoL xdpa v'dpxtuoupej

(NB. Except for the students' responses, everything else was taped.)
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PART III - SECTION II

MASTER SHEET

1. Ilocro <[>r|A6c; elv'auxot; o xoTx°P>
2. Z'dpdaei auxq q pnupaj
3. Ze~ axrj cpxujxia.
4. Ta poopa vtoipouvxai ad HpePaxavua.

5. BaAe auto to pdc.o navw axo xpand^i, •
6. Auxq q cpuvrj pou cpaCvexai yvwaxq.

7. Bpianexai ae klvSuvo.
8. THp-9e ailiTonpoouTtuQ.
9. BaAxo Ttavco-navu.

10. Atixrj q yq e^vat noAu eucpopq.

11. Ai3xq q cpwvrj pou cpaivexai, yvGoaxq.

12. Tov yvupt^ELc; auxov xov Sv-Bpamo;
13. To £dpu auxo x'dyopi.
14. Td pwpa Hoipouvxai ae HpepaxaHia.

15. Tloao 4R^d<; elv'auxoc; o tolxoqJ

16. Ad p'apeaei, auxrj q pouaiHrj.
17. Aixo to -SpavCo elvai 6lko pou.

18. Aoapou auxo xo nCxpLWO poAuPi.,
19. wAvoi£,e auxrj xqv auAonopxa.
20. Ad p'&pdaei, auxrj q pouaivrq.

21. EHOxd'S'pHe axrj paxq.-

22. Zei axq cpxwxta.

23. Z,eT pd avioeiQ.

24. BdAe auxo xo pa£o ndvco axd xpandCi,.
25. NopC^w n&Q Qa x'ayopaau aijxo x6 pa&idcpwvo.
26. Auxrj q yR elvai noAu eucpopq.

27. BdAxo ad Ppaaxo vepo.

28. Iloao 4r^-°^ etv'auxoc; o xo7x°P$

29. Tov YVWP''Ceiq auxov xov av$pcono;

30. Adv niaxeuouv axo 0eo.

31. "Avot^e auxrjv xqv auAortopxa.
32. Iloao ^qAoc; elv'auxoc; o xolxoc;;

33. A7)x6 to SpavCo elvat 6lh6 pou.

34. Adapou auxo xo Htpxivo poAuPi.
35. vAvoi£,e auxq xqv nopxa.

36. E'&pdaei. auxrj q prtupa;
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Zee air[ cpxwxea*

rHp-0e auTonpoacanwc;.

IIAripuj&riHe ae XPuaacpi.

Tov y voi)p i 1 q auxov xov av&pumoj
AiJto xo -&pav'o eivat 6lho pou.

T-pv ex£e<; beapdaei, aux-qv x-qv dvacpopd;
Auxoc, 6 veapoc; eivai rtoA.u e£unvo<;.

"Ahou auxo xo Sopupo.

Zet ax-p (pxcoxea*

Eevae XP£(JP£V°C •

Auxrj Is! qpcov-q pou cpafvexae yvcoax-n.
m / / ) / $ f *To E,epco auxo t ayopL.

Z'apeaei, olvtoq 6 vtrjno^j
nAripwdr^He ae XPUcjaqp t.

BaAxo navw-ndvoj.

To £epto auxo xo ovopa.

Mevouv a ' avx uaHTiva.

Aev x'pv £epa) auxi] xrjv nupLa.

'EAaxe duo &c5, napanaAw.

Aev niaxeuouv axo ©eo.

BaA.e auxo xo pd£o navw axo xparte^e.

SKOXw-^riHe axrj paxB*

Zee pe dveaeec;.
*Avoi£e auxi^ xrjv nopxa.

Z'dpeaei auxoc; o nr\noc,:

Ta poopa noipouvxai as Kpepaxavau.
Aev niaxeuouv axo Geo.

Ti^v Ix£ tc; biapdaei auxrj x-pv avacpopd}
BaAxo ae Ppaaxo vepo.

2'dpeaei auxq r| pnupaj

BaAxo ndvco-ndvto.

Eevae xP£0JP£VO^«

Aux-p Is! YB elvae noAu e{5cpopr).
To £epw auxo x'aYopi.
Auxoc; 6 veapoc, eivat noA.u e£,unvoc;.
Elvui xP£a,P£V°^*

Z'apeaei auxo; 6 nrjnoc;;
"Avoe^e auxrj x-pv nopxa.

Aev niaxeuouv axo 0eo.
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76. "Akou cxutov tov -Sopupo.

77. THp'&e aLixorcpoaajncJc;.
78. T6 ££pu auxo to &vopa.
79 • SnoTujOr]He aTrj paxr|.

80. Tov yvcopf^eic; auxov tov av-&po)noj
81 . BdAxo a£ Ppaaxo vepo.

82. "Avol^e auxfj Trjv auAonopTa.

83. A6to to ■8-pavfo etvai 5lho pou.

84. BpCaueTcu ae hivSuvo.

85- IIAripc3-&'nKe ae XPUC®<PL.

86. Tex pwpd KOLpouvTai ae HpepaTaHia.

87. BaAe auxo to pd^o navoo oxo tpane^b.
88. Aiixop o veapop eTvai rtoAu S^imvop.
89. Zet pe &v£oelq.
90. Mdvouv a£ dvTLaxriva.

91 . AOtoq 6 veapoQ elvou noAu e£unvo<;.

92. Zef pe dveaetQ.
93. NopC^w tcwq xa t'dyopaaco auxo to pa81 ocpoovo.

94* 'EAaxe an6 6w, TtapaHCxAoj.

95« Nopi^w nwc, xa t'dyopaau auxo to pa&locpoavo.

96. Aev Trjv E,epoo auT'p Trjv HupCa.
97« To E,epw cxAto t'&yopi.
98. 2KOTd5-&r)Ke OTrj pdxB • ■

99* Aev Trjv £epw auTij Tijv nupCa.
100. Aev p'dpfaet, auTrj t] pouaivrrj.
101. BpfaHETai, ae mlvSuvo.
102. "Avoids ciuTij Trjv nopTa.

103. To £,epco auTO to ovopa.

104. Mevouv a'dvT CoK-pva.

105. Aev p'dpeaei auTij ij pouacntj.
106. BpCaneTai. ae hCvSuvo.
107. A6apou auTO to vuTpivo poAuPx.

108. "Avtou cxut6 to $opupo.

109. BdAxo ae Ppaaxo vepo.

110. S'dpeaei auroq o Hrjnoe;;
111. 'EAaxe dno Su, napctKaAS.
112. Tijv exsic; 6t,apaaei auTij Trjv dvacpopaj
113. "Avtou auTO to -96pupo.

114. rHp-&e caliTonpoaamwc;.
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115. To £epoo auto to ovopa.

116. BaAxo navoj-navw.

117» Nop'^co TidjQ -Sot -t'dyopdau) atiTO to pa61 ocpcovo.

118, "Avoids auxn T1lv auAortopxa.

119* Elvcu xP£OJM-£VO(i'

120. riAripoS-&r|H£ a£ xPua(*qpi,.

121. 'EAaxe dno 800, napaHaAoo.
122. Mevouv a' avx CaHr|va.
123. Aev ir\v £epw auxrj x-qv vtupia.

124. Aux^ r| <pwvn pou cpcavexao yvioaxri.

125. S'apeaei auxrj r| prcupaj
126. Auxr) yrj elvcu noAu eucpopri.

127. Aoapou auxo to vuxptvo poAufiU.
128. Trjv exe k 5ia(3daei auxf] xr^v avacpopa;
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JUDGE'S BATING SHEET

Expected Student Responses

STUDENT'S NAME

JUDGE'S NAMEs

PART III - SECTION II

1. How high is this wall?
2. Do you like this beer?

3. He lives in poverty.

4» Babies sleep in cots.

5« Put this^jyase on the table.'
6. This^yoice sounds familiar.
7• He is in danger.
8. He came in person.

9. Put it on top.'

10. ThisJ.and is very fertile.
11. This^voice sounds familiar.
12. Do you know this man?

13* I know this boy.
< -

14. Babies sleep in^cots.
15» How high is this^wall?
16. I don't like this music.

17* Thisjlesk is mine.
18, Give me this yellow pencili

19- Open this^jjate.'
20. I don't like this^music.
21. He was killed in battle.

22. He lives in poverty.

23. He lives in comfort.

24« Put this^vase on the tableJ
25. I think I'll buy this radio.

26. This^land is very fertile.
27• Put it in^boiling wateri
28. How high is thisjyall?
29. Do you know thisjran?
30. They don't believe in^God.
31. Open this^gate.'
32. How high is this wall?

'

33« This^cLesk is mine.
34. Give me this^yellow pencil.'
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35* Open this door.'

36. Do you like this_beer?
37* He lives in^jpoverty.
38. He came in person.

39• He was paid in^gold.
40. Do you know this man?
41. This^desk is mine.
42. Have you read this^report?
43. This^young man is very clever.
44. Listen to this noise.'

45• He lives in^poverty.
46. He is in debt.

47* This,^voice sounds familiar.
48. I know this^Jboy.
49• H° y°u like this^jjarden?
50. He was paid in^gold.
51. Put it on^topi
52. I know this^_name.
53. They live in^tents.
54* I don't know this^lady.
55• Come this^j/vay, please.
56. They don't believe in God.

57. Put this^vase on the table J
58. He was killed in battle,
59* He lives in^omfort.
60. Open this^doorJ
61. Do you like this^arden?
62. Babies sleep in cots.

63. They don't believe injlod.
64. Have you read this report?

65. Put it in^boiling waterJ
66. Do you like this^beer?
67. Put it on^topJ
68. He is in debt.

•*—)

69. This^land is very fertile.
70. I know this^boy.
71. This^young man is very clever.
72. He is in debt.
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73. Do you like this garden?

74* Open this door.'

75* They don't believe injGod.
76. Listen to thisjnoiseJ
77* He came in person.

78. I know this^name.
79* He was killed in battle.

80. Do you know this man?

81. Put it in^boiling waterJ
82. Open this^jjate.'
83« This^_desk is mine.
84. He is in^danger.
85. He was paid in^gold.
86. Babies sleep in^cots.
87. Put this_vase on the table.'
88. This young man is very clever.

89. He lives in^comfort.
90. They live indents.
91. This young man is very clever.

9.2. He lives in comfort.

93« I think I'll buy this^radio.
94* Come this^way5 please.
95* I think I'll buy thisjradio.
96. I don't know this^JLady.
97* I know this boy.

98. He was killed in batlie.

99. I don't know this^ady.
100. I don't like this music.

V_u

101. He is in danger.

102. Open this^jioori
103* I know this name.

V r"

IO4. They live in^tents.
105» I don't like this music.

106. He is in danger.

107. Give me this^jellow pencil J
108. Listen to this noise.'

V—>

109* Put it in^boiling water.'
110. Do you like this garden?
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111. Come this way, please.
112. Have you read this report?

113. Listen to this noiseJ

114. He came injperson.
115. I know this name.

'

116. Put it on top.'

117. I think I'll buy this radio
<-—'

118. Open this^ateJ
119. He is in debt.

120. He was paid infold.
121. Come this way, please.
122. They live in^tents.
123. I don't know this lady.

•C\Jr-1 This voice sounds familiar.

125. Do you like this beer?
126. This land is very fertile.

127. Give me this^jyellow pencilJ
128. Have you read this report?
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(PART III - MEP02 TPITO - TMHMA TPITO (instructions)
SECTION III)

OAHriEP

"Exete oAot xcopa pnpooxa cap dno xpeTp aeAthep pe peptndp
dAAtnetp npoxaaetp. 'H na9e pCa dn'ahxdp xtp npotaoen; &Xe L
eva nevo. To uevo auto npdnet vd oupnApplet pe pta dno xtp
Ae£etp THIS, THESE, THAT, THOSE. Aia(3aaxe atconr]Ad xrjv na9e
npoxaor] pe npoaoxh hi dnocpaataxe pe noia Ad£p -9a aupnAppco-
aexe x6 na9e hevo. "Yaxepa ndaxe xfjv npoxaar] 020 IIIO rPHTOPA
pnopetxe - -v I Houmaaexe ri va axauaxriasxe yta va aHsepxeTxe.
2HMEIQ2H % Xpr|a i pono i oupe THIS yta eva naC THESE yta noAAa

npoacona rj npaypaxa nou Pptanovxat Hovxa axov
opiArixrj (NEAR). Xpriatpono coupe THAT yta eva naC
THOSE yta noAAa npoacona rj npaypaxa nou Pptanovxat
MAKPIA dn'xov opiArixrj (FAR).

Ilpoae^xe xcopa xa &HoAou9a napahetypaxa s

1 •
________ pencil is mine. ^(NE'AR)
'0p9rj anoHpiar} % This pencil is. mine*

2. Do you know
________ girls? . (EAR)

'0p9r) artOKptari s Do you know those girls?
'AhoAou9ouv dnopp 6 napahe typaxa yia t£,aoHT)qr\ aap.Auxrj xrj

cpopa 9a npenet £aeTo va netxe xrj aupnAppcope vp npoxaap. Mexa
dno Ha9e rtpoxaari nou 9a exere net 9a dnouaexe xp atoaxrj dnonp tar).
3. Do you see man? (PAR)

'0p9rj dndHptar) : Do you see that man?
4. hoys are very young. (PAR)

'0p9rj dndnptari s Those hoys are very young.

5. Give me ________ pen, please. (PAR)
'0p9p dnoHpiori s Give me that pen, please.

6. May I use
_________ telephone? (NEAR)

'0p9rj dnonptari s May I use this telephone?
7.

_______ notebooks are mine. (PAR)
'0p9rj dnonpt or) % Those notebooks are mine.

8» I like cigarette. (NEAR)
'0p9rj anoHpiCTT) s I like this cigarette.
'Ano 6to Hat uaxepa he 9a cap hcvexat ■p acoaxp npoxaari ouxe

ypanxa ouxe npocpoptna.

Mfjv ypa^exe dnoAuxcop xtnoxe axo cpuAAo dnavxfjaecov nou cap
£xeL ho9eT.

MH TYPIZETE AKOMH 2EAIAA. 0a cap nco ^yu noxe va x6 navexe.

KaxaAapatvexe & h p i P 5 c xt npenet vd navexej "Av 9dAe-
xe vd ptoxrjaexe xtnoxe, ptoxfjaxe xo xcopa.

PupTaxe xcopa xp aeACha mi exofcpaaxe Txe v'dpx^aoupe. "Exotpotj

(NB. Except for student responses, everything else was taped.)
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(PART III - MEPOS TPITO —-TMHMA TPITO (Auxiliary
SECTION III) Answer Sheet)

BOH0HTIKO $YAAD AIIANTH.SERN

STUD-NT'S NAME s

JUDGE'S NAMEs

1. We must change z&> S6? lights. (far)
2. I've seen ^ young men before. (far)
3* £■ land, belongs to my father. (near)

_____

4. I'll buy ~CA) S dark suit. (near)
5. Do you like gold rings? (far)

_____

6. We must change
_ flights. (far)

7« I've seen tAxi^ young men before. (far) _
8. Remember tAt 9 number J (near)
9» I've seen ~tAflJg-^young men before. (far)
10. I hate ~tAjlASL. receptions. (near)
11. I like AJ\ / 5 book very much. (near)

_____

12. Don't drink water.' (near)
13* CT7^/' \ land belongs to my father. (near)
14. I recommend w very interesting book. (near)

^ ^ -
15. Don't drink tJ'J& waters (near)
16. Have you read tJ\£AjL. novels? (near) _____
17. S_^land belongs to my father. (near) _____
18. I've never met tJu S man. (near)
19. We must change AAx)flights. (fa-r)
20. I've been to ~~tApSg^villages. (far)
21. I've never seen t&ne men before. (far)
22. I hate __^X£4;^__^receptions. (near)
23. I know S.JxJL boys. (near)

_____

24. Do you like ^_^ard? (near)
25. I'll buy t^-4S dark suit. (near)
26. Have you read ...A^^^jriovels? (near) __

27• We bought ~~LAj 3 gas-stove yesterday. (near)
28. I don't like any of watches. (near)
29. 3 roof leaks. (near)
30. Have you read AAjAS— novels? (near)
31. I recommend interesting book. (near)
32. rSTf~A(.4 i land belongs to my father. (near)
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33« I've never met tJah man (near)
34- We bought ~ZXaA> gas-stove yesterday. (near)
35* Remember number.' (near)
36. Do you like 7^/xk^ ^yard? (near)
37. I like XAaA book very much. (near)
38. Don't drink ___^ii:44__^wateri (near)
39» I hate receptions. (near)
40. Do you like tZZfiZp £&, jpld rings? (far)
41. We bought gas-stove yesterday. (near)
42. I like tJ.l 3

^ book very much. (near)
43« voot leaks. (near)
44* I like book very much. (near)
45• Don't drink ^wa,ter.' (near)
46. Do you like rings? (far)
47. I recommend j^very interesting book. (near)
48. Do you like Z^-M^yard? (near)
49. I don't like any of watches. (near)
50. Do you like gold rings? (far)
51. I've never met £-4x3 man. (near)
52. I can explain fc^44xXLetails. (near)
53» I've been to • 7^l#Jx_vilIages. (far)
54. I'll buy 7x^61 dark suit. (near)
55* Have you read ^novels? (near)
56. I've never seen tJ,X> ^x_^men before. (far)
57. I know boys. (near)
58. I've seen g young men before. (far)
59. I can explain ~LXZsZZ^_^,details. (near)
60. Remember ~fcAj_A number.' (near)
61. I've been to ivillages. (far)

_

62. Do you like ~CAaA yard? (near)
63. I don't like any of watches. (near)
64. I know £*{X3JL-j3oys. (near)
65. We must change lights. (far)
66. I know ZJjLAsL^boys. (near)
67. I recommend very interesting book. (near)
68. I've never seen t^ZZfL.men before. (far)
69. I'll buy dark suit. (near)
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70. I've been to IjL- villages. (far)
71. I can explain details. (near)
72. I don't like any of watches. (near)
73. I hate t/jML receptions. (near)
74. I've never met jraan. (near)
75. I can explain TUjLAS- details. (near)
76. We bought tlu, gas-stove yesterday. (near)
77. roof leaks. (near)

"

> ' , s

78. Remember LAA'\ number.' (near)
79. I've never seen 7^/j7W^men before. (far)
80. roof leaks. (near)
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Table 1

Part Is Aural perception of single consonantal segments.

Categorys "Same" - segments common to both Greek and
English in all positions.

Positions? word-Initial, word-Medial, word-Final.

Errors made by 30 subjects in the following items tested

Item SI SM SF

No. Errors Errors Errors

1. Ben 64 wrap it 27 ass 31

2. deem 38 rabbit 37 lass 20

3. goat 30 ladder 25 mass 19

4. fine 7 echo 7 cane 55

5- vine 56 ego 15 Shane 57

6. rain 6 safer 5 can 35

7- mine 48 saver 26 thin 25

8. sake 8 jam it 55 kin 36

9- sigh 24 Asa 15 sin 32

Totals 281 I
!

212 310

MEANS <?,37 j 7.07 10. 33

where ©
0

S = "Same " segment i.e. common to both Greek and English

SI = Same segment, word-initially.
SM = Same segment, word-medially.
SF = Same segment, word-finally.

lumber of items in each category
Number of repetitions per item

Number of subjects
Number of opportunities for error

in each category

9

4

30

1,080
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Table la

Errors made by individual subjects in the category "Same"

Subjects SI SM SP Total

1. 13 8 15 36
2. 13 6 10 29
3. 6 6 7 19

4. 10 7 8 25

5. 8 5 8 21

6. 10 6 11 27

7. 8 6 5 19

8. 9 7 6 22

9- 10 6 5 21

10. 9 9 10 28

11. 12 5 12 29

12. 9 7 9 25

13. 13 10 15 38

14. 8 8 10 26

15. 9 8 11 28

16. 13 9 15 37

17- 7 7 9 23

18. 9 9 15 33

19. 6 4 10 20

20. 5 6 11 22

21. 14 .13 15 4.2

22. 9 4 9 22

23. 8 5 10 23

24- 7 3 9 19

25. 13 3 12 28

26. 4 5 10 19

27. 10 16 16 42

28. 12 14 14 40

29. 10 7 7 24

30. 7 3 6 16

Total 281 212 310 803
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Table 2

Part I g Aural perception of single consonantal segments.

Category? "Different" - segments occurring in English
but not in Greek.

Positions? word-Initial, word-Medial, word-Final.

Errors made by 30 subjects in the following items tested

Item DI DM DF
No. Errors Errors Errors

1. wait 1 a hair 0 ash 26

2. shake 36 aware 10 mash 36

3. shame 33 ashes 44 beige 31

4,- shy 39 lashes 45 catch 18

5- wane 13 Asia 86 cadge 47

6. wait 10 away 59 age 37

7. wail 11 all wed 62 edge 29

8. char 63 a wing 50 badge 43

Totals

MEANS

20 6

6.87

356

11.87
u'am'i

267

8,^0

where:

D = "Different" segment - i.e. occurring in English but not
in Greek.

DI = Different segment, word-initially.
DM = Different segment, word-medially.
DF = Different segment, word-finally.

Number of items in each category s 8
Number of repetitions per item s 4

Number of subjects g 30
Number of opportunities for error

in each category g 960
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Table 2a

Errors made by individual subjects in the category "Different"

Subjects DI DM DP Total

1. 11 17 17 45

2. 9 11 4 24

3. 10 18 3 31

4- 6 9 7 22

5. 3 11 6 20

6. 4 11 7 22

7. 5 9 7 21

8. 2 9 6 17

9. 5 13 7 25

10. 9 13 8 30

11. 5 9 5 19

12. 8 9 5 22

13. 11 18 17 46
14.. 4 10 6 20

15- 3 18 13 34

16. 12 18 18 48
17. 5 8 7 20

18. 11 13 7 31

19. 4 7 6 17

20. 5 6 6 17

21. 13 18 14 45
22. 3 7 7 17

23. 2 6 7 15
24- 6 9 7 22

25- 6 11 8 25
26. 5 8 5 18

27. 13 14 16 43
28. 13 17 16 46

29. 10 15 16 41

30. 3 14 9 26

Total 206 35£ 267 829
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Table 3

Part I s Aural perception of single consonantal segments.

Category? "Same" - "Location" - "Different"
("Location" is explained below.)

Positions always word-Final.

Errors made by 30 subjects in the following items tested
Item SF LF DF
No. Errors Errors Errors

1. ass 31 cab 35 ash 26

2. lass 20 save 41 lash 25

3. mass 19 leave 27 mash 36

4- cane 55 sheathe 26 beige 31

5- Shane 57 bays 37 cadge 47

6. can 35 appear 44 age 37

7. thin 25 shame 45 edge 29

8. sin 36 sing 66 batch 27

9. kin 32 aids 44, badge 43

Totals 310 365 301

MEANS 10.33 12,4 7 10.03

where s

L

SF

LF

DF

"Location" - i.e. segments occurring in both languages
but never word-finally in Greek.

"Same" segments, word-finally.
"Location" segments, word-finally.

"Different" segments, word-finally.

Dumber of items in each category % 9
Dumber of repetitions per item s 4

Dumber of subjects s 30

Number of opportunities for error
in each category % 1,080
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Table 3a

Errors made by individual subjects in the categories SF, LF, DF

Subjects SF LF DF Total

1. 15 15 17 47

2. 10 11 8 29

3. 7 14 7 28

4. 8 12 7 27

5- 8 12 7 27

6. 11 13 7 31

7. 5 11 7 23

8. 6 6 8 20

9- 5 15 7 27

10. 10 9 10 29

11. 12 11 6 29

12. 9 8 9 26

13. 15 17 18 50

14. 10 9 7 26

15- 11 13 13 37

16. 15 15 18 48
17. 9 8 7 24

18. 15 11 10 36

19- 10 9 7 26

20. 11 8 7 26

21; 15 17 17 49
22. 9 12 9 30

23. 10 16 7 33

24- 9 11 5 25 '

25. 12 13 10 35

26. 10 10 6 26

27- 16 17 18 51

28. 14 14 17 45

29. 7 18 15 40

30. 6 10 10 26

Total 310 365 301 976



Table4

PartI:Auralperceptionofsingleconsonantalsegments. Categories:"Same" ,"Different". Positions:word-Initial,word-Medial,word-Final.
Errorsmadeby30subjectsinthecategories"Same"and"Different"inword-Initial,word-Medial,word-Pinalposition Item

SI

SM

SI'

CI

DM

DP

Ho.

Errors

Errors

Errors

_rrors

Errors

rrors

1.

Ben

64

wrapit

27

ass

31

wait

1

ahair

0

ash

26

2.

deem

38

rabbit

37

lass

20

shake

36

aware

10

mash

36

3.

goat

30

ladder

25

cans

55

shame

33

ashes

1*4

beige

31

4.

fine

7

echo

7

Shane

57

shy

39

lashes

45

catch

18

5.

vine

56

ego

15

can

35

wane

13

Asia

86

cadge

47

6.

rain

6

saver

26

thin

25

wait

10

away

55

age

37

7.

mine

48

jamit

55

kin

36

wail

11

allwed

62

edge

29

8.

sigh

24

Asa

15

sin

32

char

63

awing

50

badge

43

'Totals
273

207

291

206

356

267

I'-UiAl:U

i10

6,9c

9,7o

6.3?

11.3?

£.90

where;
SI si: sp

"Same"segments,word-initially "Same"segments,word-medial^ "Same"segments,word-finally Dumberofitemsineachcategory Dumberofrepetitionsperitem Ilumberofsubjects Dumberofopportunitiesforerror ineachcategory

DI="Different"segments,word-initially DM="Different"segments,word-medially DP="Different"segments,word-finally 4

30

960
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Table 4a

Errors made by individual subjects in the category-combinations
S-D/I-M-F

Block 1s Same Block 2s Different Sums through Blocks

Subj. SI SM SF Total DI DM DF Total _I_ M_ JL TOTAL

1. 13 8 15 36 11 17 17 45 24 25 32 81

2. 10 5 10 25 9 11 4 24 19 16 14 49

3. 5 6 6 17 10 18 3 31 15 24 9 48

4* 10 7 7 24 6 9 7 22 16 16 14 46

5- 8 5 8 21 3 11 6 20 11 16 14 41

6. 10 6 10 26 4 11 7 22 14 17 17 48

7. 8 6 4 18 5 9 7 21 13 15 11 39

8. 9 7 6 22 2 9 6 17 11 16 12 39

9- 10 6 5 21 5 13 7 25 15 19 12 46
10. 9 9 9 27 9 13 8 30 18 22 17 57

11. 10 5 9 24 5 9 5 19 15 14 14 43

12. 8 7 7 22 8 9 5 22 16 16 12 44

13. 13 10 15 38 11 18 17 46 24 28 32 84
14. 8 8 9 25 4 10 6 20 12 18 15 45

15. 9 8 10 27 3 18 13 34 12 26 23 61

16. 13 9 15 37 12 18 18 48 25 27 33 85

17. 7 7 8 22 5 8 7 20 12 15 15 42

18. 9 8 13 30 11 13 7 31 20 21 20 61

19. 6 4 10 20 4 7 6 17 10 11 16 37

20. 5 5- 11 21 5 6 6 17 10 11 17 38

21. 14 13 15 42 13 18 14 45' 27 31 29 87
22. 9 4 8 21 3 7 7 17 12 11 15 38

23. 8 5 10 23 2 6 7 15 10 11 17 38

24. 7 3 8 18 6 9 7 22 13 12 15 40

25- 13 5 12 30 6 11 8 25 19 16 20 55

26. 4 3 10 17 5 8 5 18 9 11 15 35

27. 10 15 15 40 13 14. 16 43 23 29 31 83

28. 12 14 14 40 13 17 16 46 25 31 30 86

29. 9 6 6 21 10 15 16 41 19 21 22 62

30. 7 3 6 16 3 14 9 26 10 17 15 42

Total 273 207 291 771 206 356 267 829
_

479 563 558 1,600
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Table 5-

Part II g Aural perception of consonantal sequencess nasal + stop
Sub-testss a, b_, £

Item

No.
a_ 1-Greek-rule
processed

Errors

b 2-Greek-rule

processed
Errors

c 1-Greek-rule

processed
Errors

Total

1. [ se ndo«nam] 64 [se do«uaam] 18 [aebsesede] 93 175

2. [embarakel] 74 [ebarakel] 59 [dastagwaS] 85 218

3. [egglatak] 21 [eglatak] 13 [abroadera] 80 114

4- [eijgotimaem] 54 [ e gottmi em] 21 [agresav] 60 135

5« [agzambl] 41 [agzabl] 29 [ted] 50 120

6. [SXmb] 86 [3A>] 47 [tede] 63 196

7. [ JjXmbe] 90 fKbe] 62 [Adestaend] 46 198

8. [tendetav] 104 [tedetav] 53 [Adres] 80 237

Totals 534 302 557 1,393

MEANS | l.%0 10,07
!

IS.S7

v/here s

a_

b

c

mistaking *[ aendo«nam] for the correct [aentownam].
mistaking *[ ajdoanam] for the correct [aentoanam].
mistaking *[ seb ae sede] for the correct [aembse sede] .

Number of items in each sub-test

Number of repetitions per item

Number of subjects

Number of opportunities for error
in each sub-test

8

4

30

960

NB. No words presenting orthographical complications are included.
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Table 5a.

Errors made by individual subjects in the sub-tests a, b? o

Subjects a b c_

p-w-n—— gas—«■—jsa. ■■

Total

1. 17 11 18 46
2. 23 17 16 56
3. 18 12 9 39

4. 16 9 8 33

5. 19 5 15 39

6. 22 20 26 68

7. 6 3 11 20

8. 12 5 8 25

9. 15 11 26 52

*oi—I 16 15 26 57

11. 13 8 21 42

12. 14. 6 10 30

13. 21 12 12 45

14. 18 12 15 45>

15- 18 12 16 46
16. 24 13 19 56

17- 14 5 6 25

18. 13 1 20 34

19. 18 13 23 54
20. 18 12 29 59

21. 12 4, 12 28

22. 11 3 18 32

23. 22 18 23 63

24. 19 2 25 4,6

25- 28 19 24 71

26. 16 9 18 43

27. 27 14 26 67

28. 25 12 28 65

29. 22 10 26 58
30.

1

17 9 23 49

Total 534. 302 557 1,393
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Table 6

Part II s Aural perception of consonantal sequencess /s/+voiced cons.

Sub-test 2 a, b, c

Errors made by 30 subjects in the following items tested

Item
No.

a Within
morphemes

Errors

b Across

morphemes
Errors

£ Across
morphemes

Errors
Total

1. [zlip] 2 [dizgreis] 103 [64z draijk] 85 190

2. [zm<5l] 56 [dizlaik] 85 [5iz vseli] 80 221

3. [znnb] 20 [dizmembe] 108 [6iz wol] 96 224

4. [zwel] 5. [mazbi-heav] 93 [8-fez y*e] 95 193

5- [mizbraan] 101 101

6. [mizdirekt] 110 110

7. [mizgaidid] 102 102

8. [mizneim] 90 90

9. [mizreprizent] 85 85

Totals 83 877 356 1,316

MEANS 2.77 12.97
1

UJ7 s
sssas isaBssgafessa

where s

a_ = mistaking *[zmol] for the correct [smol].
b = mistaking *[dizgreis] for the correct [disgreis].
c_ = mistaking *[8iz drigk] for the correct [6is drsrjk].

Number of items in sub-test a_ s 4.
Number of items in sub-test b_ s 9
Number of items in sub-test c_ s 4
Number of repetitions per item 2 4
Number of subjects g 30
Number of opportunities for error

in all three sub-tests g 2?040

5, For i~hx p-ic/yjcs es. 0f Re. f-feR, ly Hvs. "Tirsf 4 1 /■€ i-yl s, 1 vl

*-t< b wtvr -ecu -muu ~Tc7a( U -vuctu 3 §<4
anc/ Mi. Ad <?/f4/ ,V IZ.97. Feir G/tdv,^ bl sm.
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Table 6a

Errors made by individual subjects in the sub-tests a_, b, c

Subjects Q« b W c Total

1. 3 32 IS" 15 50

2 • 5 35 16 13 53

3. 2 24 iZ 10 36

4- 1 21 9 9 31

5- 8 35 ir 16 59

6. 0 32 13 12 44

7. 2 32 I5f 12 46

8. 1 17 7 8 26

9- 7 30 13 13 50

10. 4 32 13 12 48

11. 2 35 is- 13 50

12. 2 17 8 7 26

13. 3 24 lZ 10 37

14. 2 23 It 8 33

15- 3 25 11 10 38

16. 7 31 14- 13 51

17. 1 18 7 6 25

18. 2 35 is- 14 51

19. 0 33 13 13 46

20. 1 30 14. 45

21. 1 21 s 7 29

22. 2 31 i«r 9 42

23. 1 32 )4 13 4,6

24, 3 34 if 13 50

25- 2 31 ir 13 46
26. 4 33 14 15 52

27. 6 34 ir 15 55

28. 4. 37 iG 16 57

29- 3 32 14 15 50

30. 1 31 |4 12 44,-

Total 83 877
~~j&T

356 1,316

Ccf-uw,^ b 5ccf^ 9 fkvns (f-fw Cov^Uh'o^,%)
CoUy\A^v\ bj. ^ iV e s> Scores fw A ffew^s t -
" /c" — O + b t C



Table7 PartIIi
Auralperception Sub-testssa5

Erroi
ofEnglishunderlying b ,cS
nasal+stopandsibilant+voicedconsonantsequences,

inthefollowingitemstested

Item

a _

b

c

jL_

e

hO.

Errors

Errors

E

r-vovs

Errors

Errors

1.

[ cbndoanam]
64

[ sedoanan]

18

[ sebsesede]
93

[zlip]

2

[b-£mps]

80

2.

[embarakel]
74

[ebarakel]

59

[dastagwaS]
85

[zmol]

56

[bAmb0]

98

3.

[eijglatak]

21

[eglatak]

13

[abroadera]
80

[znnb]

20

[bAinba]
104

4«

[eijgoamaem]
54

[egoamiem]

21

[agresav]

60

[zwel]

5

[ sent0]

62

5-

[agzambl]

41

[agzabl]

29

[ted]

50

[dazgreas]

103

[send0]
128

6.

[9*mb]

86

[3^°]

47

[tede]

63

[dazlaak]

85

[saqk0]

79

7-

[UAmbe]

90

[3Abe]

62

[Adestsend]
46

[dazmembe]

108

[ S4I}gS]

90

8.

[tendetav]
1c4

[tedetav]

53

[Adres]

80

[mazbaheav]
93

[sarjge]
110

9.

[endrens]

63

[S*E']

52

[ rnazbraan]

101

10.

[ sarjg]

77

[Sigel

76

[mazdarekt]
110

11.

[saqge]

96

[mazgaadad]
102

12.

[mazneam]

90

13.

[mazreprazent]85

14.

[8azdragk]
85

15«

[6azveela]
80

|

16.

[6azwol]

96

17.

[6azyae]

95

Totals

770

.430

557

1,316

751

kEAEib

J4,53

I#S7

43,87

/ds~,os

k0~t<

IdV\.

^4€nt
t
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Table 7 (i)

•Part II s Aural perception of English underlying nasal + stop and
sibilant + voiced consonant sequences

Sub-tests; a, b_, c_, d, e_ .

Errors made by 30 subjects in the following items tested
Item
Ho.

a

Errors
b

Errors
c_

Errors

1. [ ae ndonnim] 64 [ ae doenim] 18 [as b aesede] 93

2. [embarikel] 74 [ebarikel] 59 [distigwiM] 85

3. [egglitak] 21 [eglatik] 13 [ibroaderi] 80

4. [ eqgOHiai em] 54 [ e go«mi em] 21 [igresiv] 60

5. [igzambl] 41 [igzabl] 29 [ted] 50

6. [UiCmb] 86 [UAb] 47 [tede] 63

7. [jAmbe] 90 [3Abe] 62 [Adest aend] 46

8. [tendetiv] 104 [tedetiv] 53 [Adres] 80

Totals 534 302 557

MEMS 17.80
*

10.07 18.57

• Item
Mo.

d
Errors

e_
Errors

1. [dizgreis] 103 [bXmp8] 80
2. [dizlaak] 85 [bArnb®] 98

3. [dizmembe] 108 [bAmbe] 104

4. [mizbiheAv] 93 [sent8] 62

5. [mizbrann] 101 [send8] 128

6. [rnizdirekt] 110 [sirjk8] 79

7. [mizgaidid] 102 [Si^g3] 90
8. [mizneim] 90 [siijge] 110

Totals 792

MEMS 26.4O

547

18.23

MB. (l) For the purposes of the t-test, only the above 8 items were
chosen for consideration. For scores per subject, see p. 266a.

(2) To equalize the number of opportunities for error in e_, [send8],
[siijg0], and [ss^ge] scores were scaled down (and then rounded
up to the nearest integer number) by 4/8, 4/7, and 4/5, resp.
See also note 11, p. 194»
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6 = mistaking *[ ajdoanim] for the correct [aentowniin].

Table 7 s

a= mistaking *[aendottnini] for the correct [sentoi
b = mistaking *[ ajdoanim] for the correct [aento«j
c= mistaking *[ae baesede] for the correct [aembaE
d = mistaking *[zlip] for the correct [slip].
e_ = mistaking *[bAmpe] for the correct [bXmp].

Number of items in a_ s 11
Number of items in b s 10

Number of items in c_ s 8
Number of items in d s 17

Number of items in £ s 8

Number of repetitions per item s 4,
Number of subjects s 30

Number of opportunities for error ins a. = 1,320
b = 1,200

£ = 960
d = 2,040
e = 960

Total opportunities for error 2 6,480
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Table 7 a

Errors made by individual subjects in sub-tests si, b_<, _c, d_, e_

Subjects S. b £ d e_ Total

1. 26 16 18 50 29 139

2. 32 24 16 50 39 161

3. 23 15 9 48 26 121

4« 21 13 8 46 25 113

5- 26 7 15 50 19 117

6. 32 23 26 37 30 148

7- 13 7 11 37 30 98
8. 17 7 8 38 18 88

9- 24 18 26 41 12 121

10. 26 19 26 34. 21 126

11. 22 13 ■ 21 45- 26 127

12. 19 9 10 41 22 101

13. 29 17 12 55 32 145

14. 24 16 15 48 25 148

15- 26 16 16 54 29 141

16. 32 19 19 58 34 162

17. 19 7 6 39 22 93

18. 18 2 20 46 16 102

19- 26 17 23 39 15 120

20. 25 19 29 37 22 132

21. 21 9 12 23 35 100

22. 19 5 18 35 22 99

23. 31 24 23 43 27 148

24- 25 5 25 42 13 110

25- 38 25 24 33 22 142

26. 23 14 18 38 21 114

27. 38 20 26 61 35 180

28. 37 17 28 57 31 170

29- 32 16 26 59 32 165
30. 26 11 23 32 21 113

Total 12° 430 557 1,316 751 3,824
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Table 7a (i)
Errors made by individual subjects in sub- tests a, 8, £, d, e_

Subjects a_ b e_ d e_

1. 17 11 18 29 22

2. 23 17 16 32 27

3. 18 12 9 22 20

4. 16 9 8 19 19

5. 19 5 15 32 14

6. 22 20 26 30 22

7. 6 3 11 28 19

8. 12 5 8 15 12

9. 15 11 26 28 9

10. 16 15 26 29 13

11. 13 8 21 31 19

12. 14 6 10 16 16

13. 21 12 12 22 24,

14. 18 12 15 21 19

15. 18 12 16 23 21

16. 24 13 19 28 25

17. 14 5 6 16 16

18. 13 1 20 31 14

19. 18 13 23 29 11

20. 18 12 29 27 16

21. 12 4 12 20 24

22. 11 3 18 27 12

23. 22 18 23 29 20

24- 19 2 25 30 9

25. 28 19 24 29 15

26. 16 9 18 30 18

27. 27 14 26 30 26

28. 25 12 28 32 24

29. 22 10 26 29 24

30. 17 9 23 28 17

Totals 534 302 557 792 547

MEANS 17.80 10.07 18. 57 26. 40 18.23

B. The scores and means in each of the 5 sub-tests above reflect the
amount of error made in the 8 items per sub-test which are relevant
for the purposes of the t_-test.
Cf. p. 264a and also the discussion on pp. 176-78.
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Table 8

Part II s Aural perception of consonantal sequences.

Sub-testss a_, b.

Errors made by 30 subjects in the following items tested

Item
llo.

1

a_ Items not
cessed by
rules.

pro-
Greek

Errors

b Items processed by
Greek rules.

Errors
Total

1. antonym 17 [ ae ndounam] 64 81

2. empirical 13 [embarakel] 74 87
3. enclitic 18 [e^glatak] 21 39
4- encomium 15 [ejjgoumi em] 54 69

5. example 24, [agzambl] 41 65
6. jump 16 [SXmb] 86 102

7. jumper 6 [JjAmbe] 90 96
8. tentative 12 [tendatav] 104 116

9- ambassador 9 [ se b& s ed e] 93 102

10. distinguish 11 [dastagwaB] 85 96
11. embroidery 10 [abroadera] 80 90

12. ingressive 25 [agresav] 60 85
13. tend 30 [ted] 50 80

14. tender 12 [tede] 63 75

15. understand 30 [Adestae nd] . 46 76
16. undress 30 [Adres] 80 110

17. sleep 13 [zlip] 2 15
18. small 12 [zmol] 5 6 68

19. snob 24 [zncb] 20 44
20. swell 4 [zwel] 5 9
21. disgrace 51 [dazgreas] 103 154
22. dislike 37 [dazlaak] 85 122

23. dismember 23 [dazmembs] 108 131

24, misbehave 34 [mazbaheav] 93 127

25. Miss Brown 20 [mazbraun] 101 121

26. misdirect 25 [mazdarekt] 110 135

27. misguided 36 [mazgaadad] 102 138
COCM misname 36 [mazneam] 90 126

29. misrepresent 25 [mazreprazent] 85 110

30. this drink 41 [8a z drarjk] 85 126

31. this valley 35 [baz vae la] 80 115
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Table 8 (cont'd)

32. this wall 12 [6iz w<5l] 96 108

33. this year 3 6 [64z y*a] 95 131

34- entrance 15 [endrens] 63 78

35- tent 25 [s%g] 77 102

36. sink 30 [sfggs] 96 126

37. sinker 9 [sag] 52 61

38. sing 35 [sige] 76 111

39. singer 36 [sxyu] 62 98

40. sue 35 [ aedonnim] 18 53

41. bomb 80 [ebirikel] 59 139

42. bump 32 [egl*t4k] 13 45

43. bumper 31 [ e goumi em] 21 52

44. send 55 [igzabl] 29 84,
45. cent 30 [3^b] 47 77

46. centre 14 [3Abe] 62 76
47- sender 55 [tedetiv] 53 108

48. sing 45 [bAmp 0] 80 125
49- singer 43 [b/mbs] 98 141
50. sink 26 [b/mbe] 104 130

51. sinker 14 [sent9] 62 76
52. bomber 110 [ send9] 128 238

53. [sarjg9] 90 90

54- [saijge] 110 110

55- [ S41}k9] 79 79

Totals 1,462 3,886 5,348
MEANS

where s

■a = English items correctly pronounced but mistaken for Greek,

b = 'English1 items incorrectly pronounced but mistaken for English.

Number of items in sub-test a_
Number of items in sub-test b_
Number of repetitions per item
Number of subjects
Number of opportunities for error

in the two sub-tests s 13,200 (=6,840 * 6,360)

/5^rd9j' CtH. c /W. 7^ XH ClO To /<l / / i ""Oil,

3 d" O T CtAA^cl f&JL W/v { S» I 0fc 2 ^ 0, i'OO Vvt VI K~f p '

53 f See .chapter 6, 1

57 \ notel2, p. 194 J

4

30
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Table 8a

Errors made by individual subjects in the sub-tests a_ and b

Subjects a jbi b Total

1. 46 131 144 187
2. 46 149 165; 211

3. 30 I0| 110 140

4. 26 qc 99 125

5- 54 129 183
6. 57 146 159 216

7. 55 108 163

8. 14 70 77 91

9. 64 izq 133 197

10. 57 \3l 143 200

11. 48 136 184
12. 19 79 87 106

13. 46 11 £> 128 174

14. 40 lof 114 154

15. 46 116 126 172

16. 66 \4f 157 223

17. 16 11 80 96
18. 51 103 108 159

19- 40 1VL 128 168

20. 23 133 142 I65
21. 21 °I7 111 132

22. 70 99 108 178
23. 45 144 154 199

24. 72 in 122 194

25. 75 147 157 232

26. 31 izr 130 161

27. 79 177 256
28. 81 161 172 253

29- 65 147 158 223

30. 79 IZc 127 206

Total 1,462
3Y0T

3,886 5,348
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Table 9

Part III - Section I i Assessment of vocal production of English
underlying nasal + stop and
sibilant + voiced consonant sequences.

Three judges? A , B , C .

Errors made by 30 individual subjects in the following items
tested as assessed by the 3 judges

Item
No.

Items Judge A Judge B Judge C Total

1. simple 53 59 58 170
2. symbol 4, 3 4 11

3. bumper 58 60 60 178
4- bomber 118 118 118 354
5. amplify 49 51 51 151
6. emblem 11 14 12 37

7. thump 22 33 29 84
8. thumb 110 111 113 334

9. pumps 8 11 7 26

10. thumbs 119 117 118 354
11. jump 20 22 24 66

12. jumper 59 64 63 186

13. comb 109 110 112 331

14. comber 115 116 115 346
15. entomology 70 72 72 214
16. endanger 10 12 10 32

o0-1—J sentry 18 32 29 79
18. laundry 15 19 22 56
19. tents 0 0 0 0

roO • bends 92 89 93 274
21. tent 2 3 2 7

•CMCM tenter 27 34, 30 91
23. cent 0 0 0 0

24. centre 32 44. 39 115

25. tend 107 103 107 317
•voCM tender 9 8 11 28

27. send 102 104 103 309
28. sender 21 21 23 65
29. blanket 1 1 2 4

30. engagement 3 6 4 13
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Table 9 (cont'd)

Item
No.

Items Judge A Judge B Judge C Total

31. banking 6 5 5 16

32. banging 120 120 120 360

33. bankrupt 38 41 46 125

34. angry 4. 11 8 23

35. bank- 0 0 0 0

36. bang 120 120 120 360

37. (he) thinks 1 0 1 2

38. things 120 120 120 360

39. sink 0 0 0 0

40. sinker 13 16 16 45

41. sing 119 119 120 358
42. singer 120 120 120 360

43. slave 0 1 0 1

44. sleep 0 0 1 1

45. sleeve 0 0 0 0

46. small 32 34, 32 98

47. smell 40 41 42 123

48. smoke 40 44 49 133

49- snob 13 12 13 38

50. snore 4- 10 6 20

51. snow- 5 7 5 17

52. sweep 8 10 6 24

53. swell 9 10 11 30

54- swine 11 14, 15 40

55. sue 90 87 98 275

56. suit 87 89 87 263

Totals 2,364, 2,468 2,472 7,304

where s

Each item-score represents errors made by all 30 subjects.

Number of items s 56
Number of repetitions per item s 4

Number of subjects s 30

Number of judges s 3

Total number of opportunities
for error % 19,160 (=3x6,720)
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Table 9a

Errors made by individual subjects as assessed by the three judges

Subjects Judge A Judge B Judge C Total

1. 68 61 61 190

2. 64 60 60 I84

3. 87 81 90 258

4- 75 84 79 238

5- 108 102 105 315

6. 75 87 77 239

7- 55 54 52 161

8. 64 61 66 191

9- 62 67 72 201

10. 67 71 75 213

11. 73 78 81 232

12. 105 104 110 319

13. 80 81 84 245

14,. 64 70 66 200

15- 99 103 101 303

16. 73 78 79 230

17. 80 81 87 248
18. 66 69 67 202

19- 62 65 65 192

20. 57 63 59 179

21. 72 84 76 232

22. 72 82 78 232

23. 102 109 112 323

24. 90 95 97 282

25. 72 78 75 225

26. 47 53 49 149

27. 125 134, 136 395

28. 93 99 100 292

29. 128 131 129 388

30. 79 83 84 246

Total 2,364, 2,468 2,472 7,304
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Table 10

Part III - Section II s Assessment of vocal production of English
underlying nasal + stop and
sibilant + voiced consonant sequences.

Three Judgess A , B , C .

Errors made by 30 individual subjects in the following items tested
as assessed by the three judges

Item
,

„ Items
No.

J. A J. B J. C Total

1. Do you like this beer? 97 108 107 312

2. I know this boy. 107 110 110 327

3. This desk is mine. 100 106 108 314

4* Open this doori 101 105 105 311

5. Do you like this garden? 100 105 107 312

6. Open this gateJ 98 104 107 309

7. Put this vase on the table J 100 109 109 318

8. This voice sounds familiar. 102 105 107 314,

9. How high is this wall? 112 116 119 347
10, Gome this way, please. 111 111 113 335

11. Give me this yellow pencil.' 117 119 119 355
12. This young man is very clever. 118 117 120 355
13. Do you know this man? 64 76 73 213

14-. I don't like this music. 55 78 66 199
15« I know this name. 59 76 71 20 6

16. Listen to this noisei 42 69 58 I69
17« I don't know this lady. 63 77 72 212

18. This land is very fertile. 79 81 "90 250

19. I think I'll buy this radio. 72 85 85 242
20. Have you read this report? 80 84 81 245
21. He was killed in battle. 8 9 5 22

22. Put it in boiling water.' 1 1 0 2

23. He came in person. 0 3 1 4

24. He lives in poverty. 0 0 0 0

25. They live in tents. 0 1 0 1

26. Put it on top,* 0 0 0 0

27. He is in danger. 4. 7 7 18

28. He is in debt. 4 3 4 11
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Table 10 (cont'd)

Item
No. Items J. A J. B J. c Total

•CT\CM He lives in comfort. 0 1 1 2

30. Babies sleep in cots. 1 0 2 3

31. They don't believe in God. 7 8 12 27

32. He was paid in gold. 10 11 10 31

Totals 1,812 1,985 1,969 5,766

where s

Each item-score represents errors made by all 30 subjects.

Number of items

Number of repetitions per item
Number of subjects

Number of judges

Total number of opportunities
for error

32

4

30

3

11,520 (= 3 x 3,840)
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Table 10a

Errors made by individual subjects as assessed by the three judges

Subjects Judge A Judge B Judge C Total

1. 70 71 73 214

2. 51 53 59 163

3. 56 55 63 174

4- 53 50 55 158

5- 61 72 66 199

6. 59 63 65 187

7. 42 48 42 132

0. 43 42 50 135

9- 50 60 62 172

10. 76 77 80 233

n. 56 61 59 17 6
12. 83 82 70 235
13. 70 7 6 76 222

14* 70 77 78 225

15. 63 79 67 209

16. 66 77 76 219

17. 46 52 52 150

18. 52 60 54 167

19. 25 44 36 105

20. 53 63 59 175

21. 61 73 69 203

22. 60 64 65 189
23. 7 6 85 85 246
24. 78 80 81 239

25. 47 53 52 152

26. 76 76 78 230

27. 73 81 81 235
COCM 76 81 81 238
•C7\CM 71 81 80 232

30. 48 49 55 152

Total 1,812 1,985 1,969 5,766
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Table 11

Part III - Section III s Assessment of vocal production of English
underlying sibilant;+ voiced consonant sequences.

Three judges? A B

Errors made by 30 individual subjects in the following items tested
as assessed by the three judges

Item
No.

Items J. A J. B J. C Total

1. We must change those lights. 0 0 0 0

2. I've seen those young men before. 0 0 1 1

3. This land belongs to my father. 61 71 79 211

4- I'll buy this dark suit. 113 114 114 341

5 • Do you like those gold rings? 0 0 0 0

6. Remember this numberJ 62 65 71 198

7. I hate these receptions. 1 1 0 2

8. I like this book very much. 111 110 116 337

9- Don't drink this water.' 112 109 115 336

10. I recommend this very interesting book. 102 106 113 321

11. Have you read these novels? 0 4 2 6

12. I've never met this man. 62 63 84. 209

13. I've been to those villages. 0 0 0 0

14. I know these boys. 0 0 0 0

15- Do you like this yard? 113 106 113 332

16. We bought this gas-stove yesterday. 81 86 97 264
17. I don't like any of these watches. 0 1 0 1

18. This roof leaks. 57 67 69 193

19. I can explain these details. 1 1 0 2

20. I've never seen those men before. 0 0 0 0

Totals 87 6 904 974 2,754

where s

Each item-score represents errors made by all 30 subjects.

s 20dumber of items

Number of repetitions per item

Number of subjects

Number of judges

Total number of opportunities
for error

4

30

3

7,200 (3 x 2,400)
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Table lia

Errors made by individual subjects as assessed by the three judges

Subjects Judge A Judge E Judge C Tot al

1. 37 36 37 110

2. 20 18 26 64
3. 29 25 33 87
4- 27 23 29 79

5. 38 37 39 114

6. 31 30 36 97

7. 23 15 23 61

8. 20 20 23 63

9. 27 28 32 87
10. 27 28 31 86

11. 23 19 23 65
12. 40 40 36 116

13. 36 36 35 107

14- 36 36 39 111

15. 30 37 35 102

16. 35 33 40 108

17. 21 26 24 71

18. 29 31 31 91

19. 26 32 32 90

20. 27 28 31 86

21. 26 30 36 92
22. 20 25 27 72
23. 31 38 39 108

24. 40 40 40 120

25. 24 26 26 76
26. 25 26 28 79

27. 38 38 40 116

28. 39 39 40 118

29- 31 37 3 6 104

30. 20 27 27 74

Total 876
_

904 974. 2,754
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Table 12

Parts II and. Ill s Aural perception and vocal production of
English underlying nasal + stop sequences

Sub-testss a_ = Perception (Sections I and II)
b_ = Production (Section I)

Errors made by 30 subjects in the following items tested

Item
No.

i a Perception
i ~
! Errors

b Production
Errors

Total

1. [ aebse sede] 93 symbol 11 104

2. [distigwiS] 85 emblem 37 122

3. [ibroideri] 80 endanger 32 112

4. [igresAv] 60 laundry 5 6 116

5. [ted] 50 bends 274 324
6. [teda] 63 tend 317 380

7. [Adest sb nd] 46 tender 28 74
8. [Adres] 80 send 309 389
9. [&ndo»n%m] 64 sender 65 129
10. [embarikal] 74 engagement 13 87
11. [eqglatik] 21 angry 23 44
12. [erjgo«mi8m] 54, simple 170 224

13. [igzambl] 41 bumper 178 219

14,. [J)Amb] 86 amplify 151 237

15- [Kmbe] 90 thump 84 174
16. [tendatav] 104 pumps 26 130

17- [ as donnam] 18 jump 66 84
18. [ebarakel] 59 jumper 186 245

19. [eglatak] 13 entomology 214. 227

20. [egonmaam] 21 sentry 79 100

21. [agzabl] 29 tents 0 29
22. [Kb] 47 tent 7 54
23. [3Aba] 62 tenter 91 153

24. [tedativ] 53 cent 0 53

25- [ bAmp 0] 80 centre 115 195
26. [b4mba] 98 blanket 4 102

27- [bAmbe] 104 banking 16 120

28.
!

{

[sent 9] 62 bankrupt 125 187
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Table 12 (cont'd)

i Item

J No.
Perception

Errors
b_ Production

Errors
Total

3 29* [send8]* 128 bank 0 128

30. [sarjk8] 79 (he) thinks 2 81

31. sink 0 0

32. sinker 45 45

Totals (for Correl.) 1,944 2,724 4,668
Means (by Wo. of subj.) 64.8 90*8

TOTALS (for t-test)** 5,832 2,724
MEANS (for t-test)** 64.8 30.27

where :

a (Perception) = Greek-rule processed words included only
(except for items presenting orthographical
complications).

b (Production) = relevant items from Section I of Part III
(no 'orthographical'words included).

Number of items in sub-test £ s 31 (See * below)
Number of items in sub-test b s 96 (See ch. 6

n. 14, p.199)
Number of repetitions per item s 4

Number of subjects 2 30
Number of judges in sub-test b^ s 3
Number of opportunities for error

in sub-test a s 3,720
Number of opportunities for error

in sub-test b 2 11,520
Total number of opportunities for

error in sub-tests a_ + b s 15,240

* [send0] received 8 instead of 4 repetitions, which brings the
number of items in this category to 31» Cf. note 11, p. 194*

** The actual number of errors is 1,944* However, for the purposes of
the t-test, this figure has been multiplied by 3 to make perception
scores comparable in scale to production scores, which represent
the pooled assessment of the 3 judges.
The second set of MEANS is arrived at by dividing the second set
of TOTALS by 90 (30 subjects x 3 judges).
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Table 12a

Errors made by individual subjects in the subntests a and b

Subjects a Perception
£1

b Production Total

1. 68 Z04- 54 122

2. 83 43 126

3. 59 177 111 170

4- 52 l5X 104 156
5- 54, 167 121 175

6. 89 %(>1 95 I84
7. 39 U7 39 78
8. 38 U* 64 102

9. 60 i£o 65 125

10. 69 78 147

11. 62 1S6 93 155

12. 46 138 141 187

13. 69 707 105 174

14,. 64 1*12 69 133

15- 67 2u0l 148 215

16. 82 247 104 186

17. 41 1X7 73 114

18. 48 ) 44- 51 99

19. 64 197 49 113

20. 75 27^ 37 112

21. 53 (79 97 150

22. 45 |3T 74 119

23. 84 222 158 242

24. 54 162 109 163

25. 85 zrr 51 136

26. 63 j29 26 89

27. 94 181 168 262

28. 89 281 135 224

29. 83 141 179 262

30. 65 IK 83 148

Sj,$3Z 2,724 4,668Total 1,944
1

/*//3 See ^cf-e<> tfn



PartsII-IIItAuralperceptionandvocalproductionofEnglishunderlyingsibilant-*-voicedconsonantseqs. Sub-testssPerceptionaandb5Productionb_,d,e_. Errorsmadeby30subjectsinthefollowingitemstested
Item

a

b

c_

d

e

IIo.

Errors

Errors

Errors

Errors

Errors

"1.

[zlxp]

2

slave

1

[dazgreas]

103

thisbeer .
312

this

land

211

2.

[zmol]

56

sleep

1

[dazlaak]

85

thisboy

327

this

dark

341

3.

[zn£b]

20

sleeve

0

[dazmemba]

108

thisdesk

314

this

number

198

4*

[zwel]

5

small

98

[mazbaheav]

93

thisdoor

311

this

book

337

5-

[

smell

123

[mazbraanl

101

thisgarden
312

this

water

336

6.

smoke

133

[mizdarelet]
110

thisgate

309

this

very

321

7.

snob

38

[mazgaadad]
102

thisvase

318

this

man

209

8.

snore

20

[mazneam]

90'

thisvoice
314

this

yard

332

9-

snow

17

[mazreprazent"
85

thiswall

347

this

gas-stove

264

10.

sweep

24

[8azdraijk]

85

thisway

335

this

roof

193

11.

swell

30

[6azvaela]

80

thisyellow
355

12.

swine

40

[8azwol]

96

thisyoung
355

13.

[8azyaa]

95

thisman

213

14.

thismusic
199

15.

thisname

206

16.

thisnoise
169

17. 18.

thislady thisland

212 250

19.

thisradio
242

20.

thisreport
245

Totals

83

525

1,233

5,645

2,742

MEANS

2,77

S".21

41,10

62.7Z

30,47

,ToarrTeofHUMEANI,T-fn/taat.TĈ0>tutJTcUfzk,4,*̂3°(3
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Table 13 (i)

Parts II - III s Aural perception and vocal production of English
underlying sibilant + voiced consonant sequences

Sub-tests! Perception a, £5 Production b, d, e_ .

Errors made by 30 subjects in the following items tested

Item
No.

•¥r
a Perception

Errors
_b Production

Errors

1. [zlfp] (3 X 2) 6 smell 123

2. [zmol] (3 X 56) 168 snob 38

3. [znab] (3 X 20) 60 snow 17

4- [zwel] (3 X 5) 15 swell 30

Totals 249* 208

MEANS 2.77 2.31

[tei
•¥r

1 c Perception d Production** e_ Production
lo. Errors Errors - Error:!

1. [dizgreis] (3x103) 309 this beer 312 this land 211

2. [dizlaik] (3x85) 255 this garden 312 this dark 341

3. [mizbiheiv] (3x93) 279 this vase 318 this number 198

4* [mizbraun] (3x101) 303 this young 355 this book 337

5. [mizdirekt] (3x110) 330 this man 213 this water 336

6. [mizneim] (3x90) 270 this music 199 this very 321

7. [mizreprazent] (3x85) 255 this noise 169 this man 209

8. [64 z dr4^k] (3x85) 255 this lady 212 this yard 332

9. [6iz vae 14 ] (3x80) 240 this land 250 | this
|

gas-stove 264

3. [64 z y4e] (3x95) 285 this report 245
i ...
! this roof 193

Totals 2,781 2,585 2 5 742

MEANS 30.90 28.72 30.47 j
ipho actual number of errors in Perception are 83 for test a_ and 927 for
test c. For the purposes of the t-test, these figures were multiplied
by 3 to make perception scores comparable in scale to production scores,
which represent the pooled assessment of the 3 judges. The MEANS are
arrived at by dividing all TOTALS by 90 (30 subjects x 3 judges). The
ten items that appear under c were dr*wn from the original 13 items.

—*•* The 10 items that appear under d as well as the 4 items in b were drawn
from the original 20 and 12 items, respectively. Cf. note 2, p. 264a.
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In Table 13s

a_ = mistaking *[ ^ndottnim] for the correct [aentownim].
b = mispronouncing slave.

£ = mistaking *[dizgre4s] for the correct [disgreis].
d = mispronouncing this beer.

e_ = mispronouncing this land.

Number of items in a s 4

Number of items in b s 12

Number of items in £ s 13
Number of items in d s 20

Number of items in £ s 10

Number of repetitions per item s 4
Number of subjects s 30
Number of judges in b , d , £ s 3

Number of opportunities for error ins a_ = 48O
b = 4,320

£ = 1,560
d = 7,200
e = 3,600

Total opportunities for error s 17,160
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Table 13a

Errors made by individual subjects in
and Production ( b, d_ ,

Perception ( a 5

e. )
2.)

Subjects cl b £ d c_ e_

1. 3 25 47 214, 47 110

2. 5 0 48 163 48 64.
3. 2 10 34 174 34 87

4- 1 0 30 158 30 79

5- 8 55 51 199 51 114,

6. 0 6 44. 185 44 97

7. 2 0 44 132 44 61

8. 1 0 25 135 25 63

9. 7 3 43 172 43 87
10. 4 5 44 230 44. 86

11. 2 0 48 175 48 65
12. 2 37 24 225 24 115

13. 3 8 34. 219 34 107

14- 2 0 31 223 31 111

15. 3 12 35 172 35 96
16. 7 0 44 218 44. 108

17. 1 33 24 147 24 71
18. 2 9 49 166 49 91

19. 0 1 46 105 46 90
20. 1 0 44 175 44 86

21. 1 3 29 200 29 92
22. 2 15 40 189 40 72

23. 1 32 45 229 45 105
24. 3 33 47 238 47 120

25- 2 39 44 151 44. 76
26. 4 4 48 217 48 77

27. 6 90 49 126 49 116

28. 4 14 52 235^ 52 118

29- 3 67 47 231 47 104
30. 1 24 43 142 43 74

Total 83 525 1,233 5 ,645' 1,233 2,742

i
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Errors made by individual subjects in Perception (a. and c_)
and Production (b, d, and e)

Subjects a_ b c_ d

1. 9 9 105 109 110

2. 15 0 108 73 64,
3. 6 1 72 91 87

4. 3 0 63 52 79

5. 24 23 117 95 114
6. 0 1 99 88 97

7. 6 0 105 43 61

8. 3 0 54 49 63

9. 21 1 93 73 87
10. 12 1 96 115 86

11. 6 0 108 76 65
12. 6 16 54 113 115

13. 9 4 75 115 107

14. 6 0 69 110 111

15. 9 0 81 70 96
16. 21 0 99 104 108

17. 3 12 54 56 71

18. 6 0 111 61 91

19. 0 0 102 49 90

20. 3 0 105 72 86

21. 3 0 66 96 92

22. 6 8 96 88 72

23. 3 12 99 110 105

24. 9 11 108 118 120

25. 6 17 99 60 76
26. 12 0 108 105 77

27- i
j

18 46 111 114 116

28. | 12 2 120 119 118

29. | 9 35 105 114 104

30. 3 9 99 47 74

Totals 249

MEANS 2.77

208

2.31

2,782

30.90

2,585
28.72

2,742

30.47

1TB. The raw scores in a_ and _b reflect the amount of error made in
4 items? those in _c, d, and e_ represent errors made in 10 items.
Similarly with the MEANS. The items in b, c_, and d were drawn
from a larger number. Gf. p. 28la and discussion on pp. 188-89.
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Table 14

Parts II - III t Aural perception and vocal production of English
underlying nasal + stop and
sibilant + voiced consonant sequences.

Sub-tests s a_ = Perception (Seotion I)
b = Production (Section I)

Errors made by 30 subjects in the following items tested

Item
No. '

a_ Perception
Errors

b Production
Errors

Total

1. [ aendottnim] 64 simple 170 234
2. [embarikel] 74 bumper 178 252
3. [erjglit4k] 21 amplify 151 172

4. [erjgOHmiam] 54 thump 84 138

5- [agzambl] 41 pumps 26 67
6. [IjAmb] 86 jump 66 152

7- [IjAmba] 90 jumper 186 276
8. [tendetiv] 104 entomology 214 318

9. [ ae do«nim] 18 sentry 79 97
10. [ebarikel] 59 tents 0 59
11. [eglatak] 13 tent 7 20

12. [egoumiam] 21 tenter 91 112

13. [igzabl] 29 cent 0 29

14. C3^b] 47 centre 115 162

15. [3-Abe] 62 blanket 4 66

16. [tedativ] 53 banking 16 69
17. [aebaesede] 93 bankrupt 125 218

18. [distagwiS] 85 bank 0 85
19. [4bro4dsr4] 80 (he) thinks 2 82

20. [igresiv] 60 sink 0 60

21. [ted] 50 sinker 45 95
22. [teda] 63 symbol 11 74

23. [Adastse nd] 46 emblem 37 83

24. [Adres] 80 endanger 32 112

25- [zlip] 2 laundry 56 58
26. [zmol] 56 bends 274 330

27. [znnb] 20 tend 317 337

rv> CD • [zwel] 5 tender 26 33
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Table 14 (cont1)

Item
No.

a Perception
Errors

b_ Production
Errors

Total

29. [dizgreis] 103 send 309 412

30. [dizlaik] 85 sender 65 150

31. [dAzmembe] 108 engagement 13 121

32. [mizbiheiv] 93 angry 23 116

33. [mizbraun] 101 slave 1 102

34- [mizdirekt] 110 sleep 1 111

35- [mizgaidid] 102 sleeve 0 102

36. [mizneim] 90 small 98 188

37. [mizreprizent] 85 smell 123 208

38. [6iz drsrjk] 85 smoke 133 218

39. [6iz vae 1%] 80 snob 38 118

40. [8iz wol] 96 snore 20 116

41. [6iz y%e] 95 snow 17 112

42. [endrens] 63 sweep 24 87

43. [sxyu] 62 swell 30 92

44- swine 40 40

45- sue 275 275

46. suit 263 263

Totals

MEANS

2,834
65.907

3,787
27.442

6,621

where s

a_ Perception = mistaking deliberately mispronounced words
for English.

b Production = subject-mispronunciations of English words.

dumber of items in sub-test a_

Number of items in sub-test b_
dumber of repetitions per item
Number of subjects
Number of judges in sub-test b_
Number of opportunities for error

in a + b

43

46

4

30

3

23,720

(5,160 + 16,5.60)

NB. Words presenting complications because of the influence of
orthography or epenthesis are not included in the two lists.

( B • 40y KjL 0"f fti- fc ~ 'fLu- ^ va! ) j CM-ic/ ~3 0
feX/u-M i-to/ cLvtkavI ^ ^ j>li <C—/cS fa . *79b ~fc f *i I f i)
3 7 2>%, (At id fit nx-ic MPfyM ^7/54 , 3>ec Co bi
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Table 14a

Errors made by individual subjects in Perception (a) and in
Production (b}

Subjects (1,Total errors

r—~—

bi
b,.Total errors

in Perception in Production

1. 3oo 100 qz 93

2. 333 111 GS 65

3. 3,3/ 77 14-0 140

4. [<W 66 169 118

5- ZlZ 104 1 195

6. 360 120 106 119

7- ZOI 67 SI 52

8.. \S<\ 53 73 75

9- "iZl 109 §0 81

10. 33 6 112 94 94.

11. 297 99 lU 112

12. |74 ■ 58 77>l 202

13. %SZ 84 \%2 125

14- 2A0 80 74 82

15- zs* 86 1 8l 183

16. 333 111 \W 111

17. 1 ST> 52 a? 128

18. £64 88 £3 83

19- 369 103 11 72

20. 3^7 109 S9 59
21. 189 63 i\7 117

22. £3/ 77 1 13 113

23. 34^ 116 t9r 203

24. 363
101 ia 162

25. 363 121 10£ 105
26.

zoo
100 sv 50

27. 3^4 128 280

28. 128 I TO 172

29. 339
113 %70 270

30. £94 98 \%6 126

"To 4" a 1 s 9, roz.
2,834 3,7 3,787

1

5/ "Secret, 1*1 Cty OAA/cf IQ ~Jto-V€ "fiv ^YTt-fjx^Vb^t'^ ,

J*(UrV«M> /l\ Co Q *■ ~2>
^ ^ bvVw^ •v-toTi. lt> (-kx_PyvduX fl trv\_ S-torti W-i-YX OW. '3 3ln7^-ei_) <KAA*d —4tUXe jUtiM. U.W-J

b ~ 7<2^> f f S €_G_ cu^ic yuUi ^e. t-u_ pT^WfVf) jt-tL
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A. Table of F for .05 (first of two entries against each
and .01 (second such entry) levels of significance *

12 345 6812 24 od

161 200 216 225 230 234 239 244 249 254

4052 4999 5403 5625 5724 5859 5981 6106 6234 6366

18.51 19.00 19.16 19.25 19.30 19.33 19.37 19.U 19.45 19.50

98.49 99.01 99.17 99.25 99.30 99.33 99.36 99.42 99.46 99.50

10.13 9.55 9.28 9.12 9.01 8,94 8.84 8.74 8.64 8.53

34.12 30.81 29.46 28.71 28.24 27.91 27.49 27.05 26.60 26.12

7.71 6.94 6.59 6.39 6.26 6.16 6.04 5.91 5.77 5.63
21.20 18.00 16.69 15.98 15.52 15.21 14.80 14.37 13.93 13.46

6.61 5.79 5.41 5.19 5.05 4.95 4.82 4.68 4.53 4.36
16.26 13.27 12.06 11.39 10.97 10.67 10.27 9.89 9.47 9.02

5.99 5.14 4.76 4.53 4.39 4.28 4.15 4.00 3.84 3.67
13.74 10.92 9.78 9.15 8.75 8.47 8.10 7.72 7-31 6.88

5.59 4.74 4.35 4.12 3.97 3.87 3.73 3.57 3.41 3.23

12.25 9.55 8.45 7.85 7.46 7.19 6.84 6.47 6.07 5.65

5.32 4.46 4.07 3.84 3.69 3.58 3.44 3.28 3.12 2.93

11.26 8.65 7.59 7.01 6.63 6.37 6.03 5.67 5.28 4.86

5.12 4.26 3.86 3.63 3.48 3.37 3.23 3.07 2.90 2.71

10.56 8.02 6.99 6.42 6.06 5.80 5.47 5.11 4.73 4.31

4.96 4.10 3.71 3-48 3.33 3.22 3.07 2.91 2.74 2.54

10.04 7.56 6.55 5.99 5.64 5.39 5.06 4.71 4.33 3.91

4.84 3.98 3.59 3.36 3.20 3.09 2.95 2.79 2.61 2.40
9.65 7.20 6.22 5.67 5.32 5.07 4.74 4.40 4.02 3.60

h.75 3.88 3.49 3.26 3.11 3.00 2.85 2.69 2.50 2.30

>.33 6.93 5.95 5.41 5.06 4.82 4-50 4.16 3.78 3-36

)le A has been extracted from McNemar, Psychological Statistics,
, 431-433. "
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Table A. Table of F for .05 (first of two entries against each
and .01 (second such entry) levels of significance *(Cont'd)

Y1
n2\

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 12 24 CO

13
4.67 3.80 3.41 3.18 3.02 2.92 2.77 2.60 2.42 2.21

9.07 6.70 5.74 5.20 4.86 4.62 4.30 3.96 3.59 3.16

14
4.60 3.74 3.34 3.11 2.96 2.85 2.70 2.53 2.35 2.13

8.86 6.51 5.56 5.03 4.69 4.46 4.14 3.80 3.43 3.00

15
4.54 3.68 3.29 3.06 2.90 2.79 2.64 2.48 2.29 2.07

8.68 6.36 5.42 4.89 4.56 4.32 4.00 3.67 3.29 2.87

16
4.49 3.63 3.24 3.01 2.85 2.74 2.59 2.42 2.24 2.01

8.53 6.23 5.29 4.77 4.44 4.20 3.89 3-55 3.18 2.75

17
4.45 3.59 3.20 2.96 2.81 2.70 2.55 2.38 2.19 1.96

8.40 6.11 5.18 4.67 4.34 4.10 3.79 3.45 3.08 2.65

18
4.41 3.55 3.16 2.93 2.77 2.66 2.51 2.34 2.15 1.92

8.28 6.01 5.09 4.58 4.25 4.01 3.71 3.37 3.00 2.57

15
4-38 3.52 3.13 2.90 2.74 2.63 2.48 2.31 2.11 1.88

8.18 5.93 5.01 4.50 4.17 3.94 3.63 3.30 2.92 2.49

20
4.35 3.49 3.10 2.87 2.71 2.60 2.45 2.28 2.08 1.84
8.10 5.85 4.94 4.43 4.10 3.87 3.56 3.23 2.86 2.42

21
4.32 3.47 3.07 2.84 2.68 2.57 2.42 2.25 2.05 1.81

8.02 5.78 4.87 4.37 4.04 3.81 3.51 3.17 2.80 2.36

■
22

4.30 3.44 3.05 2.82 2.66 2.55 2.40 2.23 2.03 1.78

7.94 5.72 4.82 4.31 3.99 3.76 3.45 3.12 2.75 2.31

—

23
4.28

7.88

3.42

5.66
3.03

4.76

2.80

4.26
2.64
3.94

2.53

3.71

2.38

3.41

2.20

3.07

2.00

2.70

1.76
2.26

24
4.26

7.82

3.40

5.61

3.01

4.72

2.78

4.22

2.62

3.90

2.51

3.67

2.36

3.36

2.18

3.03

1.98

2.66

1.73

2.21

Table A has been extracted from McNemar, Psychological Statistics,
pp. 431-433.
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A. Table of F for .05 (first of two entries against eaoh n^)
and .01 (second such entry) levels of significance* (Cont'd)

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 12 24 00

4.24 3.38 2.99 2.76 2.60 2.49 2.34 2.16 1.96 1.71

7.77 5.57 4.68 4.18 3.86 3.63 3.32 2.99 2.62 2.17

4.22 3.37 2.98 2.74 2.59 2.47 2.32 2.15 1.95 1.69

7.22 5.53 4.64 4.14 3.82 3.59 3.29 2.96 2.58 2.13

4.21 3.35 2.96 2.73 2.57 2.46 2.30 2.13 1.93 1.67

7.68 5.49 4.60 4.11 3.78 3.56 3.26 2.93 2.55 2.10

4.20 3.34 2.95 2.71 2.56 2.44 2.29 2.12 1.91 1.65

7.64 5.45 4.57 4.07 3.75 3.53 3.23 2.90 2.52 2.06

4.18 3.33 2.93 2.70 2.54 2.43 2,28 2.10 1.90 I.64
7.60 5.42 4.54 4.04 3.73 3.50 3.20 2.87 2.49 2.03

4.17 3.32 2.92 2.69 2.53 2.42 2.27 2,09 1.89 1.62

7.56 5.39 4.51 4.02 3.70 3.47 3.17 2.84 2.47 2.01

4.08 3f 23 2.84 2.61 2.45 2.34 2.18 2.00 1.79 1.51

7.31 5.18 4.31 3.83 3.51 3.29 2.99 2.66 2.29 1.80

4.00 3.15 2.76 2.52 2.37 2.25 2.10 1.92 1.70 1.39

7.08 4.98 4.13 3.65 3.34 3.12 2.82 2.50 2.12 1.60

3.92 3.07 2.68 2.45 2.29 2.17 2.02 1.83 1.61 1.25

6.85 4.79 3.95 3.48 3.17 2.96 2.66 2.34 1.95 1.38

3.84 2.99 2.60 2.37 2.21 2.09 1.94 1.75 1.52 1.00

6.64 4.60 3.78 3.32 3.02 2.80 2.51 2.18 1.79 1.00

ile A has been extracted from McNemar, Psychological Statistics,
431-433.
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Table B. Distribution
. *

ox t

n P = .1 _..05 _

.02
u ^ i _ _.C1 .001

1 ! 6.314 12.706 31.821 63.657 636.619
2 i 2.920 4.303 6.965 9.925 31.598

3 • 2.353 3.182 4.541 5.841 12.941

4 | 2.132 2.776 3.747 4.604 8.610

5 1 2.015 2.571 3.365 4.032 6.859

6
1

1 1.943 2.447 3.143 3.707 5.959

7 1 1.895 2.365 2.998 3.499 5.405

8 1 1.860 2.306 2.896 3-355 5.041

9 1 1.833 2.262 2.821 3.250 4.781
10 ' 1.812

|
2.228 2.764 3.169 4-587

11 1 1.796 2.201 2.718 3.106 4.437

12 1 1.782 2.179 2.681 3.055 4.318

13 1 1.771 2.160 2.650 3.012 4.221

14 1 1.761 2.11-5 2.624 2.977 4.140

15 1 1.753
1

2.131 2.602 2.947 4.073

16 1 1.746 2.120 2.583 2.921 4.015

17 1 1.740 2.110 2.567 2.898 3.965
18

'
1.734 2.101 2.552 2.678 3.922

19
1

1.729 2.093 2.539 2.061 3.883
20 1.725

I
2.086 2.528 2.845 3.850

21 1 1.721 2.080 2.518 2.331 3.819
22 1 1.717 2.074 2.508 2.319 3.792

23 | 1.734 2.069 2.500 2.807 3.767
24 1.7H 2.064 2.492 2.797 3.745

25 , 1.708 2.060 2.485 2.787 3.725

26 1.706 2.056 2.479 2.779 3.707

27 . 1.703 2.052 2.473 2.771 3.690
28 . 1.701 2.048 2.467 2.763 3.674
29 1 1.699 2.045 2.462 2.756 3.659
30 1 1.697 2.C42 2.457 2.750 3.646

40
I

1 1.684 2.021 2.423 2.704 3.551
60 ' 1.671

1
2.000 2.390 2.660 3.460

120
, 1-658 1.980 2.358 2.617 3.373

CO i , 1.645 1.960 2.326 2.576 3.291

* Table B has been copied from i.IcNemar, Psychological otatistics, p. 430.
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